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Samenvatting van de dissertatie
Deze dissertatie bespreekt de wetenschappelijke methodologie van Willem Jacob ’s
Gravesande (1688-1742). Alhoewel het geweten is dat ’s Gravesande een belangrijke rol
speelde in de fysica van de achttiende eeuw, zijn er weinig gedetailleerde studies over zijn
werk beschikbaar. Het bestaande beeld van ’s Gravesande is dat zijn fysica, en vooral zijn
wetenschappelijke methodologie, grotendeels gericht was op het begrijpelijk maken van het
werk van Isaac Newton (1643-1727), een beeld dat ’s Gravesande voor een groot deel zelf
gecreëerd heeft. Recente studies hebben echter uitgewezen dat dit beeld niet geheel correct
is. Bepaalde aspecten die van groot belang waren voor Newton methodologie werden gemist,
genegeerd of anders geïnterpreteerd door ’s Gravesande. Deze studie richt zich daarom op het
werk zelf, in de eerste plaats zonder steeds een vergelijking met Newton te maken.
In het eerste hoofdstuk wordt besproken hoe men om te beginnen zoiets als een
‘wetenschappelijke methodologie’ moet bestuderen. Om te beginnen geef ik aan hoe het niet
moet, en hoe het beeld van ’s Gravesande als ‘newtoniaan’ ons begrip van zijn werk heeft
vermoeilijkt. Ik beargumenteer dat vergelijkingen met Newton alleen zinvol zijn wanneer die
gemaakt worden in een breder vergelijkend kader, een kader waarin ook andere
wetenschappers uit ’s Gravesandes intellectuele context worden opgenomen. Daarnaast volgt
een kleine bespreking van ’s Gravesandes wetenschappelijke instrumenten, en hoe een studie
van deze instrumenten kan helpen on ’s Gravesandes werk beter te begrijpen. Hoofdstuk twee
geeft vervolgens een biografisch overzicht van het leven en werk van ’s Gravesande. Een
dergelijk overzicht helpt om het werk van ’s Gravesande beter te contextualiseren, maar
overstijgt dat doel ook door de mythe weg te nemen die stelt dat ’s Gravesandes
wetenschappelijke carrière is begonnen na en als gevolg van een toevallige ontmoeting met
Newton
Hoofdstukken drie tot en met vijf concentreren zich op Gravesandes filosofie. In
volgorde worden zijn epistemologie, zijn metafysica en zijn gedachten over
wetenschappelijke methodologie besproken. Deze besprekingen lijden samen tot een beeld
van ’s Gravesandes denken dat veel rijker is dan het bestaande beeld suggereert. Daarnaast
leren deze hoofdstukken ons wat volgens de Gravesande de reikwijdte, de doelstellingen en
de methodes van wetenschappelijk onderzoek waren. Dit is uiteraard van groot belang voor
het begrijpen van wetenschappelijk onderzoek zoals het door ’s Gravesande in praktijk
gebracht werd, een onderwerp dat in hoofdstukken zes en zeven aan bod komt. Die
hoofdstukken richten zich nadrukkelijk op het samenspel tussen experimentele en wiskundige
benaderingen in ’s Gravesandes werk, en wijzen samen uit waar de belangrijkste bijdragen
van ’s Gravesande aan de wetenschappelijke methodologie liggen. De conclusie
beargumenteert dat die bijdrage vooral op het vlak van kwantificering, precisiemetingen en
reproduceerbaarheid liggen.
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1. Introduction
One of the main tasks of the academic discipline of history and philosophy of science is to
address the overwhelming impact of science on our modern societies, economies, and
cultures. At least since the eighteenth century, science has been a dominating societal drive.
Therefore, its success is something in need of study. This success is twofold: there is the
success of increasingly imposing itself on the world, which is directly related to the inherent
humanitarian and political aspects of science; and the success in continuously producing new
knowledge. This dissertation focuses on the latter aspect. Since we know that the success of
science in producing new knowledge cannot be attributed to some sort of intrinsic rationality,
its explanation is still problematic. There is no such thing as an infallible logic of discovery
and therefore there does not exist a singular ‘Scientific Method’. Instead, the methods and
approaches of science, in their plurality, are contingent: they depend on historical trajectories.
If the study of the history and philosophy of science wants to contribute to a better
understanding of the success of science, it should therefore direct attention to the historical
development of the epistemologies and methodologies pertaining to knowledge production.
With this dissertation, I aim to do so and to contribute in particular to our understanding of
scientific methodologies in the eighteenth century.
This dissertation centres on the thought and work of the mathematician, physicist, and
philosopher Willem Jacob ’s Gravesande (1688-1742). Although he is somewhat forgotten in
our modern era, ’s Gravesande was a towering figure in the eighteenth century. His books
were avidly translated and digested by readers all over Europe, but do not contain that one
salient ‘discovery’ that would have made his fame last. To historians, ’s Gravesande is in
particular known for having played a key role in the development and dissemination of the
so-called ‘Newtonian’ way of doing physics. Together with his colleague and successor
Petrus van Musschenbroek (1692-1761), ’s Gravesande would have spread this ‘Newtonian’
physics from his base at Leiden University. To a large extent, it was ’s Gravesande himself
who was responsible for this classification. Isaac Newton (1643-1727) regularly featured in
the titles of ’s Gravesande’s books and in the programmatic statements that we find in the
prefaces to those books. His magnum opus, for instance, bore the title Physices elementa
mathematica, experimentis confirmata, sive, introductio ad philosophiam Newtonianam. In
his academic orations as well, ’s Gravesande explicitly claimed to explicate Newton’s physics
and Newton’s way of doing natural philosophy.
Historians remember ’s Gravesande for two other reasons as well, besides for
advocating and elaborating the new Newtonian physics. The second reason is ’s Gravesande’s
philosophical justification of his experimental physics. Although he has not reached the status
of one of the great epistemologists of his century, ’s Gravesande’s philosophical writings have
attracted quite some attention, both in his own days as well as from modern historians of
philosophy. This is true in particular for his arguments for the elimination of metaphysical
thinking from physics proper, a theme which can be found in virtually all of ’s Gravesande’s
7

works. ’s Gravesande maintained that a physics based on metaphysical reasoning would make
all sorts of claims that we could never know to be true. Rather than to new knowledge, this
would lead us astray. Therefore, metaphysics was to be kept at bay and physics, instead,
should be founded on an empirico-mathematical basis. It was only through this method, which
according to ’s Gravesande was first set out by Newton, that we could attain true and certain
knowledge about the world around us.
The third major component of ’s Gravesande’s legacy is to be found in his magnificent
cabinet of scientific instruments rather than in his books. Together with Jan van
Musschenbroek (1687-1748), the older brother of ’s Gravesande’s colleague and successor
Petrus, ’s Gravesande developed many new instruments. The vast majority of those were
illustrated in his physics books, and most survive today in the collection of Museum
Boerhaave in Leiden. Although it is clear that individual instruments played other roles as
well, the historical consensus is that the main role of ’s Gravesande’s cabinet was to teach the
new Newtonian physics by setting it directly before the eyes of his audience. By manifesting
for instance the laws of mechanics through the use of well-developed experiments, ’s
Gravesande could convince his students of their veracity without having to give a full
mathematical demonstration of these laws.
It seems therefore quite clear that all three parts of ’s Gravesande’s legacy are closely
related to the person of Isaac Newton: in his physics, ’s Gravesande did not invent new
theories but instead largely elaborated on the themes Newton had been working. ’s
Gravesande did so, according to himself, while following the same methodology as his British
paragon. The main result of ’s Gravesande’s philosophical writings was the vindication of
this methodology, and the common denominator of his scientific instruments was that they
served to teach the same physics. All in all, there appears to be little reason to doubt that ’s
Gravesande was to a large degree inspired by Newton and agreed with him on the general
way of doing what they were doing. This is how ’s Gravesande has been approached by
historians: as one of the most influential propagators of Newton’s works and methods. Even
more, since the eighteenth century witnessed an enormous boom in the interest in the sciences
and especially in everything that related to Isaac Newton, ’s Gravesande and his fellow
Newtonians are considered to have played a major part in the development of the sciences as
an important social drive.
As I will argue in this dissertation, however, there are important pitfalls in regarding
’s Gravesande as a Newtonian. A first problem is that those who have argued for classifying
him as a follower of Newton have almost without exception done so from ’s Gravesande’s
own perspective. More specifically, historians and philosophers have taken him at his word
for following the methods of Newton. They have built their arguments around ’s Gravesande’s
description of the Newtonian method, and have paid little attention to the methodologies ’s
Gravesande and Newton made use of in practice. As Steffen Ducheyne has argued in his “‘s
Gravesande’s Appropriation of Newton’s Natural Philosophy, Part II: Methodological Issues”
(2014), this is problematic especially because ’s Gravesande’s description of the Newtonian
8

method was quite short and general. ’s Gravesande mainly asserted that Newton had set an
example for conducting physics based on experiment and mathematics while avoiding
metaphysical hypotheses as much as possible. This abstraction gives us little insight in more
interesting questions and a more detailed study of ’s Gravesande’s approaches and their
relation to those of Newton is as yet lacking. Therefore, such a question as whether ’s
Gravesande and Newton agreed on when and how mathematical treatments should be related
to experiments, is still to be answered. From his brief comparison of some of their
methodological views, Ducheyne has concluded that ’s Gravesande’s “methodological ideas
were quite different from and occasionally even incongruent with Newton’s views on the
matter”.1
One of the main reasons for the endurance of the interpretation of ’s Gravesande as a
Newtonian, is that there is no other unified picture of ’s Gravesande’s work. This is illustrated
by the fact that only two book length studies on ’s Gravesande exist, and that both of these—
Giambattista Gori’s La fondazione dell’esperienza in ’sGravesande (1972) and C. de Pater’s
Willem Jacob ’s Gravesande, Welzijn wijsbegeerte en wetenschap (1988)—deal almost
exclusively with ’s Gravesande’s philosophy of science, and not with his actual scientific
enquiries or achievements. Moreover, since these books have been written in Italian and
Dutch respectively, their audiences have been limited. Although dozens of articles on ’s
Gravesande’s have appeared over the last decades, these contributions inevitably focus on
particular aspects of his legacy. Because of that, those who have studied ’s Gravesande’s more
philosophical work have in general paid little attention to his scientific practice and use of
instruments, and vice versa. Rather than on possible connections between the different aspects
of ’s Gravesande’s work, his results, and his agenda, the focus has in general been on how
individual aspects connect with the work of Isaac Newton. This has resulted in a static picture
in which differences between Newton, the creative genius, and ’s Gravesande, the proponent,
are interpreted at best as ameliorations of Newton’s original work, but scarcely as the result
of ’s Gravesande’s own creative thinking. Consequently, even though we know that interest
in his work was massive, we are in no position to decide what ’s Gravesande actually had to
offer to his contemporaries.
The objective of this dissertation is to resolve these issues. By combining different
strands of research on ’s Gravesande I aim to cast light on the dynamics between ’s
Gravesande’s scientific reasoning, his philosophy, and his use of instruments and
experiments. I will address the success of his methodology as well, and will do so in terms of
his ability to solve contemporary problems. Furthermore, this dissertation will go beyond ’s
Gravesande’s own methodological generalizations and will explore what themes of Newton
’s Gravesande actually built on, from which he departed, and what other figures were
important to his thought. In doing so, I make room for new interpretations of his work.

1

Ducheyne (2014b), p. 112. Together with Ducheyne (2014a), this study forms a helpful starting point for this
dissertation.
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We have been content with classifying ’s Gravesande as Newtonian for too long, and
therefore have blinded ourselves for his many extensions of and departures from Newton’s
work. Because of ’s Gravesande’s central role in eighteenth-century physics and natural
philosophy, and especially in the development of the former out of the later, he is a key figure
in our understanding of eighteenth-century scientific knowledge, practices, and
methodologies. If we want to progress in our understanding of eighteenth-century philosophy
and physics—still a relatively understudied period, especially in comparison to the
seventeenth century—we need to pay due attention to ’s Gravesande. We need to acquire a
richer picture of his approaches to these fields, get him “out of the Newtonian straightjacket”,2
and put him into his own context.
By providing such a new picture, I aim to contribute to three themes of interest to
history and philosophy of science in general. These three themes and my particular
interpretation of them are constitutive to my approach of ’s Gravesande, and I will therefore
discuss them in the rest of this chapter. First, I will take a critical view on the concept of
‘Newtonianism’ and its adjective ‘Newtonian’. As is clear in the case of ’s Gravesande, the
ways the concept is employed and the possible benefits of doing so should be called into
question. Since most studies on ’s Gravesande approach him as a ‘Newtonian’ nonetheless, a
deconstruction of the term is a requirement for apprehending the state of the art concerning
his work, as well as for anticipating a more constructive understanding of his relation to
Newton.
Second, I intend to contribute to the particularly young field of the history and
philosophy of scientific methodology. Besides progress in the empirical and theoretical
components, changes in methodologies offer another way to describe the development of
scientific knowledge. This approach is particularly useful when investigating the differences
and agreements between historical actors, in this case between ’s Gravesande and Newton.
Third and last, I will pay close attention to the role of scientific instruments in ’s Gravesande’s
scientific practice. This will be essential to explicating methodological approaches, as well as
to understanding various social and cultural aspects of ’s Gravesande’s work. Although
studies of material aspects surge, there are few studies that integrate scientific instruments
into more intellectual histories. ’s Gravesande’s case might have a wider impact in this
respect, too.
The structure of this introductory chapter is as follows: the first section discusses the
historical development of the term ‘Newtonianism’, both in the eighteenth century itself, as
well as in twentieth-century history and philosophy of science. A second section addresses
the status quaestionis concerning ‘Newtonianism’ and gives some suggestions on how the
term might be used properly and fruitfully. In a third section, “A post-‘Newtonian’ assessment
of ’s Gravesande”, I will address how the current focus on Newtonianism hampers our
understanding of ’s Gravesande, and will argue that we need to take perspectives that gets us
2
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past the shadow of Newton and put ’s Gravesande’s work in the right contexts. The fourth
and fifth sections address the state of the art concerning two of the new perspectives I will
use: the history and philosophy of scientific methodology; and the study of the role scientific
instruments in eighteenth-century methodologies and epistemologies respectively.

Newtonianism: a deconstruction
In the history and philosophy of eighteenth-century science, and particularly in literature on
the first half of the century, much of the important developments and figures have traditionally
been designated as ‘Newtonian’. Especially eighteenth-century physicists such as ’s
Gravesande have been considered as such, and often still are. One of the seminal studies
taking this perspective is I. B. Cohen’s Franklin and Newton: An Inquiry Into Speculative
Newtonian Experimental Science and Franklin’s Work in Electricity as an Example Thereof
(1956). On the first page of his magistral but dated study Cohen explained that he had “chosen
the physics of the eighteenth century as a field of inquiry primarily because it provides an
example of the profound influence exerted by the work of a single man, Isaac Newton, to a
degree that is unique in the development of modern science”.3 Such assessments of Newton’s
importance were not new in Cohen’s time: modern historians have largely followed the lead
of eighteenth-century actors themselves. ‘Newtonianism’ has been used to refer to the
writings and doings of a diverse range of scientists, scholars, and popularisers from the
eighteenth century on.
Nowadays, this picture of Newton is taking on significance in cultural, economic, and
literary history as well. In his A Culture of Growth (2017), the eminent economic historian
Joel Mokyr for instance sets out to explain “the origins of the modern economy” in terms of
cultural evolution and reserves an important place for Isaac Newton as a “cultural
entrepreneur”. According to Mokyr, Newton “singlehandedly combined the deductive powers
of mathematical modeling with Baconian stress on experimental data and observation”. 4 As
Mokyr claims, “[Newton’s] work became a role model for other sciences […] [and] filled
other scholars with hope that such areas as farming, medicine, chemistry, electricity,
materials, and even the “science of man” would soon be similarly reduced to well-understood,
elegant laws”.5 Mokyr is of course not to blame: he is no historian of science and, as his
references show, he is largely taking his cue from something close to the current received
view on Newton’s historical importance. What this received view implies—in part tacitly—
for the eighteenth century, still becomes clear from Mokyr’s assessments of some of Newton’s
followers, or his “epigones”, as he negatively calls them. They, promimently including ’s
Gravesande, were “the shock troops of Newtonianism” and were “interpreting and explaining

3

Cohen (1956), vii.
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Newton”.6 Mokyr notices about several of the most prominent Newtonians that they made
little “original contributions” in science, and remarks that, like Newton himself, “[m]ost of
his epigones, too, were not famous for significant technological advances”.7
The straightforward conclusion—although not drawn by Mokyr—seems to be that
eighteenth-century science was destitute, static, and barren, filled with people lacking in
creativity but devoted to spreading ‘Newtonianism’. A major issue in checking this view, is
that it is often quite unclear what is meant by ‘Newtonianism’ and in how far this
Newtonianism was something more than “interpreting and explaining Newton”. Because of
that, the historical usefulness of the concept has been criticized for decades. Already in 1978,
Robert E. Schofield opened his paper “An Evolutionary Taxonomy of Eighteenth-Century
Newtonianisms” with the following claim: “Among the many misnomers for the eighteenth
century, the “Age of Newton,” perhaps, promises the most and provides the least insight into
the thought of the period”.8
The problem is evident in the case of ’s Gravesande: classifying him as a Newtonian
implies that he followed Newton as far as possible. Consequently, it hides as much as it tells
us. An outright rejection of the concept, however, might cost us valuable perspectives as well:
it seems logical to assume that ’s Gravesande had some reasons for calling his work
Newtonian. In this section, I will therefore give an overview of how the term has developed
historically as well as of the many uses that have been made of it, both by contemporaries and
by historians. Since historians have taken over the use of the concept from self-styled
Newtonians, these uses will in general be similar. This is especially the case of the older
literature on which this section mostly centres. I will argue here that three main strands of
Newtonianism have been uncovered. These strands deal with eighteenth-century science;
ideology; and commercialization of science respectively. In the next section, I will reflect on
more recent uses of the concept of Newtonianism and, with these in hand, on the possibilities
to use it fruitfully in the history and philosophy of science.
The first question to be asked is: what was the Newtonianism against which Schofield
reacted supposed to be? In the great syntheses of the history of science as the history of ideas
that appeared around the mid-twentieth century, the main Newtonian influence was
considered to be the overthrowing of earlier worldviews. Authors such as Alexandre Koyré
and E. J. Dijksterhuis, regarded the rise of mechanical and mathematical worldviews in the
seventeenth century as the cornerstone of the success of science. They regarded Copernicus,
Galileo, and Kepler as the main innovators battling the dominance of Aristotelianism in the
Medieval and Renaissance periods, but held that a mechanical worldview first matured in
Cartesianism and was brought to perfection by Newton.9 This story was linked to the
6

Mokyr (2017), pp. 106, 110.
Mokyr (2017), p. 112. For downplaying the “original contributions”, see for instance p. 102 for Herman
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Koyré’s thoughts on Newton are most clear in his posthumous Newtonian Studies (1965). For Dijksterhuis see
his De mechanisering van het wereldbeeld (1950). It is of interest that both Koyré and Dijksterhuis were born
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traditional interpretation of the ‘Scientific Revolution’ as the instauration of modern science.10
Since modern science, in turn, is traditionally linked with the origins of the Enlightenment,
Newton would in this interpretation not have laid the foundations of modern science only, but
of modernity in general.11
In the wake of this monumental overturning, the eighteenth-century had a very
different role in these synthesizing accounts: it was supposed to have been a period of
progressive dissemination of Newtonianism,12 which however still had to deal with
conservative Cartesian counter currents. One of the most influential accounts of this struggle
between Newtonianism and Cartesianism was without a doubt a contemporary one, namely
that in Voltaire’s Lettres philosophiques. These letters were published in 1734, in the wake
of Newton’s death. Building on earlier tropes of Newton’s advocates about René Descartes’
philosophy, Voltaire (1694-1778) argued that Descartes (1596-1650), who he insisted had a
strong imagination,13 had built a philosophical system that was nothing more than an
“ingenious novel”. Where Descartes could and should have built his “physique” on his
geometry, which was in fact excellent, he chose not to do so. Even though Voltaire had some
positive things to say about Descartes, the contrast with Newton could not have been bigger.
Voltaire mentioned Descartes’ many mistakes and asserted that he did “not believe that one
truly dares to compare in anything his [Descartes’] philosophy with that of Newton”.14 For
instance in optics, Voltaire argued that Newton had his theory of colours “demonstrated to
the eyes”, whereas Descartes was “wrong” on many accounts and “had no reason to assert
that [light] was a globular body”.15
in 1892, and thus lived through the overthrowing of what was then called ‘Newtonian mechanics’ by Einstein’s
relativity theory and quantum mechanics. Since this conception of ‘Newtonian mechanics’ dates from the late
eighteenth-century circle around Pierre-Simon Laplace (1749-1827) and is in recent times more commonly
referred to as ‘classical mechanics’, it falls outside of the scope of this dissertation. See Schaffer (1990) for a
concise overview of the interpretations of Newton and Newtonianism in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
up until Einstein’s ‘triumph’ over it in 1919. That this historical understanding of Newtonian mechanics shaped
some of the earlier historiography on Newton is clear from Dijksterhuis’s various writings of the 1920s and
1930s, then still as a mathematics teacher and public intellectual. In those, Dijksterhuis tried to defuse a
perceived threat of relativity theory to serve as a legitimation for educational reform. Dijksterhuis argued that
Euclidean-Newtonian mechanics was more fundamental then relativity theory, and that therefore the former
should serve as the basis of mathematics education. See Van Besouw & Van Dongen (2013), pp. 98-101 and
references therein.
10
See for instance the authoritative Hall (1954/1983), p. 16. “From the eighteenth century onwards,
Newtonianism (in the widest sense) has been seen as the ideal of science; therefore the paramount success story
of the scientific revolution is the achievement of the Newtonian world-view […] I have written this book in the
belief that Newtonianism did provide the historical high road to the development of the sciences we actually
have”.
11
Cassirer (1932/1951), in his classical The Philosophy of the Enlightenment, considers Newton’s method as the
decisive influence on what he calls “The Mind of the Enlightenment”, see p. 7ff. See Shank (2008), in particular
pp. 14-21 for a critical discussion of this link between Newton and the Enlightenment.
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As is for instance the approach in Hall (1954/1983), chapter 14.
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Voltaire (1734), pp. 121-122.
14
Voltaire (1734), pp. 128-129. “Je ne crois pas qu’on ose à la vérité comparer en rien sa Philosophie avec celle
de Newton”. Van Bunge (2013) uses Voltaire’s assessment of Descartes as an entry point of his critique of the
concepts of Dutch Cartesianism and Newtonianism.
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Voltaire (1734), p. 157: “Newton […] a démontré aux yeux que la lumiere est un amas de rayons colorez”; p.
156: “[Descartes] n’avoit aucune raison d’assurer que c’étoit un corps globuleux”.
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This contrast between ‘assertions’ and ‘demonstrations’ was of course meant to point
to the different methodological styles of Descartes and Newton. Voltaire was here pushing a
distinction according to which Descartes’ philosophy and physical theories were based on
deductions from first principles, often accompanied by false assumptions. Newton, on the
other hand, would have based his natural philosophy on its true foundations, on experiment
and on mathematics, while eschewing hypotheses. Especially for the last, Newton’s alleged
dislike of hypotheses and premature generalizations, eighteenth-century scholars would rely
on and refer en masse to the regulae philosophandi and the statement “hypotheses non fingo”
that appeared in the General Scholium. Both the regulae and the General Scholium date from
the second edition of the Principia, published in 1713.16
This distinction between a metaphysically speculative Descartes and a self-restraining
Newton who enabled progress, has been central to the representation of Newtonianism from
its beginnings. The same distinction became entrenched in twentieth-century historiography
of science as well. Pierre Brunet, for instance, in one of the earliest studies of the
dissemination of Newtonian and experimental thought, has narrated a story in which
experimental Newtonian science replaced Cartesianism in France only halfway through the
eighteenth century.17 The new experimental science was held back by conservatives, and it
was only through mediation of the Dutch experimentalists, among whom of course ’s
Gravesande, that experimental science could triumph.18 A similar story on Newtonianism,
although without juxtaposing it strongly with Cartesianism, is Cohen’s Franklin and Newton.
Right from the start, Cohen argued that almost all of eighteenth-century science was inspired
by Newton. He traced two different lineages of Newtonianism stemming from Newton’s two
main publications: an experimental lineage coming from the Opticks (1704) and a
mathematical one from the Principia (1687).19 Clearly, Newtonianism was conceived of as a
new philosophy in which the world around us should be investigated via experiment and
mathematics.
Since then, it has often been remarked that such an understanding of ‘Newtonianism’
is not very helpful to the history and philosophy of science. The two main problems with the
label as such are that it implies, first, that much or most of the developments of eighteenthcentury science were due to the work of one man, the great Sir Isaac Newton. Second, it
supposes that there is some sort of unity in the works belonging to the Newtonian tradition.
On the first issue, it hardly needs to be emphasized anymore that Newton was certainly not
16

The first two of the regulae philosophandi were present in the first edition of 1687 but were called hypotheses;
the 1713 edition contained three regulae, the fourth was added only in the third edition. See Ducheyne (2012),
pp. 109-120 for a history of these rules.
17
Brunet (1931), see for instance the preface, v, “Les théories de Newton ont, au cours du XVIIIe siècle,
rencontré des résistances particulièrement violentes en France, parce qu’elles se heurtaient là à des doctrines
cartésiennes solidement établies déjà”.
18
Brunet (1926).
19
Cohen (1956), x. As I will discuss in a later section, more recent commentators do not take this distinction to
be as strong as Cohen argued. A main reason for this is that the Principia is now assessed as having much more
experimental content than was recognized initially by Cohen.
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the only one on whose mathematical or experimental work eighteenth-century scientists built.
This was already clear to Brunet in 1926, who, notwithstanding his emphasis on the
Newtonian influence, pointed to the existence of scientists of experimental bend, particularly
in the Netherlands, prior to Newton.20 The notion of Newtonianism as the leading influence
in the eighteenth-century science, however, was only effectively criticized from the 1970s on.
In 1971, in a review of two works that extended the concept Newtonian science to chemistry
and matter theory from Newton’s days up to the early nineteenth century, Yehuda Elkana
argued that we should take account of more “research programmes” to explain eighteenthcentury developments, namely at least “the Cartesian, Newtonian and Leibnizian” ones.
According to Elkana, it was due to a positivistic attitude that the Cartesian and Leibnizian
programmes were hidden from view, but it would be better to “view the growth of knowledge
as a result of a dialogue between competing research programmes”.21
Elkana also focused on the second problem, that of the unity of Newtonianism, arguing
that “as a result of the many different meanings of Newtonianism, the reader is often confused
as to what is fundamental and what is ancillary”.22 As was already made clear due to the work
of Cohen, there where at least two different strands of research in eighteenth-century
Newtonianism, but inside these strands, differences were plentiful as well. Both of these
points of criticism were also implicit in Thomas S. Kuhn’s enormously influential
“Mathematical vs. Experimental Traditions in the Development of Physical Science” (1976).
Taking over Cohen’s two lineages from Newton, the experimental and the mathematical,
Kuhn showed that Newton in fact contributed to the two major pre-existing scientific
traditions with his two main works: to the classical mathematical sciences with the Principia,
and to the “Baconian sciences” with the Opticks, and that these traditions spawned many
different sorts of research that culminated into a unified physics only roughly a century after
Newton’s works.23 Three years later, R.W. Home, in his “Out of a Newtonian Straitjacket:
Alternative Approaches to Eighteenth-Century Physical Science”, agreed that a dichotomy
between mathematical and experimental approaches would characterize eighteenth-century
“actual practice” more fruitfully then the Newtonian-Cartesian dichotomy.24 Yet, as the works
reviewed by Elkana showed, the concept of Newtonianism could not and in fact was not
restricted to physics: it was equally used in chemistry and medicine. Even in the social
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sciences scholars would refer to Newton’s ideas and methods, as is well known in the cases
of David Hume, Adam Smith, and the Marquis de Condorcet.25
As this shows, ‘Newtonian science’ proved to be a very elastic term. It could denote
any philosophical stance or scientific methodology that was based on either experiment or
mathematics, or both. One of the only important conditions for classifying something as
Newtonian, was that it would not make excessive use of speculations or generalization, for
otherwise it could be accused of being Cartesian. A second condition that historians tolerated
was that the historical actors must refer to Newton’s work themselves. As Newton was
ubiquitous in the eighteenth century, this however did not exclude much of its science or
philosophy.
So far, all these points of criticism of the concept of Newtonianism arise from
considerations still internal to the history of ideas. This holds for the discussion of Elkana,26
and the same is true for the points raised in Schofield’s article of 1978, mentioned above.
Schofield distinguished between different sorts of Newtonianism, tracing mixes of Newton’s
ideas—and those of his followers—with among others those of Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz
(1646-1716), Francis Bacon (1561-1626), and Christian Wolff (1679-1754).27 In some way,
Schofield seemed to have done what Arthur O. Lovejoy had proposed before. Lovejoy had
argued in his The Great Chain of Being that “the doctrines or tendencies that are designated
by familiar names ending in -ism or -ity, though they occasionally may be, usually are not,
units of the sort which the historian of ideas seeks to discriminate. They commonly constitute,
rather, compounds to which his method of analysis needs to be applied”.28
More recent studies however show that the problem of Newtonianism becomes even
more complicated when we look beyond a narrow history of ideas. At around the same time
that the use of the concept of Newtonianism in modern historiography came under serious
scrutiny, more socially oriented studies showed that there was more history to it than held
before. Besides Newton’s influence on the sciences and on the scientific world views, selfstyled Newtonians could also be found arguing in politics and religion, and with
‘Newtonianism’ one could refer to ideologies as well in the eighteenth century. The mention
of “research programmes” by Elkana and “traditions” by Kuhn of course pointed to the social
dimensions of Newtonianism as well. But, in contrast to Elkana and Kuhn, many of the new
studies were interested in explanations of how Newton came to be seen as the herald, leader,
and architect of modern science, that is, in the contextual use of his ideas and authority more
so than in the scientific content of the ideas themselves. ’s Gravesande’s ideology has been
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As is discussed in for instance Schliesser (2014), an encyclopedic account of Newtonian thought, which
mainly addresses the influence of the Principia. On Hume’s Newtonianism, see also Demeter (2016), on
Condorcet’s, see Baker (1975). See also Cohen (1994), who argues that Newton’s science has only been used
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assessed in terms of this second form of Newtonianism as well but, as we will see, this has
done little to clarify his positions.
Among the first to take the ideological approach to Newtonianism where Henry
Guerlac and Margaret C. Jacob, who focused on the importance of theological and
metaphysical implications of Newton’s work in 1969. In his reflective postscripts to the
Principia and the Opticks, Newton had in fact addressed these issues and had put major
emphasis on God’s providence. Guerlac and Jacob argued that, from the last decade of the
seventeenth century on, these providentialist Newtonian views were used to justify some of
the doctrines of the Anglican low church or latitudinarians, and that these doctrines had
important political entailments. Particularly, the mysterious workings of providence were
used to legitimate support for the Whig cause of the change of kings during the Glorious
Revolution of 1688.29 These Newtonian theological ideas were first significantly set forth by
Richard Bentley (1662-1742) in his influential Boyle Lectures of 1692, five years after the
publication of the Principia. The purpose of these lectures, installed through the bequest of
the natural philosopher Robert Boyle (1627-1691), was to propound Christianity by natural
religion based on reason, and to combat atheists and other infidels. The point of Guerlac and
Jacob was that Newtonian providence, as set out by Bentley, proved particularly helpful in
countering materialistic worldviews; and that Bentley, who was encouraged by Newton
himself, thus turned Newtonianist providentialism into a potent weapon for certain politicallyladen religious doctrines.30
Another social aspect of ‘Newtonianism’ was brought to light in 1973 by Carolyn Iltis.
Iltis discussed how a circle of people around Newton, which she described as “a scientific
bureaucracy devoted to the exposition and explanation of Newtonian principles”, defended
“the Newtonian system of natural philosophy” from challenges by Leibniz and his followers
in the 1710s and 1720s.31 Of importance for our purposes is that Iltis discussed ’s Gravesande
as one of the key players in this debate, and considered him to be a Leibnizian convert from
the Newtonian camp. As will become clear throughout this dissertation, his position was
decidedly more complex than that. We should take notice here, too, of the shift of target of
Newtonian scorn: besides Descartes and the Cartesians, Newtonians clearly also combated
both Leibnizians and all sorts of infidels. The second becomes clear from the list of most
important members of Iltis’s Newtonian circle: next to John Theopilus Desaguliers (16831744), a man most famous for his courses in natural philosophy, and the physician and
mathematician Henry Pemberton (1694-1771), Iltis also mentioned in particular the
clergyman Samuel Clarke (1675-1729), who delivered the Boyle Lectures on a number of
different occasions. As Iltis argued, the controversy between the Newtonians and the
Leibnizians “was fundamentally a clash of philosophical world views on the nature of God,
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matter, and force”, that is, metaphysical and theological issues.32 The most important
publication of this clash, as is well known, is the infamous correspondence between Leibniz
and Clarke, parts of which are still read for their importance to current debates on the
philosophy of space and time.33
In The Newtonians and the English Revolution, 1689-1720 (1976), Jacob took the next
step by setting out to give a “social explanation for the triumph of Newtonianism”.34 As the
title indicates, this of course concerned the particular English context. Jacob now discerned a
parallel between the Newtonian concept of a universe governed by providential laws and the
societal order after the Glorious Revolution. This link was especially forged, again, through
the Newtonian Boyle Lectures and latitudinarian social philosophy. According to Jacob, “by
the late 1690s the Newtonians were the intellectual leaders of the low-church faction […] and
tended, by the reign of Anne, generally to support Whiggish political goals”.35 Although
Jacob’s work put the significance of the political context of Newtonianism in England beyond
doubt, subsequent studies have shown that the link between the latitudinarian Whigs and
Newtonianism was not as evident as she argued. As reviewers pointed out, Jacob had
predominantly shown that Newtonian arguments were wielded against religious enthusiast
and atheists, but had not addressed high church Tory reactions.36 Furthermore, it was a public
secret that Newton held religiously unorthodox thoughts: two of his close allies, the Boyle
Lecturers William Whiston (1667-1752) and Clarke, were eventually even scrutinized for
anti-Trinitarian views. Such issues naturally would not have sat well with many
latitudinarians and therefore cast doubt upon Jacob’s thesis.37
That at least parts of Newton’s thought were used by others than latitudinarians
became clear from the work of Jacob herself. Although they repudiated the providentialist
Newtonian metaphysics and theology, English radicals, too, were quick to enlist parts of
Newton’s work for their materialist ideologies. Politically, these were connected to radical
equality and reform rather than to supporting the outcomes of the Glorious Revolution.38 In
his “Of Gods and Kings: Natural Philosophy and Politics in the Leibniz-Clarke Disputes”
(1981), Steven Shapin showed similarly that the Newtonian reactions to Leibnizian
philosophy, discussed before by Iltis, should be considered in a political struggle with radical
tendencies as well. Since Leibniz was serving the house of Hanover, the Hanoverian
succession of 1714 raised the prospect of bringing Leibniz to England. As Shapin showed,
this was problematic because some of Leibniz ideas on matter and God’s will were shared by
English freethinkers. The combat of Iltis’s “Newtonian bureaucracy” against Leibniz,
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therefore, also aimed indirectly at those freethinkers and the political ideas they derived from
the metaphysics they shared with Leibniz.39
Perhaps being aware of critiques of Jacob’s work, Shapin was careful to include the
Tories in his account of the political context, mainly in detailing the agenda of the Whigs. As
Shapin explained, whereas the Tories supported an absolute monarchy, “the classic Whig
ideology” was that “monarchical will was properly limited by law”. 40 This led some Tories
to “accusing Whigs as a whole of republican and levelling tendencies”, as well as of religious
unorthodoxy or even deistic tendencies such as those discerned in the views of Whiston and
Clarke.41 This would of course push the Whigs to distance themselves from radicals. Yet, a
discussion of Tory reactions to Newtonianism itself had to wait until a study of Anita Guerrini,
published in 1986. In that study Guerrini pointed to a Scottish circle with personal ties to
Newton himself, but with a background distinctly different from the groups discussed so far.
These Scottish Newtonians, as Guerrini showed, were high church Tories rather than low
church Whigs and almost all had a background and particular interest in medicine, rather than
or next to natural philosophy. The group included among others Archibald Pitcairn (16521713), John Keill (1671-1721), James Keill (1673-1719), and David Gregory (1659-1708).
The latter was in fact a central figure who had particularly strong ties to Newton and was
supported by Newton in his pursuit of the Savilian chair of astronomy in Oxford in 1691,
roughly at the same time as Newton’s earliest correspondence with Richard Bentley.42
Although these studies by Jacob, Shapin, and Guerrini strengthened the claim of the
importance of the social impact and context of Newton’s work, they also showed that the link
between ‘Newtonianism’ and Whig latitudinarianism was in no way as strong as initially
argued by Jacob, let alone the only social appropriation of Newton’s work. Clearly,
‘Newtonianism’ did not necessarily refer to a particular coherent ideology. Furthermore, the
unearthing by Guerrini of “Newtonian medicine” and “Newtonian physiology” emphasized
once more the protean nature of Newtonian natural philosophy.43
What Guerrini’s studies also implied, was that the social aspects of Newtonianism
were not restricted to England. This, however, had already been argued by Jacob in 1981. In
her The Radical Enlightenment: Pantheists, Freemasons and Republicans, Jacob had argued
that in particular the connection between Newtonianism and radical political and religious
views spread to the certain circles in the Netherlands as well. This is especially relevant here,
because Jacob regarded ’s Gravesande as one of the central figures in connecting these radical
tendencies with a more moderate form of Newtonianism.44 As I will detail in chapter two of
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this dissertation, however, Jacob’s take on ’s Gravesande is not supported by the available
evidence. As Iltis had indicated in 1973, some of ’s Gravesande’s metaphysical writings were
closer to Leibniz’s thought than to that of Newton. I will discuss these writings in chapter
four.
Next to Newtonian science or natural philosophy and Newtonian ideology, what was
called Newtonianism in the eighteenth century had a third major component. This was the
popularization and application of new knowledge, in particular in mechanics and hydrostatics,
for capitalist purposes. Although some links between capitalist ideologies and Newtonianism
were present in the works of Jacob,45 this link was put on the agenda of the history of science
predominantly through the work of Larry Stewart. In two articles published in 1986, Stewart
showed that some of the notable English Newtonians were actively looking for patronage and
were making a living out of the popularization and commercialization of “Newtonian
science”.46 Since Newton was regarded as an important cultural figure in eighteenth-century
Britain but his works were esoteric and demanded serious mathematical knowledge, there was
a demand for making it accessible to non-specialists. This demand was met through
popularizing publications as well as through public lectures, for which the participants of
course had to pay. Lecturers included among many others Desaguliers, Whiston, Francis
Hauksbee (1666-1713), and Humphry Ditton (1675-1715). Subjects normally included
mechanics—Newton’s laws of motion in particular—hydrostatics, and optics.47
Desaguliers was also particularly well connected to certain industrial and
entrepreneurial projects, although he was certainly not the only Newtonian who played a role
in the emerging industries of England. As Stewart described, many of such projects involved
using steam engines to facilitate water supplies and to raise damps out of mines. Other
Newtonians of practical bent tried to make a living as instrument makers, or tried to find new
ways to determine longitude, a scientific problem that, if solved, would immensely help
navigation on sea. According to Stewart, such activities evidently show that “projects and
financial innovations were not as far removed from the lives of some of the Newtonians as
has been assumed”. Consequently, he argued, “we have to recognize that Newton’s followers
created from his natural philosophy a social movement of many facets within the intellectual
and political circumstances of late Stuart and early Hanoverian England”.48
Two things should be emphasized here. First, Stewart’s work has shown that
Newtonianism, as it was perceived and marketed in the eighteenth century, was not only about
ideology and metaphysical arguments. There were also much more down-to-earth motivations
to call on Newton’s name. Yet, what is not made clear enough in the work of Stewart, is that
what was sold as ‘Newtonian’ was not necessarily coming from Newton. Although Newton
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had achieved impressive results in mechanics, hydrostatics, and optics, most of what was
taught in popular lectures concerned results commonly known before Newton. The lecturers
were of course aware of this. What this tells us, is that referring to his name might have had
more to do with commercial interest than with genuine engagement with Newton’s thought.
Yet, the second point of emphasis is that there certainly was a connection between the
technical knowledge that was the subject of the ‘Newtonian’ popular lecturers on the one
hand, and the metaphysical issues on the other. Many Newtonians, Desaguliers, Whiston, and
Ditton are clear examples, were in fact involved in both. They were making money out of
“the selling of Newton”,49 but were equally interested in working out the religious, political,
and social consequences of Newton’s ideas, as they perceived them.
With (i) Newtonian science or natural philosophy; (ii) the Newtonian metaphysicallybased ideology; and (iii) commercial Newtonianism, the three main strands of
‘Newtonianism’ as they have so far been tackled by historians were all largely outlined by the
late 1980s. In what follows, I will focus on more recent studies of the terms ‘Newtonian’ and
‘Newtonianism’ in the history and philosophy of science. In those recent studies, historians
and philosophers have largely stopped asking what Newtonianism exactly was, and have
rather become more interested in the various uses historical actors made of Newton.

Recent trends: the status quaestionis in the study of Newtonianism
As described by Margaret Jacob in a fairly recent overview article, references to Newton’s
name, his place in the history of science, and particular interpretations of his accomplishments
were used throughout the eighteenth century to promote such diverse causes as British
national pride; Protestantism; piety and moderation, but other interpretations of the history of
science were also used for political purposes in the revolutions of the last decades of the
eighteenth century.50 In a similar vein, Mordechai Feingold discussed in his The Newtonian
Moment: Science and the Making of Modern Culture (2004) how, by the mid-eighteenth
century, it was not so much the person of Newton himself, but rather the “image” of Newton
created in the eighteenth century that “had come to inform the Enlightenment and inspire
generations of philosophers and men of letters as well as mathematicians and natural
philosophers”. These people inspired by Newton included English empiricists; Scottish
Common Sense philosophers; and French philosophes. As Feingold discussed, Newton was
however also used by “various members of the so-called counter-Enlightenment”, and he
claimed that “Newton was first and foremost an “emblem” of a new era. […] With time, the
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historical Newton receded into the background, overshadowed by the very legacy he helped
create”.51
Such a receding of Newton and a detachment between Newton and Newtonianism did
not only take place during the eighteenth century, it has happened in recent studies as well.
At least in part, this has been an effect of progressing insight in the thoughts of the great man
himself. These have been acquired through studies of the great amount of manuscript material
left by Newton, manuscripts that concern in particular his interests in alchemy and
chronology, his heretical theology, and his search for ancient untainted wisdom, prisca
sapienta. Of these interests, only hints appeared in publication during Newton’s lifetime. One
of the central articles in pointing modern historians to Newton’s private theological
interests—much more concerned with finding uncorrupted interpretations of Scripture than
with the common interest in pointing to God’s providentialism—and especially their
importance to his works that fit in better with modern conceptions of science, was “Newton
and the ‘Pipes of Pan’” by J. E. McGuire and P. M. Rattansi, published in 1966.52 Further
important work, similarly pointing to the centrality of alchemical work in Newton’s thought,
was carried out by B. J. T. Dobbs, two of whose seminal books appeared in 1975 and 1991.53
The importance of these subjects to Newton’s natural philosophy poses a problem for a
coherent narrative about his legacy. In particular, it shows that Newton’s natural philosophy
cannot unproblematically be seen as a precursor of modern conceptions of science. For the
vast majority of the eighteenth-century figures claiming to follow in Newton’s footsteps,
Newton’s pursuits of alchemical knowledge and prisca sapienta would have been alien and
disturbing. In ’s Gravesande’s case, too, there are no indications of any interests in such
studies.
The turn of recent scholarship, away from conceptions of Newtonianism towards a
contextual reading of Newton’s influence, should therefore not surprise us. One particular
genre that has sprung from this contextual reading is that of the ‘reception’ and use of Newton
and Newtonianism in different countries or by various interest groups. Some examples of this
genre appeared in a special issue of Studies in History and Philosophy of Science in 2004.
From an about the links between Newtonianism and religion in the Netherlands by Ernestine
van der Wall, we for instance learn that Newton’s providentialism was used to enhance preexisting strands of physico-theology, pointing to God’s providence through natural
philosophy, and that Newton’s authority served in the Netherlands to combat atheism at least
until the early nineteenth century. Likewise, in an article on Huguenot uses of Newton by
Feingold (2004), xiv. During the conference “‘Feeding on the nectar of the gods’: Appropriations of Isaac
Newton’s thought, ca. 1700–1750”, University Foundation, Brussels, 5-6 July 2016, Feingold extended this to
asserting that, “it did not matter what you did with Newton, as long as you did it with him”.
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Jean-François Baillon, we read that Newton was invoked both to support a similar physicotheology as well as in order to facilitate Huguenot assimilation in the English society; the
Huguenots did so by conveying “a vision of Newtonian science which coincided with their
propaganda of English liberty in Church and State”. 54 Although they thus yield interesting
insights in the local contexts, ‘Newtonianism’ becomes opaque: in neither of these studies
does it become clear what exactly the points are that derive from Newton. This is problematic,
because by nonetheless classifying these views as “Newtonian”, these studies are tacitly and
perhaps unwittingly supporting the view that eighteenth-century philosophy in general
derived from Newton.55
The dangers of these omissions become clear from a third article in the same volume.
In discussing the reception of Newtonianism in Germany, and partly the lack thereof, Thomas
Ahnert first shows that the kind of Newtonian metaphysics specific to Clarke, as set out in the
latter’s correspondence with Leibniz, did not play an important role in German metaphysical
debates. This is valuable knowledge, as is Ahnert’s discussion of Leonhard Euler (17071783), who he argues can only be qualified as a Newtonian in a loose sense because Euler’s
metaphysics and mathematical methods did not derive from Newton.56 When Ahnert however
argues in the last section of his paper that Newton’s popularity rose later in the century in
Germany because of “Newton’s well-established reputation as a nonmetaphysical philosopher
and empiricist”, problems arise. Because of Ahnert’s singular focus on the mentioning of
‘Newton’ and ‘Newtonianism’, it is left to the reader to find out where this reputation comes
from. Newton’s own works—none of which are even mentioned by Ahnert—paint a different
picture, as we have seen above.57
What the approach of local receptions disallows Ahnert to see, is that this
interpretation of Newton’s philosophy as nonmetaphysical is close to the view propounded
by the ‘Dutch Newtonians’ ’s Gravesande and Van Musschenbroek. That these ideas derive
from them is a distinct possibility: Petrus van Musschenbroek had taught in Germany between
1719 and 1723, and that he was well known there is evidenced by Immanuel Kant’s praise of
him.58 ’s Gravesande on the other hand anticipated discussions of the concept of ‘evidence’
by Mendelssohn, Lambert, and Kant, who treated the topic in response to a prize question of
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the Berlin Academy in 1763, as has been discussed by Rüdiger Campe in 2001.59 That ’s
Gravesande was known in Germany becomes clear from the fact that one of his major
publications—the Introductio ad philosophiam; metaphysicam et logicam continens, dealing
extensively with evidence—was translated in German in 1755,60 as well as from the numerous
contacts with scholars such as Jakob Hermann (1678-1733) and Zacharias von Uffenbach
(1683-1734) that will be mentioned throughout this dissertation.
What this example shows us is that a singular focus on local uses of Newton
complicates seeing the connections between the works of different actors, and the debates in
which these actors are partaking. Rather than studying intellectual developments, such studies
tend to reproduce contemporary tropes about past thinkers. Notwithstanding these issues,
reception studies are still very likely to provide useful information about the state of natural
philosophy and such topics as specific relations to Newton and English culture in general.
They show us what was important to the people discussed, but could do so better if more
attention would be paid to the particular interpretations of Newton and developments within
contemporary debates. As it stands, many reception studies address such intellectual content
very little.61
As is clear, the studies by Van der Wall, Baillon, and Ahnert are mainly concerned
with Newtonianism as a philosophical or ideological outlook, and in particular with how parts
of it could be reinterpreted to fit local needs. Local ‘receptions’—a word used by all three of
these authors—could of course refer to the other variants of Newtonianism as well. The main
result of for instance Helge Kragh’s study of “the reception of Newtonianism” in Scandinavia,
seems to be its illustration of the fact that “Sweden was a much stronger scientific nation in
the age of the Enlightenment than Denmark was”.62 For Kragh, ‘Newtonianism’ evidently
refers primarily to the main conclusions of the Principia and the Opticks, and is used to
analyse the state of natural philosophy, which Kragh at times seems to regard as synonymous
to “science”. The theological components of Newtonianism are treated only in a one-and-ahalf-page long afterthought by Kragh, and local appropriations to fit other agendas, be they
commercial or ideological, do not feature at all.63
A much more careful study of a local reception, that in Geneva and Lausanne, has
recently been carried out by Niccolò Guicciardini. Focusing on a number of scholars directly
involved with Newton’s work, Guicciardini pays attention to the local circumstances and
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motivations of the actors, such as a peaceful integration of natural philosophy and religion.
The main part of his article addresses the many editions of predominantly Newton’s
mathematical works prepared in these two cities. These publications built a legacy for Newton
in which there was ample space for the achievements of the Bernoullis, of course a Swiss
family, but also for the ideas of Leibniz and Wolff. As Guicciardini asserts: “[t]he editors of
the Swiss Newtonian Opera Omnia were mathematicians engaged in an effort to promote
mathematicised Newtonianism, but they were Leibnizian as well, or better, Bernoullian
mathematicians […] [this] teaches us once more just how fragmented and complex the
reception of the Newton-Leibniz controversy in Europe was”.64
Given such a refined conclusion, Guicciardini’s subtitle, “A chapter in the reception
of Newtonianism”,65 could perhaps equally have read “a chapter in the integration of
Newtonian and Leibnizian philosophy”. The current title, as well as Guicciardini’s rather
loose use of the terms ‘Newtonian’ and ‘Newtonianism’ throughout the article, unfortunately
leave his take on what ‘Newtonianism’ means somewhat in doubt. In most cases, these terms
seem to refer to works of Newton himself, and therefore seem suitable. Yet, at other times
they refer to support for Newton’s works or approaches, and sometimes “Newtonian” refers
to certain people endorsing at least part of Newton’s work. It is therefore not entirely clear
when Guicciardini is following the actors in talking about Newtonianism, and what he expects
to gain from using the term. Since the appropriateness of a historical category stands or falls
by its usefulness, this is a question that needs to be addressed.
As we have seen, there are three main species of Newtonianism, each with their own
problems. With (i) ‘Newtonian science’, we are supposed to refer to works that applies either
results or methods particular to Newton. Since any eighteenth-century research that depended
on either experimental or mathematical methods and showed some dislike of premature
generalizations could be called Newtonian, there is of course no unity in this sort of
Newtonianism, and very different and even conflicting methods and approaches could fall
under the umbrella term of ‘Newtonianism’. Although referring to Newtonian aspects might
still help to distinguish particular types of ‘Newtonian’ works from others that did not abide
sufficiently or at all by the Newtonian features, ‘Newtonian science’ as a category tells us
very little. Especially in the case were eighteenth-century figures tried to extend Newton’s
work—as in eighteenth-century mechanics or optics66—or tried to engage with new problems
by using methodologies based on interpretations of Newton’s regulae philosophandi—as in
electricity and economics—I believe that there is little to gain from calling these works
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‘Newtonian’. Although doubtlessly inspired by at least superficial readings of Newton and in
all likelihood interested in benefitting from Newton’s authority, we must judge these works
on their own identities in order to understand their intellectual worth. There are reasons why
we do not classify any work based on natural selection as ‘Darwinian’; any inspiration by
hypothetical-deductive schemes as ‘Huygensian’; or any search for physical invariances as
‘Einsteinian’. The same should hold for ‘Newtonian’ science. Considering eighteenth-century
science and natural philosophy as a whole as an expansion, alteration, and appropriation of
Newton’s work hides the common sense fact that it consisted of many and only loosely related
varieties. If we forget this, our understanding of the historical period suffers as a consequence.
If we want to understand the eighteenth-century sciences, or such a development of physics
out of natural philosophy, it is clear that we should not use Newtonianism as a defining
concept.
About (ii) the metaphysico-theological philosophies, world views, and ideologies
referred to as ‘Newtonianism’, we can conclude that they mainly pointed to an emphasis on
some sort of providentialist belief. If we leave it at this, it is clear that referring to Newton in
this case equals arguing from authority. Providentialist views in general owed nothing
particular to Newton other than that his Principia provided a new and particularly strong
argument for the physico-theological tradition that relied on arguments from design. As is
quite clear in the Dutch case, arguments from and to design were common in assaults on
infidels and atheists, in particular Baruch Spinoza (1632-1677), before anyone had heard
about Newton.67 If we go into more detail about what the Newtonian ideology entailed, we
also have to include such things as theories of matter, on which different Newtonians tended
not to agree. Of course, it would be possible to flesh out some beliefs that are core to
‘Newtonianism’. These would in all probability be close to the low-church, Whig, and
religiously heterodox beliefs of Newton, Clarke, and Whiston. Yet, these beliefs could not be
ascribed to most of the other Newtonians, be they Tories, political radicals, or in general nonBritish ‘Newtonians’. In contrast, the radicals that appropriated ideas of Newton in many
cases opposed claims central to the ideologies of such figures as Clarke. This shows again the
many faces built on the same Newton, and the possible oppositions between different
Newtonianisms.
This bring us to (iii) Newtonianism as the commercialization of Newton and
Newtonian science through popular lectures, books, and industrial ventures. In these cases, it
is quite obvious that there was much involved that could not easily be traced back to Newton’s
particular positions. Much more exclusively so than with the other two uses of Newton’s
name, the commercial one was predominantly meant to lend authority to the person wielding
‘Newtonianism’. Because of that, it seems futile even to begin to look for some core of ideas
coming from Newton’s work. There is in all likelihood very little to distinguish popular
lecturers that called themselves Newtonians from lecturers that did not. Therefore, in all of
67
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the three species of ‘Newtonianism’, the concept is too unspecific, lacking in unity and core
positions, to be of much use in classifying eighteenth-century thought. This, I believe, tells us
that ‘Newtonian’ is simply not a suitable description if we want to make historical or
philosophical claims about the thoughts of any other person than Newton himself. Of course,
such actors might have held beliefs similar to those of Newton on particular topics, but I
would argue that calling those beliefs ‘similar to Newton’s’ would be less ambiguous than to
call them ‘Newtonian’.
This, however, is by no means a call to get rid of the term Newtonian altogether. In
the cases were individuals used to call themselves Newtonians, for whatever reason, it is
perfectly legitimate to repeat that claim. Yet, in such cases it needs to be stressed that one is
employing an actor’s category and is not making a scholarly judgement. Similarly, in the
cases were certain movements or ideologies were called ‘Newtonian’ by contemporaries,
keeping this name is a natural move for a historian. But, in these cases, too, we should take
care to point out what the movement was, who were involved, and what reasons—be they
intellectual or not—existed to call these movements or ideologies ‘Newtonian’. Some of such
ideologies have already been discussed above. Another one has been described by Peter Dear
in 2007, when he argued that “contemporary invocations of Newton’s name were ubiquitous,
and that fact alone enjoins us not to ignore the label. A Newtonian ideology of knowledge
surely existed in the eighteenth century, if only in rather inchoate form, and was oriented
around the connotations of the term ‘Newtonian’. It was an ideology that associated
intelligibility with practical operation, but at the same time it refused simply to operationalise
natural philosophy”.68 Given ’s Gravesande’s interest in scientific instruments, a focus on
operationalization might be of interest here but, unfortunately, Dear has not elaborated on this
ideology.
Another movement that we have already encountered has been neatly summarized by
John Gascoigne in an encyclopedia article on eighteenth-century natural philosophy (2003):
“Newtonian natural philosophy was regarded as being characterized by reliance on
mathematics and experiment, thereby distinguishing itself from Cartesianism and, still more,
from scholasticism”.69 Of course, the eighteenth-century distinction between Newtonianism
and earlier world views in itself is not that interesting as it mainly served as a self-legitimation.
What is more interesting, is Gascoigne’s claim that “Newton’s work […] was particularly
corrosive of the traditional association between natural philosophy and philosophy more
generally”. Gascoigne discusses two reasons for this: first, that—unlike Aristotle, Descartes,
and Leibniz—Newton did not seek “to develop a system of physics or natural philosophy […]
that explained the fundamental causes of the workings of Nature”; and second, the role
Newton played in ensuring that mathematics “became a distinguishing feature of natural
philosophy”.70 As Gascoigne argues, the “Dutch Newtonians” loom large in this aspect of
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Newtonianism: “[Petrus van Musschenbroek’s] work indicates the extent to which the
emphasis on experiment was serving to distance natural philosophy from philosophy more
generally […] ’s Gravesande goes further than [Van] Musschenbroek in regarding natural
philosophy as being distinguished from other areas of philosophy by the use of both
experiment and mathematics. Indeed he defines natural philosophy […] as being “placed
among those parts of Mathematics, whose Object is Quantity in general””.71
These claims are of course of particular importance to the field of history of
philosophy as well, and it is from that background that Eric Schliesser has made a similar
claim in his “Newton’s Challenge to Philosophy: A Programmatic Essay” (2011). According
to Schliesser, at the time of the first publication of the Principia (1687), “the terms “science,”
“philosophy,” “physics,” and “natural philosophy” were often used interchangeably”. Yet, he
argues, it was Newton’s legacy that eventually led to the point where science and philosophy
were understood as “clearly distinguished and sometimes even mutually opposed or
indifferent enterprises”, by the nineteenth century.72 Attitudes that led to this break, according
to Schliesser, included the view that mechanics, as it was set out by Newton, was made up of
a sort of knowledge more secure than other forms; that mechanics therefore had the authority
to reject competing knowledge claims on issues concerning space, time, and bodies; and that
this led to a philosophical primacy of physics. Equally, Schliesser argues, some of the
Newtonians, including ’s Gravesande, set up a strict division between physics and
metaphysics, denying direct contributions of metaphysics to knowledge of physical subjects.
This would have gone hand in hand with rhetoric in which earlier natural philosophies were
depicted as prone to presumptuous foundational talk.73
It is interesting that Schliesser is, in the majority of cases, careful to qualify the uses
he makes of the term ‘Newtonian’ in his article. When he talks about “Newtonian” attraction,
natural religion, or mechanics, he refers to specific positions of Newton. When he applies it
to eighteenth-century philosophers, Schliesser becomes a bit less clear. Although most of the
figures involved in the development described were self-styled Newtonians, not all of them
were. By focusing on Newton, Schliesser runs a risk of overemphasizing the role of Newton,
for instance in tracing the beginnings of this development. It would be of interest to know the
roles of earlier figures using mathematized mechanics in their philosophies, such as for
instance Galileo Galilei (1564-1642), Christiaan Huygens (1629-1695), John Wallis (16161703), and Christopher Wren (1632-1723), the last three of whom are mentioned by
Schliesser as well.74 Another question that remained largely unaddressed by Schliesser is how
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the argument for the authority of mechanics was extended to science more generally: this of
course needs to be investigated in order to explain the split between philosophy and science
in general, and not just that between mechanics and natural philosophy.
Nonetheless, the analysis of Dear, Gascoigne, and Schliesser show that larger
philosophical developments might be uncovered and discussed best by paying attention to the
notion of Newtonianism. The major danger of this use, lurking in the background of
Schliesser’s article but much more visible for instance in the early writings of Jacob, is that
we identify those who partake in a certain movement or ideology as Newtonians tout court.
Instead, we are justified in calling particular figures Newtonians only as far as it refers to the
particulars of the movement or ideology discussed. Yet, I would argue that, if sufficient
attention is paid to these and other pitfalls of the use of ‘Newtonianism’, it could thus be
suitable not only as an actor’s category, but to describe effects on a larger historical timescale
as well. If we do not allow the references to Newton, his ways, and his works to play a
substantial role in our analyses of eighteenth-century science, we may risk losing sight on
important questions such as the distinction between physics and natural philosophy.

Towards a post-‘Newtonian’ assessment of ’s Gravesande
That being said, these larger developments are not central to this dissertation. Although some
of them will be discussed in more or less detail in various chapters, my main focus will be on
the person of ’s Gravesande himself. This entails that I will nowhere in this dissertation call
him a Newtonian, nor will I do so with any of the other eighteenth-century thinkers discussed,
unless referring explicitly to the ideology or movement involved. I will approach ’s
Gravesande as an independent thinker, and in that sense my account will be post-‘Newtonian’.
Given the fact that historians and philosophers of science have long been distrustful of the
category of Newtonianism, it might seem as if I am not just following an established
consensus here. A short overview of some recent literature on ’s Gravesande will show that
this is not the case and that a new perspective is indeed very much needed.
Following ’s Gravesande own presentation as a devoted follower of Newton’s natural
philosophy and in particular Newton’s method, he is still generally and casually described as
a Newtonian. In his “The Man Who Erased Himself: Willem Jacob ’s Gravesande and the
Enlightenment” (2012), Ad Maas first claims that “there is no such thing as a universal,
monolithic Newtonianism. When we speak of ’s Gravesande’s Newtonianism, we speak of
his personal interpretation of Newton’s ideas”. Although this seems to indicate that Maas goes
into detail about which ideas of Newton ’s Gravesande interpreted, this is not the case. Maas
simply follows ’s Gravesande’s own assertions in claiming that he was following Newton’s
methods: “’s Gravesande’s book [the Physices elementa mathematica] […] was ‘Newtonian’
because it pursued the Newtonian method of looking or mathematical regularities in nature
on the one hand, and sought to establish the primacy of experiment and observation on the
other. Accordingly, it contained systematic descriptions of experiments to support the
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theoretical expositions”.75 What is missing from this account, is of course a discussion of to
what extent it makes sense to call this method “Newtonian”.
Similarly, in “Living force at Leiden: De Volder, ‘s Gravesande and the reception of
Newtonianism” (2014), Tammy Nyden has recently claimed that the same book “made
Newton’s ideas accessible to those who could not follow the mathematics of the Principia”,
and that “[o]ne cannot overestimate the importance of this text for the spread of Newtonianism
across the continent”,76 without addressing how we should understand this Newtonianism.
That J. L. Heilbron Electricity in the 17th and 18th Centuries: A Study of Early Modern
Physics (1979), still standard literature on physics and natural philosophy in the eighteenth
century, used the term ‘Newtonian’ rather freely in referring to the science of the period
should not surprise us. That Heilbron refers to ’s Gravesande and Petrus van Musschenbroek
as “the market-leading Dutch Newtonians” in an article from 2011, without any qualification,
is however telling for the current situation.77
One of the main reasons why historians have previously been satisfied with calling ’s
Gravesande a Newtonian, is that his own remarks about the Newtonian method fitted in nicely
with the juxtaposition between Newton and Descartes. ’s Gravesande’s emphasis on an
empirico-mathematical physics and his perceived anti-metaphysical arguments have
conventionally been interpreted as aiming exactly at the Frenchman and those who built on
his work. With reference to the preface of ’s Gravesande’s Physices elementa mathematica
of 1719, it has for instance been remarked that “’s Gravesande repeatedly made a stand against
the hypothetical-deductive method of the French philosopher”,78 and that it was “a preface
colored by anti-Cartesian polemic”.79 It is without a doubt true that ’s Gravesande’s audience
could have interpreted some of his remarks as aiming at the Cartesians. Yet, such a reading
needs at least some imagination, as there is in fact no mention of Descartes or any Cartesian
at all in the preface itself.80
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It is important to note here that ’s Gravesande had the custom not to mention his peers,
apart from Newton, and in particular did not directly address those he disagreed with. This
should be interpreted primarily as a form of courtesy or politeness: ’s Gravesande was averse
to speak about other scholars in negative terms, and avoided controversy wherever possible.
In a similar way, he usually did not claim credit for his own inventions nor did he mention on
whose work he was building, which indicates that a concept such as intellectual property had
little meaning for him.81 Naturally, this reluctance to mention peers has hampered our
understanding of the intellectual contexts in which ’s Gravesande was working and has led to
severe oversimplifications.
Although ’s Gravesande was without a doubt favourably comparing Newton’s work
to earlier—unnamed—philosophies, I will argue in chapter eight that these earlier
philosophies include more than that of Descartes alone, and that there is reason not to read a
simple Newtonian-Cartesian dichotomy in his preface. As discussed above, such a reading
was typical for Voltaire as well as for some of the earlier English self-styled Newtonians, but
it does not seem to capture ’s Gravesande’s position very well. I would argue that such
readings of his work by modern historians and philosophers, have largely been based on a
conceptual divide between empiricist and rationalist epistemologies or methodologies.
Although this division is now outdated, it has long enforced itself on our understanding of
early modern philosophy. That Voltaire greatly admired ’s Gravesande and sought his help in
understanding the work of Newton, has of course made it easier to place ’s Gravesande in the
anti-Cartesian camp.82
Another reason for the Newtonian-Cartesian distinction to be applied to ’s Gravesande
was that, according to older accounts, he was the first of a school of ‘Newtonian professors’
of philosophy at Leiden University, after a long reign of ‘Cartesians’. Because of that, ’s
Gravesande was seen as the first to overthrow the old ways. It is of course a well-known fact
that Descartes’ teachings had an enormous impact on the curriculum of Dutch universities,
and Leiden in particular. One ’s Gravesande’s immediate predecessors as professor of
mathematics and philosophy, Burchard de Volder (1643-1709), was known for his Cartesian
sympathies, even though he was critical of many elements of Descartes’ philosophy. Yet, as
is set out clearly be Wiep van Bunge in his “Dutch Cartesian Empiricism and the Advent of
Newtonianism” (2013), even though “De Volder again and again rose to the defence of
Cartesianism”, De Volder was responsible for introducing teaching by instruments and a
natural philosophy based on an experimental basis to Leiden University, in 1675.83 That is,
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De Volder introduced elements that would be identified as on the Newtonian side of the
juxtaposition. With De Volder, an experimental tradition in fact existed already in Leiden’s
natural philosophy almost half a century before ’s Gravesande took over,84 and the distinction
between the earlier Cartesianism and the later Newtonianism at Leiden therefore fails to
explain what it was supposed to explain.
Besides this distinction, ’s Gravesande has also been classified as a Newtonian on
ideological grounds. We have already seen that ’s Gravesande has been linked to radical
circles by Jacob and has been called a Leibnizian by Iltis.85 Yet, the current consensus seems
to be that he was committed to a moderate ‘Newtonian ideology’ that conserved a Christian
reading of nature and used a physico-theological reading of Newton’s work to point to God’s
providence. Recent studies, in particular the collection of essays Newton and the Netherlands:
How Isaac Newton was fashioned in the Netherlands (2012), edited by Eric Jorink and Ad
Maas, point out that a major component of the early reception of Newton in the Netherlands
was the use of providentialist readings of the Principia in refuting the threat of Spinoza’s
work to the Christian religion. According to various contributions to this volume, ’s
Gravesande was involved in using Newton in this way as well. Eric Jorink and Huib
Zuidervaart for instance argue that in ’s Gravesande’s inaugural oration at Leiden University
in 1717, “Newton was introduced as the antidote to the poisonous Spinoza”.86 Similarly,
Fokko Jan Dijksterhuis claims that “early Dutch ‘Newtonianism’ […] was largely a joint
venture of Desaguliers and ’s Gravesande […] ‘Newtonianism’ as used by early Dutch
Newtonians was the physico-theological program that mobilized the pious response to the
allegedly atheist implications of Descartes’ and Spinoza’s mechanistic philosophies”.87 In a
chapter on Newton and religion in the Netherlands, Rienk Vermij asserts that “[t]he
professors’ [’s Gravesande and Van Musschenbroek] main aim was to explain natural
philosophy to students, not to practice religious apologetics, but that is not to say that the latter
was completely off their minds”. One example given by Vermij, is that for ’s Gravesande “the
laws of nature are the result of design”.88 An even more recent example of this reading of ’s
Gravesande can be found in Steffen Ducheyne’s “‘s Gravesande’s Appropriation of Newton’s
Natural Philosophy, Part I: Epistemological and Theological Issues” (2014). Ducheyne there
writes that “[a]ccording to ‘s Gravesande, the empirico-mathematical manner of
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philosophizing cultivated by Newton […] provides a powerful antidote against the atheistic
implications of Descartes’ and Spinoza’s systems”.89
It is true that ’s Gravesande did in fact combat atheism and mentioned Spinoza in
particular in some places,90 and regularly invoked arguments from design in his lectures. Yet,
what should be remarked here, is that we should not be too quick to read these as expressions
of a ‘Newtonian ideology’. As I will shows in chapter three, the physico-theological argument
was indeed important to the young ’s Gravesande, but became less so in his mature
philosophical publications. Moreover, as chapter four will show, the metaphysics that
underlay his mature philosophy, was directly opposed to some of the key positions of for
instance Samuel Clarke. In particular, it will become clear that ’s Gravesande sided with
Leibniz rather than with Clarke on many of these issues. This shows that if we focus too much
on big names only, Spinoza and Newton in this case, we risk losing sight of the direct context
of particular philosophers. There can be little doubt that the ‘Newtonians’ as a group used
arguments from design against Spinoza, but this does not at all mean that these Newtonians
agreed on the rest of their philosophies or ideologies. If we want to understand ’s
Gravesande’s philosophy, we should study it in his own context. Rather that calling it
‘Newtonian’, we should carefully consider the differences between his positions and those of
other so-called ‘Newtonians’.
Thus, both the received accounts of ’s Gravesande’s ‘Newtonianism’, that he used it
in order to displace a non-experimental and non-mathematical Cartesian way of doing natural
philosophy and that he advocated it as part of a theology-infused ideology, are problematic.
Clearly, ’s Gravesande provides a good example of why we should not apply the category
‘Newtonian’ to describe the ways of individual thinkers. The question, now, is: where does
this leave us? How can we still do justice to ’s Gravesande’s debt to Newton, or at least the
debt that ’s Gravesande perceived himself?
Here, I will take an approach different from that taken in Newton and the Netherlands.
As stated above, one of the main objectives of this dissertation is to improve our
understanding of the development of the sciences in the eighteenth century. To do so, we
cannot be satisfied with deconstructing the older narrative of Newtonianism or by explaining
Newtonianism away as a social or ideological phenomenon. Even though there is truth in the
claims that “Newton’s natural philosophy was adopted to solve pressing religious and
philosophical concerns of Dutch culture” and that “‘Newtonianism was a label, a newly
coined umbrella term for two longer trends in Dutch natural philosophy: the use of
mathematics, and the empirical and experimental tradition”,91 these claims do not tell the
whole story. An explanation of ’s Gravesande’s allegiance to Newton’s physics based on the
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aim of shifting the balance of power away from the Cartesians and towards his own goals,
ignores the elephant in the room. It leaves open the possibility that, even though ’s Gravesande
did not fully adopt Newton’s project, he was convinced of the mathematical, experimental,
and methodological merits of Newton’s work.92
Rather than regarding it as such an expression of ideology or careerism, I will
approach ’s Gravesande’s commitment to Newton natural philosophy and its methodology as
a positive choice. As will become clear in chapters two and eight, there is plenty of reason to
presume ’s Gravesande’s integrity in these matters: ’s Gravesande descended from a relatively
wealthy family and was therefore not in need of specific patronage to continue his research.
Neither was he very much interested in bolstering his own reputation. As we will moreover
see, ’s Gravesande’s praise for Newton and his methodology was consistent throughout his
oeuvre. The Dutchman defended himself to multiple charges of deviating from Newton, but
always did so by pointing out that it was first and foremost the methodology of Newton that
was to be followed. In his later, more philosophical work, ’s Gravesande discussed
methodology in detail and underlined his commitment to Newton’s Principia by giving pride
of place to the regulae philosophandi put forward in that masterwork.
What I will do in this dissertation, is take seriously the idea that ’s Gravesande was
mainly interested in the intellectual content of Newton’s writings. Even though it has been
shown that the parts of Newton’s approach singled out by ’s Gravesande—the use of
mathematics and experiment, for instance—did not origin in Newton’s work, this still leaves
open the possibility that Newton’s approach made a lasting impact on how ’s Gravesande
thought about these matters. This means that rather than at the continuity between Newton
and the Dutch experimental tradition, I will look at the differences between them. And rather
than trying to locate the origins of empirico-mathematical physics, I will look at how it
developed in the eighteenth century and how it changed in the works of different philosophers.
A helpful notion in this respect is that of ‘appropriation’. The notion stresses that,
while using elements from Newton’s work, ’s Gravesande still worked on carrying out his
own agenda, rather than that of Newton. It allows us to address the similarities in their writings
on the one hand, but also to consider what exactly it was that ’s Gravesande wished to do with
Newton’s work on the other. Appropriation also has the benefit of being able to capture
different employments of Newton: both applying Newton’s theories to further physical
knowledge as well as using them to combat opposing ideologies can be seen as acts of
appropriation. As Margaret J. Osler put it “[t]he metaphor of appropriation gives agency to
the historical actors who work within their own particular social, ideological, and intellectual
contexts”.93 Studying ’s Gravesande’s commitment to Newton as a form of appropriation thus
enables us to take his intellectual debt to Newton seriously while still considering ’s
Gravesande’s work as a contribution to the development of ‘post-Newton’ natural philosophy.
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It is too simple to explain the eighteenth-century idolization of Newton away as the
social construct of a couple of epigones with other agendas. Instead, we should take seriously
eighteenth-century scholarly discussion and engagement with Newton. There is every reason
to believe that many of his appropriators were drawn to Newton first of all due to the
intellectual content of his work: their agendas, even though they differed from Newton’s, were
shaped in part exactly by their readings of Newton. It is not the case that eighteenth-century
appropriators ‘made’ Newton important because they accidentally shared an interested in
mathematical physics or something of the like. Instead, it was Newton who made this
mathematical physics important to them because Newton’s work was perceived as successful
and useful. It is this ‘success and usefulness’ in the contemporary understanding, not from
our own perspective, that we need to take into account when we want to understand the
appropriations of Newton and developments of post-Newton eighteenth-century scholarship.
Progress then, can be understood as that what contemporaries perceived as new and
successful. By conceiving of it in that way, we will be able to deal with the progress of the
eighteenth-century sciences without assuming it is due to some form of essential rationality:
we will have historicized the notion of progress.
The kind of progress that I want to address in this dissertation is that of eighteenthcentury scientific methodologies. As is abundantly clear by now, partial appropriations of
Newton’s work and Newton’s methodology can be found by a vast number of eighteenthcentury natural philosophers. Still, the project of disentangling these authors from their
supposed Newtonianism, describing their works in the specifics, and putting them in their
own intellectual contexts is something that has only just begun. In this section, I aim to
provides some guidelines of how we could approach these intellectual contexts, and, once we
have acquired an understanding of these contexts, how we can put it to use in order to interpret
the changes in scientific methodologies in the eighteenth century.
The current state of our understanding of eighteenth-century scholars is exemplified
by a recent contribution by Ducheyne on Herman Boerhaave (1668-1738), an authority in
eighteenth-century chemistry, botany, and medicine and traditionally seen as one of the Dutch
Newtonians. As Ducheyne explains, “Newton’s natural-philosophical work was not only
extremely rich, but also very plastic and ‘moldable’ […] advance [in understanding Newton’s
legacy] will result from studying the specific contexts in which Newton and his work were
mobilized and from paying equal attention to both similarities and dissimilarities between
Newton’s work and that of eighteenth-century scholars”.94 I do not only quote Ducheyne here
because I agree with his assessment, but also because, in this quote as in the rest of his article,
Ducheyne does not put Boerhaave into his own intellectual contexts, that of the contemporary
fields to which Boerhaave contributed. Ducheyne succeeds in properly evaluating
Boerhaave’s reading of Newton, but besides to Newton, Ducheyne only very briefly compares
Boerhaave to other authors, and these are mainly older ones such as Boyle, Bacon, and De
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Volder.95 Of these, only the latter, Boerhaave’s former professor at Leiden University, can be
considered as a relevant contemporary. The same problem becomes clear in Ducheyne’s
“Petrus van Musschenbroek and Newton’s ‘vera stabilisque Philosophandi methodus’”
(2015), although there Ducheyne actually draws attention to the issue himself. After
scrutinizing and comparing the views of Van Musschenbroek and Newton on a number of
methodological issues, Ducheyne concludes that “[t]here still remain many open questions”.
One of those is: “[h]ow does Musschenbroek’s combination of mathematics and empirical
findings relate to what other eighteenth-century physicists were doing at the time?”96
This is precisely the overarching question that we need to address. In order to study
what was going on in the eighteenth century, we need to recreate the contemporary intellectual
context and understand the intellectual discussions and problems with which eighteenthcentury scholars were dealing. If we want to study the development of methodologies and
epistemologies in the eighteenth century in particular, we need to get to a stage in which we
can compare the thoughts and works of different eighteenth-century scholars on this topic. In
such comparisons, different appropriations of the work of Newton need to figure. Yet,
appropriations of other philosophers and new, possibly creative, point of discussion have to
do so as well.
I want to emphasize that I specifically mention ‘intellectual contexts’ here rather than
just ‘contexts’. What I have in mind is not a contextual reading in the sense of the local
political or ideological contexts of the reception studies mentioned above. Rather than that, I
am talking about the context in the sense in which it is used in the academic discipline that is
referred to as intellectual history or the history of philosophy. As becomes clear from a
recently edited volume, Philosophy and its History: Aims and Methods in the Study of Early
Modern Philosophy (2013), the dominant view of historical approaches to philosophy has
shifted in recent times: whereas older literature approached past philosophers as if they were
working on the same perennial problems as modern ones, the new dominant view is that
philosophical issues are contingent and arise out of an intellectual context that poses concrete
problems.97 As Mogens Lærke argues in the opening chapter of the volume, “past
philosophical texts must be studied as concrete interventions in concrete historical debates
that have been produced in response to other such interventions and that in turn will provoke
the production of yet other interventions. The meaning of a past philosophical text is in an
essential way determined by the historical debate that the text is considered a contribution to
by those who write or read it”.98
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As Lærke argues as well, a single text can be part of multiple debates, and can be
drawn in to others by its readers. That is, the meaning of a text can be changed by its readers,
not only by its author. Lærke emphasizes this point by comparing his view on the matter with
that espoused by Quentin Skinner in his influential Meaning and understanding in the history
of ideas (1969). In contrast with Skinner, Lærke argues that, in order to understanding the
meaning of a text, we should not simply take the perspective of its author, but rather should
take a perspective internal to a debate in which the text figures. Since a text can impact
multiple debates, this means that the perspective we need to take on depends on time and
place.99
The relevance of this to our study of the eighteenth century should be clear: as
intellectual contexts changed, so did the meaning of Newton’s work. Whereas Newton’s own
views were of great importance for the earlier stages of the debates concerning natural
philosophy and its methodology, they quickly became less so. Especially in the hands of
appropriators such as ’s Gravesande, the meaning of Newton’s texts changed and the debates
in which they figures were no longer necessarily those Newton had been interested in himself.
We should therefore be careful not to read texts in the eighteenth century as reacting directly
to Newton. We should realize that, rather, they were reacting to a contemporary debate and
that for instance around the middle of the eighteenth century, ’s Gravesande’s representations
of Newton’s work were probably at least as important as ‘Newton’s views’ as they were
represented in the Principia. Yet, since I want to document change in eighteenth-century
natural philosophy and its methodology, the Newton as appropriated by ’s Gravesande and
the Newton of the Principia must absolutely be analysed separately. The notion of intellectual
context provides the dialectic needed to do so: in order to understand eighteenth-century
authors, we should understand their intellectual context. But to understand changes in the
intellectual contexts, we should focus on the differences and similarities between subsequent
authors.

A history and philosophy of scientific methodologies
A caveat might be necessary here: although I will focus on intellectual contexts, the above
does not in the slightest mean that the social contexts of these debates are unimportant to this
dissertation. Yet, social contexts are more important in unearthing the reasons scholars had
for holding certain views than they are for unearthing the differences between subsequent
intellectual views. Consequently, a comparison of intellectual views is an analytical matter
that prioritizes differences themselves over the reasons that can explain such differences, as
interesting as the latter might be in their own right.100 Thus, this dissertation will pay more
attention to scholars and on masterpieces than to the networks, exchanges, and materiality
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that currently compose the main topics of interest of the history of early modern science.
These approaches are of great importance of studying the social, economic, cultural, and
political sides of science, but often do so at the cost of the intellectual sides that are crucial to
understanding the history of science as well.101 Here, I will use them predominantly where
they can enlighten intellectual matters: I will come back to this in the next section.
Partly because of the new focus, the study of scientific methodologies has received
very little sustained attention in the history and philosophy of science. When we look at the
early history of the discipline, the reason for a lack of attention to scientific methodologies is
evident. According to the grand narratives referred to above, the proper methods of science—
experiment and mathematical treatment—were developed in the ‘Scientific Revolution’ of
the seventeenth century, and were fused into the singular rational ‘Scientific Method’ in
Newton’s Principia in particular. Koyré, for instance, maintained “that it is to Newton’s […]
deep philosophical mind that we owe […] the clear understanding of the method and meaning
of scientific inquiry”.102 In this view, progress of science could of course be explained simply
by referring to correct use of the rational method. However, from the 1960s on this reading
of the ‘Scientific Revolution’ and the ‘Scientific Method’ has fallen apart rapidly. 103 Kuhn’s
The Structure of Scientific Revolution (1962) can be considered as the first seminal attack on
the rationality of scientific methodology. Kuhn did not fully depart from the idea that there
was some rationality in science, but argued instead that this rationality and the scientific
methods comprising it depended on the particular perspective one would take. This
perspective, in turn, would depend inextricably on the paradigm to which one adhered.
Consequently, Kuhn’s argument amounted to the view that methodologies could not be
rationally assessed by anyone outside of the paradigm to which these methods belonged.104
The view that Kuhn attacked was that the correct scientific method allowed one to
assess the evidence for a particular position impartially and rationally. This view was further
undermined by Feyerabend in his Against Method (1975), notorious for its proposal of
methodological anarchy: Feyerabend’s main claim was that there did not exist any universally
applicable scientific methods.105 Sociology oriented studies of science such as that of the
strong programme and social constructivism put their stamp on history and philosophy of
science from the 1970s on, and were even more hostile to earlier conceptions of scientific
method. At times, these sociological interpretations seemed to hold that, if any knowledge
was produced by science, it should be understood in purely sociological terms.106 Of course,
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if knowledge would be merely a social construct, something historically developed, that
would mean that concepts such as scientific methods and scientific rationality would be as
well. By now, this view seems to be part of the consensus among especially historians of
science. As Jürgen Renn has summarized it recently: “[f]or many historians of science,
science no longer seems distinguishable from other forms of cultural practices. It has ceased
to be a paradigm of universal rationality and presents itself as just one more object of study
for cultural history or social anthropology. Even the most fundamental aspects of the classical
image of science -- proof, experimentation, data, objectivity or rationality -- have turned out
to be deeply historical in nature”.107 Although Renn does not mention methodology, it is clear
that it belongs to this category as well, and it is evidently one of those topics that has suffered
from the dominance of cultural and social approaches in the historiography of science.
Yet, although it is quite clear that the older grand narratives were too simplistic and
that scientific methods are indeed historically shaped, I do not believe that this is a valid
reason not to study them and to find out why they were constructed as they were. Having
realized that they are in fact so, instead, does quite the opposite: it opens the way to properly
historicize scientific methodology. Rather than considering scientific methodology as a
logical, rigid, and well-defined set of rules, we now have the point of departure to study
methods as they are: often incomplete and depending on the specialized domain of inquiry,
but usually still conditioned by rational reasoning. Here I take confidence from Larry
Laudan’s response to Kuhn’s work. In his Science and Values (1984), Laudan criticized
Kuhn’s holist view in which choices between different methodologies and theories would
only be possible together with changes at paradigm level: according to Kuhn, individual
changes would hardly be possible. The fact that Kuhn did not see the smaller changes, Laudan
argued, had a specific reasons: “[t]he point, of course, is that a sequence of belief changes
which, described at the microlevel, appears to be a perfectly reasonable and rational sequence
of events may appear, when represented in broad brushstrokes that drastically compress the
temporal dimension, as a fundamental and unintelligible change of world view”.108
As Laudan argues, small changes can occur in any of the levels of Kuhn’s paradigms.
We can assume that such changes are often due to progressing insights, and that perceived
successes and failures of the methodology can affect the theory one uses as well as one’s
views on the aims and values of science; changes in the aims of science or in the constituents
of a scientific theory, similarly are likely to affect methodologies as well.109 In this
dissertation, such small changes to and from methodology will be studied in their historical
detail. As should be clear by now, I will take a contextual approach that does justice to the
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contingent trajectories of the development of scientific strategies, but will not assume that this
necessarily makes scientific methodology relativist or anarchist. Instead of ‘anything goes’, I
will analyse the differences in views, methods, and practices in the eighteenth century, and
will ask why exactly these views were taken as directives of contemporary attempts to gain
knowledge.
Since scientific methodology is typically a topic for the philosophy of science but not
for the history of science, there does not yet exist a framework to conduct research in the
history and philosophy of scientific methodology. There do exist some books that study
scientific methodology while taking their historicity into account, but these are generally
collections of cases studies focusing on a set of ‘major thinkers’ on scientific methodology.
These names usually include Descartes and Newton for the early modern period, but after that
continue with nineteenth-century philosophers such as John Stuart Mill (1806-1873) and
William Whewell (1794-1866).110 Therefore, comparison between ’s Gravesande and most
of his contemporaries necessarily has to remain at a level of generality at this moment. A
comparison between ’s Gravesande and Newton, on the other hand, is much more possible
thanks to two recent monographs on Newton’s methodology, namely William L. Harper’s
Isaac Newton’s Scientific Method: Turning Data into Evidence about Gravity and Cosmology
(2011) and Steffen Ducheyne’s The main Business of Natural Philosophy: Isaac Newton's
Natural-Philosophical Methodology (2012). Part of this comparison has already been carried
out in Ducheyne’s “‘s Gravesande’s Appropriation of Newton’s Natural Philosophy, Part II:
Methodological Issues” (2014).111
Yet, what is exactly meant by ‘methodology’ differs between historically oriented
scholars as well. In some cases, as in Ducheyne’s comparison between Newton and ’s
Gravesande, it seems to refer strictly to the logic of argumentation, or on how one could justify
or legitimate a conclusion from a set of givens.112 In this dissertation, I will take
methodologies to be broader in scope and to comprise the production of knowledge in general.
That includes of course the logic of argumentation from data to evidence to theory, but also
the procedures of generating the data. Since ’s Gravesande’s legacy does not depend on the
invention of new theories, the latter might turn out to be more interesting. Evidently, these
‘other’ aspect of methodology do not necessarily depend on any form of strict logic. Instead
of logical, they are mainly experimental. One important question concerns the kinds of
techniques and instruments to be used in experiment. Another one, closer to the logic of
argumentation, is the role of theory in devising experiments.
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Besides those questions, I will also pay due attention to ’s Gravesande’s own
reflections on methodology. A comparison between such reflections and his methodology in
practice, will allow us for instance to investigate ’s Gravesande’s use of tacit, implicit, and
nonpropositional knowledge. It will also allow us to concretize the meaning of his thoughts
on when evidence could support a theory or a hypothesis, and in general on how ’s Gravesande
strove to make a progress of knowledge possible. The question of how ’s Gravesande
conceived of his own methods in precept and how these connected to his epistemological
writings will also show us what aims and values guided his research. The latter are of course
of crucial importance in uncovering the ontological assumptions underlying his research. For
the latter issue, it is necessary to address ’s Gravesande’s metaphysical writings as well.
Obviously, we need to know what ’s Gravesande presupposed about the universe. In so far as
he thought there would be regular behaviour in the world, what would be the nature of these
regularities? The kind of explanation one accepts in producing knowledge, a methodological
issue, depends heavily on how one answers such metaphysical-epistemological questions.
Part of my study of ’s Gravesande’s methodology will be carried out through a study
of topics that were directly addressed in ’s Gravesande’s own writings. Examples are the laws
of nature as aim of physics, the issue of causal explanation, and the role of hypotheses in
scientific reasoning. Insight on our part, however, can also be gained by relying on the
conceptual vocabulary traditionally developed by the philosophy of science. In particular, I
have in mind questions such as: how did ’s Gravesande deal with the problems of induction
and underdetermination in his experimental physics? As we will see, even though he did not
use those terms, he was aware of the problems generated by generalizing empirical data, and
was trying to cope with them. Therefore, addressing these issues is inevitable if we want to
discuss his thoughts on the role of experiment and its relation to reason and mathematics.
As for Newton’s work and the differences between ’s Gravesande and Newton on that
matter, the current state of affairs is that, after Ducheyne’s article of 2014, we now know that
’s Gravesande cannot simply be described as a ‘methodological Newtonian’ but that we do
not have an alternative to replace this view with. In focusing on particularly striking aspects
of Newton’s methodology, in particular the meaning of his regulae philosophandi, his quest
in the Principia for mathematical relations that are both necessary and sufficient, and the use
Newton made of successive approximations in that same book, Ducheyne has concluded that
“none of these salient features of Newton’s methodology and physico-mathematics were
emphasized by ‘s Gravesande in his Physices elementa”.113 The recent works mentioned
above teach us that the so-called ‘Newtonian method’, which would combine an empiricomathematical approach with a rejection of premature generalization, does not catch most of
the significant aspects or the complexity of Newton’s methodology. It is now time to abandon
it as a description of ’s Gravesande’s methodology as well, and to focus on the particulars.
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’s Gravesande’s scientific instruments
One particularly fruitful avenue towards a detailed assessment of ’s Gravesande’s
methodology is addressing the role played by scientific instruments in that methodology. As
noted above, ’s Gravesande designed and developed an impressive number of scientific
instruments throughout his career, and most of these machines have been preserved in the
collection of Museum Boerhaave in Leiden.114 Although particular instruments have been
addressed by various historical studies, ’s Gravesande’s instruments and experimental work
have generally only been studied apart from more philosophical issues. The single exception
in this respect is an experiment on falling bodies ’s Gravesande first carried out in 1722. This
experiment is the one that, according to Iltis, led to his “conversion” to the “Leibnizian world
view”, and has become ’s Gravesande’s best known experiment. Yet, studies that focused on
it have been more interested in metaphysical issues than in methodological ones.115
What is lacking from the historiography in particular, is a study that addresses the
relations between ’s Gravesande’s methodological precepts and epistemology on the one
hand, and his practice of physics and the role of instruments therein, on the other. The scholars
who have treated the former topics usually have been trained as philosophers, and their
writings might best be classified as history of philosophy; the scholars that have addressed
the latter usually had backgrounds in history or physics. Since the history and philosophy of
scientific methodology addresses both topics, it offers a unique chance to bring together the
philosophical and physical sides of ’s Gravesande’s work and to provide the multidisciplinary
perspective that is much needed. With such a perspective, we will be able to give attention to
the dynamics between the philosophical and practical components of ’s Gravesande’s
practice: if we see changes on one level, these could be used to explain changes on other
levels. It is only through such a dynamical perspective on ’s Gravesande’s work that we can
identify its characteristics and the ways in which ’s Gravesande attempted to change the
direction of the studies of physics and natural philosophy.
Another problem is that, as discussed in the first pages of this dissertation, the current
interpretation of ’s Gravesande instruments is that they functioned as teaching devices. In
particular, they would have served to present Newtonian physics without having to go into
advanced mathematics. What fits in with this story is that ’s Gravesande’s machines were in
general presented in his Physices elementa mathematica, presumed to be a textbook, and that
many of the instruments became prototypes in physics education after ’s Gravesande
introduced them to his readers. They are presented as such by Museum Boerhaave as well:
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Hans Hooijmaijers and Ad Maas, two curators of the museum, have recently listed the various
purposes of ’s Gravesande’s cabinet of instruments, and have for instance noted that it
contained showpieces to attract students, to demonstrate the new philosophy, to produce some
entertainment, and to provide a “complete survey of mathematical physics”.116 Although they
note, with respect to the fall apparatus of 1722, that ’s Gravesande’s was interested in “the
pursuit of “true” knowledge” as well,117 it is clear that their emphasis is on the educational
aims of the machines.
A few dispersed studies do indicate some of ’s Gravesande’s instruments had
meanings that we now understand as related to research as well,118 but have not used this
insight to change our view on ’s Gravesande’s collection. I will take up this task in chapter
six and seven by engaging with some instruments in detail and showing that quite a number
of them in fact connected to state-of-the-art scholarship. The fact that state-of-the-art
scholarship could be present in a ‘textbook’ such as the Physices elementa mathematica might
seem strange to historians and philosophers of science in general. Yet, ’s Gravesande was
definitely not alone in this. It has for instance been noted, too, in the case of Boerhaave (16681738), for many years a colleague of ’s Gravesande at Leiden University. John C. Powers has
recently pointed out that “Boerhaave’s Elementa Chemiae functioned equally as a
pedagogical text for students and as an account of more advanced work addressing
fundamental questions […] This dual function would have surprised no one in the eighteenth
century, when university professors […] often communicated their discoveries and
innovations in academic genres: textbooks and dissertations”.119 Similarly, Thomas L.
Hankins and Robert J. Silverman have noted in their Instruments and the Imagination (1995)
that “the distinction between teaching and research […] did not exist until the late eighteenth
century”.120
That scientific instruments play a major role in scientific research and scientific
practice is evident. Still, the history and philosophy of science have traditionally paid too little
attention to instruments. Although the conclusion Hankins and Silverman draw in the same
book that “[t]o understand actual scientific practice, we have to understand instruments, not
only how they are constructed, but also how they are used and, more important, how they are
regarded”121 might seem obvious, the fact that they had to point it out shows that this has not
always been the case. This is also illustrated by the fact that, as recent as 2006, Domenico
Bertoloni Meli in his Thinking with Objects: The Transformation of Mechanics in the
Seventeenth Century, has been able breach new terrain and provide productive new insights
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in such a threshed out field as the history of seventeenth-century mechanics simply by
examining material objects and what scholars did with those objects.122
What we should notice is that the eighteenth century offer us remarkable opportunities
to study the role of instruments in scientific practice exactly because the early eighteenth
century puts us on the brink of the period in which scientific instruments mainly became
measurement devices. In contrast to seventeenth-century instruments, the machines of the
eighteenth century did not only show new phenomena but in many cases could actually
measure those phenomena. And in contrast to the much more complex instruments developed
from the nineteenth century on, those of the eighteenth century would still allow students to
understand what the machines were actually doing and therefore could be used in educational
contexts. This is particularly clear in the case of ’s Gravesande. Although most of the
instruments discussed in the Physices elementa mathematica yielded quantitative results, he
supplied his students and colleagues with both detailed visual as well as textual descriptions
of his instruments to easy their understanding. This dual functioning of his instruments relates
to what Christoph Lüthy has called, with respect to collections of instruments in science
museums, “functional isometry”. This functional isometry is the ability to set up instruments
in a museum, where they are naturally used for educational purposes, to function “as they did
when they were first used”,123 that is, as instruments of scientific practice. Lüthy argues
convincingly that achieving functional isometry is impossible for instruments dating from the
nineteenth century on:124 we can extend this claim to argue that the dual function of
instruments was inevitably restrained to the eighteenth century. One of the benefits for this
dissertation is that the functional isometry of ’s Gravesande’s instruments, combined with his
detailed textual and visual descriptions, has allowed me to study them in detail without having
to take them out of the museum context or reproduce the experiments made by them.125
What Lüthy stresses, however, is that functional isometry tells us only how
instruments functioned, but not necessarily in what context they did.126 Although Lüthy is
more interested in the ‘where’, the geographical and cultural contexts, our question should be
‘why’ the instruments functioned as they did. This is the question that matters if we want to
study scientific practice rather than scientific education. In order to understand the
methodological role of the instruments, we of course first need to know what the instruments
were for qua research, that is, we want to understand why machines functioned “as they did
when they were first used”. Here again, we need have recourse to intellectual contexts.
Questions about the problems that individual instruments and experiments were supposed to
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solve can only be answered when we take contemporary debates into account. It does not help
to simply look at ’s Gravesande’s scientific instruments in themselves and consider them as
material culture.
Rather than that, in chapters six and seven I will approach some of ’s Gravesande’s
machines with their accompanying texts in hand. This allows us to synchronically consider
his theoretical insights embedded in the texts and the practical insights embedded in the
instruments and their description. However, in order to reconstruct the intellectual debates,
we need to look beyond ’s Gravesande’s own works. What I will do in chapters six and seven
is consider the works of his relevant predecessors and contemporaries as well. It is only when
we compare their views and practices that we can uncover methodological differences and
changes in approach.
In this dissertation, I will focus on a limited number of case studies. The reason for
this is that similar considerations of other eighteenth-century figures are generally absent
since instruments and theories are usually not studied together. One of those reasons for that
is that the history and philosophy of science have traditionally focused on theories, whereas
instruments were the proper subject of history and philosophy of technology. As Lissa Roberts
and Simon Schaffer have argued in The mindful hand (2007), this distinction between science
and technology has “left us with a historical map shaped by oppositional and hierarchically
ordered pairs [such as]: scholar/artisan, science/technology, pure/applied and
theory/practice”, as well as a with separation between “a history of science organised round
a unique Scientific Revolution and a history of technology organised around a singular
Industrial Revolution”.127
The distinction between science and technology is problematic because it did not yet
exist in the beginning of the eighteenth century. Although there were natural philosophers of
a more practical or a more theoretical bend, as well as craftsman with scholarly interests, they
cannot be distinguished by modern categories such as science and technology, and these will
therefore not help us to comprehend the eighteenth century. Understanding ’s Gravesande’s
work will turn out to be a case in point. It is not the case that eighteenth-century knowledge
was produced theoretically first and then applied elsewhere second. Yet, this distinction
between science and technology has in fact shaped the field of history and philosophy of
science. As Roberts had argued already in 2002, this fact has left us with “the challenge of
crafting an inclusive explanation for what has come to be called the Scientific Revolution”, a
challenge she believes we can take on once “we replace a history of deeds by a history of
doing. Once homo faber takes center stage, apparent oppositions begin to disappear”.128
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Although works such as that of Bertoloni Meli have started to meet this challenge for
the seventeenth century, we still need to begin to address it in case of the early eighteenth
century. As discussed above, the material aspects of early modern culture have received much
attention recently, but this has as yet not led to an engagement with the actual intellectual uses
of eighteenth-century scientific instruments and in particular not to a rise of studies that
address contemporary interactions between the theories and the material aspect of scientific
practice.129 Part of the problem, I suggest, is that much of the recent historiography has
focused exclusively on ‘doing’, and that doing so cannot solve the issues at stake: on the
contrary, we need to combine ‘doing’ and ‘thinking’ in order to understand scientific
instruments. In this dissertation, I will take material practices and instruments seriously, but
will do so without minimizing the role of scientific theories and methodologies. We should
realize that progress and development took place on both levels, and that they were closely
related. We will see that, in the case of ’s Gravesande, theoretical knowledge both derived
from and could be used to improve scientific instruments, and that there consequently was a
genuine interaction between the two.
This dissertation is structured as follows: in chapter two, I will first give a biographical
overview of ’s Gravesande’s life and work. Although this will help us to contextualize his
works, the aim of this chapter transcends that of a simple chronology. Instead, it serves to cast
aside one persistent myth, namely that ’s Gravesande’s scientific career started after having
accidently met Newton, and that Newton is to credited for ’s Gravesande having a career in
physics at all. In chapter three to five, I will focus on ’s Gravesande’s work in philosophy
proper, addressing subsequently his epistemology, his metaphysics, and his thoughts on
scientific methodology. I will make extensive use of my interpretation of intellectual contexts
in these chapters, and will use those contexts to draw out a picture of ’s Gravesande’s thinking
that is much richer than the current received view. Besides that, we will learn from these
chapters what, according to ’s Gravesande, the scope, aims, and methods of scientific research
were. These elements are of course of great importance to understanding ’s Gravesande’s
scientific practice, to which I will finally come in chapters six and seven. In chapter six, I will
draw attention to some of the most important aspects of ’s Gravesande’s methodological
approach, in particularly when it comes to ‘combining experiments and mathematics’. In
chapter seven, I will discuss ’s Gravesande’s approach to one particular problem in detail, and
will compare his with the approaches and methods used by his contemporaries. This case
study will help us to concretely point out some of ’s Gravesande’s contributions to physics
and its methodology.
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2. Willem Jacob ’s Gravesande: a biographical sketch
According to standard biographical introductions, Willem Jacob ’s Gravesande was a young
and promising lawyer and journalist when his life was completely turned around in the course
of a diplomatic trip to London during 1715 and 1716. Part of a Dutch embassy concerned
with settling the effects of the War of the Spanish Succession (1701-1714), ’s Gravesande’s
previously lurking interests in natural philosophy were to be awakened by discussions with
among others Isaac Newton, the President of the Royal Society, and John Theophilus
Desaguliers, its Curator of Experiments. ’s Gravesande was elected a fellow of that society in
the same year and was appointed only two years later, in 1717, as professor of mathematics
and astronomy at Leiden University at the recommendation of Newton himself. Already in
1719, ’s Gravesande published the first part of his Physices elementa mathematica, subtitled
“an introduction to Newtonian philosophy”. With this book, which was to become the most
important physics handbook of the first half of the eighteenth century, the conquest of
‘Newtonianism’ and empirical physics could commence.130
This is of course a very curious story: a young, untrained, and inexperienced man finds
his way into the upper echelons of natural philosophy on a trip abroad and immediately wins
a position in one of Europe’s most prestigious universities. Within a couple of years, he starts
to change the course of the history of science. Needless to say, this narrative does little justice
to the actual course of affairs when put in these words. Although factually true, it omits many
crucial details. That this story still lingers on is due to the fact that we have no reliable account
of ’s Gravesande’s life. The only biography ever written is that published in 1759 by Jean
Nicolas Sébastien Allamand (1713-1787), his one-time servant, who would become his friend
and, long after ’s Gravesande’s death, his successor at Leiden University. 131 Although
historians have been suspicious about the credibility of Allamand’s story, a little unfairly but
for the right reasons, no significant attempt has ever been made to extend his short biography.
One can find additional pieces of information about ’s Gravesande in a number of places, but
apart from Ad Maas’s recent treatment in Newton and the Netherlands,132 little has been done
with these pieces to criticize the narrative given above.
The success of this received account can be attributed to its role in a naïve
understanding of modern science as emanating from The Scientific Revolution and Isaac
Newton’s fulfilment of it in particular. As we have seen in chapter one, this story holds that
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’s Gravesande imported Newtonianism to the Continent after his 1715 trip and used it to
replace the outdated Cartesianism still dominating the faculties of philosophy at Dutch
universities. In this chapter, I will show the inadequacy of this account by providing a
biographical sketch of ’s Gravesande’s life, focusing in particular on the period before his
professorship in Leiden. Due to a lack of coherent accounts of that period, the rationality of
’s Gravesande’s appointment at the university has scarcely been discussed and never been
explained. Yet, as Ad Maas has argued, the evidence available so far on ’s Gravesande would
not have warranted his naming to such a prestigious institute as Leiden University at all.
Because of that, Maas has provocatively proposed that ’s Gravesande’s appointment “was a
sample of unadulterated nepotism” displayed by one of the leaders of the London embassy of
1715, the patrician Arent Wassenaer van Duyvenvoorde (1669-1721).133
Given the present state of affairs, Maas’ conclusion seems certainly more credible than
the myth of ’s Gravesande’s ‘Newtonian conversion’. However, as will become clear from
the evidence collected in this chapter, Maas’ statement does not take ’s Gravesande’s own
merits into account sufficiently. By bringing together all the available shreds of information,
I will show here that ’s Gravesande was in fact a particularly suitable candidate for the vacant
chair of mathematics and astronomy: even though he is primarily known as a physicist, he
was not initially appointed to a chair in the corresponding discipline of philosophy. ’s
Gravesande had written several innovative papers on different mathematical and technical
topics even before 1715, when he met Newton. A number of those were acclaimed by leading
figures in the history of science. Besides these publications, his diplomatic abilities had
already won ’s Gravesande a network of both leading international mathematicians and Dutch
political and patrician figures. Together, these would have assured that ’s Gravesande’s name
circulated at the Dutch universities and especially at Leiden, where the same patricians held
sway in the university board. Moreover, we will see that ’s Gravesande had connections with
the Leiden chair of mathematics long before he won it himself.
Thus, this chapter serves two particular goals. First, it shows that the beginnings of ’s
Gravesande’s career as a natural philosopher predates his contacts with Newton. This implies
that we cannot simply see ’s Gravesande’s further career as an elaboration of what he learned
from Newton during his trip to England. Rather than as a one way street, we should approach
’s Gravesande’s ‘Newtonianism’ as an effort to combine, translate and appropriate certain
elements of Newton’s work into his own thinking as it had developed before 1715. Second,
this chapter explains why ’s Gravesande was deemed suitable for a professorial position at
Leiden University on intellectual grounds, toning down the importance of favouritism for his
appointment. In order to provide a more general introduction to ’s Gravesande’s work, this
chapter will also briefly address better known aspects of ’s Gravesande’s life, such as his
alleged associations with political and philosophical radicals and his later work as professors
at Leiden University.
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The ’s Gravesande family
In order to understand ’s Gravesande’s early career, we first need to take a look at his descent.
As is regularly noted, ’s Gravesande was born into a relatively upper-class family. Both ’s
Gravesande’s father Dirk (or Dirck) (1646-1716) and his grandfather Laurens (1605-1686)
were leading figures in the governance and administration of ’s-Hertogenbosch and its
surrounding areas. Of the four sons of Dirk ’s Gravesande surviving beyond the age of 23,
our Willem Jacob was the only one who would not become a member of the city council. 134
Yet, although they were thus relatively well established, the ’s Gravesandes were not on a par
with the regenten of the cities of Holland. The Dutch Republic had recaptured ’sHertogenbosch in 1629 during the Dutch Revolt, but treated it afterwards as occupied
territory: the predominantly Roman Catholic southern provinces of the Dutch Republic were
ruled by the legislature of the northern Calvinist provinces. The administration of the southern
areas provided fine career options for ‘expat’ Calvinist families such as the ’s Gravesandes,
but did not grant them access to the ruling assemblies of the Dutch Republic.135
Nonetheless, the family seems to have been doing well financially. Dirk ’s Gravesande
was ‘president-schepen’, the president magistrate of the city for some years.136 In the absence
of a mayor, which ’s-Hertogenbosch did not have between 1629 and the French Revolution,
the ‘president-schepen’ was the leading figure in the city-council.137 The family owned some
property and land as well: in 1697, Dirk became the owner of one third part of the belongings
of a former Roman Catholic convent. Among Dirk’s part where the dwellings of the fathers
and the entire church as well as some smaller parts. The other two thirds of the convent came
into the hands of the family later, and were sold again by Willem Jacob ’s Gravesande, his
brothers, and his uncle in 1731.138 Willem Jacob inherited some other property as well, as is
evidenced by a notarial act of 1732 in which he transferred about ten acres of fields in the
vicinity of ’s-Hertogenbosch to one of his brothers.139
The importance of both ’s Gravesande’s social status as well as the fact that money
was available should not be underestimated. Class differences could and did certainly play a
On ’s Gravesande’s lineage, see Allamand (1774), vol. I, ix-x; Van der Wijck (1873); and Koenen (1885).
See also Koenen (1885), p. 267. The ’s Gravesandes originated from the area around Delft in Holland.
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role in scholarly matters around 1700; in the case of ’s Gravesande, however, his respectable
descent should have prevented problems with gaining credit in patrician and scientific
circles.140 The money, ‘hard credit’, had obvious benefits as well: first of all, ’s Gravesande
was not in need of specific patronage in order to continue his research. Second, he was able
to amass large amounts of scientific instruments and supporting literature during his career.
We know that after his death in 1742, ’s Gravesande’s cabinet of physical instruments was
sold for 3,981 guilders and ten ‘stuivers’, 20 stuivers being worth a guilder, to Leiden
University,141 which can be estimated at roughly 40,000 euros in modern purchasing power.142
Similarly, the prices recorded on the auction catalogue of his library tell us that ’s
Gravesande’s books were sold for over 6,000 guilders; his maps, atlases, tools, mathematical
instruments, and a number of odd objects including several guns, increased the profit of the
auction to 6,881 guilders and one stuiver.143
Even though ’s Gravesande’s salary increased steadily from 800 guilders per year in
1717 to 1,800 guilders from 1734 on,144 we know that outside money must have been
involved. First of all, ’s Gravesande already illustrated many instruments in the first edition
of his Physices elementa mathematica, which appeared in 1719.145 We have every reason to
believe that the instruments were already built and paid for at that time. Secondly, we know
that in 1723, ’s Gravesande bought a magnificent house at the Rapenburg, Leiden’s foremost
canal, for a sum of 5,000 guilders,146 which he could hardly have afforded from his annual
salary at the university.147 ’s Gravesande rebuilt part of the house in 1724 and thus rendered
it in its modern form. After his death, the renovated house was sold for 13,044 guilders by his
widow. The property alone sold after ’s Gravesande death—his instruments, library, and
house—together amounted to 250,000 euros in modern purchasing power.148
Thus, it is evident that ’s Gravesande was well-to-do. Yet, although this still needed
to be proved, it is something many commentators expected to be the case.149 Another very
interesting detail about the ’s Gravesande family that has largely been passed over, however,
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is the fact that several of Willem Jacob’s direct ancestors exhibited considerable skill and
interest in scholarly and engineering matters. From the biography of Allamand we know that
’s Gravesande descended from the physician Johannes Heurnius (1543-1601), an innovator
in medical and anatomical methods and one of the most famous figures in the early history of
Leiden University.150 Much more interesting than this distant link however, is the fact that ’s
Gravesande’s mother was the daughter of one Nicolaas Blom, an engineer and overseer of
fortifications,151 and that ’s Gravesande’s own father, Dirk, showed considerable interest in
scientific matters himself. In 1690 for instance, when Willem Jacob was two years old, a
“Dirck Schravesande” applied on a national level for a patent for horizontal windmills, which
could be used both on land and on water.152 Although I do not have definitive proof that this
Dirck is the same person as Willem Jacob’s father, it is extremely likely that he was. The
family name is not common, and Dirk had by then already entered far into scientific terrain.
In the late 1680s, indeed, he had been corresponding with none-other than the Huygens
brothers on the topic of lens grinding.
The first appearance of Dirk in Christiaan Huygens’s Oeuvres Complètes is in March
1686, when Constantijn jr. tells his brother that he “has come to write to ’s Gravesande to
have another 12 pieces of this glass made for me, as I told you before”. 153 Obviously, the
Huygens brothers already knew who Dirk ’s Gravesande from “Bolduc” (’s-Hertogenbosch)
was at this point. Constantijn wrote about these glasses, which he was still expecting, in
another couple of letters to Christiaan154 before the lenses arrived and Christiaan was able to
test them.155 Some other letters make mention of Dirk and his lenses in the meantime,156 but
the one which definitely identifies Dirk as the father of our ’s Gravesande is a letter written
on the 7 October of 1686, where Christiaan tells Constantijn that “it has been four or five days
since Messrs Sgravesande and Blom have come to see me and brought me again some samples
of glass”.157 As we have seen, Dirk ’s Gravesande was married to a Blom, and the person he
brought to Christiaan Huygens was almost certainly a family member, probably his father-inlaw or a brother-in-law.158 Unfortunately for Dirk, Christiaan deemed his own lenses better
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than those of Bolduc. Yet, he still believed that his contacts with ’s Gravesande might help
him to test some of Constantijn’s own lenses with long focal distances.159
Even though his lenses might not have been of the quality desired by the Huygens
brothers, it seems beyond doubt that Dirk ’s Gravesande was both interested in optical and
engineering matters and that he had some skill in those areas: Christiaan and Constantijn
would certainly not have been awaiting the “Bolduc lenses” eagerly if they had not deemed
Dirk ’s Gravesande capable of doing interesting things. We can therefore naturally assume
that Willem Jacob ’s Gravesande received a solid education in these topics, one that would
enable him to exploit his talents. Without providing a rationale for it, this is also what
Allamand has claimed in a paragraph focusing on a mister Tourton, ’s Gravesande private
teacher. Tourton plays the role of a master who cannot keep up with his juvenile student:
according to Allamand, ’s Gravesande was so talented that Tourton had to study day and night
to do so, and the headmaster of his school in ’s-Hertogenbosch asked ’s Gravesande to lecture
on mathematics when the regular teacher was absent.160 Luckily, we no longer have to rely
on these stories in order to affirm that ’s Gravesande was well prepared to study mathematical
and physical topics when he left home in 1704 at the age of fifteen.

Law, moral philosophy, and journalism in Leiden and The Hague
Little is known about ’s Gravesande’s student years. We know that he first enrolled as a law
student in 1704 and that he graduated three years later in 1707 on the very same day as his
older brother Ewout and his younger brother Cornelis, both students of law as well.161 Ewout
would follow in the footsteps of both their father and their eldest brother Pieter and become a
‘schepen’ of ’s-Hertogenbosch; Cornelis would be less fortunate as he died in 1714 at the age
of 23 of unknown causes.162 It seems that Willem Jacob had a quiet time during his studies:
he concluded them rapidly and at a young age. According to legend, ’s Gravesande prepared
and completed his first book-length study, the Essai de Perspective, during classes which did
not interest him but to which he showed up so as to obey his father. However, as the Essai
was only published in 1711, four years after his graduation, I think we can safely assume that
this story is at best only partially true. The Essai, to which I will return in a moment, shows
many signs of continued work and improvement, and it seems likely that ’s Gravesande kept
working on the manuscript in the years after his studies in Leiden.163
As far as we know, ’s Gravesande received no significant training in either
mathematics or philosophy during his studies in Leiden. He graduated with a dissertation in
which he discussed the moral implications of suicide, the Dissertatio juridica inauguralis de
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autocheiria. Little attention has been paid to this work so far; although some historians have
mentioned it, most of those have passed over it as an oddity in ’s Gravesande’s oeuvre. This
is far from the actual state of affairs. The title of the first chapter of De autocheiria reads
“First chapter, in which suicide is proven to be illicit, and the Stoic sentiment is refuted”, 164
and already indicates that this is a work on moral philosophy rather than the practice of law.
’s Gravesande would continue to write on moral philosophy for his entire life. This was not
simply a sideshow in a great career of a physicist: in 1734, ’s Gravesande became professor
of philosophy in its totality and had to teach logic and morals as well, next to mathematics,
physics, and astronomy. His third and last oration dealt extensively with moral philosophy
and his highly successful Introductio ad philosophiam of 1736 drew heavily on his earlier
work on the topic. In fact, out of the two volumes of his posthumously Oeuvres, published by
Allamand in 1774, the entire second volume deals with topics belonging to what we would
call philosophy proper rather than physics or natural philosophy. 165 I will discuss the main
epistemological and metaphysical elements of ’s Gravesande’s philosophy in chapters three
and four respectively. Moral aspects will be touched upon in various chapters, but fall
somewhat out of the scope of this dissertation.166
Right after their studies, ’s Gravesande and his two brothers moved, according to
Allamand, to The Hague “to apply themselves to the practice of law there”.167 Allamand’s
biography after this jumps straight to 1713, when ’s Gravesande became one of the founding
editors of the Journal litéraire. Allamand gives some details but no informed account on what
happened in the six years in between, which is the main reason why there have so far only
been speculations on ’s Gravesande’s doings in these years. I will partly remedy this defect
later in this chapter by discussing ’s Gravesande’s network and his mathematical endeavours
in this period. First, however, I will briefly address the Journal, about which much more has
already been written.
In his period in The Hague ’s Gravesande moved into literary and intellectual circles.
We do not know exactly how and when this happened, but we can assume that ’s Gravesande
gradually enlarged his network from his student years on. In 1713, still only 24 years old, he
became part of the editorial board of the Journal, which he founded together with a group of
friends—predominantly young—including a number of Huguenot refugees as well as the
’s Gravesande (1707), p. 3, “Caput Primum. In quo Autocheiriam illicitam probatur, & Stoicorum sententia
refutatur”.
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experienced journalist Justus van Effen (1684-1735) and the literary polymath Prosper
Marchand (1678-1756). In 1720, ’s Gravesande would marry Anne (or Anna) Sacrelaire (?1762), a cousin of Henri Alexandre, the secretary of the society.168 The Journal, which from
its very beginning aroused much interest in the literary world, consisted mostly of lengthy
book reviews and covered topics ranging from mathematics and law theory to news from the
republic of letters and modern literature. As the editors were committed to an ideal of
impartiality, the reviews were presented anonymously: the editors shared responsibility for
their content.169 Fortunately for us, some of the lengthier pieces can be identified as being ’s
Gravesande’s, and some separate articles even bear his name.
The editors of the Journal play a central role in Margaret C. Jacob’s story on the spread
of a combination of Newtonianism and political radicalism from England to the Netherlands.
Jacob has linked its editors to various allegedly radical, republican, and masonic circles and
has argued that the Journal was published by a society descending directly from a secret group
called Les Chevaliers de la Jubilation. This group takes a central position in an international
network of radicals discussed in her extremely stimulating The Radical Enlightenment, as I
have pointed out in chapter one.170 Various historians, however, have shown that the links
under consideration do not stand the test of scrutiny: the so-called Chevaliers were far less
radical than Jacob has claimed,171 and the link between that group and the editors of the
Journal is not as close as she assumes it to be: her identification is based primarily on the
simple fact that one person, Prosper Marchand, was a member of both groups. Yet, contrary
to what Jacob argues, Marchand was not a founding editor of the Journal but joined to
collective only later on: this undermines her thesis that the group rendering the Journal was
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a direct successor of the Chevaliers.172 Moreover, Jacob fails to prove that Marchand was in
fact as radical as she argues.173
I consider the evidence brought against Jacob’s thesis concerning the radicalism of
these circles by the works of especially G.C. Gibbs, Christiane Berkvens-Stevelinck, and
Léonie Maass decisive. Yet, as Jacob’s claims about these groups, including ’s Gravesande’s
involvement with them, continue to be repeated,174 I will say a few words here about her take
on ’s Gravesande. Mostly by conjecture, Jacob places ’s Gravesande in a network of radicals,
among whom were the freethinkers John Toland (1670-1722) and Anthony Collins (16761729), who he would have met via Prince Eugène de Savoy (1663-1736) during the Spanish
War of Succession, and through them Jacob links ’s Gravesande with English Whigs in
general. As in many other places, because of a lack of references it is not clear from Jacob’s
account what her source is for this connection. To my knowledge Allamand’s biography is
the only one source which mentions ’s Gravesande’s contacts with Prince Eugène. Yet, there
is no hint whatsoever of extensive interaction between the two in Allamand’s piece: Allamand
only mentions that Eugène knew personally of ’s Gravesande’s work in codebreaking—to
which I will return below. Moreover, the contacts between Toland and Eugène have recently
been questioned.175 On both links, those between ’s Gravesande and Eugène first and between
Eugène and Toland second, there is too much uncertainty to assert that ’s Gravesande and
Toland actually knew each other.176
Similar inaccuracies can be found, for instance, in Jacob’s claim that “[’s Gravesande]
embraced the Newtonian faith as mediated by the vehicle of Freemasonry”. 177 As is well
known, ’s Gravesande clashed especially with Samuel Clarke on the right understanding of
‘Newtonianism’, and did not support “the Newtonian faith”, as far as such a faith existed
outside of Newton himself.178 Neither is it true that ’s Gravesande’s “early and life-long
172
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association with freethinkers such as Marchand, Levier and Saint-Hyacinthe, rendered him a
tolerant man and even opened him to the accusation […] of spinozism”.179 What got ’s
Gravesande accused of Spinozism were not his associations with freethinkers but rather the
content of his 1736 Introductio ad philosophiam,180 in which he espoused an idea of liberty
directly opposed to that of many of the English Newtonians, as I will show in chapter four.
His tolerance towards Saint-Hyacinthe, a deistic co-editor of the Journal, is not exactly
beyond question either: as Allamand has recounted, ’s Gravesande and Saint-Hyacinthe
clashed very early in the history of the journal on the question of whether ’s Gravesande was
allowed to show his sympathies for a thoroughly apologetic Christian work he was reviewing.
Only two years later, Saint-Hyacinthe was the first of the editors to leave the Journal.181
Jacob’s claim that ’s Gravesande “was, of course, one of the original ‘frères’ in that literary
society” related to the journal, similarly cannot be defended on the basis of the available
documents.182
That there is very little reason to believe that the young ’s Gravesande was either a
crypto-radical or a deist, is furthermore indicated by two letters he published in the Journal
litéraire himself, the first in the 1714 edition on the question of whether one was allowed to
lie, the second in 1718 on the philosophical definition of liberty. On the very first page of the
former letter, which according to Allamand drew the attention of the famous professor of law
Jean Barbeyrac (1674-1744), ’s Gravesande maintained that his view was “in accordance with
natural law and the morals of Jesus Christ”.183 On the basis of the fundamental liberty and
equality of man, ’s Gravesande argued that man may never use speech to deceive or harm his
neighbour. Withholding some things he allowed, but as long as we would speak, he affirmed
that we should say nothing but the truth. Only in cases where others first violated our rights
and forced us to speak was this convention broken and were we allowed to tell lies.184
A similar rigour and appeal to the Christian God are evident in the second piece, the
1718 Lettre sur la liberté. On the question of whether man’s actions were determined by his
least some strands of radical thought in ’s Gravesande’s work. There are some inaccuracies in his description of
’s Gravesande, but as Israel makes sufficiently clear, ’s Gravesande was not part of the radical wing of the
Enlightenment.
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reason, ’s Gravesande argued that this must be so, because otherwise, one would have to deny
“the divine foresight or prescience, but also the extent of God’s providence over most human
actions”.185 Although the conclusion ’s Gravesande reached in this second letter would prove
to be controversial, his principles were categorically orthodox: predestination is of course one
of the core tenets of Dutch Calvinism. Although we do not know exactly to what beliefs ’s
Gravesande subscribed—the fact that both of his children were baptized in the Walloon
Church indicates that he might have been a member of it186—there can be little doubt that he
was committed to and inspired by at least a basic form of Protestant Christianity, whether his
contemporaries agreed with his views or not.

’s Gravesande’s early mathematical career and diplomatic contacts, ca. 1710-1716
As discussed above, ’s Gravesande moved to The Hague after his studies in Leiden,
supposedly to become a lawyer. It has often been assumed that he continued this business
until 1717 when he was called to Leiden University. Although it seems certain that ’s
Gravesande occasionally gave legal advice, I have serious doubts about whether this was his
main profession for the entire period, especially for the later years.187 As I will show here, ’s
Gravesande was occupied with many other things. In this section, I will give a short overview
of both ’s Gravesande’s network in higher politics and his mathematical writings in this
period. For obvious reasons, I cannot go into details and will focus on historical significance,
especially where historical assessment is already available elsewhere.
So far, I have found no information at all about the period 1707-1709. Therefore, I do
not know what ’s Gravesande was doing during these years, apart from completing the Essai
de perspective, which was published in 1711. With this little book on perspective, however,
’s Gravesande immediately set the standard for his later work. Kirsti Andersen, in her recent
comprehensive study of mathematical perspective in the early modern period, lists ’s
Gravesande’s work as one of the most important books in her story, and names ’s Gravesande
himself as one of the five main protagonists of her work together with such illustrious
’s Gravesande (1718) [anonymously], p. 236, “leurs Adversaires, en nient cela, sont obligés de nier non
seulement la certitude des Decrets de Dieu, & la prévision ou préscience divine, mais aussi l’étendue de la
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mathematicians as Simon Stevin and Brook Taylor.188 Another household name in the history
of mathematics, Jean Bernoulli (1667-1748), contacted ’s Gravesande in March 1714 and
praised him highly when he wrote that “it is to be wished that you take the trouble to write on
the other parts of optics with the same clarity and the same skill as you have done on
perspective”.189 Bernoulli might also have been the author of a very positive review of the
Essai that appeared in the Acta eruditorum, as Andersen argues.190 The quality of the Essai is
further illustrated by the fact that Taylor’s later work on perspective was significantly building
on ’s Gravesande’s;191 that the book was popular is evidenced by the appearance of a second
edition already in 1717.192
I want to draw attention to two remarkable feats of the Essai de Perspective. The first
is its dedication to Bruno van der Dussen (1660-1741), pensionaris and mayor of Gouda, and
one of the Dutch Republic’s most trusted diplomats and ambassadors in the first years of the
eighteenth century. Like many of his family members, this Van der Dussen held important
offices in Dutch water management, which of course indicates that he was interested in
technical matters. Moreover, he was one of the major figures in the diplomatic endeavours
whereto the mission ’s Gravesande joined in 1715 belonged. As we can infer from the
dedication in the Essai, ’s Gravesande knew this top diplomat personally and might have
served him at one point.193 It might very well be that ’s Gravesande had met one of Van der
Dussen’s sons, who were about his age, in college: studying law at Leiden was the traditional
training for patrician sons destined for the upper administrative echelons. The second point
of interest is the addition of a separate treatise on the camera obscura to the Essai. In this
treatise, ’s Gravesande illustrated and described two different designs of the camera: a very
elaborate chamber with a chair in it, and a portable machine. Both of these designs show a
depth of detail that evidences that ’s Gravesande had already built these machines. These
machines, supposed to be tools for painters, seem to be the first instruments of ’s Gravesande’s
design.194
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As we have seen, the Essai provided ’s Gravesande a valuable entry into the scholarly
world. Yet, there still exist a couple of letters which predate the Essai and show that ’s
Gravesande was already an intermediary in scientific circles in 1710, in particular between
William Burnet (1688-1729) and Jean Bernoulli. To my knowledge, these letters have never
been referred to before. ’s Gravesande first appears in a letter from Burnet to Bernoulli in July
1710. As is well known, this Burnet was a son of the Anglican Bishop Gilbert Burnet, a
confidant of stadtholder-king William III; William Burnet had studied with ’s Gravesande in
Leiden, and in 1715 proposed ’s Gravesande for a Fellowship of the Royal Society.195 In 1710,
in a letter to Bernoulli that discussed mainly mathematical topics, Burnet wrote that he would
return to England soon but that Bernoulli could always reach him via “Mr. De Sgravesande,
Avocat à la Haye”, who “has the most original genius for mathematics, but, as he is a lawyer,
cannot give himself to it entirely. He has made beautiful discoveries in Perspective, whereof
he will soon publish something, which I will send you right away”. 196 From this letter we
learn two things: first, that ’s Gravesande was still a lawyer in 1710, and second, that it was
William Burnet, a schoolmate, who introduced him not only to Newton and the Royal Society,
but to Jean Bernoulli as well. Burnet, as will become increasingly clear in this chapter, thus
was the essential figure in catapulting the unknown ’s Gravesande’s on to the mathematical
scene.
The friendly correspondence between Burnet and Bernoulli was already well
established at this point and concerned multiple issues. Besides the obvious mathematical
issues, one of these was Bernoulli’s refusal to accept a professorship at Leiden University, a
question which already involved Gerard Noodt (1647-1725), the renowned professor of law
and consequently one of ’s Gravesande’s former teachers, and Jacob van Wassenaer Obdam
(1645-1714), head of the board of the university. As Bernoulli himself explained, the offer
was just not good enough (it was 1,600 to 1,800 guilders per year at this point) to leave his
present comfort in Basel, but Burnet tried to convince him either way.197 Another issue
concerned the “injustice” done by the Scottish mathematician John Craig (1663-1731) in
failing to acknowledge Bernoulli’s solutions to a particular problem, and later those of Craig’s
compatriot John Keill as well; Bernoulli reacted to Keill in particular strong terms.198
Both of these issues spilled over in the brief early correspondence between ’s
Gravesande and Bernoulli. In a first letter of September 1710 to Bernoulli, which ’s
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Gravesande sent to accompany another letter from Burnet to Bernoulli, ’s Gravesande wrote
that he had come to talk to Obdam, who had told him that ‘what people say about Mr. Kiel
are rumours without any foundation’. Besides trying thus to appease Bernoulli, ’s Gravesande
added that after his talk to Obdam, he still hoped that Bernoulli would come to Leiden.199
Bernoulli did not reply, and in January 1711, ’s Gravesande sent him another letter in which
he, in the name of Obdam, repeated Leiden’s offer of 1,800 guilders a year, and added that he
himself would be very glad to see Bernoulli accept. Bernoulli replied in a very friendly
manner to ’s Gravesande and thanked him for taking the trouble to act as an intermediary on
his behalf, but made it very clear that he was not happy to get again the same offer he had
already refused: Bernoulli wanted Obdam to offer at least 2,500 guilders.200
Although the content of this correspondence may seem to be of little immediate
interest, the fact that ’s Gravesande was in close contact with the most important figure on the
board of Leiden University seven years before his own appointment is of course noteworthy.
Meanwhile he would keep in contact with both Burnet and the Bernoulli family;201 especially
the latter correspondence would become quite interesting in the years that followed. In 1712,
’s Gravesande had a lengthy correspondence with Nicolas Bernoulli (1687-1759), Jean’s
nephew, on statistics. The occasion for this epistolary interaction was an article published in
the Philosophical Transactions by John Arbuthnot (1667-1735), who had crafted an argument
for God’s providence out of a persistent imbalance between the number of boys and the
number of girls born in London. ’s Gravesande agreed with Arbuthnot that this imbalance in
the birth ratio demonstrated God’s providence, but improved Arbuthnot’s partly defective
argument by calculating the chance of the numbers appearing as they did in great detail by
using what we would now call binomial distribution.202
In their correspondence on the topic, Bernoulli and ’s Gravesande discussed at length
what statistical methods and concepts should be used to make sense of Arbuthnot’s data; as
we learn from the first letter of the correspondence, they had also discussed this in person in
The Hague when Bernoulli was en route to England where he had also involved Burnet and
Craig in the debate.203 From this, we can conclude that ’s Gravesande was becoming a
Willem Jacob ’s Gravesande to Jean Bernoulli, 19 September 1710, “ce qu’on dit de Mr. Kiel sont des bruits
qui n’ont aucun fondement”; unfortunately, I am not sure what these rumours were.
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participant in these mathematical circles around this time. His statistical treatment did
however also arouse interest much closer to home. Bernard Nieuwentijt (1654-1718), the
mayor of the city of Purmerend whose “mathematical knowledge and skills were exceptional
among his countrymen”,204 included ’s Gravesande’s results in his 1715 Het regt gebruik der
werelt beschouwingen. In this immensely popular work, Nieuwentijt set out to show that, in
its right form, physics or natural philosophy would show the existence, providence, and
omnipresence of God; “the calculations, which the outstanding mathematician Mr. Willem
Jan ’s Gravesande has made in a special way”, proved to be very useful for Nieuwentijt’s
purpose. Nieuwentijt and ’s Gravesande would refer to each other’s work another couple of
times before Nieuwentijt’s death.205
Somewhere in 1712 as well, we find another mathematical instrument designed by ’s
Gravesande; as far as I am aware this was the first after the two camera obscuras. In his Essai
de perspective ’s Gravesande had added a chapter on sundials, and this is probably why Arent
Wassenaer van Duyvenvoorde, again a prominent patrician, chose ’s Gravesande to design a
horizontal sundial for his mansion’s garden. Although the chapter in the Essai definitely
proved that ’s Gravesande mastered the subject, it was of little direct use in the design of the
actual object as the chapter discussed how to form a vertical, inclined, or declined sundial out
of an already given horizontal one.206 Nevertheless, the link with Duyvenvoorde proved to be
of direct influence on the course of ’s Gravesande’s life. This Duyvenvoorde, as discussed in
the introduction, was one of the leaders of the 1715-1716 embassy to London to which ’s
Gravesande acted as first secretary. Justus van Effen, as we have seen a co-editor of the
Journal litéraire, acted as second secretary to the embassy, perhaps on ’s Gravesande’s
recommendation. Duyvenvoorde, in turn, allegedly recommended ’s Gravesande on the basis
of Isaac Newton’s testimonial to Leiden University, where one of Duyvenvoorde’s relatives
was a member of the board.207
Although the Duyvenvoorde connection was obviously significant, we should not
overestimate its importance. Between 1712 and 1715, ’s Gravesande had progressively
enhanced his reputation. As arguably the most mathematically talented member of the Journal
litéraire, there can be little doubt that it was ’s Gravesande who managed contacts with a
number of renowned mathematicians. Among these were the aforementioned Keill and
Christian Wolff, of whom some pieces were printed in the Journal in 1713 and 1714
204
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pertaining to the priority dispute on the calculus between Newton and Leibniz. Especially
Keill seems to have considered the Journal as a suitable vehicle for some personal attacks.
Wolff on the other hand did not send more than one letter in reply: he probably had no interest
in the kind of aggressive debate Keill wanted to fight out; moreover, the Journal seems to
have tended to side with Newton on these issues.208 This was much more openly the case on
celestial dynamics. After a review of one of his books in which the reviewer of the Journal
invoked Newton’s work, the Dutch natural philosopher Nicolaas Hartsoeker (1656-1725)
responded in some letters that Newton had not proven his claims in astronomy at all. These
letters, together with answers from the editors, which we can reasonably assume to be ’s
Gravesande’s, were printed in the 1713 and 1714 editions of the Journal. The consensus
among mathematicians was to agree with the Journal that Hartsoeker’s arguments were
flawed.209
Besides these contacts with Keill, Wolff, and Hartsoeker, ’s Gravesande also
corresponded with Celestino Galiani (1681-1753), the foremost early ‘Newtonian’ of Italy
between 1713-1717, and would keep Galiani informed on Newton’s work in the later part of
this period.210 ’s Gravesande’s first contact with Newton himself dates also from before his
trip to London: in 1714, ’s Gravesande wrote a letter to Newton in which he offered his
services, might Newton need anything done in the Netherlands. As Ad Maas has suggested,
this might have been a ploy of ’s Gravesande in order to get in touch with Newton; Burnet
and Keill, both ‘defenders’ of Newton might have been involved in this manoeuvre as well.211
As we can also see from his correspondence with Jean Bernoulli, ’s Gravesande knew well
how to flatter and befriend the mathematical giants of his time.
In 1714, ’s Gravesande also developed what has been called the first mathematical
theory of the air pump,212 which was published under his name in the Journal litéraire.213 As
becomes clear from the article and the practical details it contains, ’s Gravesande had at this
point repeatedly worked with actual pumps: just as in the case of his earlier description of the
camera obscura, the article on the air pump was not a purely theoretical work. Besides the
fact that the article proves that ’s Gravesande was developing his skills as instrument designer,
it is noteworthy for two other reasons. The first is ’s Gravesande’s later cooperation with the
instrument builder Jan van Musschenbroek. Together, they would continue to develop air
pumps: the article under consideration can be conceived as a starting point of their
cooperation.214 The second point of interest is that the machine again put ’s Gravesande into
contact with Nicolas Bernoulli, who in December 1715 praised ’s Gravesande’s mathematical
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treatment and used it as an opening to communicate a new theorem on logarithms of his own
hand to ’s Gravesande.215 The year before this, Nicolas’ uncle Jean Bernoulli, after reading
the Essai de Perspective and still remembering ’s Gravesande’s earlier kind words, had also
considered ’s Gravesande worthy enough to send him some of his mathematical work.216
Clearly, ’s Gravesande had become firmly entrenched in the world of mathematics by this
time.
Besides the relations mentioned before, all relatively well documented, Allamand has
written about two other occupations of ’s Gravesande about which I have not been able to
find any independent evidence. For both of these, however, their very nature would not allow
much information to come out. ’s Gravesande would allegedly have been asked to consult on
matters of finance in 1711 by Treasurer-General Jacob Hop (1654-1725), another key
diplomat of the Netherlands; and would have been involved in codebreaking during the War
of the Spanish Succession, which ended in 1714. It is in this later competence that ’s
Gravesande would have come to the attention of Prince Eugène de Savoy, the legendary
general of the Imperial Army.217 Given the connections discussed above, these stories are not
incredible per se; in general, there seems to be little direct indication that we should distrust
Allamand and ’s Gravesande certainly had the mathematical skills required for both of these
jobs. Yet, we must remain cautious: historian of cryptography Karl de Leeuw has gone to
great lengths to find any proof for ’s Gravesande’s involvement in codebreaking, but has not
been able to find any evidence for it.218

The professorship at Leiden University
Over the past sections, we have seen that even before his trip to London, ’s Gravesande had
written one outstanding book, the Essai de Perspective, and two very interesting mathematical
tracts, one on air pumps and logarithms, the other on statistics. Also before 1715, we can
document that he had been in contact with Jean Bernoulli, Nicolas Bernoulli, Burnet, Keill,
Craig, Wolff, Newton, Galiani, Nieuwentijt, and Hartsoeker. Therefore, we can conclude that
he was quite well known in mathematical circles. At this point, ’s Gravesande had already
designed two different camera obscuras, a sundial, and an air pump, and could count on the
patronage of at least Van der Dussen, Obdam, and Duyvenvoorde, mentioning only those with
whom I have been able to document contacts. Meanwhile, ’s Gravesande continued to develop
Nicolas Bernoulli to Willem Jacob ’s Gravesande, 21 December 1715, printed in Allamand (1774), vol. I, pp.
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his moral philosophy as well. Considering the fact that all of this was accomplished in just a
couple of years, the list is quite impressive. ’s Gravesande’s well known contacts in London
would only have enhanced his budding reputation further.
Considering the names of those interested in his work, as well as the fact that
mathematics was at a low point in the Netherlands,219 we cannot but conclude that ’s
Gravesande was one of the most important, if not simply the leading Dutch mathematician in
the period leading up to his call to Leiden. Therefore, pace Maas, I believe that there is nothing
strange in his appointment at the university: ’s Gravesande was both extremely well qualified
and well connected. Because of that, I would even claim that the university could only have
passed him over for someone of the calibre of a Jean Bernoulli, who, as we have seen here,
had little interest in coming to Leiden even on terms much better than those offered to ’s
Gravesande. It is a distinct possibility that ’s Gravesande and his main contacts, Burnet in
particular, were getting ’s Gravesande gradually closer to discussions on the Leiden chair of
mathematics on purpose, especially in his early correspondence with Bernoulli on the
professorship. As Willem Otterspeer has described in his history of Leiden University,
negotiations and intermediaries were of utmost importance in the procedures that led to the
appointment of professors around the turn of the eighteenth century, as were contacts with
both the curators of the university and backing from the Republic of Letters.220 Needless to
say, ’s Gravesande was in a very good position on all of these accounts. If his attempts were
meant to get him the chair, he was very successful in his ploy. It seems likely that ’s
Gravesande would have been considered for the chair even without Newton’s
recommendation.
The evidence collected here shows also that it is time to dismiss the story of ’s
Gravesande’s meeting with Newton as the single decisive moment in his career. Although it
is clear that Newton inspired ’s Gravesande enormously, we must not overlook the fact that
’s Gravesande was already in the process of becoming an international heavyweight before
his 1715 trip to London. Moreover, it is clear that ’s Gravesande was not a blank slate when
he first met Newton. His own work and his discussions with among others the Bernoulli’s
manifest that he was already a highly competent mathematician just as his work on
instruments shows that he already had an eye for experiment and observation before 1715.
Major elements of ’s Gravesande’s “Newtonianism”, as he would describe it himself, where
evidently already present in his work before meeting Newton.
Having established this, the rest of this chapter will serve as a brief overview of ’s
Gravesande’s work from his appointment in Leiden on. I will shortly address his most
important publications and activities, but will leave detailed discussion of the contents of his
work to later chapters of this dissertation. The immediate consequence of ’s Gravesande’s
appointment in Leiden was his inaugural oration, Oratio inauguralis, de matheseos, in
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omnibus scientiis, preacipue in physicis, usu, nec non de astronomiae perfectione ex physica
haurienda, which “he held in a solemn way” on June 22, 1717.221 As becomes clear from the
title, ’s Gravesande did not lecture directly about mathematics, but more particularly about its
utility to ‘physica’ and astronomy. Since ’s Gravesande himself, his contemporaries, as well
modern historians have been mostly interested in that ‘physica’, I will focus on his works on
that subject and will only briefly come back to his work on mathematics at the end of this
section. In the last section of this chapter, I will address ’s Gravesande’ other activities in
order to complete this biographical sketch.
On the 6th of September of 1717, shortly after his appointment in Leiden, ’s
Gravesande was awarded an honorary doctorate in philosophy on the advice of Jacques
Bernard (1658-1718),222 professor of philosophy and mathematics since 1712 and connected
to Leiden University as lecturer in those fields since 1705. It is not entirely clear what Bernard
actually did at Leiden University, as it has been said that he cared little about natural
philosophy and mathematics, the subjects he was supposed to teach. 223 Still, Bernard is of
import to our story. His interest seem to have been mainly literary, and he was a longtime
editor of the Nouvelles de la république des lettres, which had been a leading literary journal
before under the respective editorships of Pierre Bayle (1647-1706) and Jean le Clerc (16571736). Le Clerc had been an important figure in the early popularization of Newton in the
Netherlands,224 and it seems likely that, perhaps via such ‘Newtonian’ connections, Bernard
and ’s Gravesande had known each other before the latter’s appointment in Leiden.
Besides that, Bernard was appointed in Leiden as the successor of Burchard de Volder,
who we have met in the previous chapter. De Volder was the founder of the Theatrum
Physicum, the Leiden cabinet of physics, and through it introduced the teaching of natural
philosophy by instrument and experiment in Leiden. He did so in 1675, after having travelled
to England and apparently being inspired by the Royal Society of London. It seems that
Bernard, on the other hand, did not use the Theatrum Physicum. Yet, he had been appointed
at the request of De Volder himself,225 and would in all probability have realized that ’s
Gravesande was the right person to continue De Volder’s kind of teaching. Started by De
Volder in 1675, the tradition of teaching experimental natural philosophy was at the time of
’s Gravesande’s appointment embodied by the only other professor of philosophy in Leiden,
Wolfgang Senguerd (1646-1724), who is often scathingly described as an outdated
Aristotelian. Even though ’s Gravesande took over command of the Theatrum Physicum only
after Senguerd’s death, his teaching in natural philosophy started of immediately in 1717, and
perhaps Bernard considered ’s Gravesande to be able to balance Senguerd’s conservative
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views.226 If this was the case, Bernard would not have been disappointed by ’s Gravesande’s
further career.
In either case, it is clear that teaching by instruments was a well-established tradition
at Leiden University, and that ’s Gravesande continued and renewed the tradition. Initially,
he would have had to teach out of his private cabinet of instruments and it appears that he
continued to do so after 1724 as well: as discussed above, ’s Gravesande private cabinet was
only merged with that of the university after the former was sold to the university after ’s
Gravesande’s death. We get a glimpse of ’s Gravesande’s private cabinet for the first time in
1719, via the first edition of the Physices elementa mathematica, an edition clearly meant to
teach his courses from. That ’s Gravesande was doing so becomes clear from a letter he sent
to Newton in 1718 as well:
I begin to hope that the way of philosophizing that one finds in this book [Newton’s
Opticks] will be more and more followed in this country, at least I flatter myself that I
have had some success in giving a taste of your philosophy in this university; as I talk to
people who have made very little progress in mathematics I have been obliged to have
several machines constructed to convey the force of propositions whose demonstrations
they had not understood. By experiment I give a direct proof of the nature of compounded
motions, oblique collisions, and the effect of oblique forces and the principal propositions
respecting central forces.227

Rather than because of the obvious compliments to Newton, this quotation is interesting
because it shows that a number of instruments was already in place in 1718. Since ’s
Gravesande had been installed at Leiden University only a year before, it should be clear that,
at this time, he would not have had the time to develop all the instruments himself. Indeed,
the first edition contained a number of instruments that was quite clearly borrowed from those
used by Francis Hauksbee the Younger (1687-1763) and William Whiston (1667-1752).
Hauksbee and Whiston had been teaching a public course in natural philosophy together since
1714, and it seems that ’s Gravesande had attended it during his trip to London in 1715-1716.
The instruments used by Hauksbee and Whiston were illustrated in a pamphlet dating from
those years and, as I will explain in more detail in chapter six, quite a number of their
instruments reappeared in the first edition of the Physices elementa mathematica, although in
most cases somewhat adapted.228
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The reworked editions of the Physices elementa mathematica published in 1725 and
1742, however, depended much less on the work of others and depicted many more
instruments developed by ’s Gravesande himself and built for him by Jan van Musschenbroek
(1687-1748),229 Leiden’s foremost instrument maker and the older brother of Petrus van
Musschenbroek. I will return to the growing contents of the book later on, particularly in
chapter six, and will show a case in which an instrument changed significantly between the
first and second editions because of theoretical considerations in chapter seven. For now, it
should however suffice that it has been noted before by Peter de Clercq that the “descriptions
and illustrations in the successive editions of his text-book show in great detail how, during
the twenty-odd years that elapsed between the first and the third edition, ’s Gravesande
continuously improved and expanded his instrumentation”.230
In his At the sign of the of the oriental lamp: The Musschenbroek workshop in Leiden,
1660-1750, De Clercq has addressed the questions of in what sense ’s Gravesande ‘invented’
his own instruments; and to what extent Jan van Musschenbroek was involved in doing so.
About the first issue, De Clercq notes that ’s Gravesande’s cabinet was a “mixed bag” that
contained both new designs as well as older instruments,231 something that however should
not surprise us given that ’s Gravesande stood in a tradition that did not clearly distinguish
between teaching and research. De Clercq’s assessment fits in with what ’s Gravesande
himself already noted in the 1719 edition, that he had “taken care to have built several [of the
machines] close to the prescriptions of others, [had] rendered many of those more perfect, and
added more new ones.”232
On the second issue, De Clercq provisionally argues that Jan van Musschenbroek was
indeed involved in designing the instruments, on the basis that Van Musschenbroek was an
accomplished scholar in his own right, since his library was of a similar size as that of ’s
Gravesande, having 816 versus “some 1350” titles.233 A comparison of their libraries however
shows that these numbers are incorrect: the auction catalogue of ’s Gravesande library
contains over 2300 entries, and an ever greater number of titles due to the fact that volumes
containing multiple titles are listed as a single entry, as are journal series. The auction
catalogue of Jan van Musschenbroek does indeed contain 816 entries, and can consequently
be estimated as roughly four times as small as that of ’s Gravesande. Moreover, it contains
various books that were also listed in the exact same edition in ’s Gravesande’s catalogue,
which might mean that Van Musschenbroek bought these books at the auction after the
professor’s death.234 Although Jan van Musschenbroek had an impressive list of books on
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topics ranging from mathematics, natural philosophy, and chemistry to fortifications and
waterworks, his collection on those subjects is still significantly smaller than that of ’s
Gravesande. On other topics, this difference becomes even more pronounced. Whereas ’s
Gravesande also owned large collections on theology, logic, and metaphysics, these are topics
that are virtually absent in Van Musschenbroek’s catalogue. This of course does not tell us
much about the division of labour concerning the instruments, but it does put beyond doubt
the fact that ’s Gravesande was a much more versatile thinker.
It is hard to draw any conclusions on the topic of the instruments because of the fact
that ’s Gravesande and Jan van Musschenbroek lived so close to each other than
communication by letters was redundant. What speaks in favour of regarding Van
Musschenbroek as a co-designer, is the fact that a number of the instruments used by ’s
Gravesande had been sold in the former’s workshop even before their cooperation had started.
Furthermore, Van Musschenbroek produced most of the instruments illustrated in the
Physices elementa mathematica commercially and sold those all over Europe: I know of no
evidence that suggests that ’s Gravesande shared in Van Musschenbroek’s sales.235 Yet, we
know that ’s Gravesande had developed instruments by himself as well. Besides that, it seems
unlikely that Jan van Musschenbroek was involved in developing the line of instruments ’s
Gravesande used in the context of the vis viva controversy, a controversy to which I will pay
more attention to in chapters six and seven. As De Clercq describes himself, Jan van
Musschenbroek seems to have doubted the validity of ’s Gravesande’s conclusions on the
controversy as well as the instruments from which ’s Gravesande drew them. Nonetheless,
Van Musschenbroek was willing to build and sell these instruments.236
The vis viva controversy brings us to one of the most remarkable episodes in ’s
Gravesande’s life. In 1721, only 32 years old but already a famous professor, ’s Gravesande
was invited to study some of the instruments of the Landgrave of Hesse-Kassel in Germany.
Among those were steam engines, and ’s Gravesande even signed a contract to apply for a
patent together with Joseph Emanuel Fischer von Erlach (1693-1742) and Roman de
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Badeveld (or Badevald), the Landgrave’s superintendent. Fischer, a son of a well-known
architect, had in the previous years, just like ’s Gravesande on his earlier trip, visited
Desaguliers and studied the prototype steam engines in England—on which Desaguliers was
arguably the leading expert. Apparently, Fischer had been recommended to ’s Gravesande,
but nothing seemed to have come from their plan to apply for a patent. In any case, ’s
Gravesande retained a lifelong interest in steam engines, and descriptions of it can be found
in the subsequent editions of the Physices elementa mathematica.237
More important with regards to the vis viva controversy, which focused on the
measurement and interpretation of the concept ‘force’, was the presence in Hesse-Kassel, still
in 1721, of a shady figure that called himself ‘Orffyreus’. This Orffyreus claimed to have a
built an overbalancing wheel that would not stop turning once set in motion, a perpetuum
mobile, and ’s Gravesande was asked to inspect it. ’s Gravesande initially could not find any
evidence of trickery, and wrote a letter to Newton in which he stated that he might have seen
a true perpetual motion machine, a machine that of course would have had enormous
commercial benefits. Much has been made by historians of ’s Gravesande’s supposed naiveté
in this episode,238 but it set him on the right track in the controversy over force. The
controversy at this point focused on the question whether a certain concept advocated by
Leibniz, the product of mass and the square of the velocity, was a useful physical notion: a
number of self-styled British Newtonians ferociously held that it was not. Yet, some months
after his letter to Newton, ’s Gravesande wrote a piece called “Remarques touchant le
mouvement perpétuel” in which he argued among other things that, with the concept of force
of Leibniz, one could prove that perpetual motion on mechanical grounds was impossible,
and that on the basis of some of his own experiments, he had now come to believe that
Leibniz’s concept as the right measure of force: this change of belief is what Iltis has referred
to as ’s Gravesande’s conversion to the Leibnizian camp.239
It is indeed true that, in the publication in which he announced his allegiance to the
new concept of force, the “Essai d’une nouvelle théorie du choc des corps” (1722)—a major
intervention in the vis viva controversy—’s Gravesande maintained that Leibniz had been the
first to advance that concept.240 In 1723, however, in the Philosophiae Newtonianae
institutiones, in usus academicos ’s Gravesande returned on the topic and now announced
that, even though the new concept of force had been strongly proposed by Leibniz, it had been
used by Christiaan Huygens before.241 That ’s Gravesande now credited Huygens for the
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concept of course plays down the extent of his ‘conversion’ to the ‘Leibnizian camp’.
Huygens was philosophically a more neutral figure than Leibniz and in fact had not attached
significant importance to the concept that, in the hand of Leibniz, later started the
controversy.242 Besides that, Huygens was a compatriot of ’s Gravesande and, as we have
seen, had been an acquaintance of ’s Gravesande’s late father. ’s Gravesande had other
personal ties to Huygens’s work since his appointment in Leiden: Huygens had left some of
his papers and manuscripts to the university after his death in 1695, and, as becomes clear
from the minutes of the curators of the university, ’s Gravesande was involved in handling
these papers at least from 1719 on.243 In the early 1720s, he corresponded with Huygens’s
nephew and heir on these matters, and in 1724 and 1728 ’s Gravesande published various
editions of Huygens’s works.244
The fact that Huygens’s name appeared only in ’s Gravesande’s 1723 book should
probably be interpreted as meaning that ’s Gravesande rigorously went through Huygens’s
papers only somewhere between those publications. The Philosophiae Newtonianae
institutiones of 1723 was ’s Gravesande’s first book after the Physices elementa mathematica,
experimentis confirmata, sive, introductio ad philosophiam Newtonianam of 1719, and was
supposed to be an abridgment of that work—that there was a market for such an abridgement
becomes clear from the fact that two competing translations into English were published
immediately after the first appearance of the work.245 Although the Philosophiae
Newtonianae institutiones was shorter and published in a smaller format, its chapters on
‘force’ contained the new arguments and experiments of the “Essai” of 1722, and therefore
added to the Physices elementa mathematica as well. This changed in 1725, when the second
edition of the was published and incorporated the new experiments as well. This 1725 edition
of the Physices elementa mathematica is of interest for several reasons. First, because ’s
Gravesande explained in his preface that, even though he now used the Leibniz’s rather than
Newton’s concept of force, he still considered his own work Newtonian:
Although I have moved away from the Newtonian opinion in many things […] I have
never doubted in any way to still maintain the title an Introduction to Newtonian
Philosophy [the subtitle of the work], and to give this title to the second edition of this
book itself. […] He who reasons only from the phenomena in physics, having rejected
all feigned hypotheses, and, as much as he is able, follows this method chastely, tries to
follow in those footsteps of Newton and rightly professes to follow the Newtonian
philosophy; not on the contrary he who vows to the words of the master.246

On Huygens relation to Leibniz’s concept of force, see Gabbey (1980), Smith (2006).
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Thus, ’s Gravesande argued that his book presented philosophy according to the ‘Newtonian’
method, even though it contained non-Newtonian results. Second, the 1725 edition is of
interest because it clarifies the relation between the various editions of ’s Gravesande’s work.
As he explained in the same preface, he had left things out of the first edition on purpose, but
would no longer do so in the new one:
So that [the first edition of] the book would be useful especially to beginners, I left
everything difficult untouched, I often indicated that propositions, to which I only
referred, had been proved by geometers. However, so that this second edition would be
of use, and to readers more versatile in mathematics, I have added mathematical
demonstrations to all such propositions, in scholia annexed to those chapters wherever
they have been indicated.247

I will return to the differences between the various editions in chapter six, but as becomes
clear, the main difference between the first two editions was that ’s Gravesande had attempted
to make the Physices elementa mathematica more interesting to practicing physicists and
philosophers by adding the previously suppressed mathematical steps. The full mathematical
demonstrations were made available in the third and final edition (1742) of the book as well,
but did not appear in any of the editions of the Philosophiae Newtonianae institutiones (1728),
the abridged version of ’s Gravesande’s book. Yet, this hierarchical relation between the two
books did not imply that ’s Gravesande now separated his research and his teaching from each
other: the Philosophiae Newtonianae institutiones indeed contained new work as well, for
instance on the concept of ‘force’. Rather than that, ’s Gravesande distinguished between a
book that would be of interest to his peers, the Physices elementa mathematica, and a book
that was mainly meant as a textbook for his students, the Philosophiae Newtonianae
institutiones.
Although ’s Gravesande published some additional tracts and edited some works by
written by other scholars,248 the Physices elementa mathematica remains by far his most
important publication in physics. But what, then, about astronomy and mathematics, the
subjects for which ’s Gravesande was initially appointed? For the case of astronomy, the
Newtonianam servare, & huic secundae editioni ipsum inscribere, ullo modo dubitavi. […] Qui tantum ex
Phaenomenis, omni ficta rejecta hypothesi, in Physices ratiocinantur, &, quantum in ipso est, caste hanc
methodum sequitur, ille newtoni vestigiis insistere conatur, & merito newtonianam se sectari Philosophiam
profitetur; non autem ille, qui in verba jurat magistri”. I am grateful to Urte Brauckmann of the Library of the
Max Planck Institute for the History of Science for sending me a digital copy of this particular edition of ’s
Gravesande’s book.
247
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de quibus tantum monuji, has a Geometris probari. Ut autem secunda haec editio, & lectoribus magis in
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answer is simple: although ’s Gravesande does not seem to have published anything new on
the topic, he treated it is an integral part of ‘physica’. Both in his inaugural oration as well as
in the various editions of the Physices elementa mathematica and the Philosophiae
Newtonianae institutiones, astronomy was given ample space. In contrast, although the
second and third editions of the Physices elementa mathematica also contained mathematical
derivations where they were needed, no sustained effort was made in those works to explain
or develop mathematics as a subject. Instead, ’s Gravesande wrote a separate textbook, the
Matheseos universalis elementa (1727), which was translated into English and Dutch as
well.249
The Matheseos universalis begins with the very basics of mathematics. It devotes
sizeable space to elementary operations on quantities as well as to fractures and proportions.
The more advanced chapters mainly address simple equations and there is a single chapter on
the application of algebra to geometry. Interestingly, the last chapter of the book very briefly
discusses the use of mathematics in “problems of physics”. There, ’s Gravesande provides the
examples of determining the height of mercury in a barometer; the quantity of each of two
metals in a mixture of them; and the velocity at a certain point given the projection and initial
velocity.250 The book also contains two separate treatises that have little to do with the main
text, namely a short one on infinite series and a longer commentary on some parts of Newton’s
Arithmetica universalis. In 1732, ’s Gravesande also had a full edition of the Arithmetica
universalis printed, to which he added some smaller pieces by Edmond Halley (1656-1742),
John Colson (1680-1760), Abraham de Moivre (1667-1754), Colin MacLaurin (1698-1746),
and George Campbell (?-1766).251 Neither of his mathematical works seems to have been of
immediate interest to ’s Gravesande’s physics, and they contain little that is new. Still, a study
of these books would be a welcome addition to the current literature, but such a study has not
been viable within the scope of this dissertation.

Later life
As we have seen above, ’s Gravesande had been writing on philosophical topics—in a more
restricted sense—from the beginnings of his career on, and had received an honorary
doctorate in the subject in 1717. Some more philosophical reflections, predominantly
epistemological, could be found in his inaugural oration of the same year as well as in the
preface to the first edition of the Physices elementa mathematica. In 1724, after having served
Leiden University as its yearly rector, ’s Gravesande furthermore held an oration on evidence,
the Oratio de evidentia, in which he discussed the problems of knowledge and certainty, and
the types of evidence one could expect to gain in the difference sciences. It seems that this
249
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oration was not immediately published but was made available together with a third oration
’s Gravesande held in 1734 and was later added to the third edition of the Physices elementa
mathematica. ’s Gravesande’s third oration was held to mark his promotion to the chair of
philosophy in its entirety, still including his former subjects, and had as title De vera, et
nunquam vituperata philosophia.
Considering his uninterrupted interest in moral philosophy and the problem of
knowledge as well as his increasing standing as one of Europe’s most important natural
philosophers, ’s Gravesande’s promotion in 1734 seems to be in little need of further
explanation. As he revealed himself at the end of his third oration, the curators of Leiden
University had decided to make ’s Gravesande and Jacobus Wittichius (1677-1739), professor
of philosophy since 1718, share their responsibilities and subject matters. At the same time,
they allowed ’s Gravesande to transfer the mathematics courses he was teaching in the
vernacular since 1730—meant for architects, surveyors, and the like—to the newly appointed
lecturer Willem la Bordus (1693-1757).252 According to Allamand, ’s Gravesande started to
teach logic, metaphysics, and morals “immediately after having pronounced” his third
oration,253 and it is for the first two of these subjects that he prepared his Introductio ad
philosophiam; metaphysicam et logicam continens (1736). What was called ‘logic’ by
Allamand and ’s Gravesande included subjects that we would classify as epistemology, as
well as reflections on scientific methodology. Because of that, the Introductio ad
philosophiam comprises the culmination of ’s Gravesande’s work on such subjects as how to
attain knowledge and certainty in scientific research, and is of immediate importance to this
dissertation. Parts of its will be discussed throughout the next three chapters.
Although parts of the Oratio de vera philosophia and the Introductio ad philosophiam
also touch upon morals, it is the only subject taught by ’s Gravesande on which he did not
publish a systematic work. Allamand explains that ’s Gravesande was planning to do so, but
that he did not finish the work before his death. Yet, as Allamand describes, ’s Gravesande’s
morals were founded on the metaphysics discussed to their fullest extent in his “Essais de
métaphysique”, a manuscript that was published for the first time by Allamand in 1774.254
The “Essais” have been largely ignored by historians so far, but will be investigated in detail
in chapter four of this dissertation. As will become clear, the previous lack of attention is
unfortunate: the “Essais” form not only the foundation of ’s Gravesande’s morals, but the
foundations of his mature philosophy of science as expressed in the Introductio ad
philosophiam as well.
’s Gravesande’s workload as professor of philosophy seems to have been a factor in
the termination of his journalistic pursuits. As discussed above, ’s Gravesande had been one
’s Gravesande (1724), p. 46. On his teaching of mathematics in Dutch, see Van Winter (1988), pp. 31-32 and
references therein.
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of the founding editors of the Journal litéraire in 1713. It seems that he left the editorial board
of the journal around his appointment in Leiden in 1717 and that, around that time, Justus van
Effen, his co-secretary on the trip to London, had to run the Journal litéraire by himself. Van
Effen ceased publication in 1722. In 1729, however, ’s Gravesande and Prosper Marchand
recommenced publication again, enlisting among others Daniel de Superville (1700-1762), a
pastor of the Walloon Church; Jacques Sacrelaire (?-1760), ’s Gravesande’s brother in law
and a doctor in medicine since 1727;255 and Elie de Joncourt (1697-1765), another minister
of the Walloon Church and a future translator of ’s Gravesande’s works as well as a professor
of mathematics. In 1732 ’s Gravesande, Marchand, and the group around them changed
publishers, after which they issued their journal as the Journal historique de la République
des Lettres, which again ceased to exist in 1733. These journals made use of the network ’s
Gravesande had built as internationally renowned professor by enlisting the Genevan
professors Gabriel Cramer (1704-1752) and Jean-Louis Calandrini (1703-1758) as
correspondents.256
In these same years, ’s Gravesande also spent time in the service of local authorities.
One of the most important services they required from him concerned the inspection of Dutch
waters and rivers, which were in constant flux due to the reclaiming of land in the polders,
peat harvesting, and the digging of channels.257 A number of documents containing written
advice by ’s Gravesande, often co-authored by his colleague Wittichius and the surveyor
Nicolaus Cruquius (1678-1754) remain in the National Archives in The Hague, but have not
yet been studied. The oldest of these documents seems to date from 1730. Connected to this,
’s Gravesande also worked on a machine that was supposed to lift water by applying
centrifugal forces. This machine had been developed by Daniel Fahrenheit (1686-1736), who
had not been able to make it work and had left it to ’s Gravesande at his death: although ’s
Gravesande considered its working principle to be sound, he did not manage to make it work
in practice.258 Somewhere close to 1726, ’s Gravesande had also been asked to evaluate some
calculations on life annuities made by Willem Kersseboom (1691-1771), the state’s main

There seems to be some confusion about Sacrelaire, as some sources refer to him as ‘Isaac Sacrelaire’.
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advisor on the topic. ’s Gravesande complied and gave some further advice at various
moments during the 1730s. His reports still exist but have remained unstudied.259
In 1739, disaster struck the ’s Gravesande family. Both of the children of ’s
Gravesande and Anne Sacrelaire, Dirk, born in 1724, and Jacob, born in 1725, died of the
same illness in a matter of days. According to Allamand, ’s Gravesande was able to cope with
this loss due to the “principles of a healthy philosophy”, being convinced that God had created
the best possible world and that resignation would be just.260 Although this might be true,
Allamand’s biography at this point—the very end—disintegrates somewhat into an exercise
in defending ’s Gravesande’s reputation. ’s Gravesande himself died only three years later
and published nothing since the death of his sons, although he had been preparing the final
edition of the Physices elementa mathematica in the meantime. Allamand describes his death,
following some months of illness, as follows:
[A]ll of a sudden, he was seized by compulsive movements, accompanied by a delirium,
which stopped only three days later with his death, arriving on 28 February 1742. I was
alone at the side of his bed when he rendered his spirit, and I rarely left him during the
whole course of his illness; thus, no-one is abler than me, to refute the odious slander by
which people have tried to tarnish his memory, that is that he died in the spirit of those
who are improperly named Freethinkers; slander to which, I hear, many people are still
guilty these days. Nothing has ever been more wrong: during his illness he held on to the
same language he used during his whole life; that is to say, that of a man well persuaded
of the truth and holiness of the Gospel.261

Allamand, ever devoted to ’s Gravesande, served as the executor of his will and kept on
editing his master’s works over the next thirty years, culminating in the Oeuvres
philosophique et mathématiques de Mr. G. J. ’s Gravesande in 1774.

’s Gravesande is mentioned three times in the inventory “Inventaris van het archief van Willem Kersseboom,
1720-1771 (1788)”, M. Claessens, 1991, Den Haag: Nationaal Archief, archive no. 3.20.33. To my knowledge,
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3. ’s Gravesande’s epistemology: from ‘ignorance’ to certain physics
In the next three chapters, I will explicate ’s Gravesande’s systematic philosophical writings
as far as they relate to his scientific activities. I will discuss his epistemology, his metaphysics,
and his reflections on scientific methodology respectively. In the chapters after that, I will
focus on his scientific practice itself. Up until this moment, the majority of studies in English
addressing ’s Gravesande’s philosophy focuses almost exclusively on the Physices elementa
mathematica, and in particular on its various prefaces.262 The most important topics discussed
in modern studies concern ’s Gravesande’s exclusion of metaphysical considerations from
physics itself and his claim that we do not know the causes of things. Unsurprisingly, these
are the supposedly ‘Newtonian’ and ‘anti-Cartesian’ strands of ’s Gravesande’s thinking.
Although these topics deserve attention, they constitute only the negative component of ’s
Gravesande’s epistemology. As will become clear throughout the following chapters, ’s
Gravesande also developed a systematic constructive account in his more mature writings.
Notwithstanding the focus on the negative component of his philosophy of science,
part of his positive account are also quite well known to specialists, and it has been recognized
before that the prefaces to his books and his orations at Leiden University together amounted
to a philosophical defence of empirical methodologies. The Oratio de evidentia (1724), added
to the last edition of the Physices elementa mathematica and only as such translated into
English, is often taken as a complete account of that defence. The main argument of this
oration can be summarized as follows: starting from the then relatively uncontroversial idea
that God would possess goodness, ’s Gravesande set out to show that we can have certain and
reliable knowledge of the world around us. He held that, even though we are unable to
“demonstrate” propositions about “things outside of us” in a mathematical way, we still
should not doubt that what our senses tell us is true. Since we are in constant need of
knowledge of the things surrounding us, God would contradict his own goodness if he would
not have given us the means to achieve that knowledge. The senses are obviously our primary
means to attain such knowledge, and therefore must be reliable. But, since it is necessary for
our well-being to draw conclusions about future events from things learned in the past, it
would according to ’s Gravesande be contradictory to God’s goodness, too, if analogical
reasoning and the testimonies of others could not be trusted. Therefore, our senses, the
testimonies of others, and analogies would be the three reliable tools in our quest for
knowledge.263
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In short, the essential point in ’s Gravesande’s defence of empirical science thus is that
our investigations of the world around us, if they are freed from metaphysical speculations
and carried out in the diligent and meticulous manner of the new experimental physics, will
in the end yield certain knowledge, safeguarded by the goodness of God the creator. That this
argument enjoyed quite some popularity in the eighteenth century itself becomes clear from
the fact that it was copied for instance directly into the Encyclopédie of Denis Diderot (17131784) and Jean le Rond d’Alembert (1717-1783). In its section on ‘knowledge’, for the largest
part a discussion of the ideas of John Locke (1632-1704), ’s Gravesande was explicitly
mentioned and the central argument of his Oratio de evidentia was followed closely.
Knowledge was of course no small matter to the philosophes. Yet, besides Locke, this section
spanning over ten pages named only two other authorities, namely ’s Gravesande and the
Jesuit Claude Buffier (1661-1737):264 evidently, ’s Gravesande’s argument was considered to
be important. Likewise, his defence of the certainty of empirical knowledge on the basis of
God’s goodness has been studied in detail by several modern commentators and has in general
been the focus of those who have looked beyond his initial attack on metaphysical physics.265
Because of these particular foci, the current consensus on ’s Gravesande’s philosophy
seems to be that it combined parts of ‘Lockean empiricism’—the scepticism towards
metaphysics and knowledge of causes—and ‘Cartesian rationalism’—deriving the certainty
of our knowledge from God’s attributes—in order to defend the ‘Newtonian physics’ ’s
Gravesande himself argued he was committed to.266 On the way, recent literature emphasizes
that ’s Gravesande continuously downplayed metaphysics in favour of empirical methods.267
The relation between metaphysical reasoning and empirical investigations in ’s Gravesande
is a topic that will be addressed in the following chapters, but for now it should be clear that
arguments surrounding God’s goodness were decidedly in need of a metaphysical backing. In
this chapter, I will focus on the other parts of ’s Gravesande’s argument. First, I will address
See the caption “Connoisance”, Tome 3, pp. 889-898, p. 894, author unknown. The Encyclopédie is available
via http://encyclopedie.uchicago.edu, accessed 8 April 2016. On ’s Gravesande’s appearances in the
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element in ’sGravesande’s […] thought”; Although Schliesser is right that Ernst Cassirer, in his seminal The
philosophy of the Enlightenment (1932/1951), pp. 61-62, dismisses ’s Gravesande’s metaphysical grounding of
physics, Cassirer acknowledges that such a grounding exists and in fact does not explicitly connect ’s
Gravesande’s philosophy to an anti-metaphysical stance.
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the alleged negative component, namely the decoupling of metaphysics and natural
philosophy. Hereafter, I will discuss the train of thought that led ’s Gravesande to conclude
that the knowledge we can gain about the world around us would be certain. It will become
evident here, too, that, in order to get a richer understanding of ’s Gravesande’s philosophy,
we need to pay due attention to his intellectual context and should not be content with
commenting on similarities between his philosophy and that of Descartes, Locke, or Newton.

Restraining metaphysics, or, surpassing Newton and Locke in scepticism
Recent discussions of ’s Gravesande’s philosophy of science have emphasized his refusal to
discuss the causes of natural phenomena on a metaphysical level. As has been noted, through
a strict separation between metaphysics and the empirico-mathematical investigation of
nature, ’s Gravesande could discard certain traditional features of natural philosophy. In doing
so, he tried to establish ‘physica’ the study of natural phenomena rather than that of the
underlying causes of these phenomena. Steffen Ducheyne has for instance asserted in 2014
that “‘s Gravesande’s causal revisionism within the realm of physics can, and in my opinion
should, be seen as the result of his attempt to separate metaphysical issues such as causation
from physics”.268
The key text for this separation is the preface to the first edition of the Physices
elementa mathematica, the opening of ’s Gravesande magnum opus, and therefore arguably
his best-known text among contemporaries. Right from the beginning of the text, ’s
Gravesande warned that “in physics, it is needed to proceed cautiously” and that “the scope
of physics would be hold back” when we allowed “reasoning from fictitious hypotheses”269,
obviously referring to Newton’s famous statement ‘hypotheses non fingo’. Rather than
speculating on those things that we did not yet know, as people with “an immoderate desire
for knowledge” would do,270 ’s Gravesande argued that proper physics began with a suspense
of judgement on such issues. He maintained that it was best to “leave in uncertainty what is
268

Ducheyne (2014a), p. 37, see also Ducheyne & Van Besouw (2017), on which I build here. Downing (2012),
p. 281, in an article discussing ’s Gravesande and Maupertuis, asserts that it was a “basic strategy” of a “number
of early Newtonians” to “[t]reat physics and metaphysics as separate domains, the former concerned with
regularities among the phenomena, the latter with underlying causes”, and Downing continues on pp. 284-286
by pointing out ’s Gravesande’s “metaphysical agnosticism” and the fact that he was unwilling to consider causal
explanation via essences. ’s Gravesande’s refusal to discuss deeper causes has been connected with a
refashioning of natural philosophy in older accounts as well, see for instance Ruestow (1973), p. 130:
“Musschenbroek and ’s Gravesande abandoned […] the traditional purpose of physics as a science, to understand
nature through an understanding of her causes”, which as Ruestow discusses before had been important to earlier
philosophers in Leiden. Gascoigne (2003), p. 299, maintains that ’s Gravesande “did share with Newton the
radical position, which undermined the traditional association between natural philosophy and philosophy more
generally, that natural philosophy could no longer be understood as a quest to understand fundamental causes”.
It will become clear below that this was ’s Gravesande’s position more than it was Newton’s.
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’s Gravesande (1720), first and second pages of the unnumbered Praefatio. “Caute in Physicis procedendum”,
and “scopus Physici esse debeat, hic ex fictis hypothesibus ratiocinandum non esse ulterius probare inutile foret”.
It should be noted that, although it seems as if this Praefatio was reprinted in its entirety between the different
editions of the Physices elementa mathematica there are in fact some minor changes between the different prints.
270
’s Gravesande (1720), second page of the unnumbered Praefatio, “sciendi immoderata cupido”.
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not certain, and [we] should not be ashamed to admit our ignorance.”271 In any case, he
argued, “it should be avoided that we admit a fiction for truth, for thereby we shut the entrance
to further examination; no true explication of a phenomenon can be deduced from a false
principle”.272 For ’s Gravesande, a priori speculation and metaphysical reasoning were to be
excluded from physics.
His targets in the preface to the Physices elementa mathematica included principally
those who based their interpretations of natural phenomena on ontological positions
concerning the nature of bodies or the concept of substance. His attack on those who did,
ranging over two pages, has often been quoted, but rarely been analysed in detail. In general,
it is quoted in order to establish ’s Gravesande’s anti-Cartesianism, as I have discussed in
chapter one. Such a cursory interpretation of this text is however unwarranted. As will become
clear in what follows, ’s Gravesande’s assault on reasoning from substances and the essences
of bodies had much wider implications, and I will analyse its most important parts step by
step:
What substances are is unknown to us. We know for instance certain properties of matter,
but in what subject they adhere is completely hidden to us. Who can assert that there are
not many other properties attributed to a body, of which we have no idea? And who can
know, similarly, that besides the properties of body that flow from the essence of matter,
there are not others that depend on the free power of God, and that an extended and solid
substance (for that is what we call body) is equipped with some properties, without which
they could exist?273

It is important to note here that, with ‘matter’, ’s Gravesande refers to the particles that
comprise bodies.274 The aim of this passage is to attack the view that we can have knowledge,
by reasoning from the properties of matter, about substances or essences. ’s Gravesande
provides three arguments against this view. He first argues that, although we know some
’s Gravesande (1720), fourth page of the unnumbered Praefatio. “In incerto relinquendum quod incertum est;
& ne ignorantiam fateri pudeat”. Throughout, ‘ignorantia’ should be understood simply as an absence of
knowledge rather than a lack of it: ‘ignorantia’ for ’s Gravesande did not have the negative connotation
‘ignorance’ has in English.
272
’s Gravesande (1720), first page of the unnumbered Praefatio: “Cavendum ne fictum pro vero admittamus,
eo ipso ulteriori examini januam claudimus; nulla vera Phaenomenon explicatio ex falso principio deduci
potest”.
273
’s Gravesande (1720), fourth page of the unnumbered Praefatio: “Substantiae quid sint inter nobis ignota
referendum est. Quandam ex. gr. materiae proprietates novimus, sed in quo subjecto haereant hae nos omnino
latet. An Corpori non multae aliae tribuendae sint proprietates, de quibus nullam habemus ideam, quis asserere
potest? Cui etiam enotuit an praeter Corporis proprietates quae a materiae essentia profluunt non dentur aliae a
DEI libera potestate pendentes, substantiamque extensam & solidam (haec enim a nobis Corpus vocatur)
quibusdam, sine quibus existere posset, proprietatibus ornari”.
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See ’s Gravesande (1720), p. 3ff, where he discusses the concept of ‘body’, stating some of its properties,
namely extension, solidity, divisibility, mobility, inertia, and figurability. He does not claim that this list is
complete. Although he explains some of these properties by others, arguing for instance that divisibility follows
from extension, he does not give a general theory of how they fit together or what causes them, instead continuing
to treat these properties as they follow from experiments. See Ducheyne & Van Besouw (manuscript) for
discussion.
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properties of matter, in particular extension and solidity, we do not know how these properties
follow from or depend on substance, the ‘being’ of matter. This implies that we cannot reasons
from these properties to the nature of substance: this road is epistemically closed. Second, he
asserts that we do not know whether our knowledge of properties is complete: it is possible
that there are properties that we do not know and therefore we cannot be sure that we have an
adequate understanding of body. Third, he argues that we cannot be sure that the properties
of matter depend on the ‘essence’ of matter at all. Besides the properties that are ‘essential’
to the existence of body, such as extension and solidity, there might be other properties that
God has seen fit to add to body, but without which a body would continue to exist.275 If these
properties would not depend on the essence of matter, it would of course be impossible to
derive knowledge about that essence from them. That is, the road from properties to essences
is not only epistemically closed, we cannot even be sure that this road exists at all. ’s
Gravesande’s conclusion is clear:
Nothing should be affirmed or denied about unknown things. Those, who reason in
physics and do not hesitate to claim that a few properties of Bodies indicate the
constitution of Body itself, deviate from this rule, as if they have a clear view of
everything that pertains to body!276

Evidently, ’s Gravesande believed that it was impossible for us to know the true constitution
of body. We were not allowed to reason metaphysically on the essences of bodies as that
would be speculation, and each of the three reasons given above prohibits us to attain a true
understanding of body via its properties. This, however, did not imply that we could not learn
about bodies from empirical investigation at all. Yet, such investigations would give rise to
yet other barriers towards complete knowledge:
The properties of bodies cannot be exposed a priori; for that reason, body itself is to be
examined and its properties are to be weighed most exactly, so that we may be able to
determine what would follow, in the phenomena of things, from these properties. By
examining body with greater care, we see that certain general laws are given […] But
concerning those it is obscure, whether they would flow from the essence of matter; or
whether they are to be deduced from the properties of bodies out of which the world
consists, bestowed by God, but not at all essential to body; or, whether finally, effects
that we hold for laws of nature, would not depend on [literally: ‘hang from’] external
causes not even to be attained by our ideas.277
The meaning of the concept ‘essence’ is of course of key importance here, and I will come back to it below.
’s Gravesande (1720), fourth page of the unnumbered Praefatio. “De ignotis, fateor, nihil affirmandum aut
negandum est. Sed non illi hanc sequuntur regulam, qui, quasi omnia quae ad Corpus pertinent plenissime
perspecta haberent, in Physicis rationcinantur, paucasque Corporis proprietates notas ipsum Corpus constituere
asserere non dubitant!”.
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’s Gravesande (1720), fifth page of the unnumbered Praefatio. “Corporis proprietates a priori detegi
nequeunt; Corpus ipsum ideo est examinandum, hujusque proprietates exactissime perpendendae sunt, ut
possimus determinare quid in rerum Phaenomenis ex illis proprietatibus sequatur. Corpus ulterius examinando
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Here, the focus shifts from the properties of bodies to the laws that describe the behaviour of
bodies. ’s Gravesande maintains that we can in fact learn things about the regular behaviour
of bodies from studying them empirically, but that we are unable to causally explain this
behaviour, the laws regulating bodies, by referring to the properties of bodies. In particular,
this is an assault on the hierarchical view in which the essence of body is primary; the
properties of bodies are secondary and can be derived from this essence; and the observable
behaviour of bodies—regulated or described by laws of nature—is tertiary and can in turn be
derived from understanding body’s properties. Although this view can in part be ascribed to
Descartes, it was not new in Descartes, and ’s Gravesande’s attack here in fact applies to a
wide variety of views on causality developed out of scholastic discussions.278 ’s Gravesande
argues that we can in fact find laws of nature by studying the properties of bodies, but that
this does not allow us to give a causal explanation of these laws. Such explanations of the
laws of nature would always be underdetermined because there are multiple mutually
exclusive possibilities: besides (i) “flowing from the essence of matter” via the hierarchical
scheme, these laws could also follow from (ii) properties of bodies that are not essential but
of which God it the direct cause, or (iii) depend on causes that we do not understand at all.
We have no epistemological grounds to make this choice, and any such choice would
therefore be metaphysical speculation.
Therefore, if we would try to explain the laws of nature themselves, we would run the
risk of favouring a wrong option. As quoted above, ’s Gravesande warned against admitting
such “a fiction for truth”, because it would “shut the entrance to further examination”. Instead
of doing so, we should respect the limits of our own understanding and keep our ‘ignorance’
on these topics. After thus having argued what physics should not do, ’s Gravesande’s positive
account of physics, still quite premature in 1719, appears on the next page, where he claims
that physics should content itself by finding laws of nature: “it is therefore exposed enough,
what the scope of physics is, from which laws of nature the phenomena are to be deduced;
and why, when we reach general laws of nature, we will not be able to penetrate further in the
investigation of causes”.279 Thus, the goal of physics is according to ’s Gravesande to explain
the phenomena from the laws of nature, and this is the only kind of causal explanation he

videmus quasdam leges dari generales […] Circa has in obscura est, an ex materiae essentia fluant; an
deducendae sint ex proprietatibus corporibus, ex quibus constat Mundus, a DEO tributis, sed Corpori minime
essentialibus; tandem an non pendeant effectus, qui pro Naturae Legibus habentur, a causis extraneis nobis
nequidem ideis attingendis”.
278
Particularly noteworthy works that follow these debates on causality from the Medieval to the Early Modern
period include Funkenstein (1986), Ott (2009), and the volume edited by Watkins (2013). My understanding of
these issues has benefited from these works.
279
’s Gravesande (1720), sixth page of the unnumbered Praefatio. “Satis ergo patet, quinam sit scopus Physices,
ex quibus Naturae Legibus Phaenomena sint deducenda; & quare, quando ad Leges generales pervenimus, non
ulterius in causarum inquisitione penetrare possimus”.
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allows.280 It is only in later texts that ’s Gravesande begins to provide a systematic account of
how to conceive of these laws of nature.
Although ’s Gravesande went into detail on the first three of Newton’s regulae
philosophandi right after this, it was only by appropriation that he could make these rules
support his position. I will discuss his reading of the regulae in more detail in chapter five,
but for now it is enough to know that he used them to restrict the number of causal
explanations in physics.281 As we have already seen, ’s Gravesande likewise referred to
Newton’s famous dictum ‘hypotheses non fingo’. Yet, to do so, he had to interpret this dictum
more globally than Newton himself. The latter had used it in the General Scholium to the
1713 edition of the Principia, in particular to defend himself against those who, like Huygens
and Leibniz, argued that his explanation of gravitation involved ‘occult qualities’. Newton
asserted that he had established his theory from an investigation of the phenomena and did
not need to speculate on the underlying cause of gravity for gravity to be recognized as an
existing phenomenon.282 That is, he separated the description of gravity from its explanation.
Yet, as is well known, Newton did in fact speculate on such explanations, the possible causes
of gravity, in other contexts. Given the above, it is clear that ’s Gravesande, on the contrary,
would not allow himself to pose the kind of rhetorical questions about deeper ontological and
metaphysical issues that can be found in Newton’s Queries to the 1717 edition of the Opticks.
Where Newton for instance suggested that a subtle aether could be the cause of gravitation,283
such a suggestion was alien to ’s Gravesande’s physics.
This difference between Newton and ’s Gravesande has already been highlighted by
Ducheyne in 2014. As Ducheyne notices, ’s Gravesande nowhere went beyond stating that
we have no idea about what the cause of gravity would be, and argued that gravity should be
understood as an effect rather than a cause. From this, Ducheyne concludes that by pointing
to “the fundamental impossibility of unravelling the cause of gravity, ‘s Gravesande defended
a stance more radical than the one originally endorsed by Newton”.284 Rather than resisting
metaphysical discussion of causes and stopping short at simply pointing out the phenomena,
Newton was in fact interested in advancing from particular causes to more general ones.
Newton distinguished between proximate causes, the most direct, and remote causes, and
discussed both. He considered gravity as the proximate cause of heavenly motions, which in
’s Gravesande comes back to this issue in the first chapter of the book as well, see ’s Gravesande (1720), p.
2. “Physica Phenomena naturalia explicat, id est, illorum causas tradit. Cum in illas causas inquirimus […]
deinde quibus regulis rerum conditor omnes motus peragi voluerit. Hae regulae, vocantur leges Naturae […]
Nostri enim respectu non interest, an quid immediate a Dei voluntate pendeat, an vero mediante cause, cujus
nullam ideam habemus, producatur”.
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See ’s Gravesande (1720), sixth to tenth of the unnumbered pages of the Praefatio.
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Newton (1687/1999), p. 943.
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Newton (1704/1952), pp. 350-1. This particular query was first added to the Opticks in the 1717 edition, see
the preface by I. Bernard Cohen, xxxi.
284
Ducheyne (2014a), p. 37. Ducheyne mentions some places where ’s Gravesande discusses the status of
gravity; more places could be added to this list, but these do not differ significantly between them. ’s Gravesande
simply took no great interest in the issue and this was already the case in his inaugural oration, see ’s Gravesande
(1717), pp. 20-21. See also Van Lunteren (1991), pp. 70-71 for discussion.
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turn made the cause of gravity itself into a remote cause of those motions.285 As Ducheyne
argues furthermore, it was of theological importance to Newton to show that gravity was not
essential to body, whereas ’s Gravesande would not rule this out as a probability.286
Lisa Downing has pointed out, similarly, that the earlier ‘Newtonians’ Clarke,
Bentley, and Whiston, major proponents of countering radical materialism with metaphysical
‘Newtonianism’, would have disagreed with ’s Gravesande on the question of gravity’s cause
as well. Although Downing has missed some of the particulars of ’s Gravesande’s argument,
the comparison with these ‘early Newtonians’ is indeed of interest. Downing claims that
“s’Gravesande’s failure to convincingly address the issue” of why we cannot “draw
conclusions about essences from experience […] leaves him vulnerable” to the arguments
Clarke, Bentley, and Whiston put forward already around the turn of the century. The trio
argued that matter was passive, and that, therefore, gravity could not flow from the essence
of matter. From this, they concluded that it must come instead from God’s continuous activity,
thus forming “a particular metaphysical account of attraction as God’s action”, in Downing’s
words.287 Since these arguments were well-known throughout the literary world, there can be
little doubt that ’s Gravesande knew of them and that he did not follow them simply because
he did not agree. Of course, what ’s Gravesande would have held against these argument was
exactly the particularity of the metaphysics involved. If we analyse the argument in terms of
’s Gravesande’s vocabulary, inertia, a phenomenon, would somehow be connected to a
property of matter called passivity, and gravity, another phenomenon or law of nature, to a
property called activity. In a next step, one had to conclude that one of these properties of
matter, namely passivity, was essential to it, whereas the other, activity, was not. This would
of course exactly be the type of causal explanation that ’s Gravesande considered
underdetermined and that he argued we should therefore remain ignorant on.
Part of the problem with Downing’s reading of ’s Gravesande’s preface to the Physices
elementa mathematica, is that she considers it as a “thoroughly Lockean” attack on
“Cartesian-style strict mechanism”. Moreover, she maintains that it “suggests two common
misreadings of Locke”, adding in a footnote that she does not “mean to suggest that
s’Gravesande was particularly interested in Locke interpretation. Nevertheless, it is worth
examining how Lockean doctrines appear, sometimes altered or distorted, in many
Newtonians”.288 Of course, there is every reason to assume that ’s Gravesande, a versatile
intellectual and well-read in philosophy, was aware of the arguments Locke had put forward
in his An Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1689), especially given the fact that
Locke had spent some years in the Dutch Republic and was immensely popular there.289 One
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of the things on which ’s Gravesande definitely agreed with Locke, is that human
understanding is severely limited, and that, therefore, we could not penetrate to the ‘real
essences’ of things. Yet, on other things, ’s Gravesande did not agree with Locke, and rather
than dismissing these as ‘misreadings’, it is of interest here to examine the nature of ’s
Gravesande’s disagreement with Locke.
The key notion in this examination is that of ‘essence’. ’s Gravesande nowhere gave
a full interpretation of it—it is important to realize that he did not—but seems to have
considered it as ‘that which is necessary for making a substance that what it is’. On essential
properties, he would probably have agreed with the interpretation ascribed to Newton by Eric
Schliesser: “[i]n the gloss to the third rule, Newton is careful to distinguish between essential
and universal qualities of bodies. By “essential” Newton means what we would call “intrinsic”
qualities of bodies, that is, qualities that are presupposed in the very conception or nature of
body”.290 Although Locke did discuss the subject on many different occasions, his
interpretation of ‘essences’ is not entirely clear either, and should be approached with some
caution. Locke distinguished between the ‘real essences’ that we could not have knowledge
of, and ‘nominal essences’ that we used in their stead. For our purposes, ‘real essences’ are
the most important. As a recent encyclopaedia article on “Locke on Real Essence” notices,
Locke seems to have understood a real essence as the “cause of the object’s observable
qualities”.291 Although I do not want to frame this discussion as one between a Newtonian
and a Lockean reading of essences—the issue was hotly debated in the scholastic tradition as
well and such debates seem to have been the starting point for Locke and Newton—it is clear
that ’s Gravesande would not agree with the ‘Lockean’ of these two understandings of the
concept ‘essence’. In the citations given above, ’s Gravesande was adamant in leaving open
the possibility that bodies would show behaviour that would not follow from their essence. ’s
Gravesande was explicit in not ruling out other causal explanations such as superaddition by
God.
It is not clear in how much ’s Gravesande differed from Locke in considering
superaddition as not a priori to be ruled out. In his “Lockean superaddition and Lockean
humility” (2015), Patrick J. Connolly argues that Locke was agnostic on the question of
superaddition, and that, in general, Locke would consider the question whether or not body
had properties unrelated to its real essences as fundamentally unanswerable. According to
Connolly, to the question, “[a]re all the features of a causal interaction determined by the real
essences of bodies and the powers that flow from them or might other (divine) actors be in
play?”, Locke would respond agnostic.292 Yet, although they might thus have agreed on the

works by Locke in French translation. See Verbeek & Verbeek (1742), p. 4, item 62; p. 24, item 162; p. 75, item
707; p. 91, item 1089.
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Schliesser (2014), p. 81,
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Jan-Erik Jones, “Locke on Real Essence”, The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Summer 2016 Edition),
Edward N. Zalta (ed.). This article gives an overview of the various scholarly debates on Locke’s understanding
of real essences.
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Connolly (2015), p. 58.
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metaphysical status of superaddition, there can be no doubt that ’s Gravesande disagreed with
Locke on the epistemological status of the question. Whereas Locke took great interest in the
topics of real essences and superaddition, ’s Gravesande showed dislike of discussing them.
He clearly did not want to be involved in this kind of reasoning about causation and argued
that, instead of via metaphysics, we should address the properties of bodies empirically via
‘physica’ if we were ever to make some progress.
This difference is clear for instance in the fact that, while Locke treated the
‘corpuscular hypothesis’ as an intelligible theory that might further our understanding of
things, even though we should not take it up as the true ontology,293 ’s Gravesande had little
use for it. Rather than following Locke in discussing the possibilities and then remaining
agnostic, ’s Gravesande was apathetic to such issues. As will become plain in what follows,
he argued that, when one wished to study the properties of bodies or the laws of nature,
questions of essences and superaddition were pointless. As will become clear later, this should
be interpreted in the light of his separation between physics and metaphysics. ’s Gravesande
distinguished the two both on content matter and methodology, but certainly did not hold a
global anti-metaphysical stance. As we will see in chapter four, ’s Gravesande would in fact
take up the question of essences in his metaphysical writings on such topics as being,
causation in general, and liberty. The point he made in the Physices elementa mathematica
was that, in physics, we would be treating concrete rather than abstract topics and that, in the
empirical world, talk of essences would be pointless.
Clearly, then, ’s Gravesande’s epistemology constrained metaphysics much more than
that of his British peers. The arguments about gravity as God’s direct action that Newton,
Bentley, Clarke, and Whiston used against the materialists, would fall in the category of
metaphysical speculation for ’s Gravesande, and such “fictitious hypotheses” were not to be
taken as truths. Moreover, not only were such particular positions to be rejected, the whole
discussion surrounding these ‘causes of causes’ should according to ’s Gravesande be
avoided. Whereas Locke went into detail on them, ’s Gravesande wanted to remain ‘ignorant’.
Given these differences, ’s Gravesande own claim that he was continuing in the footsteps of
Newton should largely be rejected if we are talking about epistemology. Although he could
find inspiration in Newton and Locke for his attack on metaphysically-laden explanations in
natural philosophy, his purging of such topics went beyond his British predecessors.
Therefore, I believe that we should avoid tracking a genealogy from Locke and Newton to ’s
Gravesande, or castigating the latter for his failure to properly understand the former. Rather
than that, I believe it would be more enlightening to regard ’s Gravesande as responding to
similar problems as Locke and Newton—perhaps somewhat changed in the course of several
decades—on the basis of his own preferences.
Locke’s relation to the corpuscularism is a controversial topic as well. Downing, in her “The Status of
Mechanism in Locke’s Essay” (1998) argues that although Locke did not fully support the corpuscular theory
on a metaphysical level, he considered it a helpful ‘hypothesis’ and was very much interested its consequences
for epistemology. Connolly (2015) seems to be in line with this interpretation.
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Scepticism in the Dutch Republic before ’s Gravesande
Before turning to the positive component of ’s Gravesande’s epistemology, his answer on
how we could in fact have knowledge in ‘physica’, I will briefly address the question of where
he might have found the ammunition for his specific sceptical position on metaphysics. That
is, I will point to other contexts that might have shaped his ‘preferences’. One of the
possibilities that should be considered is the Dutch religious context, where the emphasis on
‘ignorance’ was already well established in the seventeenth century. Gisbertus Voetius (15891676), for instance, a Reformed theologian and leading scholar at Utrecht University, used
the concept of ignorance in his polemics with various proponents of ‘Cartesianism’, which
Voetius wished to be excluded from the philosophy curriculum in Utrecht. Voetius argued
that some things cannot be known due to man’s limitedness and that we therefore should not
try to know those things. Instead, we should be satisfied with a ‘docta ignorantia’, a learned
ignorance, a concept he used as stronghold against global scepticism as well as against
Descartes.294 Thus, learned ignorance for Voetius was supposed to be the middle road
between complete scepticism and the ‘pansophia’ of the Cartesians. He elaborated on this
theme predominantly in theological matters, but, as a strict Calvinist, saw the study of nature
as closely connected to those. According to Voetius, our limited understanding derived from
the original sin and the fall of man.295 A religious hardliner, Voetius was one of the
Netherlands’ leading theologians for a large part of the seventeenth century and his influence
on Dutch learned traditions could hardly be overestimated. Even though ’s Gravesande does
not seem to have owned any works by Voetius himself, he did know one Johannes Voet (16471713), Gisbertus’s grandson and professor of law in Leiden from 1680 to 1713, and as such
the promoter of ’s Gravesande’s doctoral dissertation in 1707.296
Besides that, ’s Gravesande did in fact own two books by Martin Schoock (16141669), who started his career of as a protégé of Gisbertus Voetius and was one of the latter’s
allies in the fight against Descartes.297 Interestingly, Schoock claimed in these two books that
the senses were more reliable than reason. Even more, he argued that anything that could not
be known through either revelation or the senses, would remain uncertain. Stressing the limits
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of our possibilities, Schoock held that physical explanations are empirical and therefore
restricted to the proximate causes of things, that is, the causes directly observable by the
senses. He argued that physics should leave aside remote causes and could not reach
substances as such.298 Voetius, who asserted that we usually do not know why things are as
they are, but only that they are, had taken a similar line in these issues.299 Of course, ’s
Gravesande’s position that we could not know the causes of the laws of nature, offers some
striking resemblances—at least rhetorically—to the positions held by Voetius and Schoock.
Moreover, this was a type of rhetoric that ’s Gravesande shared with Voetius and Schoock,
but that cannot be found in the same way in Locke and Newton who were in fact interested in
remote causes.
That the connection with the Reformed tradition is not that far-fetched, is illustrated
by the fact that someone like Bernard Nieuwentijt (1654-1718) was quite clearly building on
it. Nieuwentijt, who we have met in the previous chapters, set out to prove the existence and
providence of God to ‘infidels’ in his Het regt gebruik der werelt beschouwingen (1715), in
which he continuously used experimental natural philosophy to make a case for God’s design.
Like ’s Gravesande, Nieuwentijt referred to Newton’s ‘hypotheses non fingo’ and used the
phrase to support his own ‘philosophy of ignorance’. As Steffen Ducheyne has shown,
Nieuwentijt used the concept of ‘learned ignorance’ somewhat as a guiding principle, and was
consciously appropriating it from Voetius work, even though he interpreted it quite differently
than Voetius himself had done.300 That ’s Gravesande was aware of Nieuwentijt’s wielding
of ‘ignorance’ seems beyond doubt. As discussed in chapter two, the two knew and respected
each other since the early 1710s. Furthermore, they continued to refer to each other’s work
after their initial contacts at least until Nieuwentijt’s death in 1718.301
Yet, it should be emphasized that there seems to be little reason to believe that ’s
Gravesande was closely connected to hardline Protestantism. His works do not contain
religious polemics, and at least one manuscript of his, published posthumously by Allamand,
seems to indicate that he defended a form of irenicism. In this document, dedicated to the
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question whether “persons of different religions can marry without crime”, ’s Gravesande
argued that there was “not one divine, natural, or civil law that defends or disapproves of”
such marriages.302 Instead, the answer to the question depended solely on the religious
education of the children spawned by the marriage, according to ’s Gravesande: for the
marriage to be possible, it would be necessary that the father and the mother would agree on
the most basic sentiments of their religion, for otherwise they had to teach their children
conflicting things. ’s Gravesande’s one example was that a ‘Christian’ and a ‘Jew’ would not
make a good couple because they disagreed on whether Jesus was the son of God. This
example, as well as the rest of the text leave all possibility of marriages between members of
different Christian denominations open.303
Another point on which ’s Gravesande would not fit in with the teachings of Voetius
and Nieuwentijt, was his unconditional support for the Copernican system, which Voetius
rejected and to which Nieuwentijt did not commit himself. As is well known, ’s Gravesande
supported the new planetary system vocally throughout his career and argued that the
passages in the Bible that implied a heliocentric system could only be interpreted
figuratively.304 Furthermore, ’s Gravesande’s restricted epistemology does not seem to be
connected to a view in which man’s limitations are due to the original sin or the fall of man,
as was the case in Voetius’s thinking. As will be discussed in what follows, ’s Gravesande’s
restrictions seem to stem from a distance between the cognizing subject and the external
objects rather than from man’s humble position after the fall. As such, ’s Gravesande’s stress
on our limits seems to have had a logical basis rather than a theological one.
None of this should be taken to imply that ’s Gravesande took a liberal stance toward
theology or religion. As I have discussed in the previous chapter, there is plenty of evidence
suggesting that ’s Gravesande believed to be in line with the basic dogmas of Christianity,
and as a man of his time, we should not doubt that he knew his Bible. One of the more
interesting episodes in this respect turns around criticism raised towards ’s Gravesande’s
Introductio ad philosophiam (1736). In the same year, an anonymous pamphlet appeared in
which it was argued that the conception of human and divine liberty ’s Gravesande espoused
in his Introductio could not be distinguished from Spinozist necessitarianism.305 As Allamand
recounts, ’s Gravesande did not deem this criticism worthy of a real reply, but did insert a
number of additional paragraphs in the second edition of the Introductio ad philosophiam,
published in 1737. Additionally, ’s Gravesande “inserted in a journal, an extract of his
Introductio”, which was supposed to show that ’s Gravesande’s idea of liberty was perfectly
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in line with Reformed dogmas.306 This extract, accompanied by a small reply to the critic, was
published anonymously, but given its contents it seems reasonable indeed to suggest that ’s
Gravesande prepared it himself. I will examine his ideas on liberty in the next chapter, but for
now the interesting part of ’s Gravesande’s reply is his reference to Reformed orthodoxy.
From the reply, it becomes clear that ’s Gravesande considered his own knowledge of the
orthodox position superior to that of his critic: “[i]f this anonymous author had wished to take
a glance at the decisions of the Synod of Dordrecht, or at the writings of our most moderate
theologians, he would have seen that Mr. ’s Gravesande had defended nothing but the
Reformed sentiment”.307
As we have seen before, both of ’s Gravesande children were baptized in the Walloon
Church in Leiden and several of his co-editors in the second period of the Journal litéraire
were connected to Walloon congregations as well. These Walloon Churches were generally
used by Huguenot refugees from France, a group to which ’s Gravesande’s in-laws belonged,
and propounded a Calvinist bend of Protestant Christianity similar to the Dutch-speaking
Reformed Churches. Although I do not have decisive evidence that ’s Gravesande was a
member of a Walloon congregation, it should be clear that he was close to their religious
tenets. ’s Gravesande’s Huguenot connections are interesting with respect to the curbing of
metaphysics as well. After all, it is well known that a scepticism toward speculations on the
inner causes of things and toward perceived exaggeration of our knowledge claims can be
found in the works of Pierre Bayle (1647-1706), a Huguenot refugee who spent the last
decades of his life in the Dutch Republic.
The reception of Bayle’s work in the Netherlands is a subject to which little attention
has been paid, but a preliminary account by Wiep van Bunge, “The presence of Bayle in the
Dutch Republic” (2008), suggests that Bayle was on the back of ’s Gravesande’s mind on at
least on occasion, namely in the final parts of his Oratio de evidentia.308 Besides that, a
number of other people engaging with Bayle work, as discussed by Van Bunge, can be
connected to ’s Gravesande as well. These are Jean Barbeyrac (1674-1744), Gerard Noodt
(1647-1725), Justus van Effen (1684-1735), and Jean-Pierre de Crousaz (1663-1750). We
have met the first three of these people in chapter two, respectively as one of ’s Gravesande
peers in thinking about natural law, one of his professors at Leiden University, and a co-editor
of the Journal litéraire. The fourth, De Crousaz, was a correspondent of ’s Gravesande, and
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his work was well represented in ’s Gravesande’s library.309 What is more, Prosper Marchand,
as we have seen a close friend of ’s Gravesande, was very much interested in Bayle’s work:
already in 1714, when he was still part of the editing collective of the Journal litéraire,
Marchand had also prepared and published part of Bayle’s correspondence as Lettres choisies
de Mr. Bayle, avec des remarques.310
Precisely how to interpret the work of Bayle, a prolific author, is a point of discussion
among scholars. Bayle’s own ideas are scattered all over his magnum opus, the Dictionnaire
historique et critique, a biographical dictionary that consisted for the larger part of footnotes
in which Bayle criticized intellectual debates and positions. As a consequence, his ideas were
not set forth in a systematic way. Still, there is little doubt about the fact that his work put the
issue of how to deal with scepticism high on the philosophical agenda in the Dutch Republic.
The challenge of scepticism was focused in the simple question of how we could be sure of
anything to be true. Differently put, the challenge amounted to the question: what are the
criteria to judge the truth of any statement by? As should be clear by now, answering this
question was of critical importance to ’s Gravesande’s programme of separating the fictitious
from the true propositions in physics.311
Besides Van Bunge, however, the only author who has considered Bayle’s work as a
possible influence on ’s Gravesande thought is Giambattista Gori. Besides Marchand’s work
on Bayle’s correspondence, Gori has also pointed out that Jacques Bernard, ’s Gravesande’s
colleague at Leiden University, was involved in defending philosophy and mathematics
against the sceptical challenge raised by Bayle.312 ’s Gravesande’s own relation to Bayle’s
work is difficult to decipher. In the final parts of the Oratio de evidentia, ’s Gravesande
discussed particular ancient sceptics such as Sextus Empericus and some of the Academics in
a rather sarcastic tone, noting that they could not live up to their own dicta that ‘nothing could
be known’ or that ‘nothing was certain’: although ’s Gravesande’s epistemology was
restrictive, he did not agree that we could not have knowledge at all.313 Since ’s Gravesande
typically did not mention any modern philosophers in this attack on scepticism, it is of course
likely that he targeted contemporary views as well. Yet, while Bayle might have been of those,
Gori has indicated that ’s Gravesande’s attack on ancient sceptics was at the same time
informed exactly by what Bayle himself had written about these sceptics in his
Dictionnaire.314
’s Gravesande’s custom of not directly addressing his peers means that we cannot be
sure about his evaluation of particular positions in the debate about philosophical scepticism.
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There can however be no doubt about the fact that he was aware of the debate,315 and it should
be clear that his stance was ambivalent. On the one hand, sceptical arguments would have
been useful in his attempts to restrain metaphysics. On the other hand, the same philosophical
scepticism posed a threat even to ’s Gravesande’s own restrained epistemology if they would
not be integrated cautiously. His relation to the doctrines of theologians such as Voetius,
themselves involved in fighting of scepticism, might have been similar. ’s Gravesande could
have found useful arguments in the works of for instance Schoock, but had to carefully loosen
those from their specific context in order to use them for his own purposes. What this purpose
was and how ’s Gravesande managed to avoid a global scepticism and to build a constructive
philosophy of knowledge, is the subject of the rest of this chapter.

Certain knowledge, thinking with ideas, and mathematical evidence
As we have seen in the previous section, ’s Gravesande wished to discard all metaphysical
speculations from his physics because one could properly start to treat the phenomena only
after doing so. That he considered physical knowledge still to be possible becomes obvious
from the preface to the Physices elementa mathematica as well, as ’s Gravesande maintained
that, “[w]hatsoever remains consequently unknown in physics, this science is nevertheless
vast and certain, and particularly useful. It corrects innumerable false judgements about
natural things and divine wisdom; every moment this wisdom is posed before the eyes by the
works of God”.316 The claim that the right method in physics would lead to certain knowledge
was essential to ’s Gravesande’s entire project, but it was only in later texts that he began to
provide a systematic account of how this certainty could be reached.
To answer the question how we could have true knowledge it all, we should begin to
ask what it meant to think and know according to ’s Gravesande: what was his description of
the processes of reasoning and cognizing? ’s Gravesande spent ample time to explain exactly
this in several of his works, and in particular in his last book, the Introductio ad philosophiam
of 1736, which was used to teach logic. The gist of his ideas on this topic, however, can
already be found in the oration on mathematics he gave in 1717 and it is illuminating to follow
the argument presented there in some detail. According to ’s Gravesande, if we wanted to
reason well we should first of all train our minds to do so. Like all other skills, reasoning
could be improved by practice. Furthermore, he claimed that ‘the art of reasoning’ was the
same in all sciences. It would begin with comparing different ideas in our mind and judging
whether these ideas would be similar or different. In all our reasonings, he asserted, we would
Besides the scholars ’s Gravesande knew personally, already mentioned above, his library contained books
by many others involved in debates about scepticism. For these debates, see Popkin (2003). For Bayle’s presence
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therefore constantly make judgements about the agreement of two ideas.317 This would be
straightforward as long as ideas could be compared easily. The most straightforward
comparison possible, ’s Gravesande explained, was that between numbers:
Of the idea of sums of numbers, for instance four and five, if they would be compared
with the idea of the number nine, we will perceive with a single look that these do not to
differ between them.318

Yet, in most other cases such a straightforward comparisons could not be made. In these cases,
’s Gravesande maintained, we would need to introduce “middle ideas”. He continued to argue
that we need to be very precise in making trains of thoughts and that we need to train our
mind in finding the right middle ideas to connect the ideas that we want to compare; that we
should not invoke things which are irrelevant; and that we should have evident foundations
for our thoughts.319 Interestingly, ’s Gravesande claimed that even though it was the study of
logic that would teach us the rules of reasoning, it was “mathesis [that] renders [them] truly
familiar by continuous use, and by that study, the indispensable force of the mind of reasoning
well is strengthened”.320 This, he repeated over and over, was the case because the object of
mathematics was quantity and we understood the relations between quantities so well that we
could not err in seeing whether quantities agreed with each other or not. Consequently,
practicing our skill in reasoning would best be done through mathematics.321 In his second
oration of 1724, the Oratio de evidentia, ’s Gravesande made his point about the strength of
mathematical reasoning even stronger:
I would say that anybody, [even if this person] is not well versed in the mathematical
disciplines, but is only a beginner, and somebody at the first steps, would perceive that
these sciences lay claim to the particular method to prove the truth; and that mathematical
demonstrations are accompanied by evidence, which overcomes stubbornness that is
invincible by all other means.322
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Clearly, mathematics had a sort of epistemological priority in ’s Gravesande’s thinking. In his
Oratio de evidentia, ’s Gravesande’s elaborated on this theme by distinguishing two types of
evidence, mathematical evidence and moral evidence, and this distinction would become the
foundation for his argument for the certainty of physics. Although the distinction between
mathematical and moral evidence has attracted quite some attention in recent years, the focus
has generally been on moral evidence rather than on mathematical evidence because of the
former’s critical role in ’s Gravesande’s legitimation of empirical knowledge. 323 I will come
back to moral evidence below, but my focus here will be on mathematical evidence because
of its epistemological priority: as we will see, ’s Gravesande justified the non-straightforward
reliability of moral evidence by means of an argument that was based on pure mathematical
evidence.
As is clear from the above, a central concept in ’s Gravesande’s epistemology is that of
the ‘idea’. In focusing on ideas, ’s Gravesande was in fact following a well-established
tradition in logic, as has been shown by Paul Schuurman. Yet, in using this concept to argue
for the certainty of science, ’s Gravesande was in fact innovating.324 As ’s Gravesande
discussed in the Oratio de evidentia, ideas are singular abstract entities of which we have a
clear conception. When we have two of such ‘ideas’ in our mind, we will necessarily see
whether they are similar or not:
Therefore, these things are opposed: for the mind to perceive ideas, and it not to perceive
a true comparison that is given between the ideas; from this [the mind] will be selfconscious of this perception, and it will have the persuasion that no doubt about this
comparison is able to survive.325

The example he provided for such a comparison of ideas was again taken from elementary
arithmetic, now between the number seven and the sum of the numbers three and four. ’s
Gravesande concluded that the immediate perception we have of such comparisons is the
“foundation of mathematical evidence” and that this evidence itself was its own criterion of
truth.326 In opposition to the sceptics that he discussed later in the same oration, ’s Gravesande
held that we can be sure that our own perception of singular ideas is reliable, and that our
reasoning on such ideas—‘mathematical reasoning’—was reliable as well. Because of this
clarity and reliability, such reasoning was not in need of another criterion of truth, and the
sceptical challenge that ‘we cannot be certain of anything’, would thus be met.327
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Mathematics and certainty were thus closely intertwined by ’s Gravesande. He
continued to point this out by repeating that mathematics had “the privilege not to err” and
recapitulated in three points “the object of mathesis and the method of mathematics”. 328 In
reverse order, these three points were that mathematicians proceeded from the simple to the
more compound by the use of middle ideas; that mathematics treated of quantities, the easiest
ideas to compare;329 and, first in ’s Gravesande’s list, that:
Mathesis treats of ideas, and of ideas only; and the mathematician, qua mathematician,
attends not in the least to whether the ideas about which is reasoned correspond or not to
any thing that exists.330

His point here was that mathematics would not treat of what we would call concrete things,
but concerned only the abstract. ’s Gravesande clearly made a distinction between what was
in our mind, namely ideas, and that which was not, the concrete. If we wanted to reason about
something concrete, ‘the things around us’, as we would do for instance in physics, we first
had to form an idea of it, and ideas were of course located in our mind. This formation of
ideas about concrete things, the passage from the concrete to our mind, however, was
according to ’s Gravesande excluded from the discipline of mathematics.
This was the case for a couple of other sciences as well, ’s Gravesande claimed.
Among these were logic, ontology, and the foundations of ethics. These sciences did not
address anything but ideas in the mind, excluding the world around us from their scope.
Because of that, we could simply deduce propositions from self-evident first principles, that
is, we could exclusively make use of mathematical evidence.331 Other sciences, though, such
as physics, history, and theology had no first principles that were self-evident and therefore
could not rely purely on logical deduction: this is where we find the limit of mathematical
demonstration. Instead of on deduction, ’s Gravesande maintained, these sciences had to be
found on our observations of the world around us. Therefore, they had to make use of what ’s
Gravesande referred to as moral evidence rather than mathematical evidence.332 This way, ’s
Gravesande explicitly distinguished between sciences that are, and the sciences that are not
based on this epistemologically prioritized ‘mathematical evidence’.
If, according to ’s Gravesande, mathematical evidence was gained through
comparison of ideas and strict deduction from such comparisons, this entailed that this type
of evidence could only be gained from demonstratively true propositions, that is, principles
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of which the negation would be evidently false.333 A self-evidently false statement, according
to ’s Gravesande, was one that was self-contradictory. Given that the elementary rules of
arithmetic are taken for granted, this distinction works out well in the case of ’s Gravesande’s
cherished example of 4 + 5 = 9. Its opposite, that is, the negation of this statement, would be
4 + 5 ≠ 9. Obviously, the second statement is self-contradictory and therefore the first must
be correct. Thus, we have mathematical evidence for a proposition if and only if we can
demonstrate by deduction that it is correct in this sense.
For this to be possible, one of course needed to start the deduction from self-evidently
true principles. One might grant that this is the case in arithmetic, but for a field like ontology,
where according to ’s Gravesande we worked solely with mathematical evidence as well, this
is much less obvious. One particular short example, provided by ’s Gravesande in his oration
of 1724, might help to clarify his thoughts. This particular demonstration made use of two
axioms. The first of these was that “there is something now, therefore there has been
something from eternity”;334 if this would not be true, ‘something’ had been created at a
particular moment out of ‘nothing’, which ’s Gravesande clearly considered impossible and
therefore contradictory.335 His second axiom was “cogito ego”; ’s Gravesande clearly
regarded both of these as self-evidently true. From the fact that he was thinking ’s Gravesande
deduced that he was intelligent. Combining this with the first axiom, he concluded that the
first cause also needed to be intelligent for otherwise intelligence would have come out of
nothing, which would be impossible. Moreover, this intelligence must infinitely exceed all
other intelligences in order to create them: this first intelligent cause would of course be
God.336
Hence, ’s Gravesande claimed to have mathematical evidence for the existence of God
as the first cause. From the fact that God must be infinitely intelligent, ’s Gravesande
furthermore set out to prove that we could have certain and reliable knowledge in the fields
that depend on moral evidence. As ’s Gravesande argued in the Oratio de evidentia, from
God’s intelligence his goodness immediately follows.337 Moreover, since man is in need of
knowledge of the world around him, God would contradict his own goodness if he would not
have given man the means to acquire such knowledge.338 Because of this, knowledge of things
outside of our minds could be gained if we would carefully handle the three “aids” we had for
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manuscript published only posthumously, ’s Gravesande (1774a), in particular pp. 176-179, ’s Gravesande
developed this argument more completely. This manuscript will be discussed in the next chapter.
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’s Gravesande (1724), p. 12.
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’s Gravesande (1724), p. 13.
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’s Gravesande (1724), pp. 21-22.
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finding it, these aids being our senses, the testimony of others, and analogical reasoning.339
Therefore, ’s Gravesande claimed to have demonstrated, in ontology and by means of
mathematical evidence, that those sciences relying on mere moral evidence could give us true
knowledge as well:
[We] see how much the foundations of assent will differ for different circumstances. But
even as these different foundations are allowed, and it is allowed that mathematical
evidence would not in the least coincide with moral evidence, a different persuasion [for
them] nevertheless does not follow from that.340

Thus, the type of deductive reasoning learned from mathematics was used by ’s Gravesande
to demonstrate that the sciences that depended on moral evidence, such as physics, could
deliver true knowledge as well, if we used our resources in the right way. Since the initial
propositions used in this demonstration were self-evidently or necessarily true, they were not
in need of proof via any other criterion of truth. And since the rest of the argument depended
on pure deduction, according to ’s Gravesande, this whole argument defied the sceptical
challenge.

Moral evidence and knowledge of the world around us
Two issues arise from ’s Gravesande’s justification of moral evidence. The first concerns his
argument that God is infinitely intelligent and good, and therefore necessarily has to help
mankind. The problem with this claim is that it necessitates certain acts of God, and it is on
this consequence that ’s Gravesande’s Introductio ad philosophiam was attacked as being
‘Spinozist’. Although ’s Gravesande did not elaborate on this issue in the Oratio de evidentia,
he did go into more detail in the Introductio ad philosophiam itself, as well as in an
unpublished manuscript called the “Essais de métaphysique”. Clearly, the arguments put
forward on this account are metaphysical rather than epistemological, and I will address them
in the next chapter for that reason. Here, I will focus on the second issue raised by ’s
Gravesande’s justification of moral evidence. Now that ’s Gravesande had ‘demonstrated’
that moral evidence could yield certain knowledge, the question still remains how it would do
so, and what the nature of this certainty was. Although ’s Gravesande’s arguments in favour
of moral evidence have been discussed in detail before,341 I will address them briefly in order
to complete our overview of his epistemology.
’s Gravesande (1724), p. 20: “Auxilia haec sunt Sensus, Testimonium, & Analogia”. This argument is treated
at length in for instance Gori (1991); Gori (1972), pp. 228-265; and De Pater (1995). ’s Gravesande’s most
complete account on these three ‘aids’ can be found in ’s Gravesande (1736), pp. 143-175.
340
’s Gravesande (1724), p. 24: “Videtis AA. NN. quantum different pro diversis circumstantiis assensionis
fundamenta. Sed licet different fundamenta haec, licet Evidentia Mathematica minime cum Morali congruat,
non tamen diversa inde sequitur persuasio”.
341
In particular in Gori (1972), pp. 228-255; De Pater (1994), (1995); Schuurman (2004); Ducheyne (2014a),
(2014b).
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As discussed, ’s Gravesande argued that we had three ways to gain moral evidence,
namely by sensory investigation, by relying on testimonies of others—as far as these pertained
to similar empirical investigations—and by reasoning analogically from previously obtained
empirical data. It should be stressed that these three ‘aids’ were at the same time the only ways
by which we could gain moral evidence of the ‘things around us’. The first, perception through
the senses, might seem straightforward but was not a topic ’s Gravesande took lightly. In the
Introductio ad philosophiam, he spent fifteen pages on discussing why we could rely on our
senses, focusing on touch and especially on vision. For the latter, he explained among other
things how rays of light would create a picture in the eye and communicate it to the optical
nerve. He spoke of ‘the art’ of judging things by sight, an ‘art’ that we humans normally
would master in our childhood. Yet, ’s Gravesande also stressed the limits of this learned
ability, stating or instance that our judgements of distances by sight were in general uncertain;
that we could not adequately judge the path travelled by a moving object; and that reflections
in the air could mislead us. In the end, however, ’s Gravesande argued that the senses would
help us to gain knowledge, at least when they “can be brought together, in a certain way, with
the faculty of speech”.342
This speech was necessary to render the ideas that we formed through sensory
investigation exact, and as ’s Gravesande explained in the following chapter on testimony,
clarity and exactness of speech were needed to communicate these ideas as well. Moreover,
in order to get correct testimonies, ’s Gravesande warned us, we should pay attention to the
circumstances in which the witness had made the testimony and should make sure that the
witness was not out to deceive us. ’s Gravesande gave no less than nine different rules for
checking the latter. Again, however, he argued that we would be able to distinguish the certain
from the doubtful testimony if we followed the correct rules, and that we could therefore rely
on the certain ones.343
Although the three ways to get to moral evidence seemed to be equally important to
’s Gravesande, what he had to say about analogy is much more interesting from a
philosophical perspective than his elaborations on the senses and testimony. For one, this is
because the senses and testimony give us data, and something else, analogy, is needed to get
to knowledge. Second, analogy is of course a term that can be interpreted in many different
ways, and in the case of ’s Gravesande, a restricted definition was needed in order to allow
for some types of analogy but not for metaphysical speculations. ’s Gravesande discussed the
right use of analogy already in the preface to the first edition of the Physices elementa
mathematica of 1719, where he argued that, because of the fact that we often need to have
knowledge about the things outside of us, the concrete world rather than our ideas, “it follows
that God has constituted some rules, by which we may be able to support judgement about

’s Gravesande (1736), pp. 149-163, in particular p. 163, “Sensus per se nihil docent; & cum loquendi facultate,
quodam modo, conferri possunt”.
343
’s Gravesande (1736), pp. 164-171.
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the conformity of ideas and things”.344 The senses provided one of the ways by which we
could do that, but analogical reasoning provided another. ’s Gravesande interpretation of
‘analogy’ becomes clear from the fact that he argued that the second and third of the “regulae
philosophandi Newtonianae” could be deduced from it: the second regula stated that similar
effects have similar causes while the third allowed inductive generalizations of the qualities
of bodies under certain circumstances.345
Analogous explanations, then, were simply explanation of particulars through
generals, for ’s Gravesande, and included in particular explanations through inductive
reasoning. On the question why such analogies were allowed, ’s Gravesande answered in
1719 that “it is beyond all doubt, that, about created things [literally: things of the Creator],
we are necessarily forced to be reasoning by analogy, and this therefore is to be the foundation
of the legitimacy of the reasoning”.346 Thus, ’s Gravesande argued that we needed to know
about the things arouns us; that God did not give us any other way to reason to those things
but by inductive analogies; and that these were therefore to be trusted. His explicit
justification for analogy in 1719 was “the axiom” that “all that, if it is denied, destroys human
society or takes from it the reason to be lived, is to be held as true”.347 This argument from
necessity, following C. de Pater, has become known as ’s Gravesande’s “survival axiom”,348
and is sometimes taken as ’s Gravesande’s final word on the question.349
Yet, a close reading shows that this defence of analogy, via induction, was in fact
closely connected to the concept of laws of nature. As ’s Gravesande continued on the next
page, “therefore, in physics, laws of nature are to be discovered from the phenomena; by
induction they are to be held as general”.350 From the 1725 second edition of the Physices
elementa mathematica on, he added another sentence to his defence of analogy. Besides his
claim that necessity legitimized the use of it, he now argued: “[h]owever, the foundation of
analogy is this; the universal mass of all things, together, is directed by immutable laws.”351
’s Gravesande made the same significant connection, that between analogy and the laws of
nature, clear in his Oratio de evidentia of 1724 as well:

’s Gravesande (1720), seventh page of the unnumbered Praefatio: “sequitur a DEO constitutas quasdam
regulas, quibus de convenientia idearum cum rebus possimus judicium ferre”.
345
’s Gravesande (1720), eight page of the unnumbered Praefatio. The same connection is made in ’s
Gravesande (1736), p. 172. On ’s Gravesande’s interpretation of the regulae philosophandi, see Ducheyne
(2014b), pp. 98-100 and sources mentioned therein.
346
’s Gravesande (1720), ninth page of the unnumbered Praefatio. “Haec omnia ratiocinia analogiam pro
fundamento habent, & extra omne dubium est, nos a rerum Conditore in necessitate per analogiam ratiocinandi
redactos esse, & hanc ideo ratiociniorum legitimum esse fundamentum”.
347
’s Gravesande (1720), eight page of the unnumbered Praefatio. “Pro vero habendum omne quod si negetur
societas inter homines destruitur, aut his vivendi ratio adimitur”.
348
De Pater (1988), p. 41, “overlevingsaxioma”. See also De Pater (1994), p. 267.
349
Besides De Pater, see for instance Schliesser (2011), p. 106, Israel (2006), p. 217.
350
’s Gravesande (1720), tenth page of the unnumbered Praefatio. “In Physicis ergo per Phaenomena Naturae
Leges sunt detegendae; per inductionem pro generalibus habendae”. See also the discussion in Ducheyne
(2014b), p. 102.
351
’s Gravesande (1742), ix. “Analogiae autem fundamentum est hoc; rerum universam congeriem legibus
immutatis regi”. This section is exactly the same in the 1725 and 1742 editions.
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How miserable would men be before us, who could not apply conclusions deduced from
observations to the non-observed, who could never support future judgement from what
had passed […] Therefore, in physical things, it is from analogy that there is to be
reasoned to me […] God has wished this, and also has wished that strength is imparted
on such necessarily required reasonings; that is, he has bound the whole of things,
together, with fixed and immutable laws.352

With this explanation of why physical induction was allowed, we have come full circle to the
point reached in the first section of this chapter. We have seen there that, according to ’s
Gravesande, the goal of physics was to explain the phenomena from the laws of nature, and
that he allowed no deeper form of causal explanation in physics. In this last section, he argued
the opposite way around that we could learn about the laws of nature by studying the
phenomena through our senses, by talking to other witnesses, and finally by inductive
generalization of the data we gained in this way. If we would proceed in the right way, we
could thus have knowledge that was certain about the world around us.
Through the use of the concept of ignorance ’s Gravesande had separated metaphysical
and theological issues from physical ones, and had restricted the domain of physics to
empirical considerations of the phenomena and their relations with the laws of nature. If we
would meddle outside of that restricted domain and try to uncover different levels of physical
causation, we would necessarily have to make use of speculative methods, and these could
never lead to real knowledge. Ontology could not be of any help on the subject of physical
causes either, since it was supposed to deal with ideas only and not with the things outside of
us, ’s Gravesande claimed. Therefore, there we had no logical road, whether empirical or
rational, to the underlying causal processes and the best thing to do was consequently to
remain ignorant of these processes.
Since ’s Gravesande’s physics dealt only with explanation of the phenomena by laws
and the inductive search for laws from the phenomena, it was per se a circular activity.
Because of that, it was in need of an external guarantee, which ’s Gravesande found in the
being of God. Although this might be unsurprising for a man of his time, ’s Gravesande’s
particular argument and its level of detail are uncommon at the least, as most of his
contemporaries would not agree that induction could yield certain knowledge. I will address
’s Gravesande’s more detailed methodological ideas on how to generalize results and how to
confirm our reasonings about laws of nature in chapter five, and I will postpone comparison
with his peers to that chapter as well. It is only after taking account of his views on
generalizations more generally that we can properly understand ’s Gravesande’s position in
contemporary debates. Yet, in order to make sense of his argument of certainty via the divine
’s Gravesande (1724), pp. 23-24. “Quam prae nobis miserandi essent Homines, qui ex observationibus
dedutas conclusiones ad non obervata applicare non possent, qui ex praeteritis de futuris judicium nonquam ferre
possent. […] Ex Analogia ergo in rebus Physicis mihi est ratiocinandum […] Sed dum Deus hoc voluit, & illa
quae ut talibus ratiociniis vis communicetur necessario requiruntur ettiam voluit; id est, fixis & immutatis rerum
congeriem adstrinxit Legibus”. See also ’s Gravesande (1736), p. 171.
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guarantee, we have to address the metaphysico-theological foundation of his epistemology
first.
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4. Liberty, theodicy, and the order of nature in ’s Gravesande’s metaphysics
As we have seen in the previous chapters, metaphysics was touched upon in several of ’s
Gravesande’s prefaces and orations. Although especially the Oratio de evidentia would
definitely have given his contemporaries some important clues about the scope and the
foundations of ’s Gravesande’s metaphysics, he treated the topic in detail only in his
Introductio ad philosophiam; metaphysicam et logicam continens of 1736. Before that, ’s
Gravesande had only written the anonymously Lettre sur la liberté, printed in the Journal
litéraire of 1718, mentioned in chapter two. It is doubtful that his contemporaries would have
recognized ’s Gravesande as the author of this letter, and for the sake of his career, this would
probably have been for the best. Although the idea of liberty that he espoused in 1718 did not
differ fundamentally from his mature view on the topic, the earlier letter contained a reference
to a “livre Anglais” that ’s Gravesande was looking forward to read, and about which he asked
the editor of the Journal.353 This ‘English book’ turns out to be to Anthony Collins’s A
Philosophical Inquiry Concerning Human Liberty (1717); Collins was of course a freethinker
who held religious views from which a Dutch university professor would best stay clear.
That ’s Gravesande himself was not a freethinker will become clear throughout this
chapter, but it is already clear that he held some views on the idea of liberty that could be
misunderstood. The same idea that he espoused in the anonymous letter of 1718, namely that
the actions of an intelligent being were, via its will, determined by its reason,354 was what got
his Introductio criticized for being indistinguishable from Spinoza when it came to liberty, as
we have seen in the previous chapter. This criticism, which ’s Gravesande rejected, was also
what led him to add some clarifications to the second edition of his Introductio ad
philosophiam, appearing already in 1737.355 With these additions, the first book of the
Introductio, that on “Metaphysica”, now spanned 105 pages. In this chapter, however, I will
follow ’s Gravesande’s metaphysics as it was set out in the “Essais de métaphysique”, a work
that unfortunately has received little attention from historians and philosophers. This is in part
a consequence of the fact that the “Essais” were only published in the posthumous 1774
edition of ’s Gravesande’s oeuvres. As ’s Gravesande himself indicated, the “Essais” were
meant as private writings.356 Probably because of that, ’s Gravesande was at some points able
to pursue his arguments a little further than he had done in the Introductio, even if there are
no important dissimilarities between the two works.

’s Gravesande (1718).
’s Gravesande (1718), pp. 235-236.
355
’s Gravesande (1737b). The added sections are the points 170-172, pp. 61-64. See also the Monitum de hac
secunda editione which prefaces this second edition.
356
’s Gravesande (1774a), p. 173, himself asserted that the “Essais” were meant to be read only by a small
number of people: “J’aurai satisfait […] si je donne quelque satisfaction à un petit nombre des personnes, pour
qui [cet Ecrit] est destiné”. Since ’s Gravesande’s manuscipts are lost, it is impossible to date the “Essais”
precisely. Likewise, we do not know who the intended readers were.
353
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As will become clear in this chapter, ’s Gravesande’s metaphysics does not fit in with
readings of his philosophy as somewhere between Locke and Descartes. In the “Essais de
métaphysique” ’s Gravesande developed a rationalist foundation for the rest of his thought in
axiomatic-deductive style. Starting from the cosmological argument for the existence of God
and a definition of causality, the “Essais” are in fact first of all concerned with the
philosophical idea of God, who, according to ’s Gravesande, was unlimited in every way
except by his own unlimited attributes. The main question throughout the “Essais” is what
God’s unlimited foreknowledge means for the notion of liberty. The “Essais” also contain a
metaphysical argument for the goodness of God, which ’s Gravesande needed in order to
argue for the reliability of sensory knowledge. Therefore, this reliability, and consequently
his entire defence of empirical methodologies, was founded on the metaphysical ideas set out
in the “Essais”.
Another significant issue in the “Essais” is the problem of evil: how is the idea of a
God with unlimited goodness compatible with the sorrows of mankind? This very same
problem was of course extensively discussed by Leibniz in his Theodicée, which first
appeared in 1710, a couple of decades before ’s Gravesande must have written the “Essais”.
I will argue here that we must indeed look at Leibniz’s Theodicée as a main inspiration of ’s
Gravesande’s metaphysics. I will do so through a comparison between points put forward in
’s Gravesande’s “Essais” and a number discussions that appeared in the infamous LeibnizClarke correspondence. As will become clear, ’s Gravesande sided with Leibniz on most of
the metaphysical issues of the correspondence, rather than with his ‘fellow Newtonian’
Clarke.
Yet, ’s Gravesande was very careful and reticent in supporting arguments from
Leibniz. Although the “Essais” share a number of key ideas with Leibniz’s Theodicée, they
ignore many concepts central to Leibniz’s metaphysics. There is no trace of a ‘harmonia
praestabilita’, no mention of the identity of indiscernibles, and no direct argument from
perfection in ’s Gravesande’s work. Because of that, it will not do to argue that ’s Gravesande
presented a ‘Leibnizian’ metaphysics. ’s Gravesande’s metaphysics shows us once again that
there are inherent dangers in assigning such labels to individual philosophers: there is much
reason to believe that the current emphasis on the ‘Newtonian’ elements in ’s Gravesande’s
thinking has retained scholars from addressing the Leibnizian lineage in ’s Gravesande’s
“Essais”, although it is of course ’s Gravesande reticence in mentioning his peers that made
missing such links possible in the first place. Yet, it is time to set the record straight. The
“Essais” are a central part of ’s Gravesande’s thought, and, via the link of God’s goodness,
cast light on ’s Gravesande’s epistemology and his conception of laws of nature in particular.

Determinism and the unlimitedness of God
The “Essais” consist of a series of eight papers, which I will for refer to as chapters for reasons
of simplicity. In these chapters, ’s Gravesande deduced metaphysical propositions from self102

evident first principles by logical demonstrations: this was of course the method he thought
would yield mathematical evidence. Because of the limited range ’s Gravesande ascribed to
this type of evidence, there could of course be no talk of such things as the ultimate nature of
matter or causes of natural phenomena in the “Essais”. As we have seen ’s Gravesande
maintained that, as far as we could have any knowledge on such issues, this knowledge should
come to us via empirical research. Instead, the “Essais” focus on general and abstract issues
such as the existence and attributes of God and the concept of freedom.
In the beginning of his “Essais”, ’s Gravesande argued for a fully determined universe.
He defined necessity in the context of cause and effect, and understood a cause to be
something that necessarily produces its effect. “[T]o say that a thing is necessary, is to say
that it is contradictory that it would be otherwise”. Effects, on the other hand, were all those
things “that do not exists by their essence”. Therefore, everything would either be a
consequence of the essence to which it belonged, or an effect of something else. In case of
the latter, there naturally must have been an external cause. As ’s Gravesande put it: “that
which exists not by itself nor by another, exists by nothing, that is to say does not exist”.357
That “nothing [le rien] is not the cause of an effect”, was for ’s Gravesande “a simple
axiom”,358 and it was clearly that sort of conclusion of which the opposite would be selfcontradictory. Furthermore, “the link between cause and effect is necessary and because of
that reciprocal”, so that if we would pose either of them, we would necessarily suppose the
other.359 “From these simple principles”, ’s Gravesande concluded:
We draw a consequence of great importance: which is that there is nothing that is not
necessarily such as it is […] all that is, exists by its own nature or has been produced;
that is to say, has been produced or has not been produced. That which has not been
produced exists by itself, and because it is contradictory that it does not exist, its essence
being to exist; and by consequence it exists necessarily. That which has been produced
has a cause that has not been produced, in climbing up from cause to cause, without which
‘nothing’ would be the cause of an effect. But every cause necessarily produces its effect.
Consequently, all that which has been produced, has been so necessarily by a cause,
which exists itself necessarily.360

’s Gravesande (1774a), p. 176, “dire qu’une chose est nécessaire, c’est dire qu’il est contradictoire qu’elle
soit autrement”; “Par Effet, j’entends tout ce qui n’existe pas par son essence”; “ce qui n’est ni par lui même ni
par un autre, n’est par rien, c’est à dire n’est point”.
358
’s Gravesande (1774a), p. 179. “Or j’ai de cette proposition une démonstration fondée sur un axiome simple,
que le Rien n’est pas Cause d’un Effet”. Obviously, with ‘axiom’ ’s Gravesande here wishes to emphasise that
the proposition is self-evident, i.e. that its negation is contradictory.
359
’s Gravesande (1774a), p. 177, “la liaison entre Cause & Effet est nécessaire & par là réciproque”.
360
’s Gravesande (1774a), p. 178. “De ces principes, si simples, nous en tirons une conséquence des plus
importantes: c’est qu’il n’y a rien qui ne soit nécessairement tel qu’il est […] tout ce qui est, existe par sa propre
nature ou a été produit; c’est à dire a été produit ou n’a point été produit. Ce qui n’a point été produit existe par
lui même, & parce qu’il est contradictoire qu’il n’existe pas, son essence étant d’exister; & par conséquence il
existe nécessairement. Ce qui a été produit a une Cause qui n’a point été produite, en remontant de Cause en
Cause, sans quoi le rien seroit Cause d’un Effet. Donc, tout ce qui a été produit, l’a été nécessairement par une
Cause, qui existe elle même nécessairement”.
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Thus, the notion of causality led ’s Gravesande to the idea that there must be a first cause.
There must be something that exists by its essence or by itself, “par lui-même”—the two are
synonymous for ’s Gravesande—and it follows that all things which do not exist by their own
essence are in the end caused by something that does exist in itself. Because ‘nothing’ cannot
cause ‘something’, “there is, therefore, or there has been something that has not commenced”,
according to ’s Gravesande. Furthermore, “all that exists, exists at every moment in a
determined manner, and it is contradictory that the same thing would exist at the same time
in two different ways. It follows from this, that that which is by its essence, is immutable”.
This is the case because the being that is by its own essence, if it would be A at a certain time,
“contains in itself, and has by itself, all that which is needed for being A”. As this being is not
effected by something else, it is A essentially. And as “the essence of things does not depend
on their duration or on time”, the thing that is A by itself must be A at all times. Hence, it
cannot stop being A, and therefore is immutable.361 ’s Gravesande clearly did not accept that
essences can be changed. Therefore, if an attribute is in the essence of a being, that attribute
will forever be the same.
Unsurprisingly, ’s Gravesande concluded that the self-existent first cause would be
362
God. ’s Gravesande’s next proof, on the unlimited power of God, however, was quite
subtle. First, he argued that “all that an intelligent being can conceive of distinctly as existing,
is possible. Because if this thing would contain in itself that which must impede its existence,
the same thing would enter in the idea of this thing, and would impede that we could conceive
of the thing as existing.”363 Of course, we should understand ‘idea’ here in the sense discussed
in the previous chapter. Hence, if we would have an adequate idea of something, that thing
must be possible, according to ’s Gravesande. If there would be an inner contradiction in our
idea of a thing, it would be impossible that this thing would exist as such. Now, if we could
have the idea of a limited God, there would need to be truly existing limits to him. Hence,
there could be an intelligent being that would have a clear idea of these limits, and, according
to ’s Gravesande “therefore will also have the idea of increase beyond these limits”. The
argument seems to be this: if one has clear knowledge of a certain limit, the fact that there is
something beyond this limit is contained in the ‘idea’ of this limit. If that would be the case,
the increase beyond the limit would be ‘possible’ by his earlier definition. But, he argued,
since we are thinking of the being that exists by itself, “the actual existence is a result” of the

’s Gravesande (1774a), p. 193. “Il y a donc, ou il y a eu quelque chose qui n’a pas commencé”; “Tout ce qui
est, est dans chaque moment d’une manière déterminée, & il est contradictoire que la même chose soit en même
tems de deux manières différentes. Il suit de ceci, que ce qui est par son essence, est immuable”; “il contient
donc en lui même, & a par soi même, tout ce qu’il faut pour être A”; “L’essence des choses ne dépend point de
leur durée ou du tems”.
362
’s Gravesande (1774a), p. 197. “Cet Etre nous le nommons DIEU”.
363
’s Gravesande (1774a), p. 185, “on peut dire que tout ce qu’un Etre intelligent peut concevoir distinctement
comme existant, est possible. Car si cette chose contenoit en soi ce qui doit en empècher l’existence, cela même
entreroit dans l’idée de cette chose, & empècheroit qu’on ne conçoive la chose comme existante”.
361
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possibility:364 if there is a possibility of an increase beyond the limit, that increase would be
actuality. Because of that, the limit to God “will always extend itself beyond the limits of
what one will be able to conceive of; which proves that the limit is contradictory”:365 the limit
would grow infinitely at the very moment we would be able to think of it.
’s Gravesande also presented another, much shorter proof of the unlimitedness of God:
if there would be a limit to the being that exists by itself, there also would need to be a reason
for the limit to be as it is and not otherwise, he argued. The cause of that limit must be found
in the being itself, as it is not effected by anything else. This leads to the idea that “the essence,
which, considered in itself, has no more a particular relation with one limit than with another,
nevertheless has a relation more particular with a certain limit than with all others [i.e. the one
that is the case], which is contradictory”.366
’s Gravesande reasoning is clearly a version of the cosmological argument for the
existence of God, which poses an essential first being as the cause of all other things. His
arguments for existence by itself and the necessary connection between causes and effects
were of course controversial, as they were also the foundations of Spinoza’s necessitarianism.
In fact, ’s Gravesande’s arguments on these issues agree perfectly with the first definition and
the first three axioms of the Ethica.367 This might be one of the reasons why ’s Gravesande
did not publish the “Essais”, and why, in the beginning of the “Essais”, he requested his
readers not to ascribe conclusions to him that he did not draw himself. According to ’s
Gravesande, the readers should “suspend their judgement […] about the question does such
[an imagined] consequence follow from the sentiments of the author?”,368 a request that I
unfortunately cannot fulfil. Although many of the arguments on causes and necessity
mentioned above had already appeared in the Introductio ad philosophiam as well, ’s
Gravesande did not fully develop the cosmological argument there. Allamand, however, who
also succeeded ’s Gravesande in Leiden and made use of his master’s books in his own
classes, argued that ’s Gravesande did not speak of God in the Introductio because he intended
to write another book on those topics before his untimely death. Because this book was never
written and Allamand wanted to make use of ’s Gravesande’s arguments, he added some
excerpts of the “Essais” to the 1756 and 1765 editions of his master’s Introductio, and these
’s Gravesande (1774a), p. 194, “il aura donc aussi l’idée d’augmentation au-delà de ces bornes”; “l’existence
actuelle est une suite”.
365
’s Gravesande (1774a), p. 194, “l’attribut s’entendra toujours au-delà des bornes qu’on pourra concevoir; ce
qui prouve que la borne est contradictoire”.
366
’s Gravesande (1774a), p. 195. “On peut prouver la même chose de cette autre manière […] cette essence
qui, considérée en soi, n’a pas une rélation plus particulière avec une borne qu’avec une autre, a néanmoins une
rélation plus particulière avec une certaine borne qu’avec toute autre, ce qui est contradictoire”.
367
Spinoza (1677/1985), pp. 408-410. Spinoza’s other four axioms correspond to ’s Gravesande’s system as
well, but seem to be consequences rather than axioms for ’s Gravesande. The other primary definitions of
Spinoza concern mostly such things as finiteness and the nature of substances, on which ’s Gravesande remains
very careful. ’s Gravesande owned copies of both Spinoza’s Ethica and the Tractatus, see Verbeek & Verbeek
(1742), p. 101.
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’s Gravesande, (1774), p. 174. “Ce que je souhaite, c’est qu’on suspende son jugement, non sur cette question,
l’Auteur admet-il telle conséquence? mais sur cette question telle conséquence suit-elle des sentimens de
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excerpts seem to be precisely those which dealt with the cosmological argument and its
consequences.369
Nevertheless, as we will see, there is plenty in the “Essais” to set ’s Gravesande apart
from Spinoza. For one, the difference between the two arguments for the unlimitedness of
God we have just seen already points more in the direction of Leibniz than in that of Spinoza.
The first argument, however subtle, relies on nothing else than an inner contradiction. If we
accept ’s Gravesande’s definition of ‘possible’ and his ideas on limits, it logically follows that
a limit to God is impossible. Yet, the latter of the two arguments does not contain such an
evident reductio ad absurdum. Instead, it is based on an argument akin to Leibniz’s principle
of sufficient reason: ’s Gravesande argues that if there would be a limit to God, there must be
a reason for that limit to be as it is. If God himself has no more affinity with one limit than
another, which he could not have because he remains unaffected by things outside of him,
there is no reason for a choice between particular limits, and therefore there can be no limit.370
Thus, ’s Gravesande arrived at his proof of the existence of an infinite, unlimited God,
which existed in itself and was the cause of all other things. Before turning to the question of
what this God would have created and how the universe depended on him, I will briefly
summarize ’s Gravesande’s argument for the oneness of God. As we will see in an instant, ’s
Gravesande rather unsurprisingly argued that God’s actions were determined by God’s
attributes via causal relations. This meant that God would do all that his infinite attributes
determined him to do, and because of his unlimitedness, would do so perfectly. Therefore, if
we would consider the existence of more than one God, these Gods would all be perfect, and
would want to create the exact same things because of the determinism involved. Their
creation, because of that, could not be but the same thing, and must directly follow from the
essence of their beings. Therefore, if there were two Gods, they and their creation would be
the same in every aspect. Conceiving of multiple Gods, according to ’s Gravesande must
therefore be conceiving of the same being from different points of view. Therefore, the
multiple Gods are but the same.371
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This is not to say that ’s Gravesande adopted the principle of sufficient reason per se. Although he clearly
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Essais on God’s goodness, liberty, and the problem of evil
’s Gravesande’s implicit use of sufficient reason in demonstrating the unlimitedness of God
is an indication of an agreement between his and Leibniz’s thought. A more substantial piece
of evidence for the idea that ’s Gravesande built on Leibniz’s work, however, is the fact that
the ideas we have seen in the previous section were also used by Leibniz is his Theodicée. In
a short passage in the beginning of ‘part one’ of his highly repetitive book, Leibniz claimed
that “God is the first reason of things”; that “things [in the world] […] are contingent and
have nothing in them to render their existence necessary”;372 and that therefore we “must seek
the reason for the existence of the world […] in the substance which carries with it the reason
for its existence, and which in consequence is necessary and eternal”. Leibniz furthermore
argued that God must be intelligent in order to choose between all possible contingent things;
and that “this intelligent cause ought to be infinite in all ways, and absolutely perfect in power,
in wisdom and in goodness”. “Since all is connected together”, Leibniz concluded his ‘proof’
of God, “there is no ground for admitting more than one [God]”.373
In a way, we can consider ’s Gravesande’s “Essais” as an explication of these key
propositions: what ’s Gravesande wanted to do is to provide ‘mathematical evidence’ for them
by deducing them from a couple of self-evident first principles. It seems therefore that he
believed some of Leibniz’s arguments were as yet not sufficiently convincing. However, the
most obvious ‘Leibnizian aspect’ of ’s Gravesande’s metaphysics was not so much his
employment of an unlimited God or his proximity to sufficient reason, but more specifically
the conclusions that followed from these principles. What we have seen so far of ’s
Gravesande’s “Essais” comprises chapters one, two, and seven, and large parts of chapters
five and six of the total of eight chapters of the “Essais”. In this section, I will work through
the key ideas of the rest of the work, and will show how they build on ideas Leibniz set out
in his Theodicée.
After first having defined necessity and causality, ’s Gravesande in chapter three of
his “Essais” establishes the ideas of intelligence, happiness and goodness. Chapter four
discusses the idea of liberty and distinguishes between moral necessity and physical necessity,
and it is especially there that the parallels with Leibniz’s theodicy are undeniable. The parts
of chapters five and six that have been passed over so far extend this parallel by discussing
how a perfect and good God can let his beings suffer; the eight and last chapter answer
questions on how ’s Gravesande’s system can retain the ideas of responsibility for virtue and
vice and the justice of punishment and reward in the face of determinism. These are of course
the exact same problems Leibniz focused on in his Theodicée, which bears the subtitle ‘Essays
on the Goodness of God, the Freedom of Man, and the Origin of Evil’, a subtitle which could
easily have been that of ’s Gravesande’s “Essais de métaphysique” as well.
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As will become clear, there is only a semantic difference with ’s Gravesande on this point..
Leibniz (1710/1985), pp. 127-128, emphasis in original.
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In the same fashion as Leibniz, who was throughout committed to the idea that God’s
foresees everything that happens and has chosen that what actually happens out of everything
that would have been possible,374 ’s Gravesande set out in the “Essais” to prove that
everything follows from the intelligence and total foreknowledge of God. His proof of the
intelligence of God was the same as in the Oratio de evidentia: from the observation that there
is at least some intelligence in the universe, it follows for ’s Gravesande that “the being that
produces is intelligent”, for if it would not be, it would have been impossible that there would
be any intelligence. ’s Gravesande’s approach here clearly is essentialist: he did not allow
something like intelligence to develop out of something else. Since God is unlimited, ’s
Gravesande continued, he “conceives of all that is not contradictory in itself”, and “has the
physical power to produce all that he conceives of.” Therefore God can and will do whatever
he wants. Because he is also immutable, he “never changes his will”.375
The question now is of course, what does God will? If everything is determined, what
are the causes of his intelligent actions? According to ’s Gravesande, an intelligent being
knows its own existence by being aware of his ideas and comparing such ideas. “To will, is
the act of an intelligent being, by which it prefers one state over another.”376 “Happiness”, on
the other hand “is the state of a being that senses its existence, and that prefers this existence
over non-existence.” From this it follows naturally that every being likes the state of happiness
and must be pleased with everything that contributes to its happiness.377 ’s Gravesande further
claims that happiness comes in degrees: it is “a quantity that can be increased and
diminished”. He also asserts that “it is never more than a lack of intelligence, when a being
does not follow the route which must lead it to its greatest happiness”.378 Finally, the
“goodness” of a being is defined by ’s Gravesande as the “disposition by which it tries to
contribute to the happiness of other intelligent beings”.379
Thus, all beings want their happiness to be as great as possible and strive towards
increasing it. As far as they are good, they will try to increase each other’s happiness as well.
Although ’s Gravesande admits that it is impossible for God’s happiness to increase, since
God is already unlimited and unchangeable, he provides an elaborate argument about why
God would still approve of those who try to increase the happiness of others. According to ’s
Gravesande, God disapproves of those who, if they could, would decrease his [God’s]
happiness and that God approves of those who would then try to increase it back to its old
level of perfection. Since he does so, ’s Gravesande argues, God approves of goodness; from
374

See for instance Leibniz (1710/1985), p. 146
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contribuer au bonheur des autres Etres intelligents”.
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this it follows, according to ’s Gravesande, that God has goodness himself, and naturally must
have it in an unlimited way.380
According to ’s Gravesande, we could thus deduce God’s goodness from his
intelligence. Since God “wills by the consequences of his attributes”,381 and has the power to
do whatever he wills, he does everything that is in accordance with his attributes. These
attributes thus determine God’s will: “[a]ll what God wants, he wants because it is of the
essence of the wisest being to want it”.382 From this, it follows that God’s actions are
necessarily determined by his will, and that his will is determined by his attributes and his
unchangeable essence. Only one conclusion is possible:
All that occurs, occurs in consequence of the will of God, either immediately, or by a
sequence of causes and effects, which God, by his infinite intelligence, has all foreseen,
because the chain of them is necessary. It is therefore contradictory that of all the
universes, of all the successions of events of which God has the ideas, and he has the
ideas of all that which is not contradictory, God would not have chosen that which is
most conform to his goodness, to his wisdom, and to his other attributes, without that the
conformity to the unknown attributes could change anything about the consequences that
we draw from his wisdom and goodness.383

The last part of this passage is used by ’s Gravesande to point out that we do not know God’s
essence, and that we therefore do not know whether we know all of his attributes. Similar to
his discussion of body, which we have seen in the previous chapter, however, ’s Gravesande
argues that we do in fact know some of God’s attributes. For body we know that it is extended
and solid. For God, likewise, we know that he has for instance wisdom and goodness and we
also know that, if he has other attributes, these cannot contradict goodness and wisdom. Thus,
whatever God has created must be in line with his unlimited goodness. Since God also has
“the power to create beings capable of happiness”, ’s Gravesande asserts, he must by
definition “produce as many of such beings as is possible, must make them enjoy the greatest
happiness of which they are capable, and must lead them to this happiness via the shortest
path possible. If this were not the case, God could have had more goodness than he has, which
is contradictory”.384 ’s Gravesande’s conclusion is this: God has foreseen everything, and his

’s Gravesande (1774a), pp. 198-199.
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successions d’évènemens dont Dieu a les idées, & il a les idées de tout ce qui n’est pas contradictoire, Dieu n’ait
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will is determined by his nature. Since he is good, he must therefore among all possibilities
have chosen the universe with the largest quantity of happiness.
A comparison with Leibniz is of interest at this point. Leibniz, too, argued that God
must have chosen one particular world, namely the best; that this would follow from God’s
will; and that this will was in turn determined by God’s wisdom and goodness. Although
Leibniz emphasized that the created universe was necessarily the most perfect universe
possible, however, he did not immediately conclude that the best universe would be the
universe with the most happiness as well. This difference, although minor, is significant:
according to ’s Gravesande, it clearly must be God’s ultimate goal to produce as much
happiness in his creation as possible. Whereas Leibniz argues that God needed to produce the
‘most perfect’ world, it does not become entirely clear in the Theodicée what this perfection
entail. The happiness of intelligent beings is certainly part of it, but at several places in the
book, Leibniz also clearly states that the principles of order and beauty are part of
perfection.385 Rather than focused on such aesthetic principles, ’s Gravesande conceives of
God as anthropocentric: God’s will does not focus on order, but rather on happiness.386
That the principles of order and law were not as fundamental for ’s Gravesande as they
were for Leibniz, is also reflected in their respective ideas on miracles. ’s Gravesande asserted
that “[t]he beings, of which God has formed the universe, are subject to determined laws […]
that is what the experiences teach us”. Although he claimed that “some of the laws follow
from the essence of beings”, he believed it could very well be the case that others did not.
This was the case because we had no reason to think that, in the best universe possible,
everything had to follow from what had been produced in the beginning. It could very well
be that the universe “could acquire another degree of perfection, by certain events that are not
results of those that precede them, but of which God could be the immediate cause”. 387 We
have seen the same argument in the previous chapter as well: although he believes that God
has installed general laws in nature and that some of these laws flow from the essences of
beings, ’s Gravesande holds that we cannot exclude the possibility that God worked via other
causes such as miracles as well. What we see here, is that this argument did not only fit in
well with his epistemological notion of ignorance, but that it could safeguard the possibility
of miracles as well.
Although Leibniz had allowed for some miracles—notably creation—as well,388 he
had argued in his correspondence with Clarke that miracles had to be avoided as much as
possible in the explanation of the natural world. The ‘natural’ world worked via “the natures
ils sont capables, & il doit les mener à ce bonheur par le chemin le plus court. Si cela n’étoit pas, Dieu pourroit
avoir plus de bonté qu’il n’en a, ce qui est contradictoire”.
385
See for instance Leibniz (1710/1985), p. 332 and especially p. 341: “God could not have refrained from
establishing laws and following rules, because laws and rules are what makes order and beauty”.
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Gori (1972), p. 260 has pointed to the ‘anthropomorfismo’ of ’s Gravesande’s metaphysics as well, but
especially so with regards to the Oratio de evidentia.
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’s Gravesande (1774a), p. 206. “Les Etres, dont Dieu a formé l’Univers, sont sujets à des loix déterminées
[…] c’est ce que l’expérience nous apprend”.
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See for instance Leibniz (1710/1985), pp. 74, 88, 257.
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and forces of created beings”, according to Leibniz, and only what “surpassed” these natures
and forces was to be regarded as a miracle. Leibniz held that God aimed for simplicity, and
since miracles somehow ‘repaired’ a universe [“redresseroit la machine du monde corporel”]
that should have been good in itself, God would in general have avoided them. 389 As he had
explained in the Theodicée, God would have chosen the rules that would be “the most
productive in proportion to the simplicity of ways and means”.390 It is this focus on simplicity
with which ’s Gravesande disagreed. He was very well aware of this disagreement, as he
explained that “a great man”, without any doubt Leibniz, had argued that “God would
resemble a workman that has the need to repair his work” if he had to intervene in the course
of things, that is, if he worked through miracles. ’s Gravesande disagreed with this.391 His
reason for doing so seems clear: that God worked in simple ways did not follow from what
we could know about God, and therefore would be empty speculation.
A point where ’s Gravesande was much closer to Leibniz, however, was in the
definition of liberty and free choice. One of Leibniz’s key moves was to define free choice in
such a way that it did not contradict determination. While arguing that he followed Aristotle,
Leibniz claimed that freedom consists in spontaneity and choice, and in the absence of logical
necessity.392 He distinguished this logical or absolute necessity from a mere moral necessity.
An absolutely necessary truth he defined as one of which the contrary implied an inner
contradiction,393 whereas a moral truth was one defined by the fitness of things: God’s choices
were always the best, and therefore morally necessary. They were however not absolutely
necessary, as other choices were hypothetically possible: other sequences of things could be
found in the space of possibilities before God chose the best among them. That God was
determined by the goodness of his choices was according to Leibniz not a defect: on the
contrary, it would be a defect if God, or even man, “were capable of acting without any
inclining reason”, he argued.394
Similarly, ’s Gravesande argued that liberty “supposes both power and choice; take
away one of the two and we destroy the idea of liberty”.395 When “an intelligent being has the
physical power to do a thing”, he continued, “if [the being] does not do it, that is because [the
being] does not want it; [for] if [the being] had wanted to, [the being] would have done it”.396
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That is, if someone had the power to do something, there would be no a priori impossibility
or contradiction in that thing happening. Moral power, on the other hand, pertained to the will
of an intelligent being, and ’s Gravesande stressed that we have to distinguish carefully
between the two when arguing whether or not a being could do something: “by moral we
understand that which regards an intelligent being as being intelligent”.397 Like Leibniz, ’s
Gravesande thus argued that moral necessity is not opposed to liberty, but, in contrast, a
necessary condition for true liberty:
Conceiving of an intelligent being, which, during the time that it deliberates, has the
physical power for all the options between which he chooses, we will have the idea of a
free being; that this being determines itself by motives such that it would be contradictory
that [the being] determines itself otherwise, what constitutes moral necessity […] does
not influence the liberty of this being, which can do that which it wants, whichever would
be the party for which it would determine itself.398

Furthermore, ’s Gravesande argued, “[a] wise being determines itself necessarily for that
which appears to it as most wise, without which it would cease to be wise”. Although it would
be “contradictory that it would determine himself” for another choice, “[the being] is
nonetheless free”. For ’s Gravesande, an action was hence determined by a free choice, which,
for an intelligent being, was in turn determined by his judgement of the situation. Therefore,
’s Gravesande argued, he had shown “that moral necessity is inseparable from liberty, since
every determination of the will has a cause that produces it necessarily”.399
The central problem of Leibniz’s Theodicée, now, was to show that God had made the
best choices, and that this was not negated by the fact that there was evil in the world for
which God was in a certain sense responsible. Having foreseen everything, a traditional
objection to Leibniz’s argument went, God could easily and freely have chosen a world with
less sin and suffering. Leibniz refused to admit this. Instead, he argued that God must have
had “invincible reasons” unknown to us for permitting the evils that happen in the world.
Reasoning from his proof that God had chosen the most perfect world possible, Leibniz
claimed that all evils must be part of the most perfect plan, and will in time lead to something
good. In cases where evil seemed to have been avoidable, Leibniz asserted that “we have not
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enough knowledge of the facts” to substantiate this claim.400 Furthermore, he argued, “a lesser
evil is a kind of good”, and “a lesser good is a kind of evil if it stand in the way of a greater
good”.401 In a certain sense, Leibniz claimed, God was not the author of evil either, as evil
was only a privation of good and therefore had no efficient cause.402
In order to solve the problem of evil, ’s Gravesande, too, points to our limited
understanding of things. He argues that a little unhappiness is perfectly possible as part of the
greatest plan and therefore we cannot use the existence of unhappiness to overthrow the
conclusion that God has created the best world possible as we had a direct proof of the latter.
’s Gravesande asserts: “if often the means of which God serves himself to achieve his goals,
do not seem to us to lead there, let us reflect on the little that we know about the universe, and
on how many occasions our ignorance must impede us to assure whether something is
possible or contradictory.”403 Since he was much less prone to speculation than Leibniz, this
argument from ignorance perhaps has more force in ’s Gravesande’s work.
Because of our limited understanding, ’s Gravesande moreover asserts, we cannot
possibly answer the question whether “all intelligences must be or become equals in
knowledge and in happiness”.404 He claims that it would be perfectly possible that God had
produced more happiness by distributing it unequally over his beings. If this would indeed be
the case, “there will be beings, of which the happiness will be small, compared to the
happiness of those who are in the highest degrees [of happiness]”.405 Yet, ’s Gravesande
believes it is impossible that God would have created beings that are truly unhappy. This
would imply that these beings had preferred not to exist, in which case God would be truly
mean to them in creating them. Interestingly, ’s Gravesande introduced this point, a difference
with Leibniz, again with reference to the opinions of a certain “great man”. 406 Together with
his point on miracles, these are the only two obvious references in the entire “Essais”, and in
both cases, Leibniz remains unidentified.407
The reference is clear though, especially because of the great resemblance with the
Theodicée in general and the specific disagreement on this point. In the Theodicée, we find
the idea that through God “the pains of the damned continue”. Even though Leibniz in general
400
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argued that the rationale for punishment should be that it turns people towards good, he
considered the punishment of the damned a sort of “avenging justice”, which was justified
because it would be consistent with the threats of the lawgiver to punish evil.408 This would
still lead to a better world, according to Leibniz, as he believed that “there [is] incomparably
more good in the glory of all the saved than there is evil in the misery of all the damned”.409
This contrast between Leibniz and ’s Gravesande follows from the same difference in
emphasis discussed before. Whether Leibniz stressed order, harmony, and God’s consistency,
’s Gravesande has a more anthropocentric focus on happiness and goodness in God’s creation.
According to ’s Gravesande, there the only possible justification of punishment of the wrong
and destruction of the evil was that it would help to prevent more wrongdoing.410 Although
he did not draw the conclusion himself, it is evident that ’s Gravesande’s account thus
excluded the possibility of unhappiness through eternal damnation.
Although this would surely have been taken as a contradiction with religious dogma
by many, we cannot immediately conclude that ’s Gravesande himself saw things this way.
As we have seen, ’s Gravesande allegedly planned to write another chapter on how he could
reconcile his ideas with theology, but this chapter never appeared.411 In general, theological
topics are avoided in the “Essais”: in stark contrast to Leibniz’s Theodicée, as well as to his
own Introductio ad philosophiam, the “Essais” nowhere discuss such issues as the relation
between body and the soul, or reason and faith. Besides that, grace and salvation nowhere
appear in the “Essais”, and there is no hint of the afterlife in ’s Gravesande’s work. This is of
course intentional, and tells us that ’s Gravesande did not want to become embroiled in
controversy. That ’s Gravesande was not looking for controversy becomes clear as well from
the fact that he was not concerned with discussing the many objections one could have against
his metaphysics. Leibniz, on the other hand, certainly was interested in discussion. This
difference is apparent from the fact that the “Essais” contain a mere 40 pages, only some ten
percent of the total length of the Theodicée.

In defence of a determined God: ’s Gravesande and Leibniz versus Clarke
As I have discussed in chapter one, however, I want to consider ’s Gravesande’s work in its
own intellectual context, and controversies are of course helpful in understanding such a
context. Concerning the ideas espoused in Leibniz’s Theodicée, one of the most interesting
debates is of course that between Leibniz and Clarke. Although there might have been other
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people at the back of ’s Gravesande’s mind as well, I will end this chapter by considering ’s
Gravesande’s positions with respect to Clarke and Leibniz. This comparison will serve to
make the agreements and disagreements between ’s Gravesande and Leibniz even more
pronounced.
As we have seen before, Clarke was especially interested in the theological
implications of Newton’s philosophy, and these theological subjects were the main topic in
his correspondence with Leibniz as well as in for instance his dialogue with the freethinker
Anthony Collins in whose work ’s Gravesande was interested as well. One of the ideas
attacked most vehemently by Clarke, was that determinism would not affect liberty in its most
proper sense. Leibniz and Clarke debated the issue in correspondence during 1715 and 1716,
a correspondence that ended after Leibniz’s death in 1716. Their correspondence was first
published by Clarke in 1717 and was translated and published in French in 1720, as the
Recueil de diverses pieces […] par Mrs. Leibniz, Clarke, Newton, & autres Autheurs célèbres,
an edition owned by ’s Gravesande.412 ’s Gravesande had been in personal contact with Clarke
as well, but this contact had not been to his liking. Clarke had attacked him on another issue
discussed in the Leibniz-Clarke correspondence, namely ’s Gravesande’s switch to Leibniz’s
concept of force in the vis viva controversy. ’s Gravesande, in turn, had reacted indignantly
to Clarke’s attack.413
That Clarke was in fact one of ’s Gravesande’s intended opponents is indicated by the
fact that Clarke’s allegations against determinism were the exact issues that ’s Gravesande
later listed as the expected objections to his own metaphysics. These expected objections were
largely related to supposed moral consequences. ’s Gravesande included among others the
argument that, if his metaphysics would be correct, “there is no virtue and no vice; that every
reward is useless, and every punishment unjust; […] [and] that our prayers to God are
absurd”.414 ’s Gravesande dedicated the last chapter of his “Essais” to disproving these
arguments, and “to show[ing] clearly the injustice that people have done to those that are of
the same idea as we are, by drawing consequences from their sentiments that are entirely
opposed to those that actually follow”.415
For ’s Gravesande, a virtuous action “must be the action of an intelligent being” that
acts on its reason. “That is to say that he who performs it must want to perform it”, and that
“this will must be a consequence of the dispositions of the intelligence that acts”. Besides
that, an action could according to ’s Gravesande only be virtuous when the intelligent being
chose to perform that action after it had contemplated over its own nature as well as over the
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will of God. The dispositions that followed from these contemplations, he held, “are those
that bring an enlightened being into accord with its duties”.416 All of these arguments were of
course perfectly complementary to his account of freedom, which only rested on the ability
to choose as one would want to choose. Therefore, ’s Gravesande argued, he could refute all
moral arguments brought up to show that this necessity was undesirable. 417 Instead of his
own, ’s Gravesande argued, it was the metaphysics of his opponents that would lead to an
absurd morality. His opponents would claim that for an action to be virtuous, its actor, on the
moment of acting, “must be able to determine herself for the contrary party”.418 Of course,
this criterion was strongly rejected by ’s Gravesande, who again pointed out that it would lead
to the paradoxical idea of an effect without a sufficient cause:419 why would one want to be
able to determine oneself for something one does not want?
Thus, virtue was still possible under determined conditions, according to ’s
Gravesande, because virtue rested in consciously making the right choices. As we have
already seen, he had argued that punishment and reward, too, were justified under such
determinism, as long as they would turn their subject towards more good. Leibniz agreed,
arguing that “since experience proves that the fear of chastisements and the hope of rewards
serves to make men abstain from evil and strive to do good, one would have good reason to
avail oneself of such, even though men were acting under necessity, whatever the necessity
might be”.420 On virtue, Leibniz simply asserted that “these prayers, these vows, these good
or bad actions that occur to-day were already before God when he formed the resolution to
order things […] they were represented therein, attracting God’s grace whether natural or
supernatural, requiring punishments or rewards, just as it has happened actually in this world
since God chose it”.421 That God had already foreseen it, or had even determined it, did not
exculpate those who showed vice. It was simply their own moral choice to do so. Since people
where only under a moral necessity, this choice was free.
Clarke’s most insistent objection to determinism was the idea that it would take away
God’s power to choose and thus lead to fatalism, a charge that was levelled to ’s Gravesande
Introductio ad philosophiam in 1736 as well. On this point, ’s Gravesande followed Leibniz’s
defence as well. Clarke had asserted that, since Leibniz refused to grant that God had “in
himself any original principle or power of beginning to act”, Leibniz would need to admit that
God was determined by external things.422 Leibniz denied this, and instead held that “God is
never determined by external things, but always by what is in himself; that is, by his
’s Gravesande (1774a), p. 211. “Ce doit être l’action d’un Etre intelligent, entant qu’intelligent, c’est à dire
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knowledge of things, before any thing exists without himself”.423 When a wise being, and
especially God, would choose the best, he would according to Leibniz not be “less free upon
that account: on the contrary, it is the most perfect liberty, not to be hindred from acting in
the best manner”.424 True liberty was thus in acting, and not in willing according to Leibniz:
“we will to act, strictly speaking, and we do not will to will; else we could still say that we
want to have the will to will, and that would go on to infinity”.425 ’s Gravesande, likewise,
held that it would mean ‘nothing’ to say that one determines oneself for something because
one wants to: “you could as well have said, that you want it because you have determined
yourself so. To will and to determine oneself are the same thing; willing to will either signifies
nothing, or signifies simply to will”. According to ’s Gravesande, of course, this will must be
caused by “the motives that must naturally determine” one.426 According to Leibniz and ’s
Gravesande, acts were determined by choices, and choices were determined by the will.
Freedom was not located in willing, but in choosing to do what we want and in acting as we
choose to do.
In passing, ’s Gravesande had also addressed one other difficulty of his ideas. Against
Leibniz, Clarke had argued that there could be cases in which there was no particular reason
to choose either of two options, but that there might be a reason to choose one of them rather
than none. In such a case, there would be a sufficient reason to choose, but no sufficient reason
for the specific choice.427 According to Leibniz and ’s Gravesande alike, however, no such
choice would ever be possible without a motive. The choice between two equals was
according to Leibniz “absolutely indifferent”, and therefore impossible.428 In reality,
however, for the choices of man, there were always many things in or outside of him which
would make him choose one of the possibilities, even though it would be unclear to us what
exactly would be the cause of the choice.429 ’s Gravesande agreed, and argued that “it happens
often that strong motives from one side push the intelligence to determine itself, while the
equality of motives of the different determinations sets [the intelligence] in suspense, which
causes an anxiety, which increases the attention or diminishes the capacity to reflect, and
produces a difference between the motives”: only when this difference would arise, a choice
could be made.430
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Anthropocentrism and the laws of nature
As we have seen, ’s Gravesande’s concept of the goodness of God, central to his argument
for the certainty of empirical investigations, is founded upon a deterministic metaphysics
which has a significant overlap with fundamental ideas of Leibniz’s Theodicée. What
underlies ’s Gravesande’s defence of the certainty of empirical research is the belief that God
created the world for the best of mankind. Although this argument might have been relatively
uncontroversial in his own time—the more pressing issue was to argue that God was not truly
the author of evil as well—it is something which modern philosophers of course cannot
assume unproblematically. This is exactly the criticism that has been levelled by Giambattista
Gori, who has remarked that ’s Gravesande’s reference to goodness in the Oratio de evidentia
is highly anthropomorphic. Gori nuanced this view in a long footnote with reference to the
“Essais”.431
To my knowledge, this footnote, appearing at the end of a book written in Italian now
almost half a century years ago, is one of only three place where the connection between ’s
Gravesande’s metaphysics and Leibniz’s Theodicée has ever been made. The other references
have been made in Dutch texts, and clearly have not been picked up in current literature.
Possibly the first note made on this connecting was made in passing in J.P.N. Land’s De
Wijsbegeerte in de Nederlanden (1899), who simply stated that ’s Gravesande “had
apparently been inspired by Leibniz’s system”.432 The most detailed discussion of the relation
between ’s Gravesande’s metaphysics and Leibniz up to date can be found in M. Wielema’s
“’s Gravesande en de metafysica” (1988). In this article, Wielema briefly discusses the
similarities between Leibniz and ’s Gravesande on the topics of liberty and theodicy, but does
so without explicitly comparing their writings.433
As far as I am aware, there are only two other discussions of the “Essais de
métaphysique” up to this moment, and these discussions are much closer to the current
consensus of ’s Gravesande’s thinking. The first is provided by Kees de Pater, who, like Gori,
relegates the actual discussion of the “Essais” to a footnote, and argues that the certainty ’s
Gravesande arrives at can be “reduced to the will of God” and that its proof “indeed contains
Cartesian elements, but reminds us in particular of Locke”.434 Steffen Ducheyne, on the other
hand, has argued that the “Essais” particularly set ’s Gravesande apart from Spinoza’s ideas
on the liberty and necessity of God, and that “the position which ‘s Gravesande developed in
his (unpublished) Essais de métaphysique […] is similar to Clarke’s”.435 Although neither of
these statements is entirely wrong, their focus on Descartes, Spinoza, and Locke, has led De
Gori (1972), p. 260, note 69. Compare Gori (1991), in particular p. 24, where he points to ’s Gravesande’s
interest in the theodicy problem and the argument from goodness. However, no mention of either the “Essais”,
Leibniz, or the argument for goodness appears in this article.
432
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Pater and Ducheyne to miss the details of ’s Gravesande’s position. Although it might be true
that ’s Gravesande’s thinking on liberty and necessity was equally hostile to Spinoza as
Clarke’s had been, we have seen here that ’s Gravesande opposed Clarke on many other
points.
By focusing on contemporary debates rather than on illustrious predecessors, we have
been able here to gain a much richer understanding to ’s Gravesande’s metaphysical
argument, and we are now in a position to understand how it helped him to argue for the
reliability of moral evidence. This moral evidence, as we have seen, was founded on the
goodness of God. Yet, as becomes clear, God’s goodness was not self-evident in
contemporary contexts, as it had to be defended in the light of the sorrows of mankind.
Because of that, simply stating that it could be inferred, as ’s Gravesande had done in his
Oratio de evidentia, was not persuasive enough: from the said sorrows, one could easily infer
the opposite, leading to a stalemate. ’s Gravesande deduction of God’s goodness now allowed
him to shift the burden of proof to his opponent. Because he gave a direct proof of it, much
more so than Leibniz had done, ’s Gravesande could even more convincingly claim that it
was his opponent who would have to show with a similar rigorous proof that God was the
author of avoidable evil: the crux here was of course that the opponent could never do so
because God would work in ways unknowable to us.
The particular differences between ’s Gravesande’s and Leibniz offer us important
insights as well, for instance on how ’s Gravesande conceived of the concept of laws of nature,
one of the central concepts of his epistemology. In the previous chapter, we have seen that ’s
Gravesande argued that the laws of nature followed from God’s goodness, and that the laws
of nature were our only means to uncover the general knowledge we needed of the things
around us. This argument differs from deducing the laws of nature out of God’s preference of
simplicity and order, a more common argument in ’s Gravesande’s times. 436 From the idea
that God had created laws of nature because of reasons of simplicity, it does not follow that
the laws of nature can or should be discovered by human beings. However, if the laws of
nature followed from his goodness towards the creation rather than from his preference for
order, as ’s Gravesande argued, it did indeed follow that the laws were there for the benefit of
mankind; that we were supposed investigate these laws; and that God would have given us
epistemic access to these laws. It is thus from this specific argument for God’s goodness,
based on a metaphysics close to Leibniz yet on this point significantly different from Leibniz’s
own thought, that ’s Gravesande claimed to have deduced the reliability of moral evidence.
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5. ’s Gravesande’s reflections on methodology
After having denounced the parts of natural philosophy that did not fit in with his
epistemology, only two tasks remained for ’s Gravesande’s restricted physics. As we have
seen in chapter three, these tasks were to search for new laws of nature via empirical
investigation and induction, and to explain natural phenomena from laws of nature that had
already been found. In chapter four, we have come to know his arguments about why we can
assume the laws of nature actually exist, and why we know that we are meant to discover
these laws. Given ’s Gravesande’s ‘ignorant’ epistemology, it is clear that we should proceed
very cautiously in the discovery of laws of nature: we should not admit fictitious hypotheses
and should be careful in how we obtain data by our senses and by testimonies of others.
Although ’s Gravesande thus provided a framework for ‘true’ physics, this does not bring us
very far methodologically. Rather than telling how to get from the data to the generals, or how
to explain physical phenomena from the laws of nature, most of ’s Gravesande’s earlier
philosophical reflections are concerned with what we should not do. In this chapter, I will
discuss the few places in which ’s Gravesande’s went into more detail on the methods to be
followed in physics.
In the previous chapters, we have already seen a number of passages in which ’s
Gravesande mentioned his own methodology. Three main aspects come to the fore in his
statements. First, his physics was empirical and depended on experiments, since a priori
speculation was excluded from it. Second, ’s Gravesande held that his method was
‘Newtonian’. Third and last, his method was supposed to be ‘mathematical’. All three of these
aspects are covered in the title of ’s Gravesande’s magnum opus, the Physices elementa
mathematica, experimentis confirmata, sive, introductio ad philosophiam Newtonianam,
translated into English: The mathematical basics of physics, confirmed by experiments, or, an
introduction to Newtonian philosophy. They are also present in ’s Gravesande’s sole elaborate
treatment of ‘methodology’, which can be found in his Introductio ad philosophiam;
metaphysicam et logicam continens of 1736: part III of book II of the Introductio is called
“De methodo”.
Although there is agreement in the literature that ’s Gravesande’s physics was indeed
experimental—this is obviously supported by his collection of instruments—for both other
aspects of his stated methodology, it has been questioned whether ’s Gravesande claim that
he put them to practice was justified. Although I will touch upon such questions in the next
three chapters, answering them is not my main concern. My goal in the rest of this dissertation
is, in contrast, to explore and explain the details of ’s Gravesande’s scientific methodology.
Rather than arguing whether his methodology was truly mathematical or Newtonian, I will
focus on what ’s Gravesande meant by claiming that his methods were such, and what these
concept can tell us about his methodology in general. In this chapter, I will first discuss ’s
Gravesande’s methodology as he set it out himself. That is, I will discuss his methodological
precepts. Chapter six, secondly, explores some salient features of his methodology in practice.
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In chapter seven, finally, I will address ’s Gravesande’s methodological approach to one
particular problem in physics, and will compare his approach to that of his peers.
The first part of this chapter will treat ’s Gravesande’s interpretation of the ‘Newtonian
method’ and its relation to Newton’s own thoughts on the methodology. A second part will
deal with the role of mathematics in ’s Gravesande’s ‘mathematical physics’. Thirdly, I will
address ’s Gravesande’s Introductio ad philosophiam, and in particular the part of it called
“De methodo”. These parts deal largely with the supposed ‘logic of science’, the question of
how to justify the conclusions that we draw from our reasoning. Since the chapters of the
Introductio pertaining to method have been discussed before by a number of authors, I will
focus in particular on a number of specific issues that have been glossed over too easily by
previous studies. In the fourth and final part of this chapter, I will compare ’s Gravesande’s
methodological reflections to those of a number of his relevant contemporaries.

‘The Newtonian method’: reading the regulae philosophandi
’s Gravesande’s relation to Newton’s methodology has recently been discussed by Steffen
Ducheyne in his “‘s Gravesande’s Appropriation of Newton’s Natural Philosophy, Part II:
Methodological Issues” (2014). Ducheyne has dealt in particular on the question to what
extent ’s Gravesande was building on Isaac Newton’s own methodology, focusing on a
number of outstanding elements of Newton’s methodology. These elements include Newton’s
interpretation of the regulae philosophandi, his quest in the Principia for mathematical
relations that are both necessary and sufficient, and the use he made of successive
approximations in that same book. Ducheyne’s conclusion is that “none of these salient
features of Newton’s methodology and physico-mathematics were emphasized by ‘s
Gravesande in his Physices elementa”. Ducheyne has shown that, in general, ’s Gravesande’s
“methodological ideas were quite different from and occasionally even incongruent with
Newton’s views on the matter”.437
That this is indeed the case becomes clearest from considering Newton’s detailed
thoughts on the status of induction, which ’s Gravesande did not follow. Disagreement on the
topic becomes apparent in their respective interpretations of the regulae philosophandi that
can be found in Newton’s Principia. I will discuss these in an instant, but first we should
recapitulate what ’s Gravesande understood Newton’s methodology to be. ’s Gravesande
praised Newton often and lavishly after they first met in 1715. In 1717, for instance, in his
inaugural oration, he described Newton’s contribution to physics as follows:
He has [as] first ejected all fictitious hypotheses from physics, and has admitted nothing
in natural philosophy besides what would be demonstrated to follow mathematically from
the phenomena; and he has offered so much attention and ingenious force to bringing
physics back to true principles, that he has uncovered innumerable beautiful phenomena
437
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that had escaped the eyes of all philosophers and of which they had not even dreamt; he
has applied mathematical reasoning to various subjects, to which before him the
scrutinizers of nature had not been daring to promise themselves anything similar.438

Here, we already encounter the three main methodological aspects stressed by ’s
Gravesande—rather than by Newton himself—throughout his career: rejecting ‘fictitious
hypotheses’ or metaphysical speculation; reasoning mathematically, and beginning from the
phenomena. That this method was not universally recognized as ‘Newtonian’ become clear
from a letter Jean Bernoulli sent to ’s Gravesande in 1722, in reply to receiving a copy of the
Physices elementa mathematica. Praising the book, Bernoulli still found that most of its
contents “do not pertain to [Newton’s] philosophy in particular any more than to that of all
others who want us to join experiment to reason”.439 Ducheyne, similarly, has stated that “‘s
Gravesande underscored the importance of experimentation and mathematics, but the
combination of both was not exactly unique to Newton’s methodology”.440 ’s Gravesande
countered Bernoulli’s sentiment, as well as the point that his physics contained many things
that followed from other authors, in the preface to the second edition of the Physices elementa
mathematica:
He who reasons only from the phenomena in physics, having rejected all fictitious
hypotheses, and, as much as he is able, follows this method chastely, tries to follow in
those footsteps of Newton and rightly professes to follow the Newtonian philosophy; not
on the contrary he who vows to the words of the master.441

Clearly then, the rejecting of ‘fictitious hypotheses’ was the key to ’s Gravesande’s
interpretation of the ‘Newtonian method’. The joining of mathematics and experiment had
been done by others, but it would have been Newton, according to ’s Gravesande, who did so
while also denouncing metaphysical speculation. Besides that, ’s Gravesande claimed that it
was following this method, more so than following the doctrines of Newton himself, that
made one a true ‘Newtonian’ philosopher.
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We have already seen that in rejecting ‘fictitious hypotheses’, ’s Gravesande went
further than Newton: as Ducheyne has claimed as well, ’s Gravesande “was selective in his
endorsement of Newton’s epistemology”.442 Yet, even though this ‘Newtonian method’ did
not agree with Newton’s methodology, ’s Gravesande did of course not make the former up
entirely by himself. In for instance the last of the queries to the Opticks, Newton had similarly
stated that: “the Method of Analysis […] consists in making Experiments and Observations,
and in drawing general Conclusions from them by Induction, and in admitting of no
Objections against the Conclusions, but such are taken from Experiments, or other certain
Truths. For Hypotheses are not to be regarded in experimental Philosophy”.443
It were passages such as these that convinced ’s Gravesande that he was following the
same method as Newton, namely that of analysis. Therefore, whenever ’s Gravesande referred
to the ‘Newtonian method’, he meant his own methodological precept that one should not use
a priori speculations, and that one should reason mathematically from the phenomena. It
should be clear that such statements on what ’s Gravesande himself called the ‘Newtonian
method’ did not amount to a full-fledged methodological programme. Instead, a description
of the methodology fitted on the first three pages of the last edition of the Physices elementa
mathematica.444 As has been argued as well both by Ducheyne and by previous historians
who have summarized ’s Gravesande’s assertions on these matters, what ’s Gravesande
understood as the ‘Newtonian method’ boils down to the three aspects mentioned here.445
This becomes evident as well from ’s Gravesande’s reading of Newton’s regulae
philosophandi, which the former discussed in various places. Among these are the preface to
the first edition of the Physices elementa mathematica, the first, methodological, chapter to
all editions of the same book, and in a chapter of the Introductio ad philosophiam, “Of the
third foundation of moral evidence, analogy”. In the Physices elementa mathematica, he
explicitly mentioned the methodological character of the regulae.446
Yet, ’s Gravesande largely took these rules to speak for themselves, and only in the
preface of the Physices elementa mathematica did he go in a bit of detail on what they would
imply. As discussed in chapter three, he took the first, which he stated as “No more causes of
natural things ought to be admitted than those that would be true, and would be sufficient for
their phenomena to be explained”, to support his exclusion of causal explanations other than
the laws of nature. Notably, ’s Gravesande explained what laws of nature were right before
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he gave the regulae philosophandi. The second and the third of the regulae, which he gave as
“causes of natural effects of the same kind are the same” and “qualities of bodies that cannot
be increased and diminished, and that coincide in all bodies for which it is permitted to
perform experiments, are to be hold as universal qualities of bodies”,447 were simply meant
to legitimate inductive reasoning toward the laws of nature, the only causes his epistemology
admitted: if we see similar effects, we may assume similar causes; and if we see the same
quality in all bodies, we may assume that this is a universal quality. Thus, ’s Gravesande’s
use of the regulae was meant to exclude speculation and to legitimate induction.
That Newton did not simple take his rules to justify induction, and that ’s Gravesande’s
reading therefore differed from Newton’s intentions, has been explained by Ducheyne.448 The
fourth regula, which Newton added in the third addition of the 1726 edition of the Principia,
states that “in experimental philosophy, propositions gathered from phenomena by induction
should be considered either exactly or very nearly true notwithstanding any contrary
hypotheses, until yet other phenomena make such propositions either more exact or liable to
exceptions”.449 Considering such possible exceptions, induction would, as Ducheyne argues,
not lead to knowledge of unchangeable laws. Newton had expressed a similar reserve in the
queries added to later editions of the Opticks as well. Directly after he had described the
“Method of Analysis”, quoted above, Newton stated that “although the arguing from
Experiments and Observations by Induction be no Demonstration of general Conclusions; yet
it is the best way of arguing which the Nature of Things admits of […] if no Exception occur
from Phaenomena, the Conclusion may be pronounced generally. But if at any time
afterwards any Exception shall occur from Experiments, it may then begin to be pronounced
with such Exceptions as occur”.450 Clearly, Newton increasingly left more room for
exceptions in his rules in order to stress the provisional character of his finding. ’s Gravesande,
on the other hand, used the same rules to justify induction to general laws of nature, which of
course do not have exceptions and are not provisional in any similar sense.
I will return to ’s Gravesande’s disregard of such exceptions and the provisional
character of scientific research in the third part of this chapter, but we should note first that
Ducheyne’s analysis also shows that ’s Gravesande’s reading of rules one and two did not
agree with Newton’s, a point that Ducheyne unfortunately has not worked out explicitly. For
Newton, the first rule was, besides an attack on hypotheses, also an expression of his quest
for necessary and sufficient causes. According to Newton, we could not simply infer a cause
when it would sufficiently describe the phenomena. Instead, one also needed to show that this

’s Gravesande (1720), p. “Regula I. Causas rerum Naturalium non plures admitti debere quam quae & vera
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cause was the only one that could do so, an idea cannot be found in ’s Gravesande’s
methodological statements.451 Furthermore, from the second edition of the Principia on,
Newton phrased his second rule as follows: “Therefore, the causes assigned to natural effects
of the same kind must be, so far as possible, the same”.452 The “so far as possible” is of course
a caveat similar to that stated in the fourth rule. Again, this reserve was not copied by ’s
Gravesande, who we know must have been aware of the change Newton made.453
Thus, ’s Gravesande did not follow Newton’s reading of the regulae philosophandi,
as he did not read a requirement for ‘necessary and sufficient’ causes in them, and had no use
for the room Newton left for exceptions to the generalizations found by induction. As we have
seen before in chapter three, ’s Gravesande was aware of and inspired by Newton’s writings,
but ended up with ideas contrasting those of Newton. In ’s Gravesande’s epistemology, the
strict separation between physics and metaphysics and the total ban of the search for physical
causes from both disciplines, was a conscious choice of great importance to his project in
general. And although it was inspired by Newton’s ‘hypotheses non fingo’, it was taken out
of its context by ’s Gravesande and in fact incompatible with Newton’s speculations on causes
in the latter’s more metaphysical writings. Similarly, in his methodological writings, ’s
Gravesande built on Newton’s regulae philosophandi, but used them to advocate the precepts
of his own preferred methodology.

’s Gravesande on the applications of mathematics
From this discussion of the regulae philosophandi, supposed to be methodological tools by
’s Gravesande, we have learned something about his relation to Newton’s work but not much
about ’s Gravesande’s actual scientific methodology. We had already seen his stress on
experimental and mathematical approaches before, and, as said before, the ban on
metaphysical speculation is a negative epistemological commitment that in itself does not
provide a way forward. Therefore, ’s Gravesande’s interpretation of Newton’s rules does not
give us any details about what approaches should be taken in physics. What we do know,
however, is that these approaches should be experimental and mathematical, and that ’s
Gravesande did in fact elaborate on ‘mathematical methods’. In the following, I will address
his answer to the question what it was about mathematics and ‘mathematical reasoning’ that
made them so suitable for physical reasoning.
As discussed in chapter three, mathematics had a priority in ’s Gravesande’s
epistemology, and this priority was due to “the object of mathesis and the method of
mathematics”. This method had three distinctive features according to ’s Gravesande, namely
(i) that it treated only of ‘ideas’ and not of concrete things; (ii) that mathematics made uses
of quantities, the easiest ideas to compare; and (iii) that mathematicians proceeded from
451
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simple ideas and built towards more complex ideas by the use of middle ideas.454 That ’s
Gravesande’s valued the methodology of mathematics highly is evident as well from his
concept of ‘mathematical evidence’, the sort of evidence based on deduction from selfevidently true ideas, the only type of evidence that could defeat the sceptical challenge. In se,
‘mathematical evidence’ had nothing that made it closer to the science of mathematics than
to the other sciences that made use of it. It seems likely that ’s Gravesande called it
‘mathematical’ because of his own interest, and perhaps because the sort of deductive
reasoning he was thinking about was best exemplified by Euclid’s geometry.
Given that physics should be inductive rather than deductive, according to ’s
Gravesande, it is not entirely clear what the ‘mathematical method’ could do for his physics.
So far, little has been written on this account: Ducheyne’s study confirms that ’s Gravesande
considered mathematics central to physics, but Ducheyne, following his remark that ’s
Gravesande did not “go into the details on […] how mathematics and experimentation are to
be integrated exactly”, has not elaborated much on how ’s Gravesande would go about this in
practice.455 John L. Heilbron, on the other hand, has recently even claimed, without providing
much evidence, that ’s Gravesande’s books, “[d]espite their titles, […] contain very little
mathematics”.456 Even if this were indeed the case and there were a serious tension between
what ’s Gravesande said and what he did, the question why he stressed the role of mathematics
would still remain of substantial importance.
The role of mathematics in ’s Gravesande’s work is discussed to some length only in
Giambattista Gori’s La fondazione dell’esperienza in ’s Gravesande, but recent scholarship
has paid little attention to Gori’s work; language issues are at least partly to blame for this.
Interestingly though, Gori has pointed out that there is an apparent leap in ’s Gravesande’s
work. In the latter’s more philosophical works, mathematics had according to Gori a “generic
task” whereas in ’s Gravesande’s physics, mathematics played the more obvious role of
demonstrating relations quantitatively.457 Gori has argued that we need to “find a unitary
answer to the problem of mathematics in ’s Gravesande” in order to close the gap between ’s
Gravesande’s philosophical reflections and his scientific content.458 Although Gori has
softened this tension by pointing out that mathematics played a subsidiary role in physics as
well—’s Gravesande was of course sceptical about finding direct correlations between
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mathematics and reality—Gori has not really provided the unitary answer he was looking for
himself.459
Here, I will show that we can narrow the gap between the two different applications
of mathematics in ’s Gravesande by regarding both from a methodological perspective. In
what follows, I will show that the different uses of mathematics in philosophy and physics
described by ’s Gravesande all have a methodological character. Furthermore, I will argue
that, in order to fully understand ’s Gravesande’s claim for the use of mathematics to physics,
we have to consider these different uses of mathematics side by side. It is only such a unified
picture of the role of mathematics that can help us to further understand ’s Gravesande’s
methodology. However, in this section, I will focus on ’s Gravesande’s programmatic
utterances about the methodological use of mathematics only. To what extent he put these
claims to practice is a question that will be addressed in chapter six.
The claim that the study of mathematics was of great use to philosophers can be found
consistently throughout ’s Gravesande public lectures, the prefaces of his books, and the
methodological chapters of those books. He provided two main arguments for this usefulness.
The first was that knowledge of mathematics was a necessity for philosophers who wanted to
do physics. Secondly, mathematics was particularly useful for learning “the art of reasoning”,
according to ’s Gravesande. Mathematics was the quintessential example of a field that could
teach us the logic and rigour needed in order to find true propositions, he claimed in an oration
held at Leiden University in 1734:
It remains for me to say a few things about mathematics […] Not only is it the key to
physics, and many of its parts treat of pure physics: but where one deals with the art of
reasoning, and of the rules of revealing the truth in any science whatsoever, mathematics
has an astonishing use: therefore it is not to be separated from philosophy.460

‘Philosophy’ was defined by ’s Gravesande in the same oration literally as the love of wisdom.
It included all scholarly pursuits—different disciplines such as physics, history, and logic, to
which ’s Gravesande referred as “sciences”—but was not restricted only to the scholarly
disciplines themselves. Therefore, the second use of mathematics would apply basically to all
of humanity.461 On its first use, that in physics, ’s Gravesande argued that in fields such as
mechanics, astronomy, and hydrostatics we dealt primarily with motion. Consequently, we
would need to make use of quantities because motion was best expressed as such:
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All things in physics are accomplished by motion; because no change can be made to
bodies, or at least be perceived by us, except that which is made by motion or produces
motion […] But motion itself is a quantity; it can be increased and diminished; whatever
therefore attends to [motion], that is, all in physics, ought to be treated mathematically.462

Since quantities belonged to mathematics, according to ’s Gravesande, we evidently would
need mathematics in order to do any serious work in mechanics, astronomy and hydrostatics
as well. In turn these disciplines, and therefore mathematics, would give us useful knowledge
in such practicalities as navigation, water management, and timekeeping.463
Both of these uses of mathematics appeared already in the oration ’s Gravesande held
when he accepted the chair of mathematics and astronomy at Leiden University in 1717.464
Of course, ’s Gravesande was initially appointed to a chair of mathematics and astronomy in
Leiden. This meant that defending his discipline and pointing to its potential uses was of
interest to ’s Gravesande for more than purely intellectual reasons; therefore, we should not
jump to conclusions about the aims of his 1717 lecture too soon. However, that we should not
merely interpret his discussion of the use of mathematics as defensive rhetoric becomes clear
from the fact that the two uses of mathematics would continue to be central to ’s Gravesande’s
discourse throughout his entire career. The oration of 1734 cited above was held because of
his appointment to the more prestigious chair of philosophy, still at Leiden University,465 and
his discourse about the uses of mathematics did not change afterwards. In the Introductio ad
philosophiam of 1736, too, mathematics figured as the privileged way of finding true
propositions.466
Consequently, it is evident that ’s Gravesande’s pleading for the use of mathematics
was sincere. Yet, he was not an uncritical devotee of mathematics: he also addressed the limits
of its applications. Wherever he would argue that mathematics was key to doing physics, ’s
Gravesande also claimed that one could not draw physical conclusions on the basis of
mathematics alone, because, as we have seen, mathematics pertained only to our abstract
ideas, and not directly to the reality outside of us.467 Because of this, ’s Gravesande also made
’s Gravesande (1717), p. 15: “Motu omnia in Physica peraguntur; nulla enim mutatio in corporibus fieri
potest, aut saltem a nobis sentiri, nisi quae motu fit aut motum producit […] Motus autem est quantitas; augeri
& minui potest; quidquid ergo ad illum spectat, id est, tota Physica, Mathematice tractari debet”. See also ’s
Gravesande (1720), sixth page of the unnumbered Praefatio: “Agitur ubique [in Physicis] de motuum collatione,
id est, de quantitatum comparatione, circa quam qui demonstrationibus Mathematicis in ratiociniis non
progrediatur, si non in errorem, saltem in incertas conclusiones incidet”.
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quite negative remarks about pursuing mathematics just for its own sake on a number of
occasions. In the preface of the Matheseos universalis elementa, intended for the teaching of
mathematics, he for instance first repeated his claim that this study could help us to train our
mind, but after that added that he who would study mathematics without considering its
applications “does not learn the proper mathematical method, but creates a disposition
suitable only for reasonings about quantity”.468 As Allamand has claimed, ’s Gravesande used
mathematics first and foremost as a means to get utile results for society and even disdained
those “calculators” whose inquiries led only to pure speculation and not to any use for the
other sciences or humanity in general.469
To sum up, ’s Gravesande claimed that mathematics was useful predominantly or even
exclusively because of its possible applications. He discussed two main lines of those
applications, both methodological: that of teaching the way of reasoning needed for finding
true knowledge on the one hand, and its uses in clarifying physics and technological
endeavours on the other. Clearly then, ’s Gravesande regarded mathematics mainly as a
methodological tool, a catalyst meant to be applied to developing philosophy in general and
physics in particular.
In this chapter, we are of course most interested in the particular application of
mathematics to physics. Their particular relation had according to ’s Gravesande to do with
the fact that “physics pertains to mixed mathematics”.470 Whereas mathematics in itself, pure
mathematics, treated of ideas only, ’s Gravesande also allowed for a “mixed mathematics”
that reasoned “about the things themselves”, that is, things outside our mind.471 This type of
mathematics clearly was not based on abstract, self-evident first principles, and therefore
lacked the first of ’s Gravesande’s three reasons why mathematics would not err. Yet, physics,
or mixed mathematics, did of course treat of quantities, the simplest ideas. It also proceeded
from these simple ideas to more complex ones, and therefore followed the method of
mathematics on its other aspects:
When, in physics, we have properly cognized the phenomena from the aids of moral
evidence, that is, when it is correct for us to hold ideas of these phenomena, [ideas] which
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agree with the things themselves, the reasonings about these ideas will be mathematically
certain, and the conclusions can be applied to the things themselves.472

’s Gravesande furthermore explained that, in sciences such as metaphysics, we could depend
solely on mathematical evidence because of the fact that they concerned ideas only. Yet, since
these sciences did not follow mathematics in treating quantities, they could not define the
terms they used as rigorously as mathematics could. Consequently, the axioms of metaphysics
were less obvious to interpret and therefore conclusions could not be drawn as easily as in
mathematics.473 In theology, this inexactness was present as well. Even worse, there was
according to ’s Gravesande no way to give mathematical evidence that God “would have
declared his divine announcement to mankind”. Yet, when we had established via moral
evidence that there was in fact such a divine announcement, ’s Gravesande asserted that the
“the stability of the reasonings [that we base upon this divine announcement] will be
mathematical” again.474
What we see is that ’s Gravesande discussed methodologies of different disciplines,
and did so by comparing all of them to mathematics. Mathematics was the science where we
could apply our inexorable logic most effectively, “but the method that mathematicians use,
[could] be applied to all sciences”, he claimed.475 In theology, it was only the deductive logic,
reasoning from simple ideas to more complex ones, that we could copy from mathematics,
and only once we had established some stable starting points via moral evidence. In physics,
observation and analogy were to provide these starting points for deductive reasoning as well,
but we also had the benefit of dealing with quantities, the ideas with which we could avoid
error easily. In metaphysics, on the other hand, we could not reason with quantities, but
instead had the gain of being able to establish our first principles via mathematical evidence,
that is, simply by demonstration from self-evident ideas.
In conclusion, ’s Gravesande regarded the methodology of mathematics as the
prototype of stable and certain reasoning. The methodology of mathematics was the model
for the methodologies of other sciences because mathematical reasoning provided the way to
achieve true knowledge. Mathematics had three characteristics that led us to avoid errors:
building trains of thoughts via rigorous deduction; handling only abstract, self-evident ideas
for which we did not need knowledge of the things themselves; and pertaining to quantities,
the simplest ideas. All other sciences lacked at least one of these characteristics. In physics,
only one was lacking, but the other two characteristics could and should according to ’s
’s Gravesande (1724), p. 19: “Ubi in Physicis moralis Evidentiae auxilio bene cognita habemus Phaenomena,
id est, ubi constat nos horum Phaenomenon habere ideas, quae cum rebus ipsis conveniunt, ratiocinia circa has
ideas Mathematice certa erunt, conclusionesque ad res ipsas poterunt applicari”.
473
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Gravesande be imported as well. Physics, he argued, should follow the same rigorous ‘art of
reasoning’ as mathematics, and should base itself on comparisons of quantities as well. Thus,
when he said that physics should admit only those things that “would be demonstrated to
follow mathematically from the phenomena”, ’s Gravesande meant that we should quantify
the phenomena and then reason deductively from these quantified phenomena in physics.

The methods of synthesis, analysis, and hypotheses in the Introductio ad philosophiam
Having established what ’s Gravesande meant by ‘mathematical reasoning’ and what it limits
were, I will now turn to his thoughts on how to find the right phenomena to start our reasoning
from, and on his description of the process of turning ‘mathematically reasonings from the
phenomena’ into certain knowledge. Obviously, any deductive ‘mathematical’ reasoning
must start from principles, axioms, or premises. Whereas in mathematics and metaphysics
these starting points would be self-evidently true principles, according to ’s Gravesande, they
could not be so in physics. What these starting point must be instead, depends on the direction
of reasoning.
As discussed, there are two allowed ways of reasoning in ’s Gravesande’s physics: the
first is from the phenomena to unknown laws of nature, the second is from the already known
laws of nature to the phenomena. In the second case, it is obvious that one should take the
laws of nature that are known as guiding principles. Even if they are not mathematically
evident, according to ’s Gravesande, we can take the laws of nature to be certain: they can be
taken for granted because we have moral evidence for them. If we reason the other way
around, however, from the phenomena to the laws of nature, it is not so obvious how to find
the starting point of the reasoning, and the question how to proceed becomes pertinent.
Although particular examples of how to find starting points in physics can be found
by studying the Physices elementa mathematica, ’s Gravesande did not explicitly, let alone
systematically, address the approach or method to be taken in that book. Neither can we find
much on the topic in his earlier works that address epistemology, such as his orations of 1717
and 1724. It is only in the Introductio ad philosophiam of 1736 that he explicitly addressed
methodologies. Yet, the Introductio did not focus on physics in particular, but rather on
reasoning in philosophy in general: as we have seen, ‘philosophy’ included all scholarly
activities according to ’s Gravesande, and this is something we should keep in mind when
reading its chapters on methodology.
The Introductio consists of two books, the first one dealing with ‘metaphysics’, the
second with ‘logic’. Besides the topics of being, causality, and liberty that I have dealt with
in the previous chapter, the book on metaphysics also addresses the body-soul problem, on
which ’s Gravesande refuses to give a definitive answer, arguing that we do not have enough
evidence to exclude physical influence between the two; and the origins of ideas.476 The book
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on logic in turn consists of three parts. Part I deals with the concept of ‘ideas’, and how to
reason on them. The most interesting parts of this book are the distinction between moral
evidence and mathematical evidence, and ’s Gravesande argument that both can yield
certainty. It also contains his discussion of how to train the senses so that they can give us the
right sort of evidence. Yet, like most of his epistemology, these chapters are more concerned
with warning their readers that they should proceed carefully than with discussing
methodology. We learn that, if we are carefully enough, we can in fact trust our senses,
testimony, and analogical reasoning, but it does not become clear how to apply those to solve
actual problems.477 Part I of book II ends with a few chapters on probability. As ’s Gravesande
immediately makes clear, probability has little to do with mathematical and moral evidence.
The latter imply certainty, whereas “probability is in between ignorance and knowledge”.478
Part II of the book on logic deals with errors, and is mostly concerned with how to
avoid logical fallacies and shortcuts. As Paul Schuurman makes clear in a more elaborate
discussion of the contents of the Introductio ad philosophiam, ’s Gravesande’s discussion of
reasoning with ideas and the errors in such reasoning are firmly entrenched in the early
modern textbook tradition of logic that was building on the work of Descartes and Locke.
According to ’s Gravesande, errors occur when ‘evidence’, whether moral or mathematical,
is neglected, and causes of errors include for instance authority, pride, and laziness.479 It are
parts such as these that make clear that the Introductio is a book that is principally meant to
teach from. Yet, as discussed in the first chapter of this dissertation, it was common practice
in the eighteenth century to include innovations in textbooks, and in the case of ’s
Gravesande’s Introductio, his discussion of moral and mathematical evidence are definitely
such an innovation.
Although some of the foregoing thus anticipates a discussion of scientific reasoning,
it is only in the last part of the Introductio, part III of book II, that ’s Gravesande addresses
that topic explicitly. As he states himself in the short introductory chapter to this part, “it rests
us now, to point what way he, who has meditated seriously about what we have explicated up
to this point, must follow [in order] to come to true knowledge of the things, of which he takes
up the investigation”.480 As can be expected from a discussion embedded in a book on ‘logic’,
’s Gravesande deals especially with the question how to justify or validate our claims to
knowledge. Right after the last quotation, ’s Gravesande explains that there are two valid
methods of reasoning, namely ‘analysis’ and ‘synthesis’. Apart from these introductory
’s Gravesande (1736), on ideas, see pp. 102-137, on ‘evidence’, see pp. 137-175.
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notices, the part on method consists of eight chapters. Of those eight, four deal with still more
topics pertaining to learning itself. These chapters concern practising with ideas, attention,
memory, and “the method of studying”, and do not tell us much about ‘the way to come to
true knowledge of things’.481 Of the four chapters that are of importance to us, the first three
concern analysis. They respectively address the analytical method—or resolution—itself; the
use of hypotheses as addition to the analytical method; and the application of hypotheses in
codebreaking. The last chapter of interest deals with the synthetic method—or composition.
The distinction between the methods of synthesis and analysis is of course a very
traditional one, but the implication it has is particular to ’s Gravesande’s conception of
scientific reasoning. What ’s Gravesande means with ‘synthesis’ has so far remained
somewhat vague. The two most recent studies to address ’s Gravesande’s piece on methods
in the Introductio, by Ducheyne and Schuurman, largely ignore his chapter on synthesis and
focus on analysis and hypotheses in particular, the chapters that precede that on synthesis.
Schuurman asserts that the chapter on synthesis “is not very remarkable” and that “for the
mathematician ’s Gravesande the synthetic method is first of all the geometrical method of
Euclid”.482 Yet, as Schuurman remarked earlier in his chapter on ’s Gravesande, Newton made
a similar distinction of methods of analysis and synthesis.483 I have quoted Newton’s
description of the method of analysis above, and although he did not elaborate much on
synthesis, it is interesting to compare his description of it with ’s Gravesande’s. According to
Newton “Synthesis consists in assuming the Causes discover’d, and establish’d as Principles,
and by them explaining the Phaenomena proceeding from them, and proving the
Explanations”.484
Although ’s Gravesande does not explicitly refer to Newton in the Introductio ad
philosophiam—the Introductio is of course a book on logic and metaphysics, topics not
discussed systematically by Newton—I will argue that ’s Gravesande’s distinction between
analysis and synthesis is similar to what Newton indicated in the Opticks. If we would
translate Newton’s definition of synthesis into ’s Gravesande’s terms, with ‘causes’ becoming
‘laws of nature’, we immediately see that this would mean to explain the phenomena from
the laws of nature that we had found before. The laws would be the first principles, and
reasoning from them could be done deductively according to what ’s Gravesande describes
as mathematical reasoning. This, clearly, is one of the two aims of his physics, the other being
to reason inductively from the phenomena to the laws of nature. As we will see, reasoning
from the henomena to laws is covered in ’s Gravesande’s method of analysis.
’s Gravesande (1736), p. 261-278; and pp. 327-333 on “De Methodo discendi”. After this last chapter, ’s
Gravesande added a long appendix on syllogisms, a traditional topic in ‘Aristotelian logic’ that ’s Gravesande
considered as unnecessary for reasoning well. See Schuurman (2004), p. 134 for discussion.
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In contrast to what Schuurman has posited, ’s Gravesande’s synthesis deals with much
more than Euclidean geometry. In his discussion of it, ’s Gravesande explicitly refers to
physical topics related to laws of nature. He for instance mentions “inertia” as an example of
a “principle” that we need to define well, and makes clear that synthesis applies both to axioms
“of which the truth is immediately exposed” and those that are deduced. What this means, of
course, is that synthesis can proceed from both mathematically evident and morally evident
principles. Furthermore, ’s Gravesande also explicitly discusses a physical topic in his chapter
on synthesis, namely that of explaining fluid behaviour. As an example of the rule that simple
parts must be treated before the more composite one, he mentions that we should first explain
fluids at rest before we can introduce fluid resistance and the motions of fluids.485
As the latter example indicates, the method of synthesis is used particularly to explain
things that we already have knowledge of, or as ’s Gravesande states it, “[t]he synthetic
method comes in use, whenever we will undertake to explain to others what we have in
mind”.486 Of course, ‘explaining the phenomena’ with recourse to the laws of nature gives us
certainty but little new knowledge. Instead, new knowledge comes from reasoning from the
phenomena to the laws of nature via induction and it is this route that we should expect to be
at the heart of ’s Gravesande’s description of the method of scientific reasoning. Yet, when
we take a look at his chapter on analysis in the Introductio, it is not immediately clear how
analysis related to scientific reasoning and induction in particular. As Ducheyne has already
pointed out, ’s Gravesande argued that the method of analysis should be applied “when we
examine a proposition in order to determine whether it is true or not”, or “when we investigate
how a question should be solved, that is, what should be responded to it”.487 Although
Ducheyne has translated the following six rules that analysis has to follow according to ’s
Gravesande, Ducheyne claims that “the first to fifth” of these rules “do not require further
elaboration”:488
1. The state of the question should be well conceived and determined.
2. The question should be corrected[,] and expressed exactly and as [simple] as
possible.
3. In the question at stake different ideas should be separated as far as is possible so that
the question is resolved into several specific questions.
4. [Middle] ideas should be sought by which specific questions can be solved so that
single ideas are reduced to a determined proposition.
5. When comparing specific propositions, which are separately determined, we should
diminish their number until we arrive at a single one, which contains that by which
we can [expose] the proposed question.

’s Gravesande (1736), pp. 316, 318, 321-322.
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6. Whenever [we treat of] things, which exist externally to us and whose cognition
pertains to moral evidence, we should never apply conclusions to things
themselves[,] even [if the conclusions] are deduced from true ideas [by valid
reasonings], unless it is certain from observation that nothing else, which was not
considered in the [reasoning], [however small,] prevents the conclusion to follow.489

Yet, that these rules of analysis are in fact linked to scientific reasoning becomes evident from
the example ’s Gravesande uses throughout the chapter. As has been noticed by De Pater but
not by Ducheyne and Schuurman, this example concerns the question “what is, in physics,
the cause of sound”.490 Following the first three rules of analysis, ’s Gravesande ‘resolves’
this complex question into a set of simpler ones, and those into even simpler questions. In
passing, we see questions such as ‘how do we perceive of sound’, ‘what happens when we
strike a bell’, ‘to what can we assign the communication between a bell and the ear’, and
‘what happens in the ear itself’.491 In discussing the fourth rule, ’s Gravesande repeatedly
mentions ‘middle ideas’ that might help to solve the issue. What exactly ‘middle ideas’ are,
becomes clear from his application of the rule to the problem of sound, for which introduces
such middle ideas as ‘elastic bodies’ and ‘air’, and also provides some discussion of the
anatomy of the ear.492 Clearly, middle ideas are existing pieces of knowledge that we draw
from elsewhere in order to give partial answers to our questions. In the fifth rule, ’s
Gravesande comes to the conclusion of the example, combining his partial explanations
through middle ideas to one single proposition that can answer the question. This answer tells
us that when a bell is struck, the air around it will vibrate and particles of air will strike our
eardrums, after which the elastic parts internal to our ear will communicate their motion to a
certain nerve.493
In contrast to synthesis, ’s Gravesande’s analytical method clearly is not deductive.
Rather than starting from laws of nature as first principles, is starts from a specific
phenomenon, namely our perception of sound. It splits the phenomenon up into smaller
pieces, which can be considered as ‘simple ideas’. These simpler ideas are stated as single
propositions, and it is by having recourse to ‘middle ideas’, things that we already know, that
we can find partial explanations of the phenomena. This explanation of the phenomena via
middle ideas, is evidently a sort of analogical reasoning: we already know that elastic bodies
can communicate motion, and that air consists of moving particles. Therefore, we can reason
towards such lawlike propositions in order to explain our phenomenon. That we should be
very careful in doing so, and that we need to know much about the subject in order to draw
analogies, is stated by ’s Gravesande in his introduction to the chapter on analysis, where he
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states that “we ought to warn, that an examination of a particular question would have been
of no purpose, unless more was [already] known to us about the things about which the
question handles”. Similar warning follow in his discussion of the first rule, as well as after
finishing his example during the discussion of the fifth rule.494
Likewise, the sixth rule, singled out as the only noteworthy one by Schuurman and
Ducheyne, is basically a warning not to jump to conclusions too hastily. As Schuurman has
summarized the rule: “in the realm of moral evidentia we should take care to refrain from
generalizations about an object without first considering the particular circumstances that
could falsify these generalizations”.495 What should be noticed is that, although ’s
Gravesande’s method of analysis allows for induction, explanation by analysis is not
necessarily inductive. His example of the perception of sound does not pertain to induction.
Rather than that, it is an inference from a given phenomenon towards already known and
therefore certain laws of nature, by means of an analogy. As he states, such a passage would
be impossible in cases where we did not already know almost everything about the
phenomenon in question. Therefore, ’s Gravesande’s analysis is broader in scope than what
Newton called the ‘Method of Analysis’, which, as we have seen “consists in making
Experiments and Observations, and in drawing general Conclusions from them by
Induction”.496 Part of this might be explained by the fact that ’s Gravesande’s method of
analysis should be applicable in reasoning in general, and not only to reasoning in physics.
Yet, it clearly also includes physics. And although ’s Gravesande’s method of analysis work
from the particulars towards general laws and seems to allow for induction in principle, his
multiple warnings about generalizations make a passage from the phenomena towards new
laws of nature all but unacceptable.
A similar conclusion can be drawn from reading the last major chapter on
methodology in the Introductio, that on the use of hypotheses. Although the mere existence
of this chapter has sometimes been considered as conflicting with ’s Gravesande’s ban on
‘fictitious hypotheses’ in his epistemological writings, this problem quickly evaporates when
we go into the details. Whereas the rejected ‘fictitious hypotheses’ concern metaphysical
speculations about deeper layers of causation, the kind of hypotheses allowed for in the
Introductio concerns possible explanation on the first level of causation. Hypotheses are to be
used, as ’s Gravesande explains, whenever “we uncover no clear road at all, by which we may
be able to reach directly to certainty”.497 This is of course the case when we cannot find any
analogous phenomena for which we already have an explanation in terms of laws. Is ’s
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Gravesande’s chapter on hypotheses, then, the one that finally tells us how to uncover new
laws of nature? As is the case for analysis, ’s Gravesande has six rules for reasoning with
hypotheses:
1. The subject with which the question is concerned should be accurately examined and
an extensive enough cognition of the subject is called for.
2. We should select from the circumstances [i.e. effects] some of the principle
[circumstances], namely [those] that have something noteworthy with respect to the
others.
3. From these [circumstances] one [circumstance] is again separated and some of the
ways in which this [circumstance] can take place are investigated.
4. It should be investigated whether among these causes there is a certain [cause], from
which the rest of the circumstances, [which were] separated as prescribed by the
second rule, follow; if such [cause] is present, then it makes itself the hypothesis to
be explored.
5. The hypothesis is explored by applying it to all the other known circumstances so
that it may be established whether it satisfies all [those circumstances] here.
6. The hypothesis itself should be examined and consequences are to be deduced from
it so that new phenomena may be discovered and it should be investigated whether
these [phenomena] really occur.498

The first two of these rules do not add much beyond what was already explained in the chapter
of analysis, and ’s Gravesande’s does not elaborate much on them. It is only in the third rule,
after we have sufficiently examined and ‘resolved’ the phenomena in particular question and
have been unable to explain the phenomena by inference to known causes, that hypotheses
are formed. In this third rule, possible explanations are to be ‘investigated’. Since explanations
are necessarily causal in ’s Gravesande’s thinking, the third rule appears to state that we
should imagine causal structures that are sufficient—but not necessary—to explain the
phenomena.499 According to the fourth rule, we have to choose, among our list of possible
causes, the one that seems to explain the phenomena under investigation best. This best
possibility will be the hypothesis to investigate.
It is only in the discussion of the fourth rule that ’s Gravesande comes up with an
example, namely Huygens’s discovery of the ring of Saturn. According to ’s Gravesande,
Huygens first observed something like ‘handles’ around Saturn, and had been able to explain
these handles only after thinking about how we would perceive round objects held at different
angles. It is quite obvious that ’s Gravesande credited this “perspicacious hypothesis” to
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Huygens having practiced his thinking about such round objects for a long time and knowing
how to reason on the subject. Our ability to find the right hypothesis depended according to
’s Gravesande on the same “particular sagacity” that was needed for coming up with middle
ideas.500 Finding hypotheses, therefore, was not that different from making inferences to
known laws of nature.
The fifth and sixth of the rules concern the testing of the hypothesis, and have been
discussed in detail by Ducheyne before.501 The fifth rule, as ’s Gravesande explains, consists
in assuming the hypothesis as cause of all the other phenomena that relate to the subject in
question, and investigating whether these phenomena can falsify the hypothesis. If this is not
the case, our judgement of the hypothesis should depend on the number of phenomena that it
can explain. If the number is large, it follows that “what, initially, could be considered only
as a fiction, will now have to be taken as most fully proved”.502 If the number is not large
enough to take away all doubt, we should proceed to the sixth rule. According to the sixth
rule, we should look in detail at the hypothesis, should assume it to be true, and investigate
which other phenomena would could be “deduced” from it. If these hypothetical phenomena
would then turn out to take place in reality, this would corroborate the hypothesis as well.
Although this discussion precedes the chapter on the method of synthesis, it should be clear
that this investigation would need to make use of that method: the hypothesis in question
would be assumed as the principle, and the phenomena would be deduced from it via
mathematical reasoning. This means that synthesis and analysis were part of a single scientific
methodology in ’s Gravesande’s view, just as they were in that of Newton.503 This has as yet
not been sufficiently recognized in the literature.
As long as the number of positive cases following from the fifth and sixth rules is
small, our hypothesis remains uncertain, and we have at best “verisimilitude”. The
“probability” of the hypothesis in such cases depends on the number of phenomena caught by
it, as ’s Gravesande explains. Yet, these probabilities stop to play a role when the number of
positive instances grows: at a certain moment, the hypothesis can be taken as a “certainty”,
and ’s Gravesande maintains that “they, who refer all such [hypothetical] reasoning to
probability, are mistaken”, and adds that this hold in particular for those who consider
Newton’s explanations of the heavenly phenomena as hypothetical. His argument is that we
must see a hypothesis as proven either when it explains a very large number of phenomena,
or combines a considerable number of such explanation with some successful predictions of
hitherto unknown phenomena.504
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Thus, for ’s Gravesande a hypothesis is a possible cause, of course on the first level of
causation, that still needs to be investigated further. It cannot be used to ‘explain’ other things
until after it has been validated. Only when hypotheses are sufficiently checked and found
solid, does their status rise above that of a mere conjecture. The remaining question is of
course when exactly are we allowed to stop considering a hypothesis as only probable? ’s
Gravesande’s answer seems to be the earlier quoted “[when], in physics, we have properly
cognized the phenomena from the aids of moral evidence, that is, when it is correct for us to
hold ideas of these phenomena [ideas] which agree with the things themselves”,505 which
implies that certainty arrives when we have enough moral evidence. As he had argued before
in the chapter on probability in the Introductio, probability and moral evidence are not the
same as “the persuasion that follows from moral evidence is full, and therefore this persuasion
differs […] from what rests on such a great probability”.506
To explain how, for hypotheses, this passage from probability to moral evidence
works, ’s Gravesande refers back to the final proposition of the same chapter on probability.
After stressing again that probability was no certainty, he had stated there that, “yet,
probability can be increased, in such a way that it would be taken for certainty”.507 Thus, ’s
Gravesande answer is this: at a certain moment, after having acquired enough evidence, a
hypothesis can be so persuasive that it should be considered as true. Such phrasings, that
‘things have to be taken as certain’ and that regularities ‘appear as general laws’, can be found
throughout ’s Gravesande’s oeuvre, and in a way seem to allow for a tentativeness similar to
that expressed by Newton’s emphasis on possible exceptions. Yet, such a ‘tentative’ reading
of ’s Gravesande’s certainties conflicts with his claim that probability does not play a role in
moral evidence, and that it is wrong to think of morally evident propositions as hypothetical.
For these reasons, Ducheyne has concluded from his reading of ’s Gravesande’s
methodological statements that ’s Gravesande’s “framework of theory confirmation is at odds
with Newton’s views on the matter”, since Newton’s views on induction are much more
stringent.508
Although there is truth in Ducheyne’s conclusion, the main difficulty with it is in the
terminology of “theory confirmation”. ’s Gravesande, of course, is talking about hypotheses
in the Introductio, rather than about theories. Moreover, there is little in the chapter that
explains anything like reasoning from the phenomena to laws of nature by induction.
Although the one example in the chapter itself, Huygens’s discovery of the shape of Saturn,
does relate to physics as ’s Gravesande understands is, the causal explanation for that
discovery has nothing to do with laws of nature. Huygens, of course, had not addressed such
’s Gravesande (1724), p. 19: “Ubi in Physicis moralis Evidentiae auxilio bene cognita habemus Phaenomena,
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a question of why Saturn had a ring at all. Rather than that, the example shows that Huygens’s
particular observation of the planet could be explained by taking into account the perception
of distant geometrical objects. The science to which this example pertains is therefore that of
perspective, and old friend of ’s Gravesande’s. Yet, this kind of perspective was of course a
mathematical and therefore deductive science. The only other example of hypothetical
reasoning discussed by ’s Gravesande is that of codebreaking, discussed in the chapter right
after that on hypotheses. The example treats of codes in what is called ‘classical cipher’ in
cryptography. In such codes, letters are systematically replaced by other letters, in the sense
that every ‘A’ could for instance become a ‘C’, and every ‘C’ a ‘T’.509 What this means, is
that for each letter in the code, the number of its possible meanings is limited to the number
of letters used in the alphabet. Therefore, the search for hypotheses is in this case
unproblematic since one can list all the possible solutions beforehand.510
Therefore, what the three chapters on analysis, hypotheses, and synthesis of ’s
Gravesande’s Introductio in fact amount to, is a discussion of the hypothetico-deductive
method. Although induction to new laws of nature can be fitted into his description of
analysis, it is not actually present. Explanations and examples are always given in the
deductive sense: one presupposes a certain principle, solution, or law; deduces what would
follow from it; and checks whether this agrees with our expectations. ’s Gravesande nowhere
explicitly discusses how we should find new explanations. The only place where he touches
on this subject is in the third rule of the chapter on hypotheses, but this rule is given only one
sentence of explanation. In his example of Huygens’s discovery of Saturn, he makes clear
that we should reason via middle ideas, and that we can find middle ideas by drawing
analogies to the things we already know. Although such analogies are according to ’s
Gravesande related to induction, the latter is a topic that he simply does not discuss in the
Introductio nor does it appear anywhere else in his writings. Therefore, his claim that he
inductive reasoning generates certain knowledge is never validated logically, as ’s
Gravesande asserts it is. In fact, his methodological precepts amount to the argument that the
hypothetico-deductive method can yield certainty in science. But in order to make this work,
one needs to have certainty of the premises. These premises, however, the known laws of
nature, are supposed to be found via earlier instances of inductive reasoning, a process of
which ’s Gravesande does not vindicate the reliability.
Although there thus is a discontinuity between ’s Gravesande’s epistemological claims
and his methodological precepts, I would not claim that this endangers his entire project. In
fact, the metaphysical foundations discussed in the previous chapters can be used to alleviate
consequences of this discontinuity. In spite of the fact that ’s Gravesande does not has the
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philosophical means to justify induction towards the laws of nature, his conception of the laws
of nature as following from God’s goodness, if accepted of course, guarantees that there are
such laws of nature. Moreover, since God’s goodness assures us that the laws are knowable
via the study of physics—but not via a priori reasoning—we can assume that the regularities
that we find will be helpful to us. Therefore, we have some grounds to look upon such
explanations that seem to catch all the known phenomena as probably ‘true’, and therefore
they might be taken for granted. It is quite easy to imagine ’s Gravesande extending his
reasoning a little further by arguing that God would be deceiving us if our carefully worked
out generalizations were not true. Yet, what should be noticed is that this whole line of
reasoning depends on a highly anthropocentric and idiosyncratic world view, and that ’s
Gravesande’s argument would be much more convincing if he had provided a logical
justification of induction.
Recapitulating on ’s Gravesande’s methodological precepts, we should note that,
although ’s Gravesande argued that all three of his methods of explaining the natural
phenomena could give us true knowledge, we can perceive a definite hierarchical ordering
between them. Synthesis stands at the top of this hierarchy because it is the only one of the
three methods that depends fully on what ’s Gravesande calls ‘mathematical reasoning’. In
synthesis, we can proceed from known laws of nature, take them as principles and deduce the
phenomena from these laws. If we do not know which laws to take as principles yet, we need
to proceed from the phenomena. In that case, we need to take up the method of analysis, and
try to relate the phenomena to known laws of nature via middle ideas and analogy. It is only
when we cannot find such analogies that we have to turn towards our third methods, that of
hypotheses, in order to help our analysis. We need ‘sagacity’, ‘perspicacity’, and much
experience with ‘middle ideas’ to find the right hypothesis, skills that are less important in
the other methods. But, if we find a hypothesis and have a significant amount of moral
evidence for it to be true, we should start to regard the hypothesis as a real explanation, and
therefore as certain and true. If the explanation is general enough, we might even think of it
as a law of nature.

’s Gravesande’s conception of ‘certain physics’ in its context
In the previous sections, we have seen that, notwithstanding the terminological adherence to
Newton’s views, ’s Gravesande’s methodological precepts did not fully agree with those of
his paragon, and that none of the three methods sketched by ’s Gravesande was able to recover
the process of inductive reasoning so important to both. Instead, his methodological precepts
amounted to a defence of the hypothetico-deductive method. This finding raises multiple
questions. One pertinent question pertains to ’s Gravesande’s actual practice of physics: if he
dealt with induction in that physics, how would he go about it? Other questions relate to his
intellectual context: can we learn something about ’s Gravesande’s methodology and
epistemology from a comparison with some other contemporaries, apart from Newton? In this
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final section of this chapter, I will consider the last question. I will address ’s Gravesande’s
place in a broader context of thinking about such topics as certainty, hypotheses, and
deduction from first principles.
Because these topics were addressed by a wide array of authors, my comparison will
necessarily be limited to a certain number of figures. Some suggestions about relevant peers
can already be found in the works of De Pater, Schuurman, and Ducheyne. The first two of
those authors have focused particularly on the question how ’s Gravesande’s notion of the
certainty of science, gained through moral evidence, builds on the concept of ‘moral certainty’
that became popular in the second half of the seventeenth century. Ducheyne, on the other
hand, has pointed out that ’s Gravesande’s description of the logic of science seems to be
closer to Christiaan Huygens’s hypothetico-deductivism than to Newton’s thoughts on the
matter. I will address these points in the course of this section, but it is necessary to delve a
little bit deeper in order to understand ’s Gravesande’s claim for a certain physics.
The reason for this is that the claim that ‘physics’ could provide certainty was not new.
Since antiquity, the approved way to get to certain knowledge had of course been deduction
in the mathematical sense, with the prototype of such mathematical demonstration being
Euclid’s geometry. Euclid’s axioms were taken by many to be self-evidently true, so that
whatever could be demonstrated to follow from them would be true as well. Yet, Aristotelian
‘physics’ largely worked from such self-evident first principles as well. Scholastic philosophy
held that the principles on which it based its physics should be based on universal experiences.
Although these were not as infallible as the grounds of mathematics, deduction would still
allow physics to claim certainty in some sense. Of course, ’s Gravesande’s ‘physics’ differed
critically from the Scholastic ‘science of physics’. The latter did not depend on careful
experimentation but instead on general observations. Moreover, as a part of ‘philosophy’,
physics was supposed to deal with the causes of natural things. Clearly, even though both
claimed certainty, ’s Gravesande’s ban on causal thinking and his stress on building on the
phenomena via experiment did not fit in well with the Scholastic tradition of ‘physics’.
Much closer to his ways, however, was the discipline of ‘mixed mathematics’, which,
as Peter Dear has discussed masterfully in his Discipline and experience: the mathematical
way in the scientific revolution (1995), increasingly came to challenge traditional
categorizations of the sciences from the late sixteenth century on. This mixed mathematics,
often not considered as a real ‘science’ since it was built on elements of other ‘pure’ sciences,
dealt with such topics as geometrical optics, hydrostatics, and mechanics. Parts of these were
also dealt with by the largely non-mathematical but causal science of physics, and the
challenge of mixed mathematics became apparent whenever its practitioners started to bring
together elements of both. The reason why they did so is that this combination had promising
consequences: on the one hand it would allow them to maintain the certain and infallible status
of mathematics, but on the other it would enable them to make causal claims and to partake
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in debates in the more prestigious field of physics. This thought is of course reflected in ’s
Gravesande’s claim that “physics pertains to mixed mathematics”.511
Yet, this was a claim that would have been rejected a century before, and there was
quite some resistance to combining disciplines in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth
centuries. In dominant Scholastic conceptions, different sciences were supposed to be
independent of each other. Bringing them together would therefore amount to a category
mistake.512 Part of this tension is apparent in for instance the work of Descartes, in particular
in his Principia philosophiae (1644). Descartes wanted to have it both ways by claiming that
his causal physics depended on necessary truths which he had gathered from mechanics,513
but Descartes physics was heavily criticized early on. As I will discuss in the next chapter,
the mechanical laws that Descartes’ had made central to his thinking were found to be wanting
in the 1660s, and much of his mechanics had already been superseded when Newton
published his Principia in 1687.
One way to deal with Descartes’ legacy was the probabilism that is prominent in the
works of early Royal Society figures such as Boyle and Hooke. Boyle and Hooke built on
Descartes’ mechanisms in order to provide causal explanations in their natural philosophy,
but did so while discarding the claims about certainty typical for the mathematical tradition,
instead they claimed that their ‘knowledge’ was at best highly probably.514 What is
interesting, is that Descartes himself had referred to such highly probable but not quite true
‘knowledge’ as being ‘morally certain’. Even though Descartes argued that his physics was
more than just morally certain, both De Pater and Schuurman track ’s Gravesande’s concept
of ‘moral evidence’ back to Descartes statements on this point.515 For Boyle, however, physics
or natural philosophy did in fact fall under ‘moral certainty’, distinguished from other types
of certainty such as ‘metaphysical certainty’. Because of that, natural philosophy had no claim
to be more than highly probable. According to De Pater, Boyle’s thoughts on the matter are
reflected in the works of Newton and Locke—in what I have addressed as their respective
emphases on the tentativeness of induction and scepticism towards knowledge of
substances—and through them influenced ’s Gravesande as well.516
’s Gravesande (1720), second page of the unnumbered Praefatio: “Ad Mathesim mixtam pertinet Physica”.
See also Ducheyne (2014b), p. 101 for ’s Gravesande on mixed mathematics.
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Although it seems obvious that ’s Gravesande was aware of these discussions and was
in part building on them, I want to emphasize that he disagreed with the whole tradition that
argued that physics could not attain true certainty. This fact allows us to avoid going into
detailed comparisons of the views of Boyle, Locke, and the mature Newton,517 as ’s
Gravesande’s disagreement concerned all of them. This disagreement becomes confounded
in the closing remarks of De Pater’s article, where he asserts that “[m]ost of ’s Gravesande’s
pupils adopted his notion of moral certainty”.518 This remark is problematic because ’s
Gravesande rejected the traditional notion of moral certainty himself, and never used the
phrase ‘moral certainty’. Not only did he never use it, in a quotation I have already given in a
partially suppressed form above, he argued that “the persuasion that follows from moral
evidence is full, and therefore this persuasion differs from the certainty that is popularly called
moral, and that rests on such a great probability”.519 ‘Moral certainty’ does not exist in ’s
Gravesande’s vocabulary because he rejects degrees of certainty. For ’s Gravesande certainty
is certain, not negotiable. Although he did discuss hypotheses that were only probable in the
Introductio, these were things to be investigated further. As we have seen, even though he
lacked a clear explication of when to do this, he argued that we should consider the hypothesis
under investigation as true and no longer as probable when we have enough evidence.
Although Schuurman has stressed that ’s Gravesande’s concept of moral evidence
differed from and was supposed to be stronger than moral certainty,520 this has not kept
Schuurman from claiming that, with his concepts of moral and mathematical evidence, ’s
Gravesande was “manifestly subscribing to the Lockean criterion for the distinction between
modes and ideas of substances”, even though Schuurman acknowledges that ’s Gravesande
used this distinction quite differently.521 Again, I want to argue that these differences should
be more important to us than the agreements. Where Schuurman similarly shows that ’s
Gravesande’s description of the methods of analysis and synthesis “echo” leading discussion
of logic such as those of Antoine Arnauld (1612-1694), Nicolas Malebranche (1638-1715),
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Locke, and Le Clerc,522 this likewise does not prove much beyond the fact that ’s Gravesande
was aware of the tradition in which his teaching of logic stood. If we want to learn something
about the development of scientific methodology, we should look for debates, disagreement,
and changes. One of these changes might have been that ’s Gravesande took the methods of
synthesis and analysis to be those of Newton, and therefore to be applicable to experimental
and inductive research, a fact that becomes obscured when we focus on continuity with his
predecessors.
From that respect, Ducheyne’s conclusion that ’s Gravesande’s discussion of methods
might have been closer to the views of Huygens than to those of Newton is more promising.
Huygens had set out his thoughts on certainty as well as on hypotheses in the preface to his
Traité de la lumière (1690). To be sure, he began with the assertion that in that book, absolute
certainty was not possible: “[w]e will here see those sorts of demonstrations, that do not
produce a certainty as great as those of geometry, and that even differ much from those,
because whereas geometers prove their propositions by certain and incontestable principles,
here the principles verify themselves by the conclusions that we draw from them”.523 This of
course, is quite closely resembled by Newton’s later statement that “Experiments and
Observations by Induction be no Demonstration of general Conclusions”,524 but is not a point
of view shared by ’s Gravesande. Huygens continued, however, that “it is nevertheless
possible here to arrive at a degree of likelihood, which very often yields hardly to full
evidence. That is when the things, that we have demonstrated by these supposed principles,
relate perfectly to the phenomena that experience has made [us] notice; above all when they
are great in number, and primarily when we gather them and foresaw new phenomena, that
must follow from the hypotheses that we employ, and that we find that in this the effect
answers to our expectation”.525
Huygens’s ‘supposed principles’ and ‘hypotheses’, as well as the procedures to test
them, are basically similar to ’s Gravesande’s last two rules of reasoning with hypotheses.
Ducheyne’s statement that “notwithstanding the significant difference of opinion between ‘s
Gravesande and Huygens on the possibility of certainty in natural philosophy, ‘s Gravesande
could have been influenced by Huygens by emphasizing that a successful hypothesis should
save phenomena and/or predict new phenomena”,526 consequently seems to understate the
See for instance Schuurman (2004), pp. 150-151, where he shows that ’s Gravesande uses examples on the
value of exercise that are close to those used before by Locke.
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case that we have here. Huygens’s empirico-mathematical work was largely the kind of
physics that ’s Gravesande advocated, and, as we have seen above, ’s Gravesande had been
in an exclusive position to study Huygens’s works for a long time when he wrote the
Introductio. Should the fact that they agreed on the matter of the hypothetico-deductive
method not turn ’s Gravesande into an advocate of Huygens’s method rather than that of
Newton?
The answer to this, however, should clearly be negative when we consider the
methodological element ’s Gravesande stressed the most: the rejection of speculating on
causal structures. Although we have seen that Newton put forward some thoughts on such
issues, he phrased them as ‘queries’ and made sure that they were removed from the main
content of the Principia and the Opticks. Huygens, on the other hand, made causal
explanations of this kind central to his Traité de la lumière, as well as to the Discourse de la
cause de la pesanteur, the Discourse on the cause of gravity, that he added to the Traité. As
is well known, Huygens set out in the Traité to explain the phenomena of light through a
‘hypothesis’ on the nature of light, namely the idea that light would be a wavelike
phenomenon. In the Discourse, likewise, he attempted to provide the kind of mechanistic
explanation for gravity that Newton had explicitly refused to give.527
What we can conclude from this is that ’s Gravesande largely agreed with Huygens’s
statements on the logic of scientific reasoning, but not on its scope. ’s Gravesande was a bit
closer to Newton on the latter topic, as well as on his stress on experimental procedures and
observation of the phenomena as the basis of such reasoning. Besides that, at least two other
factors might come into play when we consider ’s Gravesande’s adherence to the ‘Newtonian
method’. First, although we have established that ’s Gravesande did not have the means to
justify induction logically, this does not take anything away from the fact that he argued that
we should make use of it. Second, even though we can be certain that ’s Gravesande
consciously ignored Newton’s talk about exceptions to inductively drawn conclusions, it can
be doubted whether he realized that he did not follow Newton on such issues as successive
approximations and necessary and sufficient causes. These elements are nowhere explicated
in Newton’s published work. As Ducheyne has argued, Newton methodology “involved
procedures designed to minimize inductive risk in a way that is more demanding than
hypothetico-deductivism”,528 but we should seriously question whether ’s Gravesande was
consciously aware of these procedures, let alone whether he was able to assess their
importance to Newton’s work. For ’s Gravesande, ‘Newtonianism’ was the kind of physics
that started from the phenomena and did not meddle in causal explanations deeper than the
laws of nature. Although this was not Newton’s own exact point of view, ’s Gravesande’s
Dijksterhuis (2004a), chapter 6. Even worse from ’s Gravesande’s point of view was perhaps Huygens’s
posthumous Cosmotheoros, a book ’s Gravesande owned, see Verbeek & Verbeek (1742), p. 31, item 315. In
the book, Huygens had discussed possible inhabitation of other planets. Perhaps prompted by this, ’s Gravesande
asserted in the Introductio (1736), p. 187, that we cannot determine the probability of people living on other
planets because we do not know what the other planets might have been destined for.
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conception of ‘Newtonian physics’ was indeed sufficient to distinguish it from most of
Newton’s peers.
To illustrate the importance of the ‘Newtonian’ recourse to the phenomena, as well as
the reason why ’s Gravesande put so much emphasis on the certainty of his conclusions, it is
interesting to compare him with his predecessor in Leiden, Burchard de Volder. Although I
want to avoid calling De Volder a ‘Cartesian’, a designation that is common in the literature,
it is important to note that he followed Descartes to a significant extent in his views on how
to proceed in physics. The main epistemological disagreement between ’s Gravesande and De
Volder mirrors that between Newton and Descartes, which has recently been aptly
summarized by Mary Domski: “For Descartes, knowledge of God precedes knowledge of
bodies; to even know how to properly engage with the natural order, we must first know how
God conserves nature […] For Newton, in contrast, epistemic priority is granted to the natural
and, specifically, to the mathematical aspects of nature. We interact with nature first, and from
this interaction, we abstract a form of a space that is mathematically intelligible”.529 Although
Descartes definitely has use for empirical approaches, making metaphysics foundational
clearly prohibits inductive reasoning from effects to causes, as causes have to be addressed
directly via metaphysics.
The same line of thought was taken by De Volder. As becomes clear from studies by
Henri Krop and Tammy Nyden, De Volder held that ‘physics’ was both certain and causal.
Although, as discussed above, he did use experiments, such experiments could only confirm
facts but could not give causal explanations. Such causal explanations, in order to be certain,
were to follow from ‘clear and distinct ideas’. According to De Volder, we have such ideas
in metaphysics and mathematics, but not in physics.530 We should note that ’s Gravesande
agrees with De Volder on the epistemic distinction between experiment on the one hand, and
metaphysics and mathematics on the other. ’s Gravesande, too, would argue that we cannot
gain deeper causal knowledge from experiments, and that ‘clear and distinct’ ideas that give
certainty are possible in mathematics and metaphysics but not in physics. Where ’s
Gravesande disagrees, however, is on De Volder’s claims that (i) physics should aim for
causal knowledge at all, and (ii) that metaphysics can provide starting points for physics.
Although, for De Volder, too, “the goal of physics is to deduce phenomena from their causes,
that is, from the first principles”,531 as Nyden states, ’s Gravesande and De Volder disagree
on what could count as a principle. For De Volder, these needed to be self-evidently true
principles gained in metaphysics. For ’s Gravesande, as we have seen, the first principles from
which we have to deduce the phenomena are the laws of nature. These laws are not selfevident truths but instead need to be found via previous inductive reasoning from the
phenomena. Therefore, ’s Gravesande did not disagree with De Volder—or with Descartes
and Huygens for that matter—on the point that physics should work via deductive methods
529
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wherever possible. Instead, the core of ’s Gravesande’s disagreement with the ‘Cartesians’ is
that he rejected metaphysically gained principles and instead turned the phenomena into the
alpha and the omega of his physics, just as he supposed that Newton had done.
Here, however, we have to return to a point stressed throughout this chapter: whereas
’s Gravesande turns inductively proved laws of nature into the backbone of his physics, he
has no description of the process of induction. Moreover, in order to use the laws as first
principles, he needs the inductive process to yield certainty, for otherwise everything build on
the repeated circle of induction and deduction would come crumbling down. That the tension
between induction and certainty had negative consequences becomes clear from the reactions
of both De Volder and ’s Gravesande in the vis viva controversy. In that controversy, to be
dealt with in more detail in the next chapter, Leibniz introduced a new concept of ‘force’. He
showed with a number of thought-experiments that this new concept was needed because
Descartes’ older concept of ‘quantity of motion’ was unable to deal adequately with these
experiments. Moreover, he showed that if ‘force’ and ‘quantity of motion’ where taken to be
the same, this would lead to some metaphysical absurdities. De Volder, in his correspondence
with Leibniz, repeatedly rejected the new concept of force. He did so not because he did not
follow Leibniz’s though-experiments, but rather because the concept did not follow from
metaphysical first principles, as Descartes’ ‘quantity of motion’ in fact did, and therefore was
in a way inductive and not certain.532
’s Gravesande, as we will see in the next chapter, on the other hand only accepted
Leibniz’s notion of force after he had found out that it could explain certain experimental
results better than the ‘quantity of motion’. He performed his experiments in order to ‘test’
whether it was Leibniz’s concept of ‘force’ or ‘force’ as it appeared in Newton’s Principia
that was the right concept to make sense of it. Importantly, ’s Gravesande explicitly rejected
the metaphysical grounding of both concepts, and considered them as purely quantitative
definitions or explanations. He took these concept, therefore, as hypothetical first principles,
and checked whether they agreed with the phenomena. What he emphatically did not do, was
trying to figure out the concept of force via inductive processes. Induction, however, was
definitely what was needed according to ’s Gravesande’s own rhetoric in order to validate
that ‘force’ was a concept of which we could be certain. And if it were not via induction, the
only other way to get to such a concept of force was via analogies with already known laws
of nature.
Yet, we know very well that the concepts of force and inertia developed by Descartes,
Leibniz, and Newton did not stem from inductive processes in which data were generalized.
Instead, they were deeply embedded in discourses on the ontology of bodies.533 Although
De Volder’s reaction is discussed in for instance Nyden (2014), pp. 216-217. See also Rey (forthcoming) on
the reactions of De Volder and ’s Gravesande to Leibniz’s force. As Rey makes clear, Leibniz himself had come
to this concept via a combination of rational and empirical methods that differed markedly from ’s Gravesande’s
as well: Leibniz saw no need of the kind of experimental testing in which ’s Gravesande was evolved, as Leibniz
argued that he could deduce the concept from first principles.
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Newton famously avoided to discuss his underlying metaphysical thoughts in the Principia,
his unwillingness to do so should not be taken as a rejection of such thought tout court. Rather
than that, Newton excluded such thought from the Principia because it had no place in his
logic of justification, his scientific methodology in a narrow sense. Coming up with a
hypothetical ‘first principle’ through such an ontological discourse, however, was in fact
something radically and totally excluded by ’s Gravesande’s epistemology. Ironically, a
similar stance might have impeded Christiaan Huygens in his earlier work on mechanics up
to and including his seminal Horologium oscillatorium (1673), to progress to such insights as
could later be found in Newton’s Principia. As Alan Gabbey has shown, Huygens’s earlier
mechanics avoided causal explanations as well, and did not take ‘force’ as a principle from
which other things could be derived, like Descartes had done and Newton would do later. As
Gabbey claims: “Huygens’ mechanics […] provides mathematically expressed mechanical
relations that are true of the physical world, but which do not explain it”.534
Thus, what both ’s Gravesande and the young Huygens lacked in mechanics, was a
kind of causal ontology that would yield fruitful theoretical perspectives. Whereas Huygens
set out to develop such an ontology in his later work, ’s Gravesande stuck to leaving it for the
phenomena to speak for themselves. His view on reasoning from the phenomena to the laws
and vice versa, however, minimized the theoretical content of his physics and had
consequences that he might not have been aware of. That this might have been problematic
becomes clear from considering for instance the methodology that became standard in the
astronomical tradition stemming from Newton’s concept of universal gravity. As George E.
Smith has recently claimed in an article on that tradition, “the richer the theory available to a
field of research, the greater its effectiveness in turning data into evidence”.535 What Smith’s
quote implies, of course, is that the phenomena do not speak out very loudly if we lack a
theoretical understanding of these phenomena.
The ‘Newtonian’ methodology in the astronomical tradition, a methodology about
which I have said little up to this moment, is the one that Ducheyne describes as Newton’s
preferred method and that he claims cannot found in ’s Gravesande’s work, a claim that has
been corroborated here. What makes this astronomical methodology stand apart, is that it was
not simply looking to confirm whether the phenomena agreed with a certain law, principle,
or hypothesis. As is described by among others Ducheyne and Smith, gravity research was
not looking for nor expecting precise fits between hypotheses and data. Instead of that, misfits
between the predictions of the theory and the observed phenomena were turned into
‘systematic discrepancies’. That is, deviations between predicted and observed astronomical
positions were not taken to falsify the theory, but instead to indicate that there were additional
gravitational forces at play that had been ignored in the predictions. If such discrepancies were
indeed found to be ‘systematic’, they could—in combination with theory—be used to figure
Gabbey (1980), in particular pp. 189-190. As becomes clear in Dijksterhuis (2004b), Huygens’s earlier optics
similarly did not address the kind of causal questions that appeared in the Traité of 1690.
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out what forces might have caused them, and eventually to predict the existence of as yet
unobserved heavenly bodies. In such a way, theory enabled the astronomers to continuously
sharpen their predictions.536
A similar process was not available in ’s Gravesande methodology. Because of that,
’s Gravesande lacked a framework that would have supplied solvable puzzles to his physics.
He could of course raise such question as ‘what is the cause of sound?’, as he did in the chapter
on analysis of the Introductio, but this was not an easily solvable question. As he clearly
realized himself, we need to understand a host of other topics before we can even start to
address it. Therefore, ’s Gravesande’s arguments against the kind of causal explanation
normally associated with natural philosophy, combined with his quest for the laws of nature
as true principles from which we could deduce the phenomena, rendered ’s Gravesande’s
physics somewhat colourless on the theoretical level. What we can conclude from this is that
’s Gravesande’s radical redirection of the goals of physics had unforeseen effects on his
methods, and that the relation between theoretical and experimental aspects of physics was
one of the casualties. Given this, it is small wonder that ’s Gravesande is not known in the
history and philosophy of science as a theoretical innovator: his resistance to ‘fictitious
hypotheses’ all but excluded theorizing from physics.

Smith (2014), masterfully tracks this development from the appearance of Newton’s Principia. Ducheyne
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(2012), p. 83.
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6. Practicing physics: quantification, reproducibility, and measurement
Although ’s Gravesande’s writings on the logic of scientific reasoning problematized work
on theoretical issues, this does not imply that his scientific practice was sterile. First of all,
while he did not work much on theorizing himself, he was not averse to testing the theories
proposed by others. Quite the opposite is true: much of his experimental work was evidently
and obviously based on the testing and explaining of theories, and in many cases on making
‘crucial experiments’ that allowed him to pick between different competitors. In the next
chapter of this dissertation, I will consider one particular puzzle from contemporary
mechanics that ’s Gravesande was able to solve by combining theoretical and experimental
insights, whereas it had perplexed most of his predecessors. In this chapter, I will first take a
look at a number of conspicuous elements of his methodology or approach in practicing
physics. Although I will at various points touch upon the connection between ’s Gravesande’s
practice and precepts, this connection is not my main focus. Even though we have seen that
the aims and the logic of his physics showed discontinuity, and that he is not known for his
theoretical work, ’s Gravesande was still considered one of the leading natural philosophers
of his own day. In order to account for that, we must clearly look at other aspects of his
physics.
Much of what will be discussed here will have to do how he ‘combined theoretical
and experimental insights’, and what role mathematical treatment played in doing so. Whereas
many commentators have asserted that all of these elements were present in ’s Gravesande’s
practice, little work has been done on explaining how they came together, and how ’s
Gravesande’s methodology in practice differed from that of others who used a combination
of theory, mathematics, and experiment. Since, as we have seen, many of his contemporaries
were combining the three, we need to get to another level of detail in order to get to
methodological differences. The way to do this, I will argue, is by having recourse to ’s
Gravesande’s use of scientific instruments. I will focus here on three particular
methodological elements, found in his instruments, that might help to understand the
historical and philosophical significance of ’s Gravesande’s practice. These elements are
quantification, reproducibility, and measurement.
Quantification will be the main theme of the first section of this chapter, were I return
to ’s Gravesande’s emphasis on the importance of applying ‘mathematical methods’ to
physics. As we have seen, quantification was the second of these mathematical methods ’s
Gravesande stressed, after deduction. Given Heilbron’s conclusion that the Physices elementa
mathematica “contain[s] very little mathematics”,537 looking at the amount of quantitative
reasoning in that book is an obvious starting point. As will become clear, instruments of
course played an important role in this quantification. Later sections of this chapters, in which
I will focus on a number of particular instruments, will show that these instruments also
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benefited physics in other ways. One of those, discussed in the second section, is that ’s
Gravesande’s instruments, and in particular his detailed descriptions of them, allowed
experimental research to be reproduced. As I will show in a third section, ’s Gravesande stood
out in this respect. I will illustrate this by comparing his description of the first instrument he
developed, a camera obscura, with earlier descriptions of that instrument. This comparison,
however, will also show another aspect particular to ’s Gravesande’s methodology, namely
the extent to which he was able to base his instruments on state-of-the-art theoretical insight.
In the fifth section of this chapter, I will use the previous discussions to analyse ’s
Gravesande’s experiments and publications on the concept of ‘force’, and in particular the
way mathematics, experiments, and theory came together in his measurements of that
concept. Since ’s Gravesande’s work had major consequences for the vis viva controversy, it
is an obvious choice for studying the achievements of his practice. Yet, since we cannot fully
appreciate these achievements without a solid understanding of the vis viva controversy, I will
briefly introduce that controversy in the fourth section of this chapter.

Mathematical physics and quantification
Although the claim that there is little mathematics in the Physices elementa mathematica is
not a view shared by all historians and philosophers, the consensus on the issue seems to be
that the most important characteristic of that book and ’s Gravesande’s physics in general was
its experimental nature. Following a letter written by ’s Gravesande to Newton in 1718, we
often read that an important aim of the former’s book was to make Newton’s Principia
accessible to those without mathematical training.538 Indeed, in the letter we read that ’s
Gravesande had to demonstrate Newton’s conclusions by experiment because his audience in
general would not really understand mathematics:
[A]s I talk to people who have made very little progress in mathematics I have been
obliged to have several machines constructed to convey the force of propositions whose
demonstrations they had not understood.539

Although the machines mentioned in the letter indeed figure prominently in his book, we
should begin by taking into account that ’s Gravesande’s letter to Newton talks about the
former’s lessons rather than about his book, which still had to be written in 1718. Still, the
full title of the book, which can be translated as The mathematical basics of physics, confirmed
by experiments, or, an introduction to Newtonian philosophy,540 does indeed indicate that ’s
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Gravesande ‘confirmed’ his physics via experiments. Moreover, anyone who will leaf through
the first edition published in 1719 will agree that it indeed contains little mathematics. In
general, only elementary operations on proportions between physical entities such as forces,
velocities, and distances can be found in this edition. There are some places where ’s
Gravesande touched upon non-trivial mathematics, but the sole place where more than basic
mathematical skills were required from the reader seems to be his chapter on the rainbow. In
that chapter, which counts seven pages out of a total of roughly 400, multiple refractions and
reflections led ’s Gravesande to compute among other things the proportions between
different arcs.541
Clearly, the question of what was mathematical about ’s Gravesande’s actual physics,
apart from his focus on deductive methods, remains to be answered. It seems that the
conclusion that there was little mathematics in ’s Gravesande’s Physices elementa
mathematica is warranted, and it becomes clear where Heilbron’s argument comes from.
However, as will become evident here, ’s Gravesande’s omission of heavy mathematics was
grounded in educational considerations rather than methodological ones. If we look deeper,
we will see that mathematics did in fact play an important methodological role in the book.
Moreover, from the second edition of the Physices elementa mathematica on, this role reveals
itself much more openly. Since such differences between the editions have not received
sufficient attention in previous studies, I will discuss their various contents in some detail. It
will become apparent that the book did much more than just making Newton’s physics
“accessible to those without advanced mathematics”.
In the second edition, in the same note to the reader in which we have seen ’s
Gravesande arguing that one should follow Newton’s method rather than Newton’s opinions,
he also pointed to the main difference between the two editions of his work, this being that he
had taken the trouble in the second to make his book more valuable for those with extended
mathematical training:
So that [the first edition of] the book would be useful especially to beginners, I left
everything difficult untouched, I often indicated that propositions, to which I only
referred, had been proved by geometers. However, so that this second edition would be
of use, and to readers more versatile in mathematics, I have added mathematical
demonstrations to all such propositions, in scholia annexed to those chapters wherever
they have been indicated.542
does not obviously have this connotation and it is not the case that ’s Gravesande tried to give just some of the
mathematical principles of physics.
541
See ’s Gravesande (1721), pp. 92-98 and plate 18. Besides this chapter, dense mathematical language can be
found only on a singular page, namely p. 162, on gravitational interaction between the Moon and the Earth. The
reference is here to the second volume of the first edition. As this volume is numbered separately from the first
and the date on the title page differs between the volumes as well, I will refer to the specific volume throughout
and will distinguish the two in the bibliography.
542
’s Gravesande (1725a), first of the unnumbered pages of the Monitum de hac Secunde Editione: “Cumque,
ut tironibus praecipue liber hicce utilis esset, difficiliora omnia intacta relinquerem, saepe propositiones indicavi,
de quibus tantum monuji, has a Geometris probari. Ut autem secunda haec editio, & lectoribus magis in
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And this is indeed what one finds in the second edition, as well as in the third, of the Physices
elementa mathematica. The second edition of 1725 contains roughly 150 pages more than the
first, the third edition of 1742 adds more than 500 pages to the second one. The typesetting
remains the same throughout all editions apart from the scholia which are “printed in minor
character so that those other readers [not versatile in mathematics] are not disturbed”.543 That
many of the additions to the second concern ‘difficult things’ left out for didactic reasons in
the first edition becomes clear as well from the ‘supplement’ version of the 1725 edition. This
supplement was created for those who already owned the 1720 edition. Roughly half of its
174 pages concern things which are clearly mathematical in nature; the rest of the supplement
relates mostly to ’s Gravesande’s own work in the vis viva controversy that will be addressed
later in this chapter. The supplement contains the experiments which led ’s Gravesande to
change his initial position as well as the implications this change had on his discussion of
such topics as composite motions and the mechanics of fluids.544
Some examples of actual mathematical problems addressed in the scholia of the 1725
edition might serve to prove that ’s Gravesande did not add merely trivial mathematics to his
physics: in the opening chapters on general philosophical ideas of bodies, the concept of
divisibility and its infinite application to extension led him to introduce the logarithmic spiral
and to discuss different classes of infinities; these discussions served mainly to show the
possibility of an infinite contained in a finite.545 To his considerations of pendulums, which
were of course used for experiments both on collision and on free fall as well as for their use
in controlling time, ’s Gravesande added scholia on the properties of cycloids and showed
how to determine the centre of oscillation.546 These scholia did not merely constitute an
exhibition of mathematical knowledge. In the first edition, ’s Gravesande had warned his
readers that his demonstration of the fact that a pendulum performs its respective oscillations
in equal times held only under certain conditions. This passage was no longer needed in the
second edition because the scholia would explain the properties of oscillating pendulums in
mathematical detail.547 Moreover, in the first edition ’s Gravesande had to state in the same
chapter that certain things had been “demonstrated further by geometers”; in the second

Mathematicis versatis, usui esset, propositiones tales omnes, in capite quicunque indicatas, Mathematice
demonstratas in scholiis, capitibus subjunctis, adjeci”.
543
’s Gravesande (1725a), first of the unnumbered pages of the Monitum de hac Secunde Editione. “Et ne haec
lectores alios turbarent, ipsa minore charactere imprimi curavi”.
544
’s Gravesande (1725b).
545
’s Gravesande (1725a), pp. 9-12 and plate I. The status of the infinite was something to which ’s Gravesande
returned on different occasions. See for instance ’s Gravesande (1717), p. 13, and references in Gori (1972), pp.
190-191. These discussions must be understood in the context of ongoing debates on the status and foundations
of the concepts of the infinite and the infinitesimal. Discussion of these issues in the late seventeenth century
can be found throughout Mancosu (1996).
546
’s Gravesande (1725a), pp. 71-75 and plate XI.
547
Compare ’s Gravesande (1720), p. 45 with ’s Gravesande (1725a), p. 67.
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edition, his readers no longer had to take him for his word on this as he actually provided the
proofs himself in the new scholia.548
Likewise, for his chapter on central forces, which largely discussed experiments
performed with an elaborate instrument developed by himself, ’s Gravesande added no less
than twelve pages fully filled with scholia running from the determination of circular motions
to the determination of ellipses, and then via accelerated elliptical motions to the
“computation of the movements of the apsides in curves very little different from the
circle”.549 These scholia obviously had important applications in astronomy as set out in
Newton’s Principia. Naturally, it is in this last case unlikely that ’s Gravesande added much
new to the already existing mathematical treatments. We can assume that his discussion of
central forces relied on the revolutionary treatments of Christiaan Huygens and Newton of
1673 and 1687 respectively, even though all references in these twelve pages are either to
Euclid’s Elements or to La Hire’s 1673 Nouvelle méthode en géométrie pour les sections des
superficies coniques et cylindriques.550 As becomes clear from reading these particular
scholia, however, these references are not intended to credit La Hire and Euclid for the
mathematical results in the scholia but rather to point to demonstrations for particular
inferential steps ’s Gravesande took. His scholia were, as noted above, themselves often
mathematical demonstrations of propositions he used elsewhere and these additional
references simply served to complete the mathematical proofs. ’s Gravesande nowhere
claimed that he himself was the first to provide these demonstrations.
In fact, quite the opposite was true. In the first edition of his book, he had argued that,
since he published only the ‘basic principles’ of physics, references to other works were
unnecessary as most was already known.551 Although the second edition clearly contained
more than only basic principles, ’s Gravesande apparently did not change his mind about
referring to other works. It was only in the third edition that he provided a bibliographical
essay so as to credit others and to refer his readers to the places where they could find more.552
The reason for this lack of reference seems to be that ’s Gravesande himself cared little about
intellectual credit. This will become clear from the rest of this chapter as well, when I discuss
how he allowed others to copy and reproduce the scientific instruments he developed himself.
Even in the third edition of ’s Gravesande’s books, however, references to others cannot be
found in the body of the text itself, and therefore more work would be required to determine
’s Gravesande (1720), p. 46: “Demonstratur ulterius a Geometris […]”, compare the same passage in the
second edition, ’s Gravesande (1725a), p. 68: “Ulterius in primo scholio demonstramus […]”.
549
’s Gravesande (1725a), pp. 98-109 and plate XV, see p. 108: “De computatione motuum apsidum in curvis
parum cum circulo differentibus”.
550
’s Gravesande (1725a), pp. 98-109.
551
’s Gravesande (1720), tenth page of the unnumbered Praefatio: “He who draws up the basic principles of a
science, does not offer as much new material to the learned world; and for that reason, I have considered it
useless to remind [the reader] where what is treated here would be found”; “Qui scientiae elementa conscribit,
non quid novi, quantum ad materiam, Orbi Litterato pollicetur; ideoque inutile duxi monere ubi reperiantur quea
hic traduntur”.
552
’s Gravesande (1742) I, Praefatio hujus tertiae editionis, xv-xxxv, see in particular xviii: “In praecedentibus
editionibus non indicavi ubi habeantur illa, quae ex aliis desumsi, qoud a multis improbari percepi”.
548
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on whom ’s Gravesande built in the scholia to the Physices elementa mathematica and to what
extent he contributed to mathematics itself. Here, however, my aim is to show that ’s
Gravesande was in fact applying advanced mathematics in his physics, not to claim that he
published new mathematical results. That ’s Gravesande was a gifted mathematician has been
proved before, in particular with regard to his Essai de perspective published in 1711.553
The subject of this Essai de perspective was the mathematical study of perspective,
which was of course related to optics. We can infer from this that ’s Gravesande also knew
how to apply mathematics to other fields than mechanics, to which all of the above mentioned
examples relate. In the second edition of the Physices elementa mathematica of 1725,
however, we can still only find scholia related to either mechanics itself or to fluid mechanics.
The reason for this is that the first edition of the book was divided into two volumes, the first
concerned with mechanics and the study of fluids, almost exclusively fluid mechanics,
whereas the second volume dealt with astronomy and the study of light—its bulk being optics
but some chapters on fire and electricity were included as well. In the 1725 edition, only the
first of these volumes was updated,554 and its new mathematical scholia consequently related
exclusively to mechanics and fluids. With regard to the latter, ’s Gravesande in 1725 for
instance treated the deceleration of bodies moving in fluids and from this also came to discuss
logarithms. With these mathematical treatments, he was able to differentiate between two
types of deceleration, one where equal decreases of velocity took place in equal times, and
another where the decrease of velocity was proportional to the square of that velocity.555
There is one single instance of an application of mathematics in this 1725 edition that
starts to cross the boundaries of fluid mechanics. In the last part of the first volume, still in
the half of that volume dedicated to fluids, ’s Gravesande discussed the properties of air,
which he called ‘an elastic fluid’, as well as the density of air and the propagation of sounds.
Many of the arguments made in these last chapters concerned experiments made with air
pumps.556 In earlier classifications, these chapters could have been described as belonging to
the field of pneumatics rather than to that of fluids. Two scholia were added to this part on air
in the second edition of the Physices elementa mathematica. For our purposes, the first is the
most interesting, as ’s Gravesande there set out to show that the particles of air would move
according to the same mathematical law as a pendulum vibrating in a cycloid,557 thus

’s Gravesande (1711a). Many aspects of this book have been studied by Andersen (2007), pp. 328-360; see
also the shorter treatment in Cantor (1908), pp. 594-597. Some aspect of ’s Gravesande’s mathematics have been
discussed in Shoesmith (1987), as well.
554
Allamand (1774) I, xxx states that “les changemens faits au second [Tome] étoient peu considérables” in the
1725 edition, but as far as I can see there were no changes whatsoever. All of the editions of the 1725 editions I
have been able to locate either do not include the second volume at all or contain a copy of the original second
volume as it was printed first in 1721. This is confirmed by the list of De Pater (1988), p. 152.
555
’s Gravesande (1725a), pp. 283-296 and plate XXXVII. These two types of deceleration are closely connected
to the vis viva controversy and therefore relate to ’s Gravesande’s new discussion of mechanics as well.
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’s Gravesande (1720), pp. 158-188.
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’s Gravesande (1725a), pp. 342-344 and plate XLVII.
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connecting the study of air with the better known case of the mechanics of free fall via what
we should interpret as one of the analogies of his method of analysis.
Many more mathematical demonstrations were added in the scholia of the last edition
of the book, published in 1742. This edition was published again in two volumes, but both of
these single volumes are larger in themselves than the two volumes of the first edition taken
together. As in that first edition, the first volume of the 1742 print concerns mechanics and
fluid mechanics, but the parts on the mechanics of air are shifted to the second volume, where
they are combined into “Liber IV”558 with the parts on fire, now taken out of the earlier parts
on optics. Together, the discussions of air and fire, as ’s Gravesande called them, rather than
pneumatics and heat, take up 127 pages, but no scholia are added to these parts besides the
two already existing in the 1725 second edition. Besides these parts, however, new scholia
can be found anywhere in the 1742 edition, both in the first volume on mechanics and fluids
as well as in the parts on optics and astronomy in the second volume. Interestingly, the
computations on the rainbow, singled out above as the only case of significant mathematical
content in the 1720 edition, are no longer found in the main text of the third edition, but are
instead put in an additional scholium to the chapter.559
Clearly, mathematics played an important part in the Physices elementa mathematica,
in contrast to what has sometimes been assumed. But what is the role of such mathematical
additions? Besides from the more detailed examples that I will discuss below, we can already
draw some conclusions from what we have seen in this section. For such subjects as the
determination of elliptical motion; the oscillations of pendulums; deceleration of bodies in
fluids; and movement of particles of air, it is quite clear what mathematical treatment has to
offer. These topics are perfect examples of ’s Gravesande’s claim that physics deals primarily
with motion, and that mathematical treatment of such topics is necessary in order to quantify
the motion involved and in particular to quantify the ‘forces’ these motions give rise to. A
topic such as refraction and reflection in the rainbow, although it does not as obviously pertain
to motion, is used by ’s Gravesande to calculate the proportions between the different colours
of the rainbow. Although there is no numerical quantification involved in such calculations,
his scholium does depend on proportions that need to be found via geometry. Without such
proportions, he could not relate his observations to a quantified theory of light. Quantification,
then, was a means to relate theory to observations and experiments, a topic that will be
discussed in more detail in the examples to follow in this chapter.

Instruments, data, and reproduction
The realization that ’s Gravesande’s physics was in fact quantitative brings us automatically
to the topic of scientific instruments: quantitative data, after all, does not spring out of nothing.
See the list of contents, ’s Gravesande (1742) I, lxx-lxxi. “Liber IV” of course translates as “book IV”, but I
will avoid this translation in order not to create confusion.
559
’s Gravesande (1742), II, pp. 918-920; compare with ’s Gravesande (1721), pp. 93-97.
558
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Still, according to the received view, the many instruments that ’s Gravesande designed were
predominantly teaching devices. This seems to be corroborated by the letter ’s Gravesande
sent to Newton in 1718, where he explained that his instruments served to present physical
theory without having to go into advanced mathematics. Yet, taking into account that this
letter was written a year after ’s Gravesande’s appointment at Leiden University, it might be
somewhat dangerous to take his statements in this letter to apply to all of the instruments he
designed throughout his career. I will argue that this is indeed the case. We have already seen
that advanced mathematics, in fact, certainly was present in the later versions of ’s
Gravesande’s Physices elementa mathematica. In this section, it will show that the consensus
reached on his instrument does not hold for his mature work either.
First however, it should be said that it is not incorrect to state that most of the
instruments depicted in the Physices elementa mathematica did little more than illustrating a
well-known principle or theory. This is for instance particularly true for the instruments used
in the first hundred or so pages of all the editions of the book. After the various prefaces and
some introductory chapters in which the most important concepts of physics are introduced,
’s Gravesande first started with a discussion of what we would call ‘statics’, illustrated by the
simple machine of mechanics: the lever, the pulley, the balance, the wheel and axle, the screw,
and the wedge. Although, as we will see in the next chapter, the wedge turned out to be more
complex that has usually been presupposed, the properties of all of the other simple machines
had been known for over a century. After, that ’s Gravesande continued with the topics of
gravity, pendulums, and central forces, to which he equally could not add much: these topics
had been treated in painstaking detail by Huygens, Newton, and Jacques Bernoulli, and little
was left to be done. The instruments that ’s Gravesande presents in these chapters as a
consequence fit in perfectly with his methodology as set out in the Introductio. Since these
instruments are already based on the theoretical insights that they are supposed to
demonstrate, it is evident that the quantitative data they provide fits those theories. Therefore,
one can easily reason by synthesis from the laws to the ‘phenomena’, the data of these
instruments. Analysis works as well in these cases, as appealing to the laws of motion will
make sure that for instance the ‘effects’ of the simple machines of mechanics—apart from the
wedge, as we will see—can all be explained by analogies to the for instance the law of the
lever.560
However, the mechanical topics discussed so far cannot be taken to exemplify all of
the content of the Physices elementa mathematica. Topics such as dynamics, fluid mechanics,
and various aspects of the studies of optics and heat were in a quite different state in the 1710s,
as consensus on their basic principles and laws was lacking. One thing that will become clear
in this chapter, is that we can gain new insights by studying scientific instruments in relation
to the development of theoretical knowledge on the subject to which these instruments pertain.
In the case of the mechanical topics discussed in the first hundred pages of ’s Gravesande’s
560
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book, such development had largely been completed and it is therefore quite obvious that his
instruments would show things that were already known. Although ’s Gravesande’s
quantifying instruments and his way of presenting the topics were innovative, his innovations
necessarily concern didactics. This is of course not the case for instruments concerned with
topics on which consensus was as yet absent, and it is on those topics that we should expect
the purposes of ’s Gravesande’s scientific instruments to transcend the educational. His
experiments and instruments of force, which I will discuss later in this chapter, are a particular
example of this. In this section, however, I will first focus on another aspect of ’s
Gravesande’s instruments, one that was particularly important to his experimental
methodology, namely that of allowing replication.

Figure 1. ’s Gravesande’s hydrostatic balance. ’s Gravesande (1742), I, plate 50.
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This focuses on the possibility of replication is nicely illustrated by one of the best-known
instruments in ’s Gravesande’s collection, the hydrostatic balance (see figure 1), first
illustrated in the 1742 final edition of the Physices elementa mathematica. This balance also
shows us that there is still much to learn about his instruments. In the most recent publication
addressing it, is has been argued that the “hydrostatic balance […] was an elegant expression
of Archimedes’ law”,561 a description that does not quite begin to catch its real function.
Archimedes’s principle, which states that the apparent weight of an objected immersed in a
fluid is the objects actual weight minus the weight of the volume of fluid it displaces, was
indeed central to the instrument, but its function was not simply to show that law. Instead,
this hydrostatic balance, as the name indicates, was a balance, and apparently one of the most
accurate designs built before the beginning of the nineteenth century. According to ’s
Gravesande himself, he could measure an object of around 100 grams up to a precision in
tenths of a milligram, which gives the balance a resolution of 10-5. It could do so because it
was measuring, via Archimedes principle, the difference between the specific weights of the
object and the fluid in which the object was immersed.562
What makes this balance so interesting to us, however, is not simply that it was such
a precise balance that it was praised by ’s Gravesande’s contemporaries, but rather that ’s
Gravesande described it in such a way that his contemporaries could actually copy his
machine. He did so by depicting the instrument in three detailed plates, one of which can be
seen in figure 1, and by discussing the different parts of the balance in detail with reference
to the letters seen in the figure. Moreover, if his contemporaries wanted to have a copy of the
balance, they could acquire one from Jan van Musschenbroek, ’s Gravesande’s instrument
maker.563 Although the balance itself did not directly produce or depend on new physical
principles, it could assist new research by bringing the measurement and quantification of
masses and weights to a new level of precision.
Another well-known instrument of ’s Gravesande’s hand, the heliostata that can be
seen in figure 2, first appeared in 1742 as well. Like the hydrostatic balance, the heliostata
was not meant to directly produce groundbreaking research. In fact, the heliostata consists of
a mirror that is turned in two different ways by an ingenious clockwork, so that the mirror
reflects rays of sunlight to in the same direction during the day. Allan A. Mills, in his “Portable
heliostats” (1986), shows that the theory behind this machine can be found in some
manuscripts dating from the seventeenth century, but asserts that ’s Gravesande was the first
561
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to build a heliostata with only one mirror.564 In doing so, ’s Gravesande might have had help
of Daniel Fahrenheit, who, as Mills describes, had built a similar machine. Fahrenheit’s
machine was however working with two separate mirrors, a construction that was
mathematically much easier to design but would reflect sunrays much less brightly. 565 As
discussed in chapter two, Fahrenheit and ’s Gravesande knew each other and it seem likely
that Fahrenheit’s machine inspired ’s Gravesande to devise an improved heliostata.

Figure 2. ’s Gravesande’s heliostata. ’s Gravesande (1742), II, plate 83.
’s Gravesande’s heliostata was described with similar rigour as the hydrostatic balance, and
the in the eleven pages discussing it, one could for instance find such things as how to correct
the machine for seasonal differences in the height of the sun.566 Needless to say, such a
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correction depended on highly quantified data. Although this ingenious machine seems to be
of little use to those who have access to electrical lighting, it was in fact copied by
contemporaries. This becomes evident from a letter of Voltaire, who had apparently received
a description of it in 1741 and wrote that he intended to have one built accordingly. Voltaire
congratulated ’s Gravesande by calling him “the first person since Joshua” to fix the sun.567
In a biographical piece on ’s Gravesande published in 1879—on the brink of the electric
revolution—the author has equal praise for the heliostata, which, he asserted, would “make
the name of ’s Gravesande live on as long as science itself”,568 a claim that had perhaps not
been made if this piece had been written ten years later. In any case, it should be clear that ’s
Gravesande meant the heliostata to allow for reproduction on two levels. First, his description
made sure that his peers could acquire such a machine. Second, having such a machine made
it much easier to replicate optical experiments, as it facilitated carrying out such experiments
by providing a stable source of light.

The camera obscura: reproducing theory
The instrument on which I will focus next is another example of ’s Gravesande’s efforts to
supply reproductions, again on two levels. The camera obscura, literally a ‘dark room’, was
the first instrument on which ’s Gravesande ever published and was used to project a stable
optical image of what happened outside this ‘dark room’ directly on a sheet of paper. In this
way, the image could directly be copied in painting or drawing, an obvious case of
reproduction. In order to show that the focus on replications was in fact particular to ’s
Gravesande’s approach to physics, I will delve a bit deeper in the history of the camera, and
compare his description of it with those that were available when he published it in 1711. My
analysis will, however, also point to a second outstanding feature of ’s Gravesande’s physics,
namely the fact that he was able to build his scientific instruments such that they included
recently developed theoretical insights. He did so through a detailed conceptual discussion of
the camera obscura. As will become clear, such a discussion was of great help to
understanding the instrument but had no precedent.
It should be said that I am not the first to note that ’s Gravesande’s camera obscura
was innovative. Jean-Luc Delsaute has for example already stated that “’s Gravesande
described a totally new model of the camera obscura […] designed specifically for drawing
from nature”.569 Similarly, Philip Steadman has put on notice that he “know[s] of no earlier

Voltaire to ’s Gravesande, 1 August 1741. Published in Voltaire (1970), pp. 77-82, letter D2519, p. 78
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designed the machine himself. Delsaute’s claim that the camera obscura was of little use to seventeenth-century
painters remains unfounded as well, see the counterarguments put forward by Steadman (2001), pp. 135-139.
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description or illustration than ’s Gravesande’s, of a booth-type camera with vertical lens tube.
The design is certainly an improvement”.570 Delsaute and Steadman, both considering ’s
Gravesande’s design as part of the technological history of the camera obscura itself, have
however paid little attention to the accompanying text in which ’s Gravesande explained the
workings of his camera in detail. Kirsti Andersen has been more involved with its theoretical
background, positing that “’sGravesande was the first to go into any detail about how the
instrument functions relative to a particular perspective projection”.571 Yet, this remark has
been made in the context of her work on the history of mathematical perspective, and
Andersen has not addressed the role of contemporaneous optics in ’s Gravesande’s
description.
This description, including illustrations of two different types of cameras, was
published as the “Usage de la chambre obscure pour le dessein” a treatise that ’s Gravesande
added to his Essai de perspective.572 My analysis of the “Usage de la chambre obscure” will
show that ’s Gravesande made use of state-of-the-art optical theory, in particular that of image
location, in order to prove that the camera gave a true representation of its object. The fact
that new optical insights were applied in his treatise of the camera, or that there was in fact
anything of theoretical interest to be found in the treatise, might have been missed by previous
commentators because ’s Gravesande himself obscured it in the very first sentence of his
preface:
Everyone knows with what facility one can, by means of a single convex lens, represent
naturally, in a dark place, the objects outside of it […] It is moreover so easy to render
this invention useful for painting that the trouble of treating the matter to such a length
as we do here, will without a doubt appear of little necessity.573

Yet, we should not let ’s Gravesande’s characteristic rhetoric of modesty deceive us. To give
some idea about his role in the dissemination of knowledge of optical projection, it might be
interesting to quote Thomas L. Hankins and Robert J. Silverman on ’s Gravesande’s ‘magic
lantern’. This lantern, which ’s Gravesande designed some years after his camera obscura, is
in many ways the predecessor of our modern beamers, as it was used to project a ready-made
picture on a sheet or wall. As Hankins and Silverman posit in their Instruments and the
imagination (1995), “’SGravesande not only set the style for experimental physics, he also
designed and described a magic lantern that became the model for all lanterns during the
570
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subsequent century and was surpassed only by Philip Carpenter’s Phantasmagoria Lantern in
1820”.574 Hankins and Silverman unfortunately provide little evidence for their claim,
although they point out that Petrus van Musschenbroek and Jean Antoine Nollet, of course
two other familiar figures in eighteenth-century physics, based their magic lanterns on the
design published by ’s Gravesande.575

Figure 3. ’s Gravesande’s larger camera obscura, seen in cross section. ’s Gravesande
(1711b), plate 30.
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At this point, those who are knowledgeable on the history of optical projection devices might
remember that projection had already been known for over a century when ’s Gravesande
came along. As is well known, Giambattista Della Porta (1535-1615) had used projection
devices in theatrical settings in the late sixteenth century.576 How is it possible, then, that ’s
Gravesande could make such a difference as Hankins and Silverman have claimed? In the
case of the camera obscura that ’s Gravesande used, seen in figure 3, we should first of all
note that it consists of multiple optical parts, namely a convex lens at point B and, depending
on the direction of the projection, one or two mirrors in box X. Earlier cameras had, as ’s
Gravesande mentions in the quotation, usually consisted of ‘a single convex lens’. The image
of such a convex lens could be projected on a wall, but would always be projected upside
down due to the fact that light rays would get inverted by passing the lens. When one would
want to reinvert the image or project it on a table such that it could be traced directly on a
sheet of paper, one needed to make use of additional lenses or mirrors, which would
significantly complicate the understanding as well as the correct use of the device.
Satisfying theoretical interpretations of multiple optical projections, however, were
largely absent up until the turn of the eighteenth century. This absence becomes
understandable when we realize that before the seventeenth century the study of ‘optics’ had
little to do with projection since it focused on the explanation of sight, not light.577 The
medieval perspectivist optics that dominated optical theory up to Johannes Kepler (15711630) was primarily concerned with human vision.578 The optical lenses that were used for
spectacles were of little to no importance to this tradition. Consequently, “[t]he concept of a
projected image was alien to perspectivists optics”, in the words of Alan Shapiro,579 and the
study of dioptrics basically did not exist yet.
Although I do not want to go into too much detail on the history of optics, it should be
noticed that Kepler’s work was a breakthrough in many respects, and that his new theory was
concurrent with the invention of the first telescopes. Kepler’s theory focused on giving the
location of a projected image, that is, an image that was produced by rays of light falling
through convex or concave lenses. In his second major optical work, the Dioptrice (1611),
Kepler set out to apply his new optics in order to explain a telescope with a concave ocular
lens and a convex objective lens. What he provided in these two works together was the
beginning of a mathematical theory of optical projection, and one that would remain leading
up until the 1660s. Still, it did not enable Kepler to explain the telescope or the refined camera
obscura exactly or in full detail. This was because of two reasons: first, Kepler could only
give approximations for the focal points of lenses—the points were light rays converge after
passing a lens—because he did not have a law of refraction. Second, Kepler did not deal with
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what we call virtual images, formed by concave lenses and convex mirrors, because he
considered only real images, formed in contrast by convex lenses and concave mirrors, to be
susceptible of mathematical treatment.580
The exact law of refraction was brought to light in Descartes’ La Dioptrique (1637),
but Descartes applied it only to theoretically perfect lenses with hyperbolic or elliptic
surfaces.581 Christiaan Huygens seems to have been the first to treat actual spherical lenses
mathematically after Kepler, taking the work of Descartes as a starting point.582 Huygens did
so in a dioptrical tract written in 1653, in which he aimed at a mathematical theory of the
telescope. Unfortunately, this tract was not published until 1703, after his death.583 In it,
Huygens derived exact theorems for the focal lengths of all sorts of spherical lenses, both
convex and concave, and also discussed the images given by configurations of multiple
lenses.584 To do so, Huygens made an important mental leap in treating the projection of an
image and that of an object as equivalent. That is to say, for Huygens’s mathematical
treatment, it did not matter whether a single lens projected the objects, or whether his lens
projected the image made by another lens or mirror. Huygens’s leap meant that he could treat
mathematically both what are now called real and virtual images, and therefore that he could
treat projections that followed from multiple refractions or reflections, something that Kepler
had been unable to do.585
Yet, Huygens treatise only got published half a century after he wrote it, and “[t]he
most advanced treatise on geometrical optics published until the end of the seventeenth
century”, instead consisted of Isaac Barrow’s optical lectures, published in 1669.586 Barrow,
Newton’s professor of mathematics, fully developed the principle of image location. Barrow
was the first to publish exact and general solutions to the problems of focal and image points
of all kinds of lenses. Yet, his solutions have been called “clumsy” and “cumbersome”, and
Barrow did not discuss magnification and configurations of lenses.587 Although Barrow’s was
the first to publish the optical theory needed to understand the telescope,588 as well as a camera
obscura with multiple optical elements, he did not use it to explain real lenses and their
configurations since he had little interest in doing applied optics himself.
Furthermore, Barrow’s treatment was probably beyond many practical opticians qua
mathematics and at least up until the 1690s, the theory of geometrical images seems to have
been applied very little in the case of the camera. The same was true for instance for the
This paragraph is based on the following studies of Kepler’s optics: Shapiro (2008b), Malet (2010), Dupré
(2012), and Smith (2015).
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telescope: it is not too difficult to find mathematical shortcomings in important telescopical
treatises such as John Flamsteed’s Gresham lectures (1680s) or the Dioptrica nova of William
Molyneux (1692).589 Theoretical consensus, then, was still clearly lacking in the field of
dioptrics in the late seventeenth century. Yet, for those interested in the field, the early years
of the eighteenth century must have been particularly entertaining. Although Newton’s
Opticks (1704), did not focus on the subject, Newton did in fact discuss dioptrics at the
beginning of his book, and did so in particular with respect to geometrical image location.590
Similarly, a significant part of Huygens’s dioptrical papers discussed above were
posthumously published in 1703 as the Opuscula posthuma, quae continent dioptricam.
Given his early knowledge of the works of Huygens as well as his contacts with the
likes of Burnet, a fellow of the Royal Society, it seems plausible that ’s Gravesande was up
to date with regards to dioptrical theory, which he referred to in the beginning of the “Usage
de la chambre obscure”:
The figures represented in the Camera Obscura are formed, as it is demonstrated in
Dioptrics, by rays that […] pass through the centre of the lens: such that an eye positioned
in this centre, would see the objects by the same rays which consequently must give the
true representation of the objects, by their encounter with a Plane […] it follows that the
rays, which meet the sheet in a camera, there provide the true perspective of the objects
as well.591

This passage is the central part of what was called ‘theorem I’ by ’s Gravesande. The goal of
this theorem was to show that the true perspective of things would not be affected by the
passage of the rays through the lens in the hole of the camera. Similarly, in a second theorem,
’s Gravesande demonstrated that “a mirror reflects the rays in the same order as it receives
them”,592 which meant that the mirrors seen in figure 3 would not affect the perspective either.
These remarks were not straightforward. They required the insights that the individual lenses
and mirrors of a configuration could be treated separately, and that the image produced by the
first reflection or refraction should be taken as the object of the next one, and so on. All of
this depended on the geometrical principle of image location developed in the half-century
preceding ’s Gravesande’s book. Although his reference to “Dioptrics” does not tell us where
he got his knowledge from as it could refer either to a specific book with that title or to the
science in general, it should be clear that the knowledge he used had not been generally
available before the works of Huygens and Newton were published less than a decade earlier.
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As I will show below, earlier works that addressed the camera obscura did not refer to the
new dioptrics, and therefore could not “demonstrate”, like ’s Gravesande, that the instrument
could yield a true representation.
Before I gives some examples, however, I first want to point out another remarkable
feature of ’s Gravesande’s treatise, one with which we should be familiar by now. Like in the
cases of the balance and the heliostata, ’s Gravesande’s textual description of the camera
obscura basically provided his readers with a manual or a construction kit for the instrument.
After maintaining that a treatise on the camera might be superfluous, as quoted above, he
argued that it might be helpful to see how it was built anyway:
[I]n the mechanical construction of a machine meant to facilitate painting, one could not
foresee many things that experience alone can teach; that one must tweak long enough,
and try many methods […] we have believed that we are obliged to save others from the
fatigue of it, and we have hoped that it would not be unpleasant to them to see here the
description of two machines, which after many changes, we flatter ourselves to have
rendered convenient enough.593

’s Gravesande was committed to supply his audience with a solid and useful description of
the machine, and this is exactly what he did. After having cleared the issue of the true
perspective, ’s Gravesande went on to describe his larger machine (figure 3) in painstaking
detail. He discussed for example how to fix the table with plugs and chains, so that it could
be lifted when one wished to enter or leave the camera.594 Similarly, he described how to
insert air tubes inside the camera; and what form these needed to have so that light would not
enter. He added that one could place bellows inside the camera if extra air circulation would
be needed.595 For the little box on top, which contained most of the actual optical apparatus,
’s Gravesande explained how to secure the mirrors into it with slitted rulers and bolts such
that the mirrors could turn and slide into all necessary positions. Little screws controlled the
height and position of the two mirrors and the lens up onto the tiniest movement. 596 These
mirrors were placed in such a position that objects to the back of the machine were reflected
“in their natural disposition”, that is, non-inverted, with the use of one mirror set at an angle
of 112.5 degrees.597 To project an image of something in front of the camera, the back of the
tiny box needed to be closed with the second mirror being applied inside the back of the box.
With one mirror, the inversion of the camera was of course overturned. With two mirrors,
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however, everything would appear mirrored right to left, as ’s Gravesande explained,598
providing geometrical proofs for the settings of the mirrors as well. 599 Although his
description was not concerned with quantification as much as his description of other
machines, ’s Gravesande’s geometrical proofs of course amounted to a similar exactness.

Figure 4. Hooke’s camera obscura. Printed in Derham (1726), Philosophical experiments
and observations, p. 295.
How much such detail was still needed becomes clear from the descriptions of the camera
obscura printed in the decades just before ’s Gravesande’s treatise. In the printed version of a
presentation Robert Hooke gave to the Royal Society in 1694, for instance, only one image
appeared (figure 4). The camera used there looks like an oversized helmet and not at all like
a workable tool, and the text itself was equally of no use in turning the camera into a userfriendly instrument.600 The same holds for the discussion of Molyneux, which appeared in his
Dioptrica nova in 1692. Molyneux largely discussed what would happen when light would
be projected into a room by a single lens. He did say something about focal points, but did
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not discuss image formation in the geometrical way. The only interesting remark Molyneux
made was a comment on an earlier work by Johann Zahn (1641-1707). In this remark,
Molyneux discussed how to place a mirror additional to the one lens, but this remark lacked
precision as well.601
With Zahn, who published his Oculus artificialis teledioptricus, sive telescopium in
1685-1686,602 we certainly come to the most interesting writer on the camera obscura before
’s Gravesande. The Oculus artificialis is a rather confused and repetitive work in which all
kinds of projection devices are illustrated, including projecting telescopes, magic lanterns,
and a small camera obscura. One of the most intriguing images appearing in it is that of an
apparatus supposed to be a mechanical representation of the eye itself. 603 As becomes clear
throughout the book, however, Zahn considered these devices as artificial eyes. His accounts
of the instruments are invested with concepts and meanings of a larger theory of vision,604
concepts that belonged to older optical theories and not to the new dioptrics that could account
for the location of projected images. Zahn’s was building on among others the work of
Athanasius Kircher (1602-1680), an illusionist who should perhaps be seen as one of the last
natural magicians.605 Many of the features of Zahn’s work are similar to Kircher’s, and it is
quite obvious from that Zahn should first and foremost be regarded as a practitioner of natural
magic as well.606 In the words of Kemp: “[o]ptics, mystery and divine awe naturally coexisted as major strands of mediaeval, Renaissance and baroque thought in a manner which
is difficult to understand from a modern perspective”.607 Unfortunately, this holds true for
Zahn as well, and instead of the geometrical demonstrations found in ’s Gravesande’s treatise,
Zahn’s book contains allegories and analogies.
Although Zahn’s camera might have been of some use, the differences between his
description of it and that of ’s Gravesande could hardly be overestimated. The context of
Zahn’s camera was one of illusion, imagination, and the problem of cognition in general. In
’s Gravesande’s text, we find detailed descriptions of the components and geometrical
demonstrations of its workings. Compared to previous descriptions of the camera obscura, ’s
Gravesande’s stands out because of his theoretical discussion of the camera obscura and for
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his focus on replicability and practical applications. In particular, he stands out for the
combination of those aspects.

Figure 5. A camera-like instrument as depicted by Johann Zahn. Zahn (1685-1686), Oculus
artificialis, Vol. I, p. 181.
To return to the idea of reproduction, I want to mention one of the applications of the camera
proposed by ’s Gravesande, one that turned his instrument into a copying machine avant la
lettre. If someone wanted to copy a painting or an engraving, ’s Gravesande explained, one
had to attach it to plate F on the back of the camera (see figure 3), but one also had to make
sure that a lens of the right focal length would be used. This was “since, if one proposes to
give the true size to the engravings, it is necessary that the distance of the focal length of this
lens, is equal to half the height of the machine above the table”.608 In that way, the focal point
would exactly be halfway between the lens and the table, so that the projection on the table
would match the image of the lens in size. The fact that putting the focal point halfway fixes
the image at the exact size of the object might not be surprising to us, and it seems likely that
someone with an eye for detail would have figured this out just by trial and error. Yet, in order
for this to become common knowledge and standard practice, it helps of course if someone
write it down. This someone was ’s Gravesande. Moreover, to make sure that his readers
would get things right, ’s Gravesande continued by giving the formula for the thin lens
approximations of focal points.609 This is not a particularly obvious piece of optics: the fact
that ’s Gravesande included it is exemplary of the way he facilitated his readers.
’s Gravesande (1711b), p. 25, “car si on se propose de donner aux Taille-douces leur véritable grandeur, il
faut que la distance du foyer à ce verre, soit égale à la moitié de la hauteur de la Machine au dessus de la table”.
609
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Thus, ’s Gravesande supplied his readers and peers with detailed visual as well as
textual descriptions of his instruments. This served not only to ease their understanding, but
also to allow them to reproduce those instruments. Moreover, just as with the other particular
instruments discussed here, the camera also allowed to easy replication in other senses: where
the balance provided the means to measure weights exactly so that it became easier to carry
out precision experiments and the heliostata turned sunlight into a stable source for optical
experiments; the camera obscura permitted his readers to do what ’s Gravesande himself had
been doing all along: it provided them with the means to reproduce highly detailed
illustrations of their scientific instruments and experiments. Besides the focus on
quantification and replication, the fact that ’s Gravesande was able to connect his instruments
to state-of-the-art theory also led for another form of standardization. It allowed him to couple
the results following from his experiments and instruments to theoretical concepts, and
thereby to quantify and define such concepts. In the rest of this chapter, I will address what is
perhaps ’s Gravesande’s most famous line of experiments, and will focus on how his
methodological emphasis on quantification, replicability, and theory allowed him to measure
and standardize a couple of highly controversial physical concepts.610

The vis viva controversy
In one of his most famous experiments, first published in 1722 but discussed most fully in the
final edition of the Physices elementa mathematica in 1742, ’s Gravesande dropped copper
balls into a tray filled with clay in order to determine the ‘force’ the balls would acquire during
their fall. With this experiment, he set out to demonstrate that this acquired force would be
proportional to the height of the fall and therefore, via the relations known from Galileo’s
work, to the square of the velocity of the ball. This would show that the force acquired in free
fall was a concept that needed to be kept apart from the concept of quantity of motion, which
was proportional to the velocity itself. By making this distinction ’s Gravesande attempted to
solve the vis viva controversy mentioned before: his measurement could be explained by one
of the concepts of force involved, but not in any obvious way by the other. Since he presented
it as such as a ‘crucial experiment’ that could decide between two theories, this experiment is
particularly suitable to investigate how, according to ’s Gravesande, theory and experiment
related to each other.
Because both the example discussed in the next section as well as the case study
treated in much more detail in the next chapter deal with issues that were intrinsically bound
to the vis viva controversy, however, some introduction to that controversy is called for. The
vis viva controversy is of course known as one of the most infamous disputes in the history
This standardization seems to be close to what Maas (2012), pp. 117, 131-132 has referred to as ’s
Gravesande’s attempts to limit human interference and individual imagination. Yet, I prefer the notion of
standardization because it allows us to explain what ’s Gravesande did in a positive sense, namely drawing out
replicable results.
610
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of science. It featured ‘Cartesians’, ‘Leibnizians’, and ‘Newtonians’ vehemently disagreeing
on the correct measure of ‘force’ and continuously stupefying each other by their ‘erroneous
understanding’ of basic mechanical principles. Divided by nationality, metaphysical ideas,
and epistemology, the three ‘blocks’ advocated different and at times incompatible ways of
explaining and exploring problems of collision, free fall, and statics. Over the last decades,
historians have largely and successfully focused on the fact that the controversy was used, at
least by some of the disputants, to push political and theological ideas, as well as in order to
gain personal and national prestige.611 Yet, at bottom, what is now called the ‘vis viva
controversy’ was a dispute over physical and foundational principles. It is only in the course
of the debate that concepts such as force, power, mass, and mechanical advantage, essential
to both modern physics and technology, became distinct, comprehensible, and applicable. It
is on the development of such concepts that I want to focus here.
There is a general agreement that the vis viva controversy started in 1686, when
Leibniz published his “Brevis demonstratio”. In this short work Leibniz claimed the Cartesian
notion of ‘force of motion’ was incorrect. In 1644, Descartes, who strictly believed that all
change of motion was due to impacts between bodies in motion, had derived certain
mathematical expressions for collisions of bodies in his Principia philosophiae. According to
Descartes, the quantity of motion of a certain body should be expressed by its quantity of
matter, later considered as equivalent to the modern notion of mass, multiplied by the speed
of that body. Both Descartes and Leibniz advocated mechanical views of nature in which the
total ‘force of motion’ must remain conserved in any impact. If this were not the case, the
universe would run down, they argued, and this would lead in turn to the absurd conclusion
that God had created a universe which needed to be ‘fixed’ from time to time.612 But, as
Leibniz argued, the quantity of motion in the Cartesian sense is not conserved at all. Using
Galileo’s analysis of free fall, Leibniz was able to show via thought experiments with
pendulums that it is not mass times speed, but rather the quantity given by mass times the
height of the fall which is conserved.613
Although Leibniz’s rather polemic piece induced the controversy, the concept of force
had been perceived as problematic for a long time and Descartes’ notion of mass times speed
had convincingly been challenged before. In 1669, the Royal Society had requested pieces on
the problem of impact from Christiaan Huygens, Christopher Wren, and John Wallis, who
subsequently argued that it was mass times velocity, the vectorial description of movement
over time, rather than mass times speed that was conserved in collisions between bodies.614
‘Cartesians’ and ‘Newtonians’—Descartes had been long dead and Newton kept his distance
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to the controversy—would take over this notion of mass times velocity as ‘force’ in the
eighteenth century. Those who followed Leibniz on the other hand would argue that force
should be defined as mass times the square of the velocity—a measure that would become
known as vis viva or ‘living force’—and that this was the main conserved quantity. Since
Galileo it had been well established that the ‘displacement’ of an object in free fall, that is,
the height from which it falls, is proportional to the square of its velocity. This was exactly
what was implied in Leibniz’s ‘short demonstration’.615
Considered from the point of view of modern physics, both camps were equally right
and equally wrong, as conservation of both momentum, mass times the vectorial velocity, and
kinetic energy, which is proportional to Leibniz’s force,616 are now regarded as essential to
solving mechanical problems. What sparked the controversy, however, was the fact that
Leibniz stressed conservation of ‘living force’ or vis viva mainly for metaphysical reasons,
namely the conservation of motion by God. The issue turned into a frenzy mainly in the 17151716 correspondence between Leibniz and Clarke, and in Clarke’s later acid polemics against
those who, like ’s Gravesande, supported Leibniz’s force.617 Between Leibniz’s first paper on
these issues in 1686 and his debates with Clarke, however, the study of mechanics had made
groundbreaking leaps that are of utmost importance in understanding the further history of
the controversy.618
As Leibniz himself was first to recognize, his notion of force in terms of the height
over which a body would descend or ascend had been used before by Huygens in his treatment
of pendulums. Since the 1650s, Huygens had tried to mathematically reduce the actual
pendulums of his revolutionary precise clocks to a ‘simple pendulum’, an abstraction in which
the total mass would be located in one point. If Huygens could solve this so-called ‘centre of
oscillation problem’, which was of course based on the mechanics of free fall, he would much
simplify his mathematics. On the hypothesis that the centre of gravity of a number of bodies,
by the gravity of these bodies alone, could not rise up higher than to the height from which it
began its movement, Huygens finally solved this problem in his 1673 Horologium
oscillatorium. Leibniz agreed with the solution, and wrote in his “Brevis demonstratio” that
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Huygens’s law of the centre of oscillation was based on the right understanding of force and
was “completely true”.619
Although this has led several authors, both modern ones and contemporaries such as
’s Gravesande, to attribute the concept of vis viva principle primarily to Huygens,620 his
solution was not universally accepted and the breadth of the principle’s application became
clear only after Leibniz’s intervention. Part of the problem was that not everyone was
convinced of the truth of Huygens’s hypothesis on the centre of gravity, which basically
forbid perpetual motion machines or the gain of work out of nothing.621 Huygens’s law of the
centre of oscillation was derived again by Jacques Bernoulli in 1703 and 1704. In two papers
submitted to the Académie des sciences of Paris, Bernoulli first deduced the law by
considering a pendulum consisting of two weights as a bended lever, and thereafter showed
that his solution was in accord with Huygens’s.622 Since the law of the lever had already been
proved in antiquity by Archimedes, Bernoulli thus confirmed Huygens’s law by a more or
less generally acknowledged principle. In doing so, he also added support to Leibniz’s
concept of force.
Even though Jacques Bernoulli strengthened the case of Huygens and Leibniz, the real
controversy over the concept of force was just about to begin. There are several reasons why
Bernoulli’s work could do little to stop it from happening. The first is that Leibniz and Newton
were already facing each other in their dispute over the priority of the calculus. By the 1710s,
the two accused each other of plagiarism and theft of mathematical inventions. Several British
mathematicians were involved in the polemic on behalf of Newton. On Leibniz’s side, most
of the quarrelling was carried out by Jean Bernoulli, ’s Gravesande’s acquaintance, who in
fact was Jacques’ younger brother.623 Not only had the name Bernoulli hence become
controversial by itself, Jacques’ articles on the pendulum leaned heavily on Leibnizian
integrals,624 which the British would not use. Besides that, the vis viva controversy mainly
focused on the right interpretation of ‘force’, a word which did not appear once in Jacques
Bernoulli’s treatment of the centre of oscillation problem. Bernoulli regularly used such
words as ‘impact’, ‘power’, ‘collision’, and ‘gravity’, but neither ‘force’ nor the ‘square of
velocity’ can be found in his two essays.625
What ‘force’ meant and how it had to be defined was, however, the central problem
of the entire vis viva controversy. Without it, Bernoulli’s work remained somewhat divorced
from it. For the defenders of Newton, it was neither the place to look for nor the place to find
Huygens (1673/1986), in particular xiv-xvi and p. 108; Leibniz, (1686), p. 298. On Huygens’s clocks and
mathematical solutions, see also Yoder (1988).
620
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arguments on force that could be attacked. Regarding Huygens’s work as the starting point of
the controversy, on the other hand, becomes all the more interesting if we consider the fact
that he did talk about forces, and that Newton’s concept of force was a direct extension of
Huygens’s. In the chapter on the centre of oscillation in his Horologium, Huygens had already
been talking about ‘the force of gravity’,626 but more interesting is the last chapter of the book,
in which he briefly sketched his understanding of centrifugal forces. It is on this concept that
Newton built in Book I of his 1687 Principia, where he discussed how “Huygens in his
excellent treatise […] compared the force of gravity with the centrifugal forces of revolving
bodies”.627
Newton’s own definition of force, however, expressed in the second law of motion of
his Principia, was unclear to many of his contemporaries. As is well known among historians,
it does not agree with modern formula F = m*a, still popularly known as the backbone of
‘Newtonian mechanics’. In the standard English translation of Cohen and Whitman, the
second law is given as: “A change in motion is proportional to the motive force impressed
and takes place along the straight line in which that force is impressed”.628 As Bruce Pourciau
has explicated recently, what Newton meant to say here is that motive force is defined by the
change of motion of a certain body—this can be a change of direction, a change of quantity,
or both—compared to the motion the body would have had if the motive force had not been
working on it. In other words, the motive force is described by the alteration of motion it
effects.629 The bare fact that there is still room for historians to discuss the technical meaning
of ‘force’ in Newton’s magnum opus is of course telling, but even more important for our
purposes is the fact that eighteenth-century giants of mechanics such as Maupertuis and Euler
misunderstood Newton’s definition or could even ‘use’ it without realizing it was his.630
One of the big interpretive problems Newton’s contemporaries faced was how to
understand ‘motion’ here: Newton’s definition of motive force did not clearly state whether
that would be in terms of velocity or in terms of displacements. In the few introductory
comments he made on statics and simple machines in the Principia, Newton argued that “in
the motions of machines those [bodies] whose velocities (reckoned in the direction of their
forces) are inversely as their inherent forces are equipollent and sustain one another by their
contrary endeavors”, with inherent force being equivalent to inertia or mass.631 According to
Newton, a force and a velocity could balance each other: therefore, a force necessarily could
be expressed in terms of this velocity as well. Just a couple of pages before the second law
discussed above, however, Newton had defined the ‘motion’ of a body used in that law as a
Huygens (1673/1986), p. 106, Definition I. In the Latin original, the term is “vi gravitatis”.
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change of position due to a force impressed on that body.632 Contrary to what Newton said
about the simple machines, this seemed to indicate that force should be measured by the
effected displacement.
The crux here is of course that Newton used different expressions for different
‘forces’. In the definitions to the Principia he still carefully distinguished between these: next
to ‘inherent force’, defined as inertia or mass, Newton introduced ‘impressed force’ that made
a body change its state of uniform movement. Similarly, in his seventh definition, Newton
stated: “[t]he accelerative quantity of centripetal force is the measure of this force that is
proportional to the velocity which it generates in a given time”, whereas definition eight
posited that “[t]he motive quantity of centripetal force is the measure of this force that is
proportional to the motion which it generates in a given time”.633 Although Newton clearly
considered these as different measures of the same force, the accelerative and motive
quantities are functionally very different: his statements suggest that the one is measured by
velocity, the other by a displacement.
It should be noted that for Newton, however, the concept of force was always
correlated to a measure of velocity, or more precisely, to a change of velocity. Whenever he
used displacements in his description of force, they were used as a proxy for such a change in
velocity, the true measure of force. Even the motive quantity of force could easily be measured
by a velocity. For the tradition based on Leibniz’s concept of force, on the other hand,
displacement or height was used as a proxy for the square of the velocity, and it was the latter
measure which was directly correlated to force. The relation between displacements and
forces, therefore, was very different in the two competing ‘theories of mechanics’.
This was all the more problematic because the functionality of the measure of force
was a key element in any discussion of force since the Principia. Compared to his
predecessors, Newton there was much less concerned with a philosophical discussion of force.
Instead of on the ontology of force, the Principia concentrated on the mathematical
description of the concept, its measurement, and its use in empirical explanations.634 In
general, force was seen in seventeenth-century mechanics as something belonging to a body,
and was expressed by the body’s velocity and bulk. In that sense, an interaction between two
bodies would be a ‘contest’ between their respective forces. This was, however, a difficult
notion to sustain for a body in rest, as it has no velocity. Newton recognized this problem and
tried to solve it with his inertial force. To do so, he focused on forces that actually change the
state of a body. Because of that, the forces involved would no longer determine the interaction
between bodies as they did in earlier ontologies, but would rather functionally express their
change of state.635
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This is one of the elements on which, by the beginning of the eighteenth century,
everybody seemed to agree: force should be measured by the change it produces. It is hardly
possible to find a discussion of force in the early eighteenth century which does not posit that
it should be measured by the effect it causes. Yet, as we have seen, the effected change could
be measured in different ways depending on what kind of interaction one was actually
measuring. Clearly, there were multiple ways to define force, and both change of momentum
and Leibniz’s force were physically fruitful measures. Leibniz himself distinguished between
them by calling the first the quantity of movement and the second ‘active force’, and as said
before, stressed the second because of his metaphysics. According to Leibniz, the activity of
bodies, their striving towards change, constituted the inmost nature of body, whereas ‘dead
force’ came into play only in the interaction between different bodies.636 Leibniz demanded
the total activity, or living force, of the world to be conserved as this conservation proved the
perfection of God’s creation.637 Furthermore, this same idea also led him to conclude that
perfectly hard bodies could not exist because of reasons of continuity: vis viva was primary
to his worldview.
Although Leibniz’s was clearly the kind of speculative metaphysics that ’s Gravesande
rejected, Newton’s idea of force was based on metaphysical assumptions as well, namely on
the opposite metaphysics of passive bodies. Newton saw force not as something active but
merely as something impressed upon a body.638 Because of that, eighteenth-century
‘Newtonians’ and ‘Cartesians’ argued that force was to be described in terms of simple
velocities, as was evident in cases of impact. Especially early British metaphysical
Newtonians were not much concerned with conservation of any active principles,639 and many
considered the exclusion of perfectly hard bodies unwarranted. Clarke for instance argued
that especially in case of a collision of such perfectly hard bodies, Leibniz’s force would not
be conserved;640 Newton himself had, in the scholium to his laws of motion, discussed how
two imperfectly elastic bodies lose some of their velocity when they collide head on, whereas
the ratio of the relative velocity of the bodies before and after the collision is a constant that
depends on the material.641 In this case, momentum is conserved because of the
proportionality between the velocities before and after the collision. Leibniz’s force,
unconcerned with direction, however, is not conserved. Moreover, according to the
636
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‘Newtonian’ sentiment, those who used Leibniz’s concept of force could not reject
momentum because they could not solve problems of collision without it, whereas Leibniz’s
force was superfluous as the effects it explained could be expressed with momentum as well
as long as the factor time was taken into account. From their point of view, expressing force
in any other way than as momentum was unnecessary, would not generally hold, and made
no sense metaphysically.642
The opponents of ‘Leibniz’s force’ were basically correct. One could recover the
expressions for problems of free fall and statics by including time and solving the mathematics
correctly by applying differential calculus, a fact of which many of the disputants were
aware.643 This was one of the main reasons why many of those involved in the later part of
the controversy have called the whole episode ‘a dispute over words’ and ’s Gravesande was
one of the first to do so.644 These authors considered the previous episode about the correct
measure of force a silly semantic quarrel, as there were clearly different effects measured in
two different ways: the simple and pragmatic solution was to distinguish them and use both
in solving problems.645 Likewise, historians of science have asserted that the differences
between the two camps were mainly located on a metaphysical level and have generally
focused their research on the main social, theological, and political impacts of these
metaphysics.646
In the case of ’s Gravesande, however, it took the experiment that we will turn to in a
minute in order to realize that there were two different effects. This realization did not follow
from metaphysical or theological reasoning, but rather from his approach to physics, his
methodology. That the notion of ‘approaches’ to mechanics is critical to understanding the
vis viva controversy has been asserted by David Papineau in his “The vis viva controversy: do
meanings matter?” (1977), but is not generally recognized in recent literature. As Papineau
argues the theory based on momentum and that based on Leibniz’s force were two altogether
different approaches to their discipline. Because both stemmed from the same framework laid
down in Descartes’ mechanical philosophy, Papineau argues that “all the participants in the
controversy were committed to establishing which was the best among the alternative
proposals” framework.647 What it meant to be the ‘best’ alternative might have been a point
642
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of contention, but for ’s Gravesande, as we will see, it meant being able to predict the
phenomena: for ’s Gravesande, the best theory was the most accurate one.

’s Gravesande’s conceptualizations and measurements of ‘force’
In the first edition of the Physices elementa mathematica, ’s Gravesande however did not
address the issue and largely avoided the disputed word ‘force’. He did explain elastic and
inelastic impact, but did so on the basis of conservation of the quantity of motion. He could
do so because his experiments concerned collision of balls hanging down from a pendulum
similar to those that Newton had discussed in his discussion of his laws of motion in the
Principia.648 In such experiments, the conservation of Leibniz’s force does not play a large
role.649 Where force did pop up, however, in the first edition of his book, was in ’s
Gravesande’s chapter “on the comparison of the actions of powers”. In that chapter, he stated:
“we call the whole force of a power its action with respect to time, and therefore the whole
forces of powers are to each other, as the actions produced in equal times”. The actions, in
return, were defined as follows: “the actions of powers are to each other in the composite ratio
of their intensities, and the spaces passed through”.650 Force, thus, was proportional to the
“space passed through”, according to ’s Gravesande.
The notion of space passed through, or displacement, the velocity multiplied by the
time or dx in modern notation, was of course of great significance. Because of that, ’s
Gravesande’s definition of force in terms of displacements had consequences which he
initially did not oversee himself. This is clear from the fact that he did not apply the notion to
collision but only to his discussion of simple machines in the first edition of the Physices
elementa mathematica.651 Machines and forces were on ’s Gravesande’s mind in obvious
ways in 1721, during his trip to Hesse-Kassel where he saw among other things an alleged
perpetual motion machine. As discussed in chapter two, ’s Gravesande realized that Leibniz’s
concept of force could exclude the possibility of perpetual motion, and this set him on the
course to investigate whether that notion of force was correct. It quickly turned out that it was,
if interpreted in the right way, and ’s Gravesande’s change of mind became apparent in the
“Essai d’une nouvelle théorie du choc des corps, fondée sur l’expérience”, published in 1722.
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The “Essai d’une nouvelle théorie du choc” of 1722 truly presents a theory—although
not enitrely new since it was based on Leibniz’s concept of force—and, consequently, starts
out with conceptual reflections. Force, ’s Gravesande argued, is not to be confused by inertia,
“proportional to mass”, by which a body resisted to any change of motion. He defined force
instead as “that which in a body in motion transports it from one place to another”;
furthermore, he argued, “the force of a body is inherent to it, and can only be changed by the
action of an external cause”. It would therefore, considering inertia, only change when the
velocity of the body would be changed. The most important distinction made in the conceptual
part is that between force and pressure. Pressure is defined as an effort sustained over time,
wherein an effort is any external cause that acts on a body so as to move it. Therefore, a
pressure that is not compensated by an opposite pressure would generate force.652 Pressure
and force as defined by ’s Gravesande are incommensurable, as it is the effect of a pressure
that generates force and the effect of a pressure at an infinitely small instant is infinitely small
as well. Therefore, the full effect of the pressure can only be found by taking time into
account. The intensity of a force, in contrast, does not depend on time at all, it remains the
same as long as the force is not used to overcome an obstacle.653 Making use of the actionreaction principle, ’s Gravesande defined resistance as the opposite of any pressure. Since
force is generated by pressures, it would be destroyed by opposite resistances.654
This identification is the key step towards experimental testing. It allowed ’s
Gravesande to assert that the action of a force is the effort a body could make due to its force,
and that this action would be equal to the sum of the resistances a body could overcome while
losing all of its force. In cases of impact, the force of the body can therefore be found by
measuring its effect on the resistance: this effect would be “to flatten or to remove the parts
of the [resisting] body”.655 Therefore, force can be found by measuring the displacements of
the resisting body. What cannot be stressed enough, is that all of these definitions discussed
here are functional ones. Such a remark as that ‘the force of a body is inherent to it’ is not a
metaphysical idea. It is, instead, simply a definition which enabled ’s Gravesande to get to a
quantitative relation, namely that there is a zero change of ‘force’ as long as there is no change
in the velocity of a body. Likewise, claiming that ‘pressure’ has an infinitely small effect
played no other role for ’s Gravesande than defining the relation between pressure and force,
this being that ‘force’ would be the integral of ‘pressure’ over time. These definitions and the
conceptual clarity they entail, are quite obviously related to ’s Gravesande’s discussion of
methodology in the Introductio, and in particularly to his emphasis in resolving ideas and
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questions into ‘simple ideas’ that can be expressed by single propositions. As we have seen
in chapter five, analysing ideas in such a way was, according to ’s Gravesande, essential to
acquiring moral evidence.

Figure 6. ’s Gravesande’s fall apparatus, on the left. ’s Gravesande (1725), plate 16.
’s Gravesande’s ‘crucial experiment’ consisted of measuring the force that copper balls
acquire in free fall by their effect on a flat layer of clay.656 This layer of clay, clearly, was the
resistance to overcome, and forces of different balls would be proportional to the amount of
the clay they could ‘remove’ or displace. In other words, the force of ’s Gravesande’s balls

My understanding of ’s Gravesande’s experiment, and in particular of the difficulties involved in drawing
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particular in the later versions of this experiment that are addressed below. Although his discussion is useful,
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would be measured by the cavities they would leave in the clay. To make his experiment yield
results that could be generalized into a relation between force and velocity, ’s Gravesande
made different trials with balls of known weights and velocities. He performed the experiment
with balls of equal volume but with weights in ratios 1, 2, and 3 to each other, and had a
scientific instrument built with which he could vary the heights of fall (see figure 6). These
different heights stood in fixed ratios of 1, 2, 3, and 4 to each other, and the instrument was
developed in such a way that ’s Gravesande could release the balls from that height without
giving them any additional velocity. Because of the simple ratios between the different heights
and weights, ’s Gravesande could easily compare the cavities made by two balls that would
have equal ‘forces’ according to one of the theories, but not according to the other. He gave
several examples of those, and concluded from these that, between two such balls, “the
equality of the cavities is always very exact when the squares of their velocities are in an
inverse ratio to their masses, and the inequality between the cavities is very large, when the
velocities themselves are in this inverse ratio with the masses”.657 After some more reflections
on accelerations and springs, ’s Gravesande felt secure enough to conclude from this that “the
force of a body is proportional to its mass multiplied by the square of its velocity”.658
In another experiment discussed in the same article, ’s Gravesande also established
that there are two different measurable effects in head on inelastic collisions. First however,
he discussed that there are no perfectly hard bodies, and that in collisions between nonperfectly hard but inelastic bodies, some ‘force’ is always lost because of deformation of the
bodies.659 Clearly, this is in contradiction of Leibniz’s statements, who argued that his force
was a quantity that was conserved under any conditions. Although Leibniz had ways to deal
with the situation sketched by ’s Gravesande, the main point that we can take away from this
is that ’s Gravesande’s concept of force did not follow from a metaphysical assumption such
as a conservation principle, but instead from experimenting with strictly defined theoretical
entities. Yet, he did not come up with new theoretical entities but rather took those of others,
stripped them from their metaphysical backing, and defined them quantitatively. Force
therefore, was again a functional concept.
The experiments to which the discussion of loss of force was leading up were meant
to point out that there were also effects in collision that could best be explained by the quantity
of motion instead of force, and that both were therefore important concepts. He did so by first
measuring the effect of ‘inelastic’ balls of copper, hanging from a pendulum apparatus, has
when they were released to strike a fixed volume of clay hanging down in the middle of the
pendulum swing. By using a pendulum apparatus, ’s Gravesande was of course able to control
the heights of fall, and therefore the velocities at the middle point of the swing. This
’s Gravesande (1722), pp. 21-23. “L’égalité des enfoncemens est toujours si exacte, quand les quarrez des
vitesses sont en raison inverse des masses, & l’inegalité des enfoncemens si grande, quand les vitesses mêmes
sont dans cette raison inverse des masses”.
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experiment was of course similar to one discussed above, and showed that the indentations
made in the clay were different for two balls with similar quantities of motion but different
forces.660 Yet, immediately after this, ’s Gravesande described that, if the same two balls with
different forces but equal quantities of motion hit the ball of clay at the exact same time but
from opposite directions, both of them would come to rest, and the indentations they had
made on their opposite sides of the clay would be identical. Although ’s Gravesande spent
some time in explaining what had happened to the forces, asserting that they would be
consumed while pressing the clay against the opposite ball, it is clear that the effect itself in
this case was best explained by reference to the quantity of motion. As he stated a couple of
pages later: “the changes in the velocities of two bodies by collision, are in the inverse ratio
to the masses”.661
Thus, what we see here is that ’s Gravesande made use of instruments and simple
quantitative relations in order to define and measure two concepts that followed from rivalling
physical theories. He had already devised his experiments in such a way that he could
generalize their quantitative results, and had introduced experiments that could show which
of these theories could best explain the experimentally determined relations between
measurables such as mass, height, and velocity. By doing so, ’s Gravesande could standardize
both notions of ‘force’, and could show that there were effects that would follow directly from
the one but not from the other—in both directions. Therefore, ’s Gravesande concluded that
both notions were correct but explained different effects. Naturally, because of the
standardization, these experiments could in principle be reproduced by his peers.
What ’s Gravesande did not yet do, however, in 1722, was to fully quantify his
measurements. In all of the cases discussed so far, he took two different balls and checked
whether these two indentations were equal or not. That is, he cleverly took examples that
would lead to simple proportions, but did not involve any advanced mathematics. Leaving it
at this, we might conclude that ’s Gravesande’s own statements about mathematical physics
concerned only such elementary quantifications, something that is not quite true. In order to
show this, I will briefly discuss one of ’s Gravesande many later elaborations on his
experiments on forces. The experiment in case is his most complete version of the first
experiment, the one in which he dropped the balls directly in the clay.
From the second edition of his Physices elementa mathematica of 1725 on, ’s
Gravesande started to actually determine the volumes of the indentations instead of just
comparing whether they were of the same size. This determination was a case of indirect
measurement, as the volumes of clay themselves of course cannot be easily measured. What
’s Gravesande actually did, but did not explain at all in 1725 and only indicated briefly in
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1742, was measure the diameters of the cavities very precisely, and then calculated the
volumes with the use of the geometry of ball segments. This comparison was in many ways
a success story. Even though ’s Gravesande still could only compare values to each other—
absolute measures of such concepts as force were alien to the physics of the day—he could
now measure them in such a manner that he could compare the forces of different balls
quantitatively. That is, a ball with twice the velocity as a similar ball with the same mass,
would, according to the definition of Leibniz’s force, make a four times as large cavity. This
turned out to be indeed the case, and the quantified proportions gained from his measurements
were close enough for ’s Gravesande to claim that this notion, Leibniz’s force, was correct.662

Figure 7. ’s Gravesande (1742) I, p. 247. ’s Gravesande referred his readers to this table in
his famous vis viva experiment. The first column gives the diameter of the cavity, the second
its computed height, and the third its volume in proportion to the volume of the ball itself.
The fourth column concerns another experiment.

’s Gravesande (1742) I, pp. 243-244, see also pp. 235-237 and plate XXXII. Compare with ’s Gravesande
(1725a), pp. 115-117. Ducheyne (2014b), p. 111 has pointed out that this is in line with ’s Gravesande’s logic
of theory confirmation as discussed in the previous chapter, but, evidently, not with that of Newton.
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But how could ’s Gravesande get from measuring the diameter of the cavities to the volumes?
This is a question that ’s Gravesande did not fully answer, instead referring his reader to a
table (figure 7) that he provided in a scholium. ’s Gravesande nowhere discussed how to
compute these volumes out of the diameter, perhaps because he thought that, even in one of
his scholia, such a calculation would be too cumbersome.663 It might be that ’s Gravesande
thought that, with his table, he had made his reasoning sufficiently replicable, or that those
who were able to make the calculations would understand the underlying mathematics even
without any explanation. In either case, the omission still strikes me as somewhat strange.
The values ’s Gravesande actually compared are those of the third column of table
seen in figure 7. These values are the volumes of the cavity in proportion to the volume of the
hemisphere of the ball dropped down; this volume of the hemisphere is set to the value 1,000
in the table. To find the number is the third column, one first needs to calculate the height h
of the cavity with the formula: ℎ = 𝑅 − √𝑅 2 − 𝑟 2, with R the radius of the ball itself and r
the radius of the cavity, i.e. half its diameter. This relation follows easily from elementary
geometry but in order to compute the values of h, one still has to approximate the value of the
square root. Furthermore, in order to find the volume of the cavity and state this in proportion
to the volume of the ball itself one needs to make use of the following two formulas:

𝑉𝑐𝑎𝑣 =

𝜋ℎ
2
(3𝑟 2 + ℎ2 ); 𝑉ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 = 𝜋𝑅 3
6
3

With 𝑉𝑐𝑎𝑣 the volume of the cavity and 𝑉ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 the volume of half the ball. To find the
values of the third column, one then has to find the proportions between these volumes.
Inserting the above formula for h and multiplying by 1,000 gives the following recipe to find
S, the proportional volumes of the cavities that ’s Gravesande actually compared and that are
stated in the third column of table in figure 7:

𝑆=

103
(𝑅 − √𝑅 2 − 𝑟 2 )(𝑅 2 + 𝑟 2 − √𝑅 2 − 𝑟 2 )
2𝑅 3

Although none of these operations demands advanced mathematics, it seems reasonable to
suppose that one needs to be at least comfortable with basic geometry. Similarly, finding
dozens of numerical values of S, as ’s Gravesande did in his scholium, would have costed a
significant amount of time for one who did not deal frequently with such computational
issues.664 In a similar fashion, however, rejecting ’s Gravesande’s conclusion would take a lot
For the table see ’s Gravesande (1742) I, pp. 246-247. Three more scholia follow directly after this one, but
these are mostly concerned with finding the time in which the cavity is made after impact. ’s Gravesande found
different curves to express this time for different figures; see in particular pp. 252-254.
664
Getting the numerical values is of course unproblematic with modern technology; those of ’s Gravesande’s
table generally seem to be correct. This indicates that his approximation of the square roots was performed with
sufficient precision.
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of time too, as one had to show that the same detailed quantitative results would follow from
other theoretical concepts as well.
In this chapter, I have focused on ’s Gravesande’s use of quantification, reproducable
instruments and data, and detailed measurements. His applications of quantitative or
‘mathematical’ methods, together with the choice for functional rather than metaphysical
interpretations of physical concepts, led ’s Gravesande to a methodology that enabled him to
standardize measurements in such a way that he could easily ‘test’ theories on their empirical
consequences. The focus on replicability allowed others to follow him and carry out the tests
for themselves, although they of course had to take into account that such experimental tests
had to be developed very carefully in order to avoid all the pitfalls discussed in the previous
chapter. This emphasis on theory testing naturally also came with an increasing focus on
drawing out empirical consequences of theories. This is of course not a straightforward
matter: inventing experiments precise enough to be critical is a difficult matter. As we will
see in the next chapter, this was an area in which ’s Gravesande excelled in comparison to
many of his peers.
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7. A case study: ’s Gravesande’s approach to the problem of the wedge
Although the controversy over the right interpretation of the concept ‘force’ cantered mainly
on cases of free fall and collision, it had impact on other parts of mechanics as well. As I will
show here, it also clouded the understanding of the properties of the wedge, one of the ‘simple
machines’ of mechanics.665 Although one would expect the workings of an instrument as
ubiquitous as the wedge to be familiar to eighteenth-century specialists, this was not the case.
One particular puzzle, finding the mechanical advantage of the wedge, was beyond most of
those that tried to solve it. However, ’s Gravesande’s treatment of it in the second and third
editions of his Physices elementa mathematica took much of the confusion away. Because of
that, tracking approaches to this puzzle does not only enlighten us on the details of the vis
viva controversy, it also helps to make clear how ’s Gravesande’s methodology as discussed
in the previous chapter compares to those of his contemporaries. Such a comparison is of
course need in order to understand ’s Gravesande position in his intellectual context. We will
start this chapter by diving headlong in the problem of the wedge, and will track the discussion
over its properties chronologically up to ’s Gravesande’s solution.

The problem of the wedge
Considered one of the classical ‘simple machines’ of mechanics, the wedge is used to separate
objects or parts of objects from each other. Its most obvious application is the cleaving of
wood, but, as was pointed out by Petrus van Musschenbroek, the principle of the wedge can
be extended to, for instance, tools such as knives, swords, and nails,666 or in general, any
object that cuts or chops. All these objects are triangularly shaped and do their work by
applying a large force to one of their edges or tips. If one applies some sort of pressure, force,
or impulse to the base of the wedge, its tip-edge can penetrate the body to which it is applied
quite easily.667
Anyone who uses different wedges will experience immediately that a narrower
wedge—one whose length is proportionally longer compared to its base—will penetrate the
body to be separated more easily. This was in itself regarded as an important result, and
because of both the omnipresence of wedge-like objects and its status as one of the classical
machines, was discussed by all of those who wrote about basic mechanics. None of the expert
mechanics of the eighteenth century had any doubts about this fact. Where they disagreed,
however, was on how much advantage exactly one would gain from using narrow wedges.
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A longer version of this chapter, including some parts of chapter six, has been published as Van Besouw
(2017), “The wedge and the vis viva controversy: how concepts of force influenced the practice of early
eighteenth-century mechanics”.
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Van Musschenbroek (1739), p. 161.
667
In this particular section, I use ‘force’ and ‘impulse’ in their present meaning. As we will see, the historical
actors did not always clearly distinguish between hitting a wedge at speed, in which case ‘impulse’ comes into
play, and pressing it down, in which case one will use ‘force’ as it is understood nowadays.
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An attempt to quantify this advantage was of course required in books on simple mechanics,
and we can imagine that, for experts, some prestige was involved in their dealings with the
problem: this was a puzzle they were supposed to master.
In order to find what is now called the ‘mechanical advantage’ of the instrument, one
needs to measure or calculate the force or impulse applied to the base of the wedge and
compare it with the force or impulse doing the splitting. With the benefit of hindsight, we of
course already know the properties of the wedge as the problem was settled exactly in the
period and by the scholars under consideration. Therefore, we have a clear definition of the
concept ‘mechanical advantage’: it is the amplification of force, and is simply calculated by
the ratio of the output force over the input force. As such, it is a dimensionless number. In the
case of a wedge separating a body, this ratio is simply the height of the wedge divided by the
length of its base. For a wedge with a height of 15 cm and a base of 5 cm, the mechanical
advantage is therefore ‘3’. This is to say that the force with which the wedge separates its
object, if we ignore the loss of energy because of friction and deformation, is three times the
force applied to the base of the wedge.
A caveat might be called for. I will make use of this modern description of the wedge
in my explanation of what was going on in the eighteenth century. Rather than just pointing
out who got it right and who got it wrong though, my aim is to shed light on the struggle for
understanding that took place in eighteenth-century mechanics, and in particular on the
different approaches and methods in use. A comparison between the explanations given by
the historical actors and the modern interpretation will be helpful and sometimes even
necessary to understanding which properties of the wedge historical actors were actually
measuring or deriving. A clear delineation of the problem to be solved is especially called for
because many authors tried not only to solve the mechanical advantage of the wedge, but tried
to go beyond that as well. As is the case for the other simple machines, such as the lever and
the pulley, the mechanical advantage of the wedge is a measure which ignores deformation,
friction, and loss of energy in general.
In the wedge, contrary to these other machines, such factors play very important roles,
and the real efficiency of any wedge will decidedly differ from the value given by its
mechanical advantage. When a wedge is used to split wood, for instance, a considerable
amount of energy will be lost as heat due to friction between the wedge and the wood. Besides
that, the wood will not cleanly split. There will be many deformations in the actual material,
and strain energy will be stored in the wood because of that. Yet, these processes were far
beyond the capacities of the mechanics of the early eighteenth century. Any modern treatment
of these processes requires thermodynamics and continuum mechanics, fields which would
only begin to develop in the nineteenth century. Furthermore, the splitting of wood involves
brittle deformation, as is the case for most other uses of the wedge. Contrary to elastic and
plastic deformation, a brittle material to which a wedge is applied will not nicely be ‘cut’
along the tip of the wedge, but will rather fracture along its grains in front of the wedge. The
tip of the wedge will therefore not actually touch the material. Consequently, one cannot find
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the propagation of the split by considering the wedge itself. Rather than that, one needs
fracture mechanics to study this process. Fracture mechanics is a highly experimental branch
of engineering, and results typically rely on specific properties of the material that is
fracturing. The field of fracture mechanics has started to develop rapidly from the second half
of the twentieth century only, with one authoritative textbook in 1974 claiming that “the
subject is still in a stage of early development”.668
Clearly, the calculation of the mechanical advantage of the wedge requires a couple
of rather unphysical abstractions from the actual working of a wedge. This is in itself a rather
straightforward fact, and was obvious to seventeenth and eighteenth-century commentators
as well. Yet, from a modern perspective, it is equally evident that these were unsurmountable
problems with the available tools, and that abstractions from these difficulties were a necessity
in order to get to any general result on the wedge. Indeed, in one of the most elaborate
treatments of the wedge we will encounter, Philippe de la Hire began by explaining that he
would “begin to suppose that the sides of the wedge do not meet any resistance […] that the
body nor the wedge can make any impression on the other, nor change each other’s shape”,
and that all resistance of the body would be “in the direction along which [the body] must be
separated by the effort of the wedge”.669 In modern terminology, La Hire assumed that there
would be no friction, and that there would be no deformation whatsoever except in the
direction in which the wedge would split the body. In short: all force or impulse applied to
the wedge would work to split its object.
Although most other authors were less explicit than La Hire in stating their
abstractions from the actual workings of a wedge, it is clear that they were aware of the issues
of friction and deformation. All of the authors discussed here were interested in finding the
mechanical advantage of the wedge, but some discussed part of the other issues as well. The
only one systematically addressed by a significant number of them, however, was the fact that
the material would split in front of the wedge. Rather than taking the material into account,
however, these authors would argue that one should consider the geometry of the cavity next
to that of the wedge itself. As we will see, the authors who did so only complicated the issue
further, and no satisfactory conclusions followed from such considerations.
Notwithstanding the fact that the mechanical advantage of the wedge was known to
be removed from the efficiency of any actual wedge, it was the one which should actually be
solvable: only after it had been addressed would a more physical approach be possible. This
is illustrated by the fact that in modern times the ‘wedge splitting test’ is used in fracture
Broek (1986), “Preface to the first edition”. In the prefaces of the subsequent editions of 1978, 1982, and
1986, the author expresses the view that the field of engineering fracture mechanics is developping speedily.
669
La Hire (1695), p. 276. “Je suppose d’abord que les faces du coin […] ne trouvent aucune résistance […]
c’est-à-dire que les faces du coin sont infiniment polies, & que le corps ny le coin ne peuvent faire aucune
impression l’un sur l’autre, ny changer leur figure par leur rencontre. Je suppose encore que le corps ne peut
faire aucun ressort, & que toute la résistance qu’il a à être séparé, n’est que dans les liens qui sont dans la ligne
selon laquelle il doit être séparé par l’effort du coin.” For reasons of precision, I will not rely on eighteenthcentury translations. Since modern editions do not exist in most cases, translations from the originals are mine
in what follows, unless stated otherwise.
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mechanics to verify the specific fracture energy of material specimens. Interestingly, this test
makes use of an experimental setup that is strikingly similar to that developed by ’s
Gravesande (see figure 8) to find the mechanical advantage of the wedge. In the wedge
splitting test, a controlled weight is used to press a wedge down along rollers, so that friction
is negligible. The rollers in turn press the material to be tested sidewards so that a vertical
fracture will split the material in half.670 In this controlled environment, the only two physical
quantities one needs are the force pushing the wedge, and the force splitting the specimen: in
this case, these are directly related via the mechanical advantage.

Figure 8. ’s Gravesande’s second wedge, used from 1725 on, as exhibited by Museum
Boerhaave. Photograph by Tom Haartsen, Ouderkerk a/d Amstel. Courtesy of Museum
Boerhaave, Leiden.
670

See Brühwiler & Wittmann (1990) for the wedge splitting test. Similar cases in which the wedge is used in
order to simplify fracture mechanics can be found in Broek (1986), see for instance p. 87. The wedge is used
here because it allows for the control of direction of the fracture: an ideal wedge will only split its object
vertically. I have not been able to find any modern treatment of the wedges in which all the mentioned factors
of friction, fracture and deformation are explicitly discussed: this most likely has to do with the fact that these
different factors are treated by different sciences. Typically, modern engineering uses the wedge to idealize cases
such that some of the problems will drop out of the equations.
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Clearly then, and for good reasons, the mechanical advantage was the central problem
in the study of the wedge in the period under consideration, and it is the one we need to focus
on here. Put simply, the wedge was one of the classical machines, and the main—and
easiest—problem of the simple machines was their mechanical advantage. The mechanical
writers of the seventeenth and eighteenth century were well aware of what their predecessors
had said on the subject. As we will see, many of them were perplexed by what had been said
before about the wedge, from which we can conclude that the problem itself received ample
attention.
What caused most problems was the expression of the input and output forces involved
in the wedge. The force on the base of the wedge was in principle easy to quantify in the
eighteenth century, certainly as long as one exerted a pressure rather than an impulse on it.
All experts involved agreed that if one simply attached a mass to the wedge, the force on the
wedge would be proportional to that mass. The force or impulse exerted by the wedge on the
body to be separated, however, was much more problematic. The very first problem was of
course to define what force of the wedge should be measured. Was it the one with which the
sides of the wedge pushed the body apart, or the one with which the tip of the wedge
penetrated the body? As we will see, this was already an issue on which authors differed, even
if they themselves were not always aware of it.
Next to that, if one had determined in which direction the force of the wedge was
exerted, one still needed to find a way to express and quantify it. This is exactly where the
controversy over forces came into play. In general, authors of course agreed that the force or
impulse of the wedge could be measured directly by its effect. Unsurprisingly, opinions
differed about what this effect actually was. Contrary to other simple machines such as the
lever and the pulley, which are used to lift weights, one could not simply express the force
exerted by the wedge on the body to be separated in terms of masses in equilibrium. And if
the force or impulse of the wedge on the body was measured in some other terms, for instance
the distance covered by its object or the velocity of the wedge itself, the force or impulse on
the base of the wedge needed to be measured in the same terms in order to compare the two.
This is what set the wedge apart from the other simple machines. In a modern description, the
acceleration a in the formula F=ma could be ignored when one talked about weights, as the
acceleration would always be the constant of gravity. This was not the case for the wedge: its
force must be found otherwise.
As we will see, the experts were divided into two camps. The one argued that the effect
of the wedge was the velocity with which its object body would move, the other argued it was
the distance over which it moved—its displacement—that mattered: a repetition of the
position over forces in general, even though not always explicitly so. As we will see, those
who held that velocity was primary as a rule expressed force as momentum; those who held
that the effect of the wedge was the distance travelled made use of Leibniz’s concept of force
or a compatible principle. This was the case in general, even if the concept or word ‘force’
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itself did not appear in a discussion of the wedge. As the previous section already suggested,
the difference was not just one of taste. We will see that predilections on the subject played a
huge role in the authors’ ability to solve the problem of the wedge.
In what follows, I will start with a brief discussion of the history of geometrical
accounts of the wedge in the seventeenth century, a story of addressing it by purely
mathematical methods which culminates in the mechanics of the French mathematicians
Philippe de la Hire and Pierre Varignon, who, according to ’s Gravesande, were the authors
who had “examined this [wedge] with care most extensively”: both dedicated over twenty
pages to it. Still, ’s Gravesande found “the variety of judgments on this machine amazing”.671
As we will see, it certainly was, and this is all the more remarkable regarding the fact that the
authors discussed in the next section include many leading experts in the mechanics of the
period.

Mathematical treatments of the wedge
Expressing the efficiency of the wedge quantitatively became viable only in the seventeenth
century, when mathematical mechanics started to develop rapidly. The inclined plane, another
instrument belonging to the class of simple machines and closely related to the wedge, was
for instance first solved in the early modern period only around the turn of the seventeenth
century, by none less than Simon Stevin and Galileo Galilei.672 Yet, neither of these two
authors discussed the wedge. We do not find it in for instance Galileo’s treatise on simple
machines Le meccaniche, written around 1600. Prior to that, I know of only one attempt to
quantify the mechanical advantage of the wedge in the early modern period, given by
Guidobaldo del Monte in 1577. As Stillman Drake, commenting on Galileo’s mechanics put
it: “[Guidobaldo] had previously described the driving of a wedge in this way as equivalent
to moving the weight up an inclined plane, but he went completely astray in considering the
upper surface of the wedge as a lever”.673
Considering this, it is all the more surprising to see Descartes easily giving the right
solution in a 1637 letter to Constantijn Huygens, Christiaan’s father. Based on the supposition
that lifting a weight to a certain height costs as much ‘force’ as lifting half that weight to twice
that height—the same principle Galileo had given before and was used in 1686 by Leibniz to
establish his understanding of living force—Descartes first solved the problem of the inclined
plane. After that, Descartes just needed a couple of words to explain the workings of the
wedge. “Since the force with which one hits [the wedge] on top acts so as to make it move
along the line BD [its height], and the wood or other body that it splits only opens itself along

’s Gravesande (1742), I, xx. “Mira de hac machinâ est sententiarum varietas. Qui maximâ cum curâ
examinarunt sunt de la Hire & Varignon”.
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On the history of the inclined plane, see for instance Lagrange (1811), pp. 8-10.
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Galilei (1960), p. 175, note 31. On Guidobaldo’s failed explanation, see also Lagrange (1811), p. 7, and the
commentary in the recently republished edition, Renn & Damerow (2010), p. 27.
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the line AC [its base]”, Descartes argued, “the force with which we push or hit this wedge
must have the same proportion to the resistance as the [base] to the [height]”.674 This seems a
perfectly natural way to explain the instrument, and one commentator has even asserted
recently that this explanation does “not present elements of particular interest”.675 In itself this
might be true: Descartes did not find this difficult and neither do we, the modern readers.
Nevertheless, Descartes was probably the first to give an intelligible solution of the wedge,
and remarkably, did so with a principle congruent with Leibniz’s force.
A similar apparent ease with the instrument can be seen in John Wallis’s Mechanica
of 1671, which appeared just after he had addressed the Royal Society on the mechanics of
collisions. In his chapter on the wedge, Wallis too asserted that “the removing of the hindrance
(against its direction) would be to the progress of the force as CC [the base] to AD [the
height]” and this he considered evident: “obviously, while the wedge is thrust down by its
total height, the obstacle is separated by its total base, & in proportion so during the total
process”.676 If one would stop here, one would surely conclude that the problem of the
wedge’s mechanical advantage had been solved by the mid-seventeenth century and that the
solution would probably be agreed on by all those involved. Yet, this was not at all the case,
as we will see in an instant. Those who treated the wedge in the rest of the seventeenth and
the beginning of the eighteenth century found the wedge much more problematic, devoted
much more space to discussing it, and very often found different answers for its effectiveness.
In order to explain this, I want to point in particular to the notions of ‘force’ and
‘motion of the wedge’ in Descartes and Wallis. Neither of the two is very rigorous in the
discussion of these terms; with ‘force applied to the wedge’, neither makes clear whether we
are talking about a pressure or a blow of a hammer—force could for Descartes clearly indicate
both ‘pushing’ and ‘hitting’ here. They surely knew better, however. Around the same time
he treated the wedge, Descartes had written to Mersenne that a force which just keeps an
object in its place, that is, a pressure, differed from the type of force that could lift a body “as
a surface differs from a line”677 —in modern terminology, they differ in dimension and are
therefore incomparable. Still, a similar imprecision is present in ‘the motion of the wedge’. In
the text on the wedge itself, neither Descartes nor Wallis indicated whether this motion should
be measured by velocities or by displacements. Yet, elsewhere, both had supported the idea
that it was displacement rather than velocity which expressed ‘force’ in cases of

Descartes (1637), pp. 805-807. “car la force dont on frappe dessus agit comme pour le faire mouvoir suivant
la ligne BD, et le bois ou autre corps qu’il fend ne s’entr’ouvre […] que selon la ligne AC. De façon que la force
dont on pousse ou frappe ce coin doit avoir même proportion à la resistance de ce bois […] que la ligne AC à la
ligne BD”. See the figure on p. 807.
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Capecchi (2012), p. 169.
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Wallis (1670-1671), p. 684. “Sitque amolitio Obicis (contra directionem suam) ad progressum Virium
(secundum directionem suam,) ut CC ad DA, seu ut c ad d, (quippe dum detruditur Cuneus per totam suam
Altitudinem DA, dirimitur Obex per totam ipsius Crassitiem CC, & in toto processu proportionaliter;)”, see also
figure 309.
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René Descartes to Marin Mersenne, July 1638. Part of this letter is reproduced in Capecchi (2012), pp. 164165.
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equilibrium,678 and it becomes clear from our analysis that they were using displacements—
height and progress respectively—as the foundation of their treatment of the wedge.
The confusion thus generated is perfectly illustrated by the fact that the ‘Cartesians’
of the vis viva controversy expressed force in terms of velocity: they followed Descartes’
terminology in cases of collisions, not the terminology he had used in problems of statics.
Clearly, Descartes used different concepts of force depending on the type of interaction
discussed, like Newton did, as we have seen in the previous chapter. The reason that this
conceptual undefinedness did not hamper Wallis and Descartes from solving the problem,
however, is that they actually compared ‘forces’ or ‘motions’ of different parts of the same
ensemble, more precisely, the motion or force downwards with that sidewards. Regardless of
how these forces or motions are expressed, when one compares two of them working on the
same body, one can ignore their definition. Because they are of the same ‘dimension’ per se,
they will always be related to each other by a dimensionless number; as we have seen, a
dimensionless number is exactly what one should be looking for if one wishes to express a
mechanical advantage.
This approach, comparing motions of different parts of the same body or collection of
bodies, was used on an intuitive level by many of those who wrote about mechanics in the
seventeenth century. A first systematic introduction, however, was given only in the midst of
the controversy over forces: it was coined as the principle of ‘virtual velocities’ by Jean
Bernoulli in a letter to Pierre Varignon, which appeared in the latter’s 1725 Nouvelle
mécanique. Bernoulli, still corresponding with ’s Gravesande at the time, had by then become
one of Leibniz’s staunchest supporters in both the calculus and vis viva disputes. Leibniz’s
concept of force, according to Jean Bernoulli, could be expressed by virtual velocities. These
‘velocities’, he explained, could be found by considering all forces that acted on a certain
system. If one would give this system as a whole a small motion, all of the points to which
forces were applied would travel a certain distance. Bernoulli defined the virtual velocity of
a certain force as the component of this small motion in the direction of the force. The system,
now, would be in equilibrium if and only if the products of these virtual velocities with their
respective forces would cancel each other out in all directions, that is to say, if the vectorial
sum over all these products would be zero. As is evident from Bernoulli’s definition, these
‘virtual velocities’ were actually expressed as the motions of different points in the same time.
Because of that, it mattered little whether one would express them as velocities or
displacements, as these are related exactly by the factor time. In the method of virtual
velocities, one only has to find the proportions between the motions of different points: here
again, dimensions can be ignored.679
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To my knowledge, Bernoulli unfortunately never used this principle in relation to the
problem of the mechanical advantage of the wedge, or took up that problem at all. It is even
doubtful whether Bernoulli still used it by the time his letter to Varignon appeared in print.680
In any case, it is little surprising that the principle used by Descartes and Wallis was not
generally accepted during the vis viva episode: in all likelihood this had to do with a general
focus on the concept of force and the fact that those who used virtual velocities lacked a clear
definition of it. Those involved in the controversy over forces probably would not accept
anything based on vague notions of force and motion. Further developments towards the
establishment of the principle of virtual velocities as one of the foundations of statics would
begin only decades later with d’Alembert’s Traité de dynamique. The Traité was first
published in 1743, but d’Alembert’s discussion of ‘force’ and the vis viva controversy became
clear only in the 1758 edition of his book.681 The development of the principle of virtual
velocities culminated in the work of Lagrange, who claimed the principle was superior to all
others in mechanics;682 the controversy over forces had by then already started to fade away.
It is to one of the other principles of mechanics that we will turn now, in particular to
its use by La Hire and Varignon, ‘those who wrote on the wedge most extensively’. In 1687
and 1695 respectively, these two mathematicians published works aiming to explain the
basics of useful mechanics to their audiences. Their works naturally focused on the simple
machines such as pulleys, levers, wheels and wedges. Both Varignon and La Hire agreed that
an explanation of such machines could not be given without finding the equilibrium
conditions. As Varignon explained in his preface, “I applied myself to finding the equilibrium
itself in its source, or to be more precise, in its generation”.683 On such equilibria, La Hire
claimed that “it is a natural law that two equal powers must stay in equilibrium […] it is on
this law, or this axiom, that the whole of mechanics is based”.684 Clearly, they argued that we
have to find the situation in which different forces on a machine would balance each other
out: this was the backbone of any work in statics.
Yet, La Hire and Varignon used another principle to find these equilibrium conditions
than Bernoulli would have, and it was in fact to Varignon’s principle that Bernoulli reacted
with his virtual velocities. In 1687, both Varignon in his Projet d’une nouvelle méchanique
and Newton in his Principia systematically used the method of composition of forces to study
problems in mechanics.685 The composition of forces, as Varignon and Newton presented it,
was basically the same as the method that is still in use in problems of classical mechanics. It
reduces sets of forces to one single force by the rule of the parallelogram. Every force is
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represented by a line in the direction of that force, with the length of the line proportional to
the quantity of the force. Via Pythagoras’s law, two forces together will always have the same
effect as their vectorial diagonal. By thus reducing sets of forces to single ones, and reducing
these again to even more composite forces, at some point only two force-vectors will be left.
The body on which these forces work will be in equilibrium if and only if these forces are
equal but with exactly opposite directions. If they are not, one can find the resultant force by
reducing the last two vectors to the diagonal of their parallelogram.
Of course, the rule of the parallelogram was hardly new in 1687,686 and there is a long
history of composition of movement in mechanics. Yet, Varignon and Newton were not
talking about movements, but rather about the composition of forces. The problem now of
course was that they had to define in advance how the quantity of force should be expressed.
In the composition of forces, this was a much more urgent issue than in the method of virtual
velocities and its predecessors, where one derived the forces from the produced virtual
motions. With virtual velocities, one began with the ensemble of motions of a certain body,
and from these found the relative forces. In the method of composition, however, one started
with the forces and expressed these in terms of the motion they could produce, for each force
on its own. Combining them was the second step. As we have seen, ‘the motion a force can
produce’, was exactly the notion central to the entire vis viva controversy: what effect was it
that would express the force correctly?
Luckily, Varignon was quite clear on how this needed to be done: “the velocities of a
body [on which unequal forces work] are as the motive forces that are employed to this body,
that is to say, those that cause the velocities of it”.687 The question now of course remains:
could he solve the problem of the wedge with it? As Varignon’s treatment of the wedge
appeared only in the 1725 posthumous sequel to his 1687 Projet, however, his compatriot La
Hire beat him to it with a very elaborate discussion.
Besides the problem of the mechanical advantage, La Hire was equally bothered by
two other practical issues. The first of these was the fact that a wedge might or might not fill
the entire cavity which it has made (see figure 9). As discussed above, the case in which the
wedge does not fill the cavity is of course the more common one. It is to this situation that La
Hire directed most of his attention. Secondly, contrary to Wallis and Descartes, La Hire not
only realized that there is an important difference between a wedge to which a pressure is
applied by a weight and a wedge that is hit at speed by another object, he actually discussed
these as conceptually different cases. Here, too, the second case was of course the most
concrete one. Yet, La Hire was perfectly aware that the mechanical advantage of the wedge,
which he described as “the ratio of the power that pushes the wedge […] to the resistance of
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the body [to which it is applied]”,688 could best be found in the simplest case, in which the
wedge did in fact fill the entire cavity and a pressure rather than a strike was applied to its
base. This situation clearly was most suited to finding the equilibrium of forces.

Figure 9. The geometrical schemes from which La Hire reconstructed the ‘efforts’ related to
the wedge. Above the case in which the wedge does not entirely fill the cavity, below the
case in which it does. La Hire (1695), p. 278.
La Hire’s way of finding an expression for the abovementioned ratio is perfectly illustrated
by figure 9. La Hire geometrically related the pressure on the base of the wedge to its ‘effort’
on the body, with the latter taken in the direction perpendicular to the sides of the wedge—in
direction MD in the figure. After constructing a host of similar triangles, La Hire concluded
that “the ratio of the power N that pushes the wedge will always be to the resistance of the
body, as FD [is] to LD”.689 Although La Hire stated on another page that, in the case of an
isosceles triangle that filled the cavity, the ratio FD to LD was the same as the ratio between
the semi-base and the length of the slope,690 he did not explicitly use this latter ratio as an
La Hire (1695), p. 282. “la raison de la puissance N qui pousse le coin étant toujours à la resistance du corps,
comme FD à LD”.
689
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expression for the advantage of the wedge. The reason for this seems clear. In the case in
which the wedge did not fill the cavity, La Hire could not find a right angled triangle to relate
the ratio FD to LD with the slope to base ratio. Therefore, he could not consider that ratio as
a general rule. The only universal rule he stated, was that “the power that is applied to push
the wedge, has as much more force as the wedge is narrower”. Although this was of course
rather imprecise, it was important enough for him to devote a proposition to.691
In what followed, though, La Hire did look for a more general relation. He tried to
find a principle for the wedge regardless of whether it filled the cavity by considering it as a
lever. The lowest point of the cavity would be the fulcrum of that lever, the sides of the crack
its arms. On the basis of the famous law of the lever, La Hire argued that if one compares the
powers on the two ‘arms’ of the cavity, the “moments of these powers will be equal, when
they are to each other as the reciprocal ratio of the arms of the lever” and that “the extremity
of the arm of the lever cannot travel a space without that the extremity of the other arm of the
same lever travels another space that will be to the first in the ratio of the [one] arm to the
[other] arm”.692 This last remark is interesting in the context of the controversy over forces:
La Hire considered the forces on the wedge in terms of the distances they cover. What is more,
he argued as well that “those who have examined [the wedge] by its movement […] have not
with enough attention cared about the paths that must be travelled by the two bodies [the
wedge and the resisting body] in the same time”.693 Yet, he did so in the case where he tried
to solve the problem via the law of the lever, where the need of talking about distances is selfevident. Furthermore, La Hire lacked a clear concept of force: a definition of the concept is
noticeably absent from his preliminary chapters.694 Unsurprisingly, neither the law of the lever
nor an analysis of forces without a definition of force yielded a quantitative result in the end.
La Hire’s treatment of the wedge lacked a clear founding principle, and, as a result, was a
failure.
Still, if La Hire’s geometrical figures might seem cumbersome to modern readers, they
are nothing compared to the text of Varignon. The latter’s 1725 treatment of the wedge starts
with an overview of the different opinions on the machine. According to Varignon, the vast
majority of writers had tried to solve its mechanical advantage with the principle of the lever
or that of the inclined plane. Most of those who did so, according to Varignon found
themselves unable to come to any conclusion about the relation between the force on the
wedge and the resistance it could overcome. Those who did come to a conclusion, on the other
La Hire (1695), p. 282, proposition LXXXVI: “La puissance qui est appliquée à pousser le coin, a d’autant
plus de force que le coin est plus aigu”.
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hand, could hold that the force would be to the resistance as: half its base to the height; half
its base to the length of its slope; the base to the height; or the depth of the cavity to its width,
he asserted.695 As he stated twenty pages later, Varignon believed that the failure of other
authors in general had to do with their neglect of the actual physical situation of the wedge:
Varignon stressed that one should take into account “the resistance of the fibres”, and not only
of the sides of the crack.696
Considering that he was aware of the difficulties and earlier failures in the case of the
wedge, Varignon took an ambitious step by adding another problem. He did not only want to
consider the case of isosceles triangles but actually wanted to find a solution for all possible
triangles. Unsurprisingly, his general answer was a mess. According to Varignon, “in case of
an equilibrium between the absolute force of the strike of the hammer [in the direction parallel
to one of the sides of the crack], and the resistances in the sides of the crack of the body to be
split; this absolute force of the strike of the hammer […] will always be to the sum of the
resistances [in the sides of the crack] as the product of the square of the total sine of the
diagonal DG”.697 Where this DG was still relatively easy to find, its ‘diagonal’ certainly was
not, as we can see in figure 10.

Figure 10. One of the more bizarre cases of Varignon’s wedges. Varignon (1725), II, plate
35, figure 250.
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This general answer is of course hardly comprehensible, and even if it were correct, it is hard
to imagine that it would actually have helped Varignon’s audience in understanding the
wedge. Leaving that question aside for a moment, we can learn enough from Varignon’s
answer in the simplest case of an isosceles wedge filling up its cavity. In case of such a wedge,
he held that “the absolute force, which we suppose here hit or pushed perpendicular to the
wedge’s base [and] in its middle, is always to the resistance, which [is] the sides of the crack
together, as half of the base of the wedge is to one of its sides.698 Like La Hire, Varignon came
to this answer primarily by comparing different triangles he had drawn on the situation. Even
though Varignon had in fact stated his concept of force before, this concept obviously proved
to be of little value in the case of the wedge: Varignon clearly did not distinguish between
pushing and hitting the wedge. That his concept of force did not help him is quite unsurprising
if we remember that he talked about the ‘velocities caused by the motive force’, but tried to
solve the wedge in cases of equilibrium. Yet Varignon was happy with his result, which did
not only confirm what La Hire had said earlier but, according to Varignon, also what another
“illustrious author” had said, after which Varignon cited this author without naming him.
Luckily, the citation enables us to identify this illustrious author as none other than Isaac
Newton: the quote comes directly from the Principia.699
Newton’s treatment of the wedge in the Principia is quite cursory. Rather than the
efficiency of machines, Newton was of course first and foremost interested in relating forces
to motion, and therefore did not consider equilibria extensively. Still, his scarce comments
point exactly to the problems with which his ‘successors’ struggled. According to Newton,
“[t]he forces by which a wedge presses the two parts of the wood that it splits are to the force
of the hammer upon the wedge as the progress of the wedge (in the direction of the force
impressed upon it by the hammer) is to the velocity with which the parts of the wood yield to
the wedge along lines perpendicular to the faces of the wedge.”700 What we see here is first
of all the vagueness over ‘motion’. Newton begins to talk about the ‘progress’ of the wedge,
seemingly indicating that he discusses its displacement, but after that brings up velocities as
well. Since Newton is using an approach similar to that of Descartes and Wallis, however,
this is not necessarily problematic. Yet, like Varignon, Newton was of the opinion that one in
general needed to describe the working of machines in terms of velocities, as we have seen
above as well.701 Contrary to Varignon, however, Newton was not arguing that the advantage
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of the wedge was as the length of its slope to its semi-base. Rather than that, his approach
would lead to the conclusion that it was the length of one slope to the full base.
Comparing these answers to the modern one, we can easily pick out their main
difficulties. Whereas the modern interpretation of the wedge is concerned with the movement
of the wedge in the direction of its length, that is, its penetration of the body, compared to the
sidewards movement of the resistance—for instance the cut it makes in the wood—La Hire,
Newton, and Varignon implied it was the movement perpendicular to the sides of the wedge
that mattered. Moreover, La Hire and Varignon were led to expressions of the mechanical
advantage in terms of the semi-base of the wedge because they considered the movement of
the resistance on both sides of the wedge apart from each other, a conceptual mistake. Newton
did not make this last mistake, but still concluded that the wedge moves the body to be
separated in the direction perpendicular to its sides, that is, oblique to its angle of incidence.
If we consider the situation physically, we immediately spot the problem. A wedge moving
downwards generally does not push the body downwards and sidewards, but only sidewards.
What would happen if the wedge would push it downwards is that it would either move the
body as a whole with it, or would compress the body. Obviously, this is not what a wedge is
supposed to do.702 Clearly, this was a consequence of the fact that they addressed the wedge
by mathematical methods only, and did not go into the nitty-gritty of concrete wedges.
Yet, from the above, we already see that Newton’s text is hard to interpret: Varignon
thought Newton had given the same answer as he did, but this was in fact not the case.
Varignon’s own discussion of the wedge, however, seems to have been even less understood
by his readers. Apart from ’s Gravesande, to whom we will come soon, there seem to have
been few readers who spotted the mistakes in Varignon’s treatment, which of course testifies
of ’s Gravesande’s eye for detail. One reason why others might not have seen it is the
complexity of the text, but it could also be due to the late appearance of Varignon’s book in
1725. By the third decade of the century, the debate on the wedge had already shifted to
empirical rather than theoretical treatments. As discussed above, historians of mechanics
equally have paid little attention to works on simple machines of the period under
consideration. In general, they seem to assume that Varignon had discussed all their properties
correctly,703 which certainly is not the case. Even in Varignon’s own time, however, not
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everyone was interested in following his overly elaborate discussions. Commenting on the
differences between their respective principles of statics, Jean Bernoulli wrote to Varignon:
“your project of a new Mechanics is filled with a great number of examples, some of which,
to judge from the figures, seem very complex. But I challenge you to propose one at your
choice, and I will solve it on the field and as for a joke with my rule”. 704 Bernoulli seemed
not to have bothered to actually look at Varignon’s solutions: he was certain he could do better
himself but, as explained above, unfortunately never unleashed his critical powers upon the
problem of the wedge.

The equilibrium experiment by Hauksbee and Whiston
As is most evident in the cases of La Hire and Varignon, it was quite a challenge to deal with
the physical situation of the wedge and the forces involved on the basis of mathematics only.
One possibility to study the actual physics by empirical methods was of course to create an
experiment in which a wedge was held in equilibrium. This was exactly what happened in the
first half of the eighteenth century. Trying out a wedge in an experimental context had another
advantage as it helped to avoid the mistake of missing the correct direction of the forces
involved. Yet, as we will see, the turn to instruments and experimental methods did not lead
to a consensus on the mechanical advantage of the wedge immediately. Some problems could
be avoided more easily, but others would still remain the same.
The first evidence of such an approach dates from 1714, and comes from Hauksbee
the Younger and Whiston. We find what is probably the earliest depiction of a machine that
would ‘demonstrate’ the workings of the wedge in a pamphlet proposing their courses in
experimental physics.705 In their course, Hauksbee and Whiston used “a compound engine”
to explain the wedge (see figure 11). This engine was built up from of two heavy cylinders
placed parallel to each other on a supporting frame. The cylinders were pulled together by a
system of pulleys and ropes to which weights were attached in such a manner that half of the
weight would work on each cylinder. To keep the cylinders parallel when they would move,
equal weights must be attached to the front and back sides of the cylinders. The wedge was
placed in between the cylinders so that it would press them apart if it moved down. The wedge
consisted of two wooden boards, each placed against the side of one of the cylinders. These
boards were held together by hinges at their bottoms, and were connected by a large horizontal
screw at their top. Bolts on the screw fixed the angle of the wedge, and additional weights
could be attached below. Now, to make an equilibrium, the weight of the wedge, its screw,
bolts and additional weights should be balanced against the weights pulling the cylinders
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together. If one could quantify this ratio, one would have an expression for the equilibrium of
the wedge based on an experiment. The enormous advantage this model offered was that it
did in fact reduce the forces on the wedge to weights only. If one could describe the workings
of the model properly, one could just find the mechanical advantage of the wedge by
comparing these weights, as was done in the case of much easier instruments such as the
pulley and the lever.

Figure 11. The wedge used by Hauksbee and Whiston. Hauksbee & Whiston (1714), plate 4.
According to Hauksbee and Whiston, the weight of the wedge depressed the wedge itself by
a “Force [that] is diminished in Proportion to the Sine of its Aperture, compar’d with the Line
of its Depth: So that when the former Sine is double or triple, &c. the Force is diminished one
half, or one third, &c”.706 Unfortunately, however, due to a couple of complications in the
design of their machine, it would probably have been difficult to establish such a relation
directly from it. First, as the picture shows, the machine used by Hauksbee and Whiston is
not necessarily isosceles; second, and because of that, it is quite hard to determine both the
angle of the wedge and its depth. As we will see later, the wedge they had built would not
have given the relation they stated. It therefore seems very likely that Hauksbee and Whiston
706
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just used this apparatus to show that ‘a double or triple sine diminishes the force to one half
or one third’. With this, they simply gave the same relation as La Hire had done, namely that
‘the power applied to the wedge, has as much more force as the wedge is narrower’.
This is of course consistent with the modern notion of the mechanical advantage of
the wedge. Yet, the former does not necessarily imply the latter. La Hire’s statement gives a
relation between an increase in narrowness and the power output. This relation would hold
for instance equally regardless of whether one would take the mechanical advantage to be the
ratio of the height to half the base, or the ratio of the height to the full base. In each case,
doubling the base would halve the force. Therefore, the statement does not give an exclusive
expression for the mechanical advantage of the wedge. Whiston and Hauksbee did in fact give
an expression for it, but would not use their machine to do so. Based on a theoretical isosceles
triangle, they argued that the advantage would be as the side of the wedge was to its base.707
That is, Hauksbee and Whiston argued that the advantage was half of the value given by La
Hire and Varignon, but repeated the mistake of considering the direction perpendicular to the
sides of the wedge as most important.
Given the fact that Hauksbee and Whiston used a similar geometrical construction
instead of their experiment to decide matters, it is not very strange that they argued for a value
similar to Newton’s. Like Newton, who was of course the absolute master of British natural
philosophy in the 1710s, they considered the situation in terms of velocities, not in terms of
displacements. The instrument they built to ‘explain’ the workings of the wedge was in a
methodological sense a failure. It did not provide the means to ‘demonstrate’ those workings
by quantitative methods, as for instance ’s Gravesande’s fall apparatus that we have seen in
the previous chapter did. Therefore, their ‘engine’ could not help Hauksbee and Whiston to
improve the theory of the wedge, as it did not allow them to draw out precise consequence
that could be compared to theoretical concepts. Their texts was equally unhelpful to others
trying to do so, as it lacked a detailed explanation of what weights were to be taken into
account and in what way; of how to find the ‘sine of the aperture’; and of how one could
‘compare it with the line of depth’. Someone else was needed to do measure and quantify the
wedge appropriately.

’s Gravesande finds the solution, eventually
As far as I can ascertain, ’s Gravesande, was the first to attempt and succeed in measuring the
forces on the wedge adequately, and did so in the first edition of the Physices elementa
mathematica of 1719. There, ’s Gravesande presented a somewhat refined and stylized
version of Hauksbee’s machine (figure 11). Although its basic idea remained the same, ’s
Gravesande used a circularly shaped screw to hold the wedge together, which enabled him to
control the angle of the wedge so that it could take an isosceles shape. Therefore, ’s
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Gravesande’s instrument was much more precise than that of Hauksbee and Whiston, and
allowed him to find the depth and height of the wedge much easier.708

Figure 12.’s Gravesande first wedge. Notice the difference in the shape of the screw
compared to the Hauksbee-Whiston model, as well as the disappearance of the two lower
pulleys in ’s Gravesande’s design. ’s Gravesande (1720), plate 6.
Because of that, ’s Gravesande’s instrument was manageable enough to distil a quantitative
relation between the forces in equilibrium. This is exactly what he provided in his book.
Although ’s Gravesande, like La Hire and Varignon, in later versions also discussed the more
common case in which the wedge did not fill the cavity, he did so only after he had treated
the simplest case:709 this was clearly the most important result for him. He explained that
“[t]he cylinders E, E [see figure 12] are separated by the inserted wedge FF, that is pressed
down by weight M, and an equilibrium is rendered when the weight M, and added to it the
weight of the wedge, holds itself to the weights P,P as half the base of the wedge to its

In the bibliographical essay that first appeared in the 1742 edition of his work, ’s Gravesande indeed admits
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height”.710 The only difficulty here would be to determine the measure of the height of the
wedge. Like Hauksbee and Whiston, ’s Gravesande made not exactly clear how and where to
measure its value. However, owing to the fact that ’s Gravesande’s wedge was an isosceles
triangle, he could simply have found the height to base ratio of his wedge by measuring its
angle. Likewise, he could have reconstructed the height geometrically from the length of base
and the length of the slope, which are in fact easy to measure.
’s Gravesande thus could and did find an experimental value for the mechanical
advantage of the wedge, simply be comparing the weights that were expressing the forces on
the wedge. Most interesting for us, however, is the fact that he compared this value with a
theoretical one and that he thus had the methodological means to turn his wedge apparatus
into a test of conceptual interpretations of forces. As we have seen in the previous chapter,
one of the first chapters of his book, ’s Gravesande had already discussed how one could
compare the ‘actions’ of one body on another in the case where “powers [are] acting on an
obstacle in the manner that, by the resistance of the obstacle, the action of the power is
continuously destroyed”,711 that is, in a static equilibrium. Although ’s Gravesande had based
his reasoning on actions and forces on the principle of momentum, as we could expect from
someone claiming to explain ‘Newtonian’ physics, he derived an expression for the
comparison of forces which sounds very much like that of the opposite camp: “[w]hen the
spaces passed through [by the actions] are in inverse ratio to the intensities [of the actions],
the actions are equal”.712 Applying this to the case of the wedge, ’s Gravesande stated that
“[w]hen the whole wedge is thrust [into the body], the space to which the blow or blows of
the hammer strike is its height, which therefore one must hold for the space passed by the
power; the true space, by which the wood cedes from its parts each together, is half the base
of the wedge. From which follows that, the power will be to the resistance of the wood, when
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propositions can be interpreted as discussing the integration of force over distance, e.g. kinetic energy. They
demonstrate that the area of the integration, the “square” in Newton’s own words, is proportional to the square
of the velocity. Hence, this integration yields the equivalent to Leibniz’s force. In theory, ’s Gravesande could
have found his expression of “the intensity of the action” via these propositions, but I do not believe he actually
did. As we will see below, ’s Gravesande soon after this switched to the Leibniz’s concept of force. If he would
have been aware of the implications of propositions 39-41, he most likely would have recognized their closeness
to Leibniz’s force. However, Newton himself never made this link explicit, and ’s Gravesande attributed the
concept to Leibniz and Huygens instead. In the second edition of his Physices elementa, he argued explicitly
that he would not back up Newton on these points, see ’s Gravesande (1725a), I, the second page of the
unnumbered Monitum which opens the volume. “Novam etiam nostram Percussionis Theoriam, quae
Leibnitzianam, quam & Hugenianam dicere ausim, de viribus insitis doctroniam pro fundamento habet […]
Quamvis in multis, quae spectant memoratas Theorias, a Newtoniana recesserim sententia […]”.
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they are equal [in equilibrium], as half the base of the wedge to its height”.713 After the
experiment, ’s Gravesande concluded that “thus, the preceding rule is recalled by the
experiment and is confirmed by it”.714
Something strange is going on here. We have an expert mechanic and mathematician
who finds a theoretical value for the mechanical advantage of the wedge and confirms this by
experiment. Yet, this value does not agree with the modern one, while the experiment seems
perfectly viable. In fact, a simple analysis of ‘forces’ in the modern sense will show that the
machine works as ’s Gravesande says it does. The problem, hence, is not that the machine is
described inaccurately or insufficiently, as it was in the case of Hauksbee and Whiston. Is
there then something wrong with the conceptual value? This is indeed the case. As was
already explained by Descartes, the spaces passed through are of course not half the base, but
rather the full base of the wedge. In the machine we have seen, the cylinders will recede
exactly by the full length of the base when the wedge is thrust in completely as it is exactly
the base of the wedge which will separate them.
It is quite strange that ’s Gravesande did not see this. It might be that he was convinced
by his experiment and adapted his theory so that it would fit observation, but this is pure
speculation and we probably will never know why he believed the half-base value for the
mechanical advantage would be conceptually correct. We do know however that ’s
Gravesande soon convinced himself of the fact that it was not. In the second edition of his
Physices elementa mathematica of 1725, he presented another instrument to show the
workings of the wedge. Only five years after his original explanation, ’s Gravesande now
gave the theoretical value of height to base for the advantage of the wedge, and had devised
an instrument that would show this value.
’s Gravesande’s new machine might have been influenced by the largely forgotten
German instrument maker Jacob Leupold, who had published his Theatrum machinarum in
1724. In that book, Leupold discussed the wedge as well, comparing a new machine of his
own design with the one “Mr. Gravesand” had used in 1719.715 After recounting that ’s
Gravesande had argued for the ratio of half the base to the height, Leupold introduced his own
machine, which actually consisted of half a wedge supported by a movable cylinder on its
oblique side as in the earlier machines, but supported by rollers fixed along the line of its
height on the other side. In this design, the entire weight pushing the wedge up was connected
to the one moving cylinder. Leupold explained that he used a weight of ten pound to pull the
cylinder towards the wedge and a weight of 2 pounds to pull the wedge down. “When now
the 10 pound should be in equilibrium with 2 to the wedge, the side [height] of the wedge NN

’s Gravesande (1720), pp. 31-32. “Quando totus cuneus intruditur, spatium ab illo ictu aut ictibus mallei
percursum est illius altitudo, quod ideo pro spatio à potentia percurso haberi debet; spatium vero, per quod
lignum ab utraque parte cedit, est semibasis cunei. Unde sequitur, Potentiam se habere ad ligni resistentiam,
quando aequipollet, ut semibasis cunei ad illius altitudinem”.
714
’s Gravesande (1720), p. 33. “sic regula praecedens ad Experimentum revocatur & eo confirmatur”.
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Leupold (1724), p. 48. Literature on Leupold is sparse, but Ferguson (1971) is a good starting point.
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must be related to the base NO as 2 to 10, or 1 to 5”, he asserted.716 Evidently, this would
come down to the ratio of height over base for the mechanical advantage of the wedge, but,
somewhat surprisingly given his comparison with ’s Gravesande, Leupold did not generalize
his result. Because of that and the fact that he used only half a wedge, it might be that Leupold
was not aware of this difference or might not have been sure whether his result would point
to half the base or the full base as the ratio.
After the passage cited here, Leupold only discussed the use of the machine when a
weight was dropped down on the wedge instead of pulling it from below. This of course is
more like the actual use of a wedge where it is hit at speed with a hammer. Yet, it primarily
indicates that Leupold was unaware of the theoretical impossibility of comparing a pressure
and a force, as he blended statics with free fall experiments. A similar confusion with the
fundamental concepts of mechanics becomes clear from Leupold’s chapter on the comparison
between ‘force’, ‘time’, and ‘power’. In the title to this chapter, Leupold first argued that the
power of a machine—its efficiency—should be found from the relation between force and
time. Half a page later, however, he argued that it was the relation between the ‘space of the
weight’ and the ‘force’ that would be equal to the ‘proportion’ of a simple machine. 717 This
quite unsystematic overview, which in fact appeared only after Leupold had discussed the
‘proportions’ of all the simple machines individually, would of course do little to clear up the
confusion over what the concepts of ‘force’ and ‘power’ were. Leupold seems to have been
unaware of recent developments and did not have the conceptual means to relate his
experiments to theory or to actually ‘measure’ theoretical concepts. As such, he had no
methods at his disposal that could have helped him to solve the puzzle of the wedge.
Yet, those who were working on the problems involved would have seen that
Leupold’s machine in fact gave a different result for the mechanical advantage of the wedge
than the ones discussed before. We know for a fact that ’s Gravesande owned Leupold’s
work,718 so it certainly seems possible that ’s Gravesande took notice of it in his new design.
However, ’s Gravesande had of course other reasons to re-evaluate his statics as well, namely
that he had proved the value of Leibniz’s concept of force in his free fall experiment. Although
he there described Leibniz’s force is terms of mass times the square of the velocity, it seems
evident that he realized that it could be stated as mass times displacement as well, as he was
actually measuring velocity by the height of fall in those experiments. As we have seen, the
definition that he gave of the ‘action’ of ‘force’ in 1719, was in terms of space passed
through—displacement—as well. When free fall experiments are approached mathematically
Leupold (1724), p. 49. “Beim Gebrauch werden zwei Gewichte genommen, als hier X 10 Bf. Und Y 2 Bf.
Wenn nun die 10 Bfund mit 2 am Keil in aequillibrio stehen sollen, so muss sich die Seite des Keils NN gegen
die Basin NO verhalten wie 2 zu 10, oder 1 zu 5”. In both the text and the figure, Leupold seems not to take into
account the weight of the wedge itself, which is of course problematic. See Tab. xvii, figure iii.
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Leupold (1724), p. 74. “Gegeneinanderhaltung und Beweis, das die einfachen Künst-Zeuge bei gleicher
Krafft und Zeit auch gleiches Vermögen haben”; and “der Raum der Last und Krafft [verhalten] sich [allezeit]
gegeneinander wie die Proportion der Machine oder die einander glechstehende Krafft und Last selber”.
718
Leupold’s works appear in the auction catalogue of ’s Gravesande’s library, Verbeek & Verbeek (1742), p.
8.
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with the concept of force related to displacement, calculations will simply render the
Leibnizian definition of force and such experiments had convinced ’s Gravesande that his
measure of force in terms of displacement was correct and applicable.
The most visible difference between the wedge instruments of 1719 and 1725 was the
fact that the cylinders were suspended from above in the new machine, instead of resting on
a framework (see figure 8). This, as ’s Gravesande pointed out, would decrease the influence
of friction:719 in the new machine, a minimal agitation would bring the wedge out of an
equilibrium.720 What was more important than this, though, was that the new configuration
enabled ’s Gravesande to perform the decisive trick. Instead of having the weights connected
to both cylinders, he had all of the weight working on just one of them, similarly to Leupold.
Because of the action-reaction principle famously stated by Newton, of which ’s Gravesande
was of course very well aware, the ‘loose’ cylinder would exert the exact same force on the
wedge as the connected one, at least as long as they were still parallel to each other. The
system of ropes visible in the figure looks quite elaborate, but exactly ensured that this
reaction would do its work correctly.
Although precision measurement and conceptual clarity were now finally set to come
together, the explanation provided by ’s Gravesande in 1725 was unfortunately quite minimal.
From the second edition of his work on, he simply stated the theoretical workings of the wedge
based on the distance-based concept of force, and after that explained how to build the new
instrument and what results it would give.721 Although his comparison between the measured
value and the conceptual value was methodologically sound, he did not explain what had
changed. He only refer to the older machine in a scholium to the chapter on the wedge, and
there simply argued that “this machine does not represent what keeps the wedge in action […]
the weights do not represent the force with which the cylinders cohere, in fact a single cylinder
is dragged only by half of the force to the fixed pulley; in our other machine, the cylinders
cohere by the integral weights”.722
’s Gravesande’s point seems clear enough, and yet, he did not really give an argument
for it. That such an argument was called for seems quite obvious considering the fact that
neither Hauksbee and Whiston nor ’s Gravesande himself had initially spotted the problem.
Just after the wedge, two chapters further, ’s Gravesande discussed the composition of forces
’s Gravesande (1742), I, xxi. Although the cylinders would move along an arc and not in a straigh line because
of the supension from above, their direction in the first instance after breaking the equilibrium would of course
still be in the horizontal direction. Therefore, the equilibrium conditions are not changed due to the arced path.
720
’s Gravesande (1725a), I, 45.
721
’s Gravesande (1725a), I, pp. 42-45 and plate 8, figure 5.
722
’s Gravesande (1725a), I, p. 47. “Machina haec non repraesentat quae in actione cunei, quo corpora
separantur, obtinent; pondera enim P,P, non repraesentant vim qua cylindri inter se cohaerent; sed cylindri
singuli dimidio ponderum P,P, ad trochleam fixam trahuntur; in nostra autem machina, ponderibus integris P,P,
inter se cohaerent cylindri”. Perplexingly, in the previous scholium on pp. 46-47, ’s Gravesande discussed the
case in which the wedge did not fill the cavity, and came to the result of the side of the wedge to half its base
following the same geometrical approach as La Hire and Varignon. Both the method and the result strongly
contrasts with his new experiment. Although I have no explanation for this discrepancy, it evidences again that
different methods could lead to different results.
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by drawing the diagonals, which could certainly have helped the understanding of the wedge.
Although ’s Gravesande did not make this explicit in this specific chapter, the intensity of
powers was of course expressed, in the 1725 edition, in terms of mass times displacement or
possible displacements.723 The lines drawn in this process could of course be used to find the
equilibrium conditions, and in the case of the wedge, this method would immediately have
shown the height to base ratio.724
It is noteworthy, however, that in the 1719 edition ’s Gravesande placed the same
chapter on the composition of forces only much later in the book.725 Moreover, there the
intensity of the power was not taken in terms of displacement, but in terms of velocity or
velocity that ‘would arise’. In the case of equilibrium experiments, talking about velocity is
of course a lot more cumbersome than talking about distances, as there is simply nothing that
has any actual velocity. In the case where one considers the movement of the wedge over a
specific distance, one can, as discussed, of course translate this distance into a velocity: this
is what Jean Bernoulli did with his principle of virtual velocities. In the case of an equilibrium,
however, this translation does not work smoothly. One can easily compare the distances
which will be passed when objects begin to move. These distances can be drawn without any
problems, and are expressed mathematically by the infinitesimal dx. For velocity, there is no
such evident understanding in the case where an object begins to move. The infinitesimal dv
does not have such a one-to-one relation with a model drawing as dx. Initially, the body of
course has zero velocity. Yet, this cannot be the velocity that a body has when it begins to
move, because zero velocity in fact indicates that there is no movement. Thus, a paradox is
created.726
Therefore, drawing forces and considering them in terms of displacements is
obviously the conceptually simpler approach. Although there is no direct link between ’s
Gravesande’s chapter on the composition of forces and those on the simple machines, the fact
that they are so close together indicates he did see a connection between them from 1725 on.
Furthermore, because of the fact that he no longer used velocity to represent forces, this link
’s Gravesande (1725a), I, Caput XV, “De Potentiis obliquis”, p. 49ff. For his definition of the actions of
powers, see pp. 22-24. ’s Gravesande used terms like ‘power’, ‘pressure’, ‘force’ and ‘action’ in an idiosyncratic
way, but did use them consistently. For a clear example of how his use of the compotsition approach, see ’s
Gravesande (1742), I, p. 78 and plate 12, figure 2
724
Following the conventional method, considering the forces on the wedge: the two forces that pull the cylinders
together are equal and directed perpendicular to the sides of the wedge, one acting from the left and one from
the right. Completing the parallelogram, the diagonal is directed downwards, and represents the weight that pulls
the wedge down. The actual force of the weight attached to one of the cylinders is of course in the horizontal
direction, via the ropes that connect the weights with the cylinder (see figure 8). This force is represented by the
horizontal component of the line that represents the force of the cylinder on the wedge. If one draws this line as
well (I can fully recommend the reader to actually draw these forces), one has recreated a triangle that is similar
to the wedge. The height of this triangle represents the weights pulling the cylinders together, the base represents
the weights that pull the wedge down. Hence, the ratio between these forces is represented by the ratio between
the height and the base of the wedge.
725
In ’s Gravesande (1725a), the chapter on the wedge ends at p. 47, that on composition of forces [De potentiis
obliquis] on p. 49. In ’s Gravesande (1720), these are respectively p. 34 and p. 67.
726
See Hankins (1970) pp. 195-198, for d’Alembert’s fruitless struggles with this problem. D’Alembert too,
tried to define force exclusively in terms of momentum.
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was much more obvious. Whether or not this connection between the composition of forces
and the wedge was important to ’s Gravesande himself, his readers would certainly have
noticed it. What we thus see is that ’s Gravesande in the end found the right solution for the
problem of the mechanical advantage of the wedge, and that he could back his theory up by
measurement and vice versa.
’s Gravesande’s solution to the problem was definitely encapsulated in a context that
favoured Leibniz’s force in the vis viva controversy, and he had been relying on a notion of
force depending on displacements rather than velocities on his way to this solution. To my
knowledge, ’s Gravesande’s was the first correct solution of the mechanical advantage of the
wedge since Wallis’s and therefore the first after the controversy over forces had begun. What
we have seen, is that those who tried to solve the problem on purely mathematical and
theoretical grounds generally struggled with identifying actual forces and therefore with
getting the directions of the wedge right. Yet, those who approached the wedge
experimentally, such as Hauksbee and Whiston as well as Leupold, could not solve the
problem either because they lacked either the conceptual background or the instrumental
precision to draw out a real measurement of its mechanical advantage. It was only in ’s
Gravesande’s treatment that conceptual clarity and experimental precision came together, and
that a scientific instrument could be used in order to measure and test different theoretical
concepts. Without such measurements, the puzzle of the wedge might have continued to
confuse mechanics for a long time. ’s Gravesande’s methodology of theory testing therefore,
was something that his contemporaries had much to learn from.727

727

The further history of the problem of the wedge is discussed in Van Besouw (2017), where I have discussed
’s Gravesande’s historical role in the controversy in more detail. As it turns out, even figures such as Desaguliers
and Petrus van Musschenbroek were not able to solve the wedge due to a lack conceptual clarity.
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8. Conclusions
There is something lost in every translation. If we compare ’s Gravesande’s work, according
to himself an ‘introduction to Newtonian philosophy’, to the actual philosophy of Newton, it
becomes clear that the former misses various essential parts of Newton’s scientific
methodology, in particular the parts that concern theory formation and strict rules of
induction. Yet, translations also offer things that are not present in the original. This is all the
more true if a translation was never meant to be a literal one, as was the case of ’s
Gravesande’s physics. In this dissertation, I have focused on the scientific methodology
presented by ’s Gravesande without comparing it at every turn with Newton’s work, and this
approach has yielded many new insights and has rendered older interpretations more precise.
My post-‘Newtonian’ perspective, combined with an emphasis on intellectual
contexts and the role of scientific instruments in ’s Gravesande’s scientific methodology, has
yielded a much more dynamic picture of his work and his importance to eighteenth-century
developments. In chapter two, I have shown in particular that ’s Gravesande’s career did not
start with his meeting with Newton, and that we therefore have to take into account that ’s
Gravesande could not become a ‘Newtonian’ from scratch. Instead, it is more useful to
interpret his adherence to certain elements of Newton’s work in terms of ‘appropriation’. The
question then becomes how Newton’s work fitted in with ’s Gravesande’s previous views and
activities. Interpreted as such, a discussion of Newton’s work, rather than a submission to that
work, becomes one particular element—albeit an important one—in ’s Gravesande’s
intellectual development.
As we have seen in chapter three, ’s Gravesande for one did not fully agree with the
goals and the scope of Newton’s natural philosophy. ’s Gravesande’s physics was much more
restricted, and was based on an underlying sceptical current that has not been properly
accounted for in the literature. This sceptical current led ’s Gravesande to radically separate
metaphysics from physics proper, and turned physics into a restricted science that dealt only
with physical phenomena and laws of nature, and not with deeper causes and ontologies. Yet,
’s Gravesande’s metaphysics, as discussed in chapter four, was based on a form of
determinism that was close to that of Leibniz, and safeguarded the concept of laws of nature.
Even more, that concept gave ’s Gravesande an argument for the knowability of nature that
was much stronger than the arguments of contemporary philosophers, including the mature
Newton, and allowed him to argue that we could have ‘certain’ and true knowledge based on
‘moral evidence’, and not just high probability or ‘moral certainty’.
As we have seen in chapter five, however, this argument was somewhat discontinuous
with ’s Gravesande’s own description of scientific reasoning, and with his logic of turning the
phenomena into evidence for laws of nature in particular. Even though ’s Gravesande’s
physics excluded reasoning from self-evident principles, his methodological precepts were all
based on deductive or hypothetico-deductive methods, and therefore presupposed non-selfevident but true principles. Although ’s Gravesande had created such a category in arguing
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for the certainty of the laws of nature, his methodological precepts were mostly concerned
with reasoning from the laws to the phenomena, and were awkwardly silent on reasoning from
the phenomena to new laws of nature. Since ’s Gravesande did not permit himself to think
about such laws of nature on a metaphysical level and had no description of inductive
processes, theoretical innovation was largely excluded from his physics.
In the last two chapters of this dissertation I have shifted my focus from ’s
Gravesande’s philosophical reflections to his physical research in practice. Addressing both
practice and precept in one and the same dissertation has led us to appreciate the dynamics
between the two, and has allowed us to connect ’s Gravesande’s scientific practice to his
philosophy in ways that were closed to the previous literature. We have seen for instance that
the absence of theoretical innovation in ’s Gravesande’s physics cannot be explained by the
absence of mathematical methods or an oversimplification of Newton’s previous work. In
fact, ’s Gravesande’s work made use of mathematical methods throughout, and he discussed
high-level topics throughout the later versions of his Physices elementa mathematica. Rather
than to any such deficiencies or a shortage of intellectual abilities, we have seen that ’s
Gravesande’s unwillingness to theorize should be explained by his demand for certainty and
rigour, the same demands that made him exclude metaphysical speculation from his physics.
At the same time, however, the focus on certainty and rigour can account for a number
of salient features of ’s Gravesande’s methodological practice, for instance for his functional
definitions of theoretical concepts. Such definitions were advocated in ’s Gravesande’s
methodological reflections, but were also clearly present in his practice. The ‘force of a body’,
for instance, was defined by ’s Gravesande in measurable terms only: force was simply the
mass of the body multiplied by the square of its velocity. Moreover, the force of a body would
be proportional to the amount of resistance it could overcome, and therefore different forces
could be measured proportionally to the cavities they created in equal surfaces. Because ’s
Gravesande would not put any constraints such as conservation on force, he could avoid the
metaphysical debates that crippled the vis viva controversy and could use both ‘Leibniz’s
force’ and the ‘quantity of motion’ to further the mechanical knowledge of the time. Clearly,
’s Gravesande’s rigour and restrictions on the scope of physics had beneficial methodological
consequences as well.
’s Gravesande’s emphasis on and discussions of mathematical methods, previously
thought to be somewhat removed from his mathematical practice, have turned out to be
enlightening to that practice as well, when properly interpreted. ‘Mathematics’ was not only
present in ’s Gravesande’s physics in the use of deductive reasoning, but also in the extent to
which he quantified his physics, in his penchant for precision measurement. Together with
his hard work to make his instruments, experiments, and data reproducible, these
mathematical methods standardized ’s Gravesande’s physics. This allowed him to devise
‘crucial’ experiments with which he could test theoretical concepts, something that, as we
have seen in the case of the wedge, allowed him to solve puzzles that had been confounding
his contemporaries for decades. That ’s Gravesande was largely depended on others coming
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up with theories in the first place, does perhaps speaks to has advantage when it comes to
testing theories impartially.
This impartiality, which is clearly present in ’s Gravesande’s work, is perhaps one of
the topics that might have deserved a more elaborate treatment in this dissertation. In order to
do so, however, I would have had to delve deeper into ’s Gravesande’s moral philosophy,
which has not been feasible in the given time frame. Another topic that might seem
conspicuously absent, is ’s Gravesande’s legacy. Apart from pointing to the fact that his works
were read all over Europe, I have paid little attention to his audiences. If I want to discuss the
development of scientific methodology, should I not have discussed what others did with ’s
Gravesande’s work? I think that this work should indeed be done, but, like many other topics
such as a contextualization of his views on laws of nature and analysing his large body of
work on hydrodynamics, this is a topic that has to be discussed in the future. I believe that
such a discussion is feasible only after having analysed ’s Gravesande’s work in detail, having
taken him out of Newton’s shadow, and having pointed out his substantial contributions to
physics and its methodology. For if we do not know what ’s Gravesande actually did, apart
from disseminating Newton’s views, how could we in fact have determined his intellectual
legacy?
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